
Please refer to the Price Engineer’s HVAC Handbook  
for more information on Underfloor Air Distribution.  

Engineering Guide
Underfloor Products
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Introduction

Underfloor air distribution (UFAD) systems 
are a hybrid of displacement and mixing 
ventilation systems, and are specifically 
designed to mix the occupied zone—the 
first 6 ft [1.8 m] of the room—allowing 
air to stratify above this point.  UFAD 
systems create a general upward flow of 
air in the space and, like displacement 
ventilation, allow the effective removal 
of heat, pollutants and odors. Underfloor 
air distribution systems are often able to 
manage higher loads than displacement 
ventilation while maintaining thermal 
comfort and offering an increased level of 
occupant control.

Air flow in ventilated spaces generally can 
be classified into two different types: mixing 
(or dilution) ventilation and displacement 
ventilation. Mixing ventilation systems, as 
shown in Figure 1, generally supply air in a 
manner such that the entire room air is fully 
mixed. The cool supply air exits the outlet at 
high velocity, inducing room air to provide 
mixing and temperature equalization. 
For more information, see Chapter 9—
Introduction to Mixing Ventilation of the 
Price Engineer's HVAC Handbook. Since 
the entire room is fully mixed, temperature 
variations are small while the contaminant 
concentration is uniform throughout the 
entire room. 

As described in Chapter 15—Fundamentals 
of Displacement Ventilation from the Price 
Engineer's HVAC Handbook, displacement 
ventilation systems (Figure 2) introduce 
air at low velocities, which causes minimal 
induction and mixing. The system utilizes 
buoyancy forces (generated by heat sources 
such as people, lighting, computers, 
electrical equipment, etc.) in a room to move 
contaminants and heat from the occupied 
zone. By doing so, the air quality in the 
occupied zone is generally superior to that 
achieved with mixing ventilation. 

Underfloor air distribution, UFAD, (Figure 
3) differs from displacement ventilation 
systems primarily in the way the air is 
delivered to the space. The air is supplied 
at a higher velocity through smaller sized 
outlets, typically mixing the occupied zone  
(6 ft [1.8 m] above the floor) and allowing 
air to stratify above this point. Additionally, 
the volume and/or direction of the local air 
supply are usually under the control of the 
occupants, allowing the comfort conditions 
to be optimized. The UFAD system creates 
a general upward flow of air in the space 
which, working with the natural buoyancy of 
room air warmed by the heat loads, allows 
the effective removal of heat, pollutants 
and odors. Together with the room air, 
they are removed from the space through 
the building exhaust or return air system 
located in the ceiling or at a high level. 

The diffusers are installed in the floor tiles 
of the conventional raised floor system. If 
the room layout is changed, the floor tiles 
are interchangeable and air distribution can 
be customized as required. 

Since the conditioned air is supplied 
directly into the occupied zone, supply air 

temperature must be higher than mixing 
systems (usually 63 °F [17 °C] or higher) 
to avoid a cold thermal sensation due to 
the low surface temperature of the raised 
floor. By introducing the air at moderately 
cool supply air temperatures and rapidly 
mixing with room air, a high level of thermal 
comfort can be achieved.

Figure 1: Mixing (dilution) ventilation

Figure 2: Displacement ventilation

Figure 3: Underfloor air distribution

Occupied Zone
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Basics of Underfloor Air Distribution

Figure 4: Contaminant air distribution (source: Krantz Komponenten®)

Figure 5: Underfloor air distribution with displacement diffuser

Underfloor air distribution offers many 
benefits for the owner, such as:

1. Flexibility: UFAD and raised flooring 
has been used for decades in computer 
rooms because of the flexibility they 
provide. The same benefits are captured 
with use in office spaces and call 
centers. Today’s workplace typically 
has an abundance of cubicles and a 
proclivity for change. UFAD is ideally 
suited to this type of environment, as 
office reconfiguration is made easier 
with the ability to move floor tiles with 
diffusers to another location simply by 
rearranging the tiles. Since there is little 
or no ductwork involved, this can be 
done quickly and efficiently by building 
maintenance personnel. Furthermore, 
the proximity of diffusers to occupants 
allows easy adjustment for individual 
users.

2. Reduced cost of churn: describes the 
total number of moves made within a 
12 month period divided by the number 
of occupants in the same period (IFMA, 
2002). A 1997 survey by International 
Facilities Management Association 
(IFMA) determined that, on average, 
44% of occupants move per year. There 
is a cost associated with these moves, 
including modifications to HVAC, 
cubicles and furniture to accommodate 
these office renovations. HVAC changes 
with an overhead system are time-
consuming and costly, as ductwork 
must be moved and work done over 
the ceiling. IFMA estimates the average 
cost of a move in a government setting 
is $1,340 USD, per occupant; however, 
with a UFAD system that figure could be 
reduced by more than half. With a UFAD 
system there is little or no ductwork to 
move, and changes are made simply by 
unscrewing and moving the floor tile and 
diffuser to another location and screwing 
it in. The ability for data and power 
cabling to be located in the floor further 
adds to the cost savings associated with 
churn.

3. Indoor Air Quality: is an important 
issue in today’s society. A better 
indoor environment has been linked to 
increased productivity and fewer sick 
days by employees. UFAD is a major 
contributor in creating a better air 
quality environment. Figure 4 shows 
that the concentration of air pollutants 
in the occupied zone is lower with air 
distribution outlets located in the floor 
vs. in the ceiling.
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Typical Applications
UFAD is an effective method of obtaining 
good air quality and thermal comfort in the 
occupied space. Typical applications where 
UFAD has been successfully used are:

•	 Green	buildings	(LEED)
•	 Office	buildings
•	 Television	 studios	 or	 similar	 areas	with	

high heat loads that require quiet cooling 
of occupants at floor level

•	 Meeting	rooms
•	 Conference	 rooms,	 theaters,	

auditoriums, or similar spaces with high 
ceilings

•	 Libraries
•	 Spaces	with	high	occupancy	and/or	high	

churn rate
•	 Spaces	with	high	electrical	power	and/or	

data density (ease of cable runs)

UFAD is usually a good choice in the 
following cases:

•	 Contaminants	are	warmer	and/or	lighter	
than the room air

•	 Supply	air	is	colder	than	the	room	air
•	 Room	heights	are	9	ft	[2.7	m]	or	more
•	 Low	noise	levels	are	desired
•	 The	 space	 has	 high	 churn	 rates	 and	

requires a lot of flexibility
•	 Raised	floor	systems	are	already	in	place	

for other purposes

UFAD is not a good choice in the following 
cases:

•	 Hospitals	(patient	and	surgical	spaces)
•	 Secure	facilities	(jail	cells,	etc.)
•	 Spaces	 which	 require	 wash-down	 for	

cleaning

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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Figure 6: Underfloor air distribution with swirl diffuser

Figure 7: Temperature distribution of a 
mixing system

Figure 8: Temperature distribution of a 
displacement system

Underfloor Air Distribution and 
Displacement Ventilation
Underfloor air distribution, in its most 
general form, is the delivery and distribution 
of supply air to an underfloor plenum or 
network of ductwork for the purpose of 
injecting supply air to a zone through the 
floor. At the point of injection from below 
the floor into the zone, the choice of diffuser 
is often the prevailing factor in determining 
what the air flow patterns will be in the zone. 
For example, choosing a floor diffuser that 
creates a low flow, horizontal displacement 
pattern, as shown in Figure 5, will result 
in characteristic displacement ventilation 
room air flow patterns. Contrast that with 
choosing a floor diffuser that creates a high 
induction turbulent or swirl pattern with a 
mostly vertical throw, as shown in Figure 
6, which will allow mixing to take place in 
the occupied zone.

There are zones that are generally more 
suited to displacement ventilation including, 
but not limited to: 

•	 Lobbies
•	 Gyms
•	 Cafeterias

A key advantage of using displacement 
ventilation in these spaces is that they use 
a similar supply air temperature as the 
spaces with UFAD. These two systems are 
very easily applied together. The choice of 
diffuser not only dictates the air flow rate 
and pattern in the zone, but can also affect 
the degree to which stratification takes 
place, the thermal comfort experienced 
by occupants, the ventilation effectiveness 
of the room, and all other characteristics 
of stratified systems. It is important to 
distinguish between a traditional underfloor 
air delivery system in which the room is 
partially mixed and a true displacement 
system in which any mixing of supply air 
with room air is kept to a minimum and air 
movement is primarily driven by thermal 
plumes.

In some cases, displacement ventilation 
systems are supplied by underfloor air 
distribution. Examples include a sidewall 
diffuser that is fed from a pressurized 
plenum below the floor and a displacement 
diffuser with a horizontal throw installed in 
the raised floor. 

In this case, the displacement ventilation 
air flow patterns, temperature gradients 
and other traits dictate whether the zone 
behaves like most other displacement 
ventilation systems, regardless of where the 
supply air to the diffuser is delivered from.

Traditional underfloor systems allow a small 
amount of mixing to occur in the occupied 
zone while limiting the amount of mixing 
that takes place above the occupied zone. 

Basics of Underfloor Air Distribution

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide

While the total amount of stratification that 
occurs in the zone is affected by a number 
of factors, it is generally desirable for 
stratification to occur because it will lead to 
advantages similar to those found in a zone 
with traditional displacement ventilation. 
These advantages include higher IAQ, 
better thermal comfort and possible 
energy savings. As a contrast to traditional 
displacement ventilation systems, in 
some situations higher cooling loads 
can be treated with a UFAD system while 
maintaining a comfortable temperature 
gradient.	Generally	 speaking,	 increasing	
the flow rate out of a UFAD diffuser will 
reduce the amount of stratification that 
occurs for a given heat load. With traditional 
displacement ventilation, the temperature 
gradient increases as the cooling loads 
increase; and the maximum amount of 
heat that can be removed from a space is 
effectively	limited	by	this	gradient.	ASHRAE	
(2010a) sets this limit for temperature 
gradient at 5 °F [3 °C] for a standing occupant 

and 3.6 °F [2 °C] for a seated occupant. 
Therefore, in some cases, UFAD may be 
able to handle higher cooling loads than a 
displacement ventilation system.

Room Air Flow Patterns
Underfloor air distribution systems, 
using turbulent diffusers, have a room 
air flow pattern which differs from that of 
conventional overhead mixing systems and 
displacement ventilation systems.   

With conventional mixing systems, the 
conditioned supply air is discharged 
horizontally at high level and high velocity. 
The air jet induces room air, mixing with 
and conditioning the entire volume of air 
in the room. This results in a very uniform 
temperature from floor to ceiling with an 
even distribution of contaminants, as seen 
in Figure 7.
A displacement ventilation system 
discharges the conditioned supply air at 
low velocity, typically at floor height. The 
low velocity air spreads across the floor in 
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Figure 9: Contaminant distribution of a displacement ventilation system

Figure 10: Contaminant distribution of a UFAD system

Basics of Underfloor Air Distribution

a layer that is between 1 and 5 in. thick [25 
and 125 mm]. Upon encountering a heat 
source, a portion of the air is heated and 
rises, displacing heat and contaminants 
upwards. The lighter warm air collects 
near the ceiling as it is displaced by the 
cool supply air, as seen in Figure 8. The 
warm air is exhausted from the high level 
return, carrying with it pollutants, effectively 
removing	 them	 from	 the	space.	Refer	 to	
Chapter 15—Fundamentals of Displacement 
Ventilation of the Price Engineer's HVAC 
Handbook for a more complete description 
of displacement ventilation. 

An underfloor air distribution system, 
shown in Figure 10 with turbulent flow 
diffusers, discharges the conditioned 
supply air at high velocity at floor level. The 
discharge is a vertical swirling pattern which 
rapidly induces the room air and reduces the 
velocity to an acceptable level. In a properly 
designed underfloor air distribution system, 
the conditioned supply air discharged from 
a turbulent floor outlet will mix with the 
room air within 6 ft [1.8 m] above the floor 
and form a stratification layer at this point. 
This leaves warmer air at high level and 
conditioned air at low level in the occupied 
space, which permits the creation of a layer 
of higher contaminant concentration in 
the upper zone. As seen in Figures 9 and 
10, a UFAD system with turbulent flow 
diffusers will have less overall contaminant 
stratification than one with displacement 
flow diffusers, but stratification still occurs 
in both systems.  Conversely, mixing 
ventilation systems, shown in Figure 11, 
have an even distribution of contaminants 
through the space.

Contaminant
concentration

Contaminant
concentration

Figure 11: Contaminant distribution of overhead mixed air distribution

Contaminant
concentration

Contaminant
concentration
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Basics of Underfloor Air Distribution

Figure 12: Twist diffuser

Figure 14: Displacement flow diffuser

Figure 13: Twist diffuser air pattern

Figure 15: Flow diffuser air pattern

Twist / Swirl Diffusers
Turbulent flow is generated with floor twist 
outlets (Figure 12) or "swirl" diffusers. 
The air outlets are constructed with a large 
number of inclined slots, which give the 
axially discharged air jets a twist component. 
This increases the turbulence and induction 
effect of the supply air jets. 

The floor twist outlet is normally inserted 
in the floor tiles of the conventional raised 
floor system. A distributor basket is inserted 
under the air outlet to perform the following 
functions:

Trap solid objects that may fall into the air 
outlet (coins, paperclips, etc.).

Equalize the air flow to the individual air 
outlets by increasing flow resistance.

A damper can be inserted into the distributor 
basket so that the air volume rate in the air 
outlet can be throttled manually as required.

Flow Velocities
Air discharge velocity from the slots is in the 
order of magnitude of 400 to 800 fpm [2 to 
4 m/s]. These air velocities are necessary to 
produce induction. At a height of 3 ft [1 m] 
above the air outlet the air velocities are well 
under 200 fpm [1 m/s]. These velocities are 
outside the permissible limits for draft-free 
air movement; this is why the immediate 
area above the floor twist outlet is not 
included for comfort assessment. 

A short interval of a few minutes above the 
floor outlet is not usually uncomfortable; 
however, more than 1/2 hour is bothersome 
for most people. For this reason floor twist 
outlets (pattern shown in Figure 13) should 
be placed at a minimum distance from the 
work place. This distance is generally 1.5 to 
2 ft [0.5 to 0.6 m]. 

Sound Power Level and Pressure Loss
The sound power level of the floor twist 
outlets is relatively low and is under a room 
NC level of 20 at maximum air volume flow 
rate for most cases. It is therefore easy to 
meet the specified acoustic requirements in 
offices. Pressure loss with an open damper 
and maximum air volume flow rate is in 
the order of 0.06 to 0.12 in. w.g. [15 to 30 
Pa]. This determines the minimum pressure 
requirement within the pressurized floor 
plenum to ensure adequate air flow through 
the outlets.

Displacement Diffusers
Displacement ventilation is created if, 
instead of the axial upward discharge, a 
horizontal radial discharge of supply air 
is applied. These diffusers are designed to 
radially deflect the supply air shortly after 
discharge from the air outlet. Figure 14 
illustrates a displacement flow diffuser. After 
the supply air has been radially deflected it 
spreads horizontally in a circular pattern 
along the floor (Figure 15). At heat sources 

in the room, such as computers, occupants 
or other equipment, the air ascends at a very 
low velocity as it is pulled into a thermal 
plume, passes through the occupied zone 
and reaches into the upper zone where it is 
exhausted as warm indoor air.

The supply air flow also displaces heat 
and air pollutants from the occupied zone 
upwards to the ceiling zone. While the floor 
twist outlets' supply air jet is more or less co-
directional with buoyancy (bottom up), the 
jet direction with floor displacement outlets 
is horizontal. The subsequent upward flow 
of air depends solely on buoyancy. If there 
is no buoyancy (no heat loads in the room), 
the cold supply air remains in the floor 
zone and forms a cold air layer. Indoor air 
flow is therefore dominated by buoyancy, 
and not by jet momentum. Typically, these 
displacement type outlets are suitable for 
air volume rates equal to or less than 70 
cfm [33 L/s].

Temperature Distribution
As with floor twist outlets, the warm air 
is displaced upwards, forming a vertical 
temperature stratification. The upward flow, 
however, is determined only by buoyancy 
and not by inertial force. 

Indoor air in the lower portion of the room 
is induced less by the supply air jets, but 
is affected more by convection. The flow 
velocities of the rising air are extremely low. 
As a consequence, the vertical temperature 
gradient is much more pronounced. 
For more information on displacement 
ventilation systems, please refer to  
Chapter 15—Fundamentals of Displacement 
Ventilation of the Price Engineer's HVAC 
Handbook.

Sound Power Level and Pressure Loss
These values are somewhat higher than 
with floor twist outlets, but they are still 
relatively low. At maximum air volume flow 
rate, the sound power level is below NC 20 
with a pressure loss of approximately 0.09 
in. w.g. [22 Pa].

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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Basics of Underfloor Air Distribution

Thermal Plumes
As heat sources warm the surrounding air, 
the air becomes more buoyant. This causes 
it to rise in the space and be replaced by 
air from the side or from below, otherwise 
known as natural convection. As a thermal 
plume rises above the heat source, it entrains 
surrounding air and increases in size and 
volume as it loses momentum, moving away 
from the heat source, as depicted in Figure 
16. The maximum height to which a plume 
will rise is dependent on the strength of the 
heat source; as more heat is transferred to 
the surrounding air, the initial momentum 
of the plume will increase. Also, a room with 
more stratification will reduce the density 
differential of the plume relative to the room 
air as it rises and, as a result, the height to 
which the plume will rise.

Stratification
One	 of	 the	 main	 driving	 forces	 behind	
the benefits realized with underfloor air 
distribution is the formation of a stratified 
environment. As previously defined, 
stratification is the creation of a continuous 
series of horizontal layers of air with different 
characteristics (e.g. temperature, pollutant 
concentration) within a conditioned space.

When turbulent or swirl type underfloor 
diffusers are used to deliver air to the space, 
the amount of stratification is dependent not 
only on the heat sources, but also on the 
flow rate of the diffusers. Some induction is 
allowed to take place in the region below the 
peak throw height of the diffuser, but thermal 
stratification also occurs. Conversely, in the 
region above the throw height of the diffuser, 
defined as the height at which the air pattern 
is 50 fpm, the air does not mix with supply 
air, and is thus subject to a very limited 
amount of induction. This region retains 
the heat and pollution that it has gathered 
without reintroducing these undesirable 
qualities back into the mixed portion of the 
room. As noted previously, thermal plumes 
develop around heat sources and help drive 
air upward from heated objects. Common 
practice is to design the throw height 
equal to or less than the upper limit of the 
occupied zone, which is normally defined as 
6 ft [1.8 m] above the floor. By doing so, the 
volume of air above the occupied zone does 
not mix with the volume of air below the 
occupied zone, meaning heat and pollutants 
will not travel back into the occupied zone 
once they have left.

Figure 17 shows a graph of average 
temperature vs. height. The two curves 
represent two similar rooms; one in 
which turbulent or swirl type diffusers 
are used and one in which displacement 
diffusers are used. Note that although the 
temperature gradients are different for the 
two systems, each experiences stratification 
in the occupied zone. Previously held 

beliefs suggested that the lower portion 
of the room with swirl diffusers would 
become a perfectly mixed zone with little 
to no stratification occurring below the peak 
throw height of the diffuser. Studies have 
since proven this notion to be untrue. The 
amount of stratification that occurs below 
the peak throw height of the diffuser is, 
however, affected by the flow rate of the 
diffuser.

Occupants’	 exhaled	 air	 is	 warmer	 than	
room air and thus will tend to rise naturally 
into the stratified zone, taking with it the 
germs,	bacteria	and	gasses	(such	as	CO2) 
it contains. Heated objects set up thermal 
plumes that drive fresh air upward, meaning 
warmer bodies will receive more air flow 
across them than inanimate objects without 
thermal plumes. The action caused by these 
thermal plumes leads to better ventilation 
effectiveness and increases indoor air 
quality in the occupied zone. The convective 
portion of heat loads that are situated in the 
stratified zone do not contribute to the total 
heat load in the occupied zone. These loads 
simply heat up stratified air that is trapped 
in the upper zone. Essentially, the stratified 
air gains even more heat from these loads 
which makes the return air temperature 
higher, but has little to no direct effect on 
the occupied zone. 

In	 order	 to	 maintain	 comfort,	 ASHRAE	
recommends limiting the temperature 
gradient to no greater than 5 °F [3 °C] 
between the foot and head for a standing 
occupant and no greater than 3.6 °F [2 °C] for 
a seated occupant. The stratified layer above 
the occupied zone is allowed to experience 
a larger temperature gradient because 
comfort is not a concern in this area. For 
maximum benefit, it is suggested that the 
air be allowed to stratify as much as possible 
above the occupied zone. The designer 

should not allow any mixing to occur above 
the stratification layer so as to maximize the 
benefits outlined above. For this reason, 
diffusers with a throw not greater than the 
occupied zone should be selected for the 
designed operating conditions.

Stratification Height
In Figure 18, Qsupply represents the supply 
air flow into the room from a turbulent 
floor diffuser, QR is the upward moving air 
flow contained in thermal plumes formed 
above heat sources, and Qt is the downward 
moving air flow resulting from cool surfaces 
such as a window. In this example, the 
stratification height, Yst will occur at the 
height where the net upward moving 
flow, QR – Qt, equals the supply air flow, 
Qsupply. It is important when designing and 
operating UFAD or DV systems to maintain 
the stratification height near the top of the 
occupied zone (6 ft [1.8 m]) in order to trap 
contaminants above the occupants. If the 
building occupants are typically in a seated 
position, a lower stratification height (e.g. 4 ft  
[1.2 m]) may be acceptable. The region above 
the stratification height may be referred to 
as the upper zone, while the region below it 
may be referred to as the lower zone.

It is important to note that if the total amount 
of supply air flow rate is greater than the 
rate of air flow rising upward due to thermal 
plumes (Qsupply > QR – Qt at all heights), no 
stratification height will exist and the room 
will not exhibit a distinct upper zone. This 
essentially means too much air is being 
delivered for the amount of heat in the 
room.

Another important note is that if the peak 
diffuser throw height is greater than the 
stratification height, some of the air from 
the upper zone may become entrained back 
into the lower zone. This is an undesirable 

Figure 16: Thermal	plume	(ASHRAE,	2001) Figure 17: Temperature stratification with 
DV and UFAD
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Figure 18: Stratification height

Figure 19: Heat transfer pathways in a UFAD system
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condition that can lead to reduced indoor air 
quality and lower ventilation effectiveness, 
as some of the pollutants that would 
otherwise be trapped in the upper zone 
are brought back into the lower zone. If 
the diffuser throw height is lower than the 
stratification height, the stratification height 
should be the same as a displacement 
system with the same diffuser flow rate. 
That is, given a constant Qsupply, Yst will not 
be affected by diffuser throw height so long 
as the throw height is less than Yst.

Basics of Underfloor Air Distribution

GREEN TIP
Lower stratification heights will result 
from a reduced air flow which can lead 
to energy savings from conditioning a 
lower quantity of supply air.  Savings 
may be found in both the reduced 
chiller and primary fan capacity.

PRODUCT TIP
The	Price	RFTD	diffuser	has	a	very	
high induction rate and throws less 
than 60 in. [1.5 m] at full capacity (115 
cfm) and less than 42 in. [1.1 m] at a 
standard air flow rate (70 cfm).

The use of twist type outlets will cause 
the supply air to be injected vertically with 
momentum and mix with room air. As the 
cool supply air settles, it falls back down to 
the floor level. The use of displacement type 
diffusers will cause the supply air to enter 
the room along the floor and form a layer 
of cool air that is primarily driven upwards 
by thermal plumes.

An important design consideration is to 
ensure that the diffuser does not throw 
past	the	stratification	height.	Grilles,	linears	
and some swirl diffusers have throws that 
do not meet this criteria and are therefore 
only suitable for use along perimeter walls 
where the skin load takes priority over the 
air quality. 

If an interior floor outlet throws past the 
stratification height it will induce air in the 
upper zone, pulling heat and pollutants 
back into the occupied zone. The ventilation 
effectiveness of the system decreases the 
stratification, and therefore much of the 
energy savings may be reduced. Effectively, 
the space becomes similar to a fully mixed 
system. 

Thermal Comfort
ASHRAE	Standard	55-2010	defines	thermal	
comfort as the “condition of mind which 
expresses satisfaction with the thermal 
environment and is assessed by subjective 
evaluation.” There are several contributing 
factors to thermal comfort, some of which 
require additional consideration in a 
building with an underfloor air distribution 
system. 

GREEN TIP
If the supply air throws past the 
stratification height it can induce 
heat and pollutants and pull them 
back into the occupied zone.  This will 
reduce the indoor air quality and can 
increase the energy consumption of 
the system.

Ensuring the diffuser throw does 
not exceed the stratification height 
(typically 6 ft [1.8 m]) will help achieve 
the design air quality, energy savings 
and ventilation effectiveness.

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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Basics of Underfloor Air Distribution

One	 of	 the	 major	 considerations	 when	
designing the layout of underfloor diffusers 
is the draft that can occur if supply air is too 
cold or the air velocity is too high across 
an occupant’s body. This is especially true 
for occupants who may be sensitive to air 
currents near the floor, such as children or 
occupants with open toed shoes or bare legs. 
The use of higher supply air temperature 
helps to reduce draft complaints, but care 
must still be taken when placing diffusers 
near occupants. Diffusers with a vertical 
throw should not be used directly under 
seats and tables. Instead, displacement type 
diffusers or diffusers that throw horizontally 
may be a better option for these locations. 
Placing diffusers sufficiently far away from 
stationary occupants can also help reduce 
the number of complaints.

Heat Transfer Pathways 
The distribution plenum common to 
underfloor air distribution systems provides 
flexibility and can simplify the distribution 
of many building services, as discussed 
previously. This plenum space also has a 
significant impact on the way heat moves 
throughout the building. Unlike ducted 
systems, a considerable amount of thermal 
exchange takes place between the supply 
and return plenums and the room, as well as 
with each other. Figure 19 shows the various 
heat transfer pathways that are typical 
to a space conditioned with underfloor 
air distribution. The distinguishing 
characteristics are explained below. 

1. The conditioned air in the supply plenum 
will conduct heat through the raised 
floor tiles, away from warm objects such 
as occupants and equipment, as shown 
in	 Figure	 20.	 Radiant	 exchange	 also	
takes place between the top surface of 
the floor tile and any warm body in the 
room. As a result of increased return 
air temperatures, heat transfer will 
occur between the ceiling surfaces and 
the concrete structural slab above the 
ceiling.

If the slab is not insulated, a significant 
amount of heat will conduct from the return 
air through the slab. In a multistory building, 
the supply plenum of the floor above also 
exchanges heat with the slab. The additional 
heat gained by the supply plenum due to this 
mechanism is the other major contributing 
source of thermal decay. 

The total heat gain into the plenum is a 
major contributing factor to thermal decay. 
The amount of heat removed directly by the 
plenum can be up to 40% of the total heat 
load in the room. This means as little as 60% 
of the total heat load in the room needs to 
be conditioned by the supply air, though this 
number is subject to variation depending on 
the conditions in each space. 

2. Several different modes of heat transfers 
take place in the interior of the space. 
Removal	 of	 internal	 gains	 due	 to	
occupants and equipment occurs via 
a combination of natural and forced 
convection, as shown in Figure 21. 
Introducing low velocity air at floor 
height allows the natural convection 
to	 create	 stratification.	 Objects	 that	 are	
located above the stratification height, 
such as lights, do not contribute the 
convective portion of their load to the 
room. Instead, the warm air surrounding 
the object simply creates a thermal 
plume that rises upwards and does not 
mix into the occupied zone. This type 

of upward air movement driven by 
buoyancy affects the rate of heat removal 
from a body. Due to the abundance of 
warm air at the ceiling level, the ceiling 
surface and return plenum will also be at 
an elevated temperature. These surfaces 
are close to the temperature of return air, 
which is normally in the neighborhood of 
80 °F [27 °C] for a stratified system. 

Figure 20: Conduction of heat into the supply air plenum

Figure 21: Thermal plumes and natural convection

Thermal Plumes

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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3. Along with transfer of heat from the 
ceiling plenum through the concrete slab 
to the floor above, radiant heat transfer 
will also take place between the ceiling 
and the raised floor located below, as 
indicated in Figure 22. Since the raised 
floor is at a lower temperature and the 
ceiling is at a higher temperature, the 
gradient between these surfaces will 
cause radiant heat transfer to occur. 

4. Solar radiation causes a large amount 
of heat gain near the perimeter of the 
building. The cool floor allows solar heat 
absorption to occur in this area. The 
warm temperatures of exterior walls and 
glazing can drive thermal plumes at the 
perimeter, which can be augmented by 
forcing air upwards to help extract heated 
air from the space. Thermal plumes that 
are desired with a UFAD system can be 
set up by perimeter solar heat. This heat 
can be effectively removed by allowing 
the plume to occur and returning the air 
at a high level while replacing the air with 
floor level conditioned air (Figure 23).

Basics of Underfloor Air Distribution

Thermal Plumes 
(Convection)

(Radiation)

Figure 23: Thermal plumes at the perimeter

Figure 22: Radiant	exchange	between	floor	and	ceiling

Underfloor Air Distribution
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Air Distribution Methods

There are basically two methods of 
supplying air to an underfloor ventilation 
system.	One	is	to	use	a	pressurized	plenum	
and the second is to duct the supply air to 
each of the air outlets, similar to an overhead 
system.

Pressurized Plenum
A supply plenum is formed in the cavity 
between the structural floor slab and the 
access floor, as depicted in Figure 24. This 
space is typically pressurized in order to 
deliver air to the floor diffusers, but may also 
be used as a zero pressure plenum where the 
plenum pressure is equivalent to that of the 
occupied space. Zero pressure plenums are 
typically used in natural ventilation systems 
and are not very common. There are several 
advantages to using a pressurized supply 
plenum: 

Simple Design – the underfloor cavity 
eliminates the majority of branch ductwork 
and requires little in terms of control.  
Interior zones are typically CAV and zone 
temperature is controlled using pressure 
reset.

Flexibility – a common distribution plenum 
allows for reconfiguration, or churn, of 
the zone above with little impact on the 
air delivery system. Diffusers are easily 
relocated due to the absence of attached 
ductwork. In addition, the addition or 
reduction of supply air to a zone can be 
easily achieved by adding or removing 
diffusers. To add a diffuser to an already 
occupied space is as easy as cutting a hole 
in the raised floor and dropping in a diffuser. 
To remove a diffuser, the floor tile may be 
replaced with one that is solid.

Installation and Balancing – because these 
diffusers install in precut holes, there is very 
little time required to install.  Floor diffusers 
all have a similar pressure drop and, as a 
well-designed plenum is a self-balancing 
cavity, there is very little balancing required.

Ducted Supply 
In some applications, the use of a ducted 
supply system, as depicted in Figure 25, 
may be warranted. For most applications, 
ducting should be limited to the supply of 
perimeter	zones.	One	of	the	key	advantages	
of a ducted supply is the decoupling of the 
building mass from the HVAC system. 
System latency and supply air heat gain is 
reduced, allowing the system to perform 
more like an overhead air distribution system 
in terms of the reduced effect of thermal 
decay and the ability to deliver either warm 
or cool air to the space effectively. The use 
of ductwork enables variable temperature 
air to be delivered by a terminal unit or 
air handler while being insulated from the 
surrounding concrete slab and raised floor. 
Additionally, effect of the thermal storage 
is reduced because only the air inside the 

ductwork and the ductwork itself needs to 
be cooled or heated along the pathway, 
rather than the entire plenum.

An important benefit of using ductwork 
beneath the raised floor is to effectively 
deliver supply air to the perimeter of the 
building. When a pressurized plenum is 
used perimeter areas are often the furthest 
distance from air handler supply ducts, 
which could lead to a pressure drop between 
the supply point and the perimeter diffusers, 
rendering diffusers subject to minimal 
positive static pressure at their inlets. This 
means perimeter diffusers may not be able 
to supply enough air to the control zone. 
This effect, combined with the possible heat 
gain described above, can cause conditions 
at the perimeter that are less than ideal for 
supplying cool air to the space where skin 
loads are present and cooling loads can be 
large. The main advantage of using a ducted 
supply on the perimeter zone is to alleviate 
these problems.

Figure 24: Pressurized plenum

Figure 25: Ducted supply

Lined ductwork may provide higher 
insulation against thermal decay, but is not 
necessary in all cases. Most times, simply 
separating the supply air stream from the 
slab and raised floor will allow heat transfer 
to be significantly reduced. Advantages of 
using unlined sheet metal include cost, ease 
of installation, and ease of coordination of 
the ductwork for things such as cable trays 
that run directly beneath the ductwork. 

Some underfloor systems do not use a 
raised floor at all. Instead, the concrete slab 
is core drilled to accept diffusers from above 
and the underside of the slab is ducted. 
In this case, the types of equipment and 
control schemes become similar to that of 
a conventional overhead ducted system. 
VAV terminals are commonly employed to 
control a zone of diffusers, while individual 
diffuser adjustment is seldom used in this 
case. 

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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Return Riser

Supply Riser

Another alternative, although even more 
rare, is to install a completely ducted 
system above the slab but below a raised 
floor. Again, thermal decay and leakage 
issues are greatly reduced in this type of 
design, but most of the advantages related 
to installation and flexibility of a typical 
UFAD system are lost. In most cases where 
underfloor ductwork is used, a common 
pressurized plenum delivers supply air to 
most of the zones and separate ducted zones 
are created within the plenum for areas such 
as perimeter zones or special zones.

Common Plenums
The design of the underfloor plenum is one 
of the most important design decisions 
when laying out a UFAD system. There are 
some general recommendations that should 
be considered. Wherever possible, an 
underfloor plenum should be a continuous 
space in order to promote isotropic 
conditions; that is, uniform conditions in 
all directions. However, building shape 
and application will affect this. Most newly 
constructed underfloor systems utilize a 
pressurized plenum that spans the entire 
footprint of the building on each floor. There 
may also be smaller sub-plenums fed by the 
same air supply but controlled separately, 
or multiple independent plenums that are 
served by separate air handlers.  

A plenum may extend through multiple 
control zones. As air travels through the 
plenum, it picks up heat due to thermal decay. 
The slight differences in air pressure from 
one location to another can cause similar 
diffusers to perform differently despite 
being placed in the same plenum.  The floor 
plate in Figure 26 may take advantage of a 
common plenum design and benefits from 
the following advantages: 

Reduced Control Complexity
There is only one plenum and, therefore, 
only one pressure controller required, 
although averaging of the plenum pressure 
at a few points in the plenum is prudent to 
ensure even air distribution. 

Redundancy
If the building supply plenums are fed 
from more than one air handler, there is 
redundancy in the system. If one of the air 
handlers is being serviced, the others will 
be able to provide the affected zone with 
conditioned air, though perhaps at a slightly 
reduced capacity.

Simplified Equipment Control
The air risers supply air to each level with 
the plenum inlets individually controlled by 
the local pressure controller, specific to that 
level. The air handling equipment is then 
controlled by a duct static pressure sensor 
mounted in the riser. 

Simplified Zoning of VAV Spaces
When a common plenum is used, VAV 
spaces can be easily implemented by using 
VAV outlets. 

Divided Plenums
There are some applications where it makes 
sense	to	use	a	divided	plenum.	One	such	case	
may be the use of a divided plenum along 
the perimeter, as depicted in Figure 27. This 
allows dedicated equipment to be used to 
handle the skin load. Dedicated perimeter 
equipment might have increased cooling 
capacity over the equipment servicing the 
interior. As well, the perimeter of the building 
may experience large variations in loading, 
while the interior may not. This means 
that the separated perimeter equipment 
can have a highly variable speed fan and 
multiple stages of cooling and heating, 
whereas the interior equipment may be 
more simple. In winter, supplying warm air 
into the divided perimeter plenum reduces 

the number of fan powered terminals or 
auxiliary heaters required in the building. 
The major limitation of this type of system 
is in the spring and fall months when the 
equipment is switching between heating 
and cooling modes. The thermal mass of the 
slab is active in this type of system and its 
latency will decrease the system’s efficiency.

Another key consideration that must be 
accounted for is leakage between adjacent 
plenums through holes made in the dividers 
to accommodate building services. This 
type of leakage can cause control problems 
between zones and the extra barriers can also 
cause frustration and coordination issues 
during construction. Whenever leakage is 
present between two adjacent plenums 
with different supply temperatures, there is 
also reduced energy efficiency. Basically, as 
more plenum dividers are added, less of the 
advantages of using a common plenum, as 
described previously, are realized with the 
UFAD system. 

Plenum divider

Terminal
unit

Seperate 
perimeter

zone

Main zone

Figure 26: Square floor plate with common plenum

Figure 27: Rigid	underfloor	plenum	divider	creates	a	separate	perimeter	zone

Air Distribution Methods

Underfloor Air Distribution
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Diffuser Types

Interior Diffusers
Interior zones are typically treated as 
cooling-only zones. For these areas, the 
underfloor plenum transports supply air 
at a specific temperature and pressure 
beneath the zone. Diffusers are placed 
in the raised floor and draw air from the 
pressurized plenum, injecting the air directly 
into the occupied zone. Diffusers placed in 
interior zones must be capable of being 
located near occupants and not throwing 
past the stratification height in order to 
maintain a thermally comfortable space 
while promoting stratification.  Diffusers 
with high induction rates rapidly mix the 
supply air with room air to moderate the 
temperature difference and lower the local 
air speed, thereby reducing drafts and 
making themselves more suited to use near 
occupants.

Interior spaces are normally associated with 
relatively constant loads throughout the 
occupied hours. This is mainly due to the skin 
load being treated on the perimeter, leaving 
interior loading predominantly composed 
of occupant, lighting and equipment loads. 
In addition, most interior spaces have net 
cooling loads year-round.

Many advantages of an underfloor HVAC 
system stem from using pressurized 
plenums rather than a network of ducts 
to deliver conditioned air to diffusers. This 
method is preferred for most applications 
as it is the most flexible and economical. 
Increased flexibility, reductions in ductwork 
and associated costs, ease of balancing 
reduced fan energy requirements are a few 
advantages that can be gained by using a 
pressurized plenum to transport conditioned 
supply air. The flexibility comes as a result of 
the ability to increase or decrease air flow to 
a specific building location by simply adding 
or removing diffusers.

When placing interior diffusers into a raised 
floor above a pressurized plenum, the 
general procedure is to simply cut a hole 
in the floor and drop in the diffuser, securing 
as necessary.  Most UFAD diffusers are 
pressure dependent, allowing an amount 
of air to flow into the space that is dictated 
by the pressure in the underfloor plenum. 
Manually adjustable diffusers allow the user 
to adjust air flow, pattern, or both in order 
to create comfortable local conditions for 
the user. Automatic diffusers are controlled 
by an underfloor controller. The controller 
usually accepts signals from a local 
thermostat, building management system 
(BMS), or both. These diffusers provide VAV 
air flows without manual operation. Some 
diffusers allow a combination of automatic 
and manual adjustment so that each zone 
can be controlled by a thermostat or BMS, yet 
still allow individual users to alter their local 
comfort	conditions.	One	example	would	be	

a diffuser that automatically adjusts its air 
volume via an underfloor controller, yet is 
able to be manually adjusted by an occupant 
who can change the direction of the air flow 
from the diffuser.

When selecting a diffuser the designer has 
options between non-adjustable diffusers, 
automatically adjustable diffusers, or 
manually adjustable diffusers. In many 
cases, manually controllable diffusers 
can be located in areas near occupants 
and supplemented with non-adjustable 
diffusers in areas such as hallways and 
corridors where no specific individual 
would be in charge of controlling flow to 
that area. Automatic diffusers would be 
used in specialized areas such as those that 
require variable air volume but are served 
a constant pressure plenum. It is important 
to consider whether the plenum will be 
variable pressure or constant pressure 
before choosing which type of diffuser will 
serve each zone.

Manually Adjustable Diffusers
A typical interior zone consists of manually 
adjustable floor twist diffusers or floor 
displacement diffusers such as those shown 
in Figures 28 and 29. This type of diffuser 
is preferred for most applications because 
it is economical, yet allows for VAV along 
with personal control of each individual 
diffuser. There are no controls necessary on 
each diffuser. As occupants adjust individual 
diffusers, the pressure in the plenum will 
slightly increase or decrease. The plenum 
pressure controller will compensate by 
adjusting the amount of supply air delivered 
to the plenum. Since this is a pressure 

Figure 28: Turbulent flow diffuser Figure 29: Displacement flow diffuser

Figure 30: Automatically adjustable basket 
resides beneath diffuser

PRODUCT TIP
The	Price	RPN	allows	an	underfloor	
pressure controller to monitor the 
above floor zone pressure from 
beneath the raised floor without an 
unsightly intrusion into the occupied 
space.

dependent system with regulated pressure 
control, there is no concern about flow 
adjustment in one area affecting the flow 
in another area. Minimum flows may be set 
by adjusting a mechanical stop to prevent 
occupants from inadvertently reducing 
air flow to the space below the minimum 
acceptable level.

Automatically Adjustable Diffusers
This type of diffuser (Figure 30), can 
be used in any area where use of VAV 
is desired. Typically an automatically 
adjustable diffuser is used in conjunction 
with a constant plenum pressure regulation 
scheme. When a common plenum serves 
several zones and one or more of those 
zones has a variable load, the use of 
automatically adjustable diffusers is a good 
way to create a VAV zone independent of 
its neighbors. These diffusers will adjust the 
amount of air flow to a zone depending on 
the load, as sensed by the zone controller 
and thermostat. Minimum flows should 
be preset by adjusting a mechanical stop 
or by using electronic limits that can be 
adjusted for different conditions, to prevent 
occupants from inadvertently reducing 
air flow to the space below the minimum 
acceptable level.

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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Diffuser Types

Figure 32: Twist diffuser supplying 80 cfm [38 L/s], ΔT = 10 °F [5.6 °C], supply air temperature 
= 62 °F [16.7 °C], return air temperature = 74 °F [23.3 °C]

Figure 33: Twist diffuser supplying 120 cfm [57 L/s], ΔT = 10 °F [5.6 °C], supply air 
temperature = 62 °F [16.7 °C], return air temperature = 74 °F [23.3 °C]

PRODUCT TIP
The Price UMC3 underfloor controller 
has the ability to limit the minimum 
and maximum flows for a group of 
diffusers, and those flow limits can be 
adjusted via BACnet.

Non-Adjustable Diffusers
Diffusers that do not allow air flow 
adjustment by the user or by a controller 
are an economical solution to serve areas 
where loads are constant or where a variable 
pressure plenum is used. In applications that 
require tamper-proof adjustments be made 
by the balancer and maintenance staff, a 
diffuser with a locking mechanism can be 
used. These diffusers usually have their 
adjustment mechanism located beneath 
the diffuser face, which requires the use of 
a specialized tool to access the mechanism.

Dual Inlet Diffusers
Some diffusers may have two inlets: one 
that accepts pressurized plenum air and one 
that	connects	to	ductwork.	One	or	both	of	
these inlets may have a damper that allows 
modulation of each source independently of 
the other. The inlets may share a common 
damper, rendering the diffuser capable of 
operating in only one mode or the other, 
exclusively. In some cases it is possible 
to install a small plenum boot beneath a 
regular floor diffuser in order to allow the 
diffuser to accept two inlets, as shown in 
Figure 31.

Figure 31: Plenum boot allows inlet 
connections
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In any case, the diffuser is capable of 
providing air from two separate sources. 
It must be noted that by allowing ducted 
connections in the underfloor plenum, 
some of the flexibility and convenience of 
using a pressurized plenum is lost. These 
diffusers are typically used in one of three 
situations: 

1. The diffuser serves as both a supply and 
return diffuser. The diffuser will act as a 
supply diffuser when the plenum inlet 

is active, but as a return grille when 
the ducted inlet is active. The diffuser is 
connected to the inlet of a fan terminal 
unit, which creates enough suction to 
draw room air through the diffuser. For 
an example of this application, see the 
recirculating systems subsection of the 
upcoming Applications section.

2. The diffuser supplies plenum air for 
normal cooling operation and fan forced 
air for  additional cooling demands. In 
this application the diffuser normally 
allows plenum air to cool the room. 
When an increased demand is present, a 
fan terminal unit would be activated to 
provide forced air that is able to cool the 
room more rapidly. 

3. Both heating and cooling air flows 
are required from the same diffuser 
at different  times. In this application, 
pressurized plenum air can flow through 
the diffuser to cool the space for cooling 
periods and warm air can flow from a 
terminal unit to the diffuser to heat the 
space for heating periods. 

 This application is most common on the 
perimeter, where skin loads can fluctuate 
widely throughout the year, or even on a 
daily basis. Interior diffusers normally do 
not see this type of application.

Proximity to Floor Outlets 
Figures 32 and 33 show the predicted 
percentage of people dissatisfied due to 
draft in the space at two different air flows.  
As indicated in the graphs below, the 
maximum draft risk is less than 10% two 
and three feet from the diffuser center with 
a supply air volume of 80 cfm and 120 cfm, 
respectively. When designing a building 
in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	55-
2010, it is required that the draft risk is below 
20%. This study indicates that this is easily 
accomplished. In office spaces, where it is 
desired to have one outlet per occupant in 
order to give them individual control of their 
air supply, diffusers can be located within 
each work area with little risk of thermal 
comfort issues.

Underfloor Air Distribution
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Example 1 - Round Floor Diffuser - IP

Consider an open office measuring 50 ft × 25 ft requiring 1325 cfm at 65 °F to manage the cooling load. This area shares a common 
plenum with the rest of the building, and the plenum is designed to operate at 0.08 in. w.g. 

a) Select the appropriate diffuser and find the quantity necessary to supply the office.

Design Considerations

Air Volume, Qs 1325 cfm

TS 65 °F

Plenum Pressure 0.08 in. w.g.

Aroom 1250 ft2

In	order	to	maximize	the	air	quality,	a	diffuser	that	creates	a	displacement	air	pattern	in	the	occupied	zone	is	desired.	The	Price	RFDD	
is selected along with a face adjustable basket, dBA, in order to provide individual supply air volume control to building occupants. 
Referring	to	the	catalog	data,	the	air	flow	rate	for	a	specified	pressure	is	determined.

From	the	catalog	data,	at	0.08	in.	w.g.,	each	RFDD	with	a	DB	basket	has	a	capacity	of	68	cfm	and	a	noise	criteria	of	less	than	NC	15.

Price Round Floor Diffuser (RFDD)

8 in. Round Floor Diffuser (RFDD)

Static Pressure, in. w.g. 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08

cfm, w/o DB 51 57 62 67 72

cfm, w/ DB/DBA 48 54 59 63 68

cfm	w/	RFB	(Ducted	6	in.) 49 55 60 65 69

cfm	w/	RFB	(Ducted	8	in.) 48 54 59 64 68

cfm	w/	RFB	(Plenum	6	in.) 43 48 53 57 61

cfm	w/	RFB	(Plenum	8	in.) 46 51 56 60 64

NC (w/o DB) -- -- -- -- --

NC (w/ DB) -- -- -- -- --

NC	w/	RFB	(Ducted	6	in.) -- -- -- -- --

NC	w/	RFB	(Ducted	8	in.) -- -- -- -- 15

NC	w/	RFB	(Plenum	6	in.) -- -- -- -- --

NC	w/	RFB	(Plenum	8	in.) -- -- 16 18 20

NC	w/	RFB-(VC) -- -- -- -- 16

Underfloor Air Distribution
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Example 1 - Round Floor Diffuser - IP

The number of diffusers required is found by dividing the total air flow requirements by the air flow rate of one diffuser.

Rounded	up	to	the	nearest	whole	number,	20	diffusers	are	required	to	ensure	the	maximum	required	air	flow	rate	is	attainable.

b) Locate the diffusers given the furniture layout.
 The proximity of an occupant to a diffuser is an important consideration in determining where to place diffusers. The draft risk for an 

underfloor	diffuser	is	a	function	of	its	distance	from	an	occupant.	ASHRAE	Standard	55-2010	states	that	a	maximum	of	20%	draft	risk	is	
allowable.	The	figure	below	shows	the	draft	risk	around	the	RFDD	diffuser	at	70	cfm.	

The	RFDD	operates	in	the	acceptable	region	throughout	all	the	data	points,	meaning	the	RFDD	can	be	placed	very	near	occupants	without	
causing discomfort due to draft. By placing a diffuser further than 2 ft away from the nearest occupant, the predicted draft risk will be 
under	10%,	which	is	half	of	the	allowable	limit	per	ASHRAE.

Typically, a space is laid out with one diffuser per occupant in a symmetrical manner. Any additional diffusers can be added in empty 
spaces such as hallways.

Discussion
The total amount of supply air delivered to the space is actually the sum of air delivered by diffusers and category 2 leakage. Because 
of this, category 2 leakage may be taken into account before determining the number of diffusers required. This method is not widely 
used because category 2 leakage data is not readily available for all conditions and the amount of leakage can vary depending on 
many factors. Taking this leakage into account, the designer could use the air flow due to leakage calculated in Example 17.3 in the Price 
Engineer's HVAC Handbook as a contribution to the design air flow.

The supply air required to be delivered by the diffusers is found after subtracting the contribution due to category 2 leakage from the 
total supply air:

The number of diffusers required is then determined:

Only	17	diffusers	are	now	required	to	deliver	air	to	the	space,	which	is	a	reduction	of	three	diffusers	from	part	(a).

Consider an open office measuring 15 m × 8 m requiring 625 L/s at 18 °C to manage the cooling load. This area shares a common plenum 
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Price RFDD 70 cfm 10 °F dT
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Example 1 - Round Floor Diffuser - SI

with the rest of the building, and the plenum is designed to operate at 20 Pa. 

a) Select the appropriate diffuser and find the quantity necessary to supply the office.
In	order	to	maximize	the	air	quality,	a	diffuser	that	creates	a	displacement	air	pattern	in	the	occupied	zone	is	desired.	The	Price	RFDD	

Design Considerations

Air Volume, Qs 625 L/s

TS 18 °C

Plenum Pressure 20 Pa

Aroom 120 m2

is selected along with a face adjustable basket, DBA, in order to provide individual supply air volume control to building occupants. 
Referring	to	the	catalog	data,	the	air	flow	rate	for	a	specified	pressure	is	determined.

From	the	catalog	data,	at	20	Pa,	each	RFDD	with	a	DB	basket	has	a	capacity	of	32	L/s	and	a	noise	criteria	of	less	than	NC	15.

The number of diffusers required is found by dividing the total air flow requirements by the air flow rate of one diffuser.

200 mm Round Floor Diffuser (RFDD)

Static Pressure, Pa 10 12 15 17 20

L/s, w/o DB 24 27 29 32 34

L/s, w/ DB/DBA 23 25 28 30 32

L/s	w/	RFB	(Ducted	150	mm) 23 26 28 31 33

L/s	w/	RFB	(Ducted	200	mm) 23 25 28 30 32

L/s	w/	RFB	(Plenum	150	mm) 20 23 25 27 29

L/s	w/	RFB	(Plenum	200	mm) 22 24 26 28 30

NC (w/o DB) -- -- -- -- --

NC (w/ DB) -- -- -- -- --

NC	w/	RFB	(Ducted	150	mm) -- -- -- -- --

NC	w/	RFB	(Ducted	200	mm) -- -- -- -- 15

NC	w/	RFB	(Plenum	150	mm) -- -- -- -- --

NC	w/	RFB	(Plenum	200	mm) -- -- 16 18 20

NC	w/	RFB-(VC) -- -- -- -- 16

Price Round Floor Diffuser (RFDD)

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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Example 1 - Round Floor Diffuser - SI

Rounded	up	to	the	nearest	whole	number,	20	diffusers	are	required	to	ensure	the	maximum	required	air	flow	rate	is	attainable.

b) Locate the diffusers given the furniture layout.
 The proximity of an occupant to a diffuser is an important consideration in determining where to place diffusers. The draft risk for an  

underfloor	diffuser	is	a	function	of	its	distance	from	an	occupant.	ASHRAE	Standard	55-2010	states	that	a	maximum	of	20%	draft	risk	 
is	allowable.	The	figure	below	shows	the	draft	risk	around	the	RFDD	diffuser	at	32	L/s.	The	RFDD	operates	in	the	acceptable	region	
throughout	all	 the	data	points,	meaning	the	RFDD	can	be	placed	very	near	occupants	without	causing	discomfort	due	to	draft.	By	
placing a diffuser further than 0.6 m away from the nearest occupant, the predicted draft risk will be under 10%, which is half of the 
allowable	limit	per	ASHRAE.

Typically, a space is laid out with one diffuser per occupant in a symmetrical manner. Any additional diffusers can be added in empty 
spaces such as hallways.

Discussion
The total amount of supply air delivered to the space is actually the sum of air delivered by diffusers and category 2 leakage. Because 
of this, category 2 leakage may be taken into account before determining the number of diffusers required. This method is not widely 
used because category 2 leakage data is not readily available for all conditions and the amount of leakage can vary depending on 
many factors. Taking this leakage into account, the designer could use the air flow due to leakage calculated in Example 17.3 in the Price 
Engineer's HVAC Handbook as a contribution to the design air flow.

The supply air required to be delivered by the diffusers is found after subtracting the contribution due to category 2 leakage from the 
total supply air:

The number of diffusers required is then determined:

Only	17	diffusers	are	now	required	to	deliver	air	to	the	space,	which	is	a	reduction	of	three	diffusers	from	part	(a).

Perimeter Diffusers

Price RFDD 32 L/s 5.5 °C dT
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Diffuser Types

Perimeter diffusers must be able to provide 
air to condition the envelope loads and 
prevent the outdoor environment from 
causing uncomfortable conditions in the 
occupied spaces. Less restriction is imposed 
on perimeter diffusers with regards to 
occupant comfort due to the fact that these 
diffusers are located outside of the occupied 
zone.

Though perimeter spaces can extend into 
the building by several feet, an air curtain 
that is contained to within 1 ft [0.3 m] of the 
wall may be all that is necessary to condition 
the skin loads for this area. By containing 
the air curtain within 1 ft [0.3 m] away from 
the perimeter wall, high velocity air can be 
used since it does not enter the occupied 
zone. Comfort conditions such as draft risk 
do not need to be met outside the occupied 
zone, and for this reason perimeter diffusers 
are generally capable of higher flow, higher 
throw, and more spread than interior 
diffusers. Though it may be acceptable 
for perimeter diffusers to throw past the 
stratification height, diffusers should not 
throw past the ceiling height or else mixing 
of stratified air back into the occupied zone 
may occur, as shown in Figure 34.

Several strategies that allow the designer 
flexibility in choosing how to condition the 
perimeter spaces are currently available. 
The tried and tested method of using a 
terminal unit that serves either individual or 
multiple diffusers along the perimeter is still 
a very common practice today. This strategy 
is very similar to the way a conventional 
overhead supply is designed in that it allows 
conditioned air to “wash” perimeter walls 
and glazing. Perimeter diffusers may be 
fitted with an actuated damper to allow 
VAV air flow, as shown in Figure 36. Dual 
inlet diffusers offer the best of both worlds, 
allowing for a duct connection to a fan 
terminal and VAV plenum air flow.

Integrated Heaters
Some diffusers utilize the pressurized 
plenum air without the need for a booster 
fan. These products can be equipped with 
integrated heaters, also known as room-
side heat. The major advantage of providing 
room-side heat is the elimination of terminal 
units and the disadvantages associated with 
them, including installation, noise, vibration, 
maintenance concerns, lack of flexibility, 
and the increased costs. In addition, some of 
the radiant energy of the heater is effectively 
transferred to the occupied space which can 
lead to efficiency gains along with providing 
greater controllability and comfort. Figure 
37 depicts a perimeter diffuser with an 
integrated heater while Figure 38 shows 
how the diffuser operates.

Recirculating Heaters

Figure 34: Perimeter diffuser with 
excessive throw

Figure 35: Perimeter diffuser with throw 
height equal to ceiling height

Figure 36: Perimeter diffuser with actuated 
damper

Figure 37: Perimeter diffuser with 
integrated heater

Figure 38: Perimeter diffuser with 
integrated heater showing air flow pattern

Figure 39: Recirculating	perimeter	diffuser	
showing air flow pattern

Heater

Warm Air

Cool Air

Heater

Warm
Air

Room
Air

Some diffusers induce room air across a 
heating coil to provide heat to the zone. 
These diffusers do not reheat supply air, 
but may use supply air for cooling mode. 
Figure 39 shows the basic functionality of 
a recirculating perimeter diffuser. Natural 
convection drives the air movement in this 
type of heater. While these diffusers may 

operate more efficiently by using only room 
air for reheat applications, the total heat 
capacity is reduced compared to diffusers 
that allow higher air flow across the coil, 
such as those that utilize pressurized supply 
air.

Consider a perimeter space with four 
adjoining private offices, each measuring 

Underfloor Air Distribution
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Example 2 - Selection of Perimeter Diffuser - IP

11 ft x 11 ft with a 10 ft high ceiling. Each office requires 4,500 Btu/h for heating and it has been calculated that each office requires 150 
cfm for cooling. The offices share a common plenum with the rest of the building and the plenum is designed to supply 65 °F air at 0.05 
in. w.g.  A fan powered terminal unit has been previously selected to provide a constant discharge air temperature of 100 °F during 
heating mode while the ambient room temperature is 70 °F. The terminal unit is designed to operate during heating mode only and will 
not provide any flow during cooling mode.

a) Calculate the amount of air required to condition each office.

Cooling air flow is given. Heating air flow is calculated using the following parameters:

Design Considerations

Heat Load, q 4500 Btu/h

TS 100 °F

Troom 70 °F 

Assuming the room becomes fully mixed during heating mode, the amount of air required to treat the heat load is calculated as follows:

b) Select the appropriate diffuser to supply each of the offices.
To allow heated air to flow from the terminal unit during heating mode and utilize the pressurized plenum to supply air during cooling 
mode,	Price	LFG-HC	is	selected.	Deflection	vanes	are	chosen	in	order	to	minimize	the	throw	while	spreading	the	air	further,	covering	
more	of	each	office’s	perimeter	wall.	Referring	to	the	catalog	data,	the	air	flow	rate	for	the	specified	pressure	is	determined.

Design Considerations

Heating Air Volume, QS,H 139 cfm

Cooling Air Volume, QS,C 150 cfm

Plenum Pressure 0.05 in.

Price Linear Floor Heater (LFG-HC)

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Example 2 - Selection of Perimeter Diffuser - IP

15 in. x 6 in.

Air Flow, cfm 50 100 150 200

Static	Pressure,	in.	w.g.	(LFG-HC	Plenum) 0.005 0.022 0.049 0.086

Static	Pressure,	in.	w.g.	(LFG-HC	Ducted)	 0.003 0.01 0.023 0.04

Static	Pressure,	in.	w.g.	(LFG-VC) 0.008 0.034 0.075 0.134

NC	(LFG-HC	Plenum)	 -- -- -- 23

NC	(LFG-HC	Ducted) -- -- -- 23

NC	(LFG-VC) -- -- -- 21

Throw, ft (150-100-50 fpm) 1-3-9 5-9-13 9-11-15 10-13-18

From	the	catalog	data,	each	LFG	allows	150	cfm	at	0.049	in.	w.g.	This	tells	us	that	during	cooling	mode,	while	the	diffuser	is	utilizing	the	
pressurized plenum, the diffuser will allow approximately 150 cfm, which is what our room demands. 

c) Locate the diffusers given the furniture layout.
Perimeter grilles are placed very near the perimeter wall to ensure the skin loads are conditioned effectively while reducing the draft 
risk. To minimize ductwork, one main trunk carries the air from the terminal unit and separate smaller ducts are used to distribute the 
air to each grille. A manual balancing damper is used on each small duct to equalize the flow between grilles.

Discussion
In	order	to	reduce	the	throw	in	cooling	mode,	deflection	blades	can	be	used	on	the	LFG.	To	reduce	the	throw	even	further,	the	LFG	can	
be used at a reduced flow rate and the makeup air can be achieved through round floor interior diffusers with automatic baskets

An	alternate	solution	to	the	example	above	is	to	use	the	same	LFG	grille	for	each	office,	but	with	the	damper	adjusted	to	allow	a	maximum	
of	100	cfm	cooling	flow.	A	round	floor	diffuser	with	dampered	basket,	such	as	Price	RFTD	with	DBV,	is	added	to	each	office.	Each	RFTD	
is allowed to flow 50 cfm, for a total of 150 cfm of cooling in each office. During heating mode the DBV basket remains closed so there 
is	no	new	contribution	to	the	room	from	the	RFTD	in	heating	mode.

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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Example 2 - Selection of Perimeter Diffuser - SI

Consider a perimeter space with four adjoining private offices, each measuring 3.5 m x 3.5 m with a 3 m high ceiling. Each office requires 
1,300 W for heating and it has been calculated that each office requires 70 L/s for cooling. The offices share a common plenum with the 
rest of the building and the plenum is designed to supply 18 °C air at 12.5 Pa.  A fan powered terminal unit has been previously selected 
to provide a constant discharge air temperature of 38 °C during heating mode while the ambient room temperature is 21 °C. The terminal 
unit is designed to operate during heating mode only and will not provide any flow during cooling mode.

a) Calculate the amount of air required to condition each office.

Design Considerations

Heat Load, q 1,300 W

TS 38 °C

Troom 21 °C

Cooling air flow is given. Heating air flow is calculated using the following parameters:

Design Considerations

Heating Air Volume, QS,H 64 L/s

Cooling Air Volume, QS,C 70 L/s

Plenum Pressure 12.5 Pa

Assuming the room becomes fully mixed during heating mode, the amount of air required to treat the heat load is calculated as follows:

b) Select the appropriate diffuser to supply each of the offices.
To allow heated air to flow from the terminal unit during heating mode and utilize the pressurized plenum to supply air during cooling 
mode,	Price	LFG-HC	is	selected.	Deflection	vanes	are	chosen	in	order	to	keep	the	throw	low	while	spreading	the	air	further,	covering	
more	of	each	office’s	perimeter	wall.	Referring	to	the	catalog	data,	the	air	flow	rate	for	a	specified	pressure	is	determined.	

Underfloor Air Distribution
Engineering Guide
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

From	the	catalog	data,	each	LFG	allows	71	L/s	at	12	Pa.	This	tells	us	that	during	cooling	mode,	while	the	diffuser	is	utilizing	the	pressurized	
plenum, the diffuser will allow approximately 71 L/s, which is what our room demands. 

c) Locate the diffusers given the furniture layout.
Perimeter grilles are placed very near the perimeter wall to ensure the skin loads are conditioned effectively while reducing the draft 
risk. To minimize ductwork, one main trunk carries the air from the terminal unit and separate smaller ducts are used to distribute the 
air to each grille. A manual balancing damper is used on each small duct to equalize the flow between grilles.

Example 2 - Selection of Perimeter Diffuser - SI

380 mm x 150 mm

Air Flow, cfm 24 47 71 94

Static	Pressure,	Pa	(LFG-HC	Plenum) 1 5.5 12 21

Static	Pressure,	Pa	(LFG-HC	Ducted)	 0.7 2.5 5.5 10

Static	Pressure,	Pa	(LFG-VC) 2 8.5 19 33

NC	(LFG-HC	Plenum)	 -- -- -- 23

NC	(LFG-HC	Ducted) -- -- -- 23

NC	(LFG-VC) -- -- -- 21

Throw, m (0.75-0.50-0.25 fpm) 0.3-0.9-2.7 1.5-2.7-4.0 2.7-3.4-4.6 3.0-4.0-5.5

Discussion
In	order	to	reduce	the	throw	in	cooling	mode,	deflection	blades	can	be	used	on	the	LFG.	To	reduce	the	throw	even	further,	the	LFG	can	
be used at a reduced flow rate and the makeup air can be achieved through round floor interior diffusers with automatic baskets.

An	alternate	solution	to	the	example	above	is	to	use	the	same	LFG	grille	for	each	office,	but	with	the	damper	adjusted	to	allow	a	maximum	
of	47	L/s	cooling	flow.	A	round	floor	diffuser	with	dampered	basket,	such	as	Price	RFTD	with	DBV,	is	added	to	each	office.	Each	RFTD	is	
allowed to flow 24 L/s, for a total of 71 L/s of cooling in each office. During heating mode the DBV basket remains closed so there is no 
new	contribution	to	the	room	from	the	RFTD	in	heating	mode.
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Terminal Units and Controllers

Terminal Units 
Underfloor terminal units are normally 
designed to be installed beneath the raised 
floor, resting on the plenum slab. These 
terminal units are surrounded by plenum 
air, which is normally conditioned supply 
air under a small positive pressure. As 
such, a common application for underfloor 
terminal units is to draw plenum air and 
boost it by using a fan so that supply air 
can be discharged into diffusers at a higher 
pressure than would be available from the 
pressurized plenum alone. An example of 
an underfloor terminal unit is shown in 
Figure 40. 

Fan powered terminal units normally 
serve the perimeter area by providing 
controlled air flow to perimeter diffusers. 
During cooling mode fan powered units can 
generate more air flow through diffusers 
than the pressurized plenum can, and 
during heating mode terminal units can 
activate a heating coil to provide warm air 
to the space. 

In all cases, consideration must be paid 
to the lower static pressure required by 
underfloor diffusers in order to ensure 
the terminal unit controls are capable of 
controlling to low static pressures. ECMs 
are efficient throughout their operating 
range and can be modulated to provide 
VAV	control	to	underfloor	diffusers.	Given	
that UFAD systems are often implemented 
in buildings where energy efficiency is 
considered especially important, the benefits 
of ECMs should be carefully considered in 
these situations. The ECM also allows for 
more flexibility in control schemes, since 
it is capable of variable speed operation.

Controllers
There are three major classes of underfloor 
controllers: those that control the plenum 
pressure, those that control individual 
diffusers, and those that control terminal 
units.

Plenum Pressure Controllers
Standalone pressure controllers that are 
made specifically for underfloor applications 
must be capable of very low pressure 
resolution, on the order of 0.01 in. w.g. [2.5 
Pa] or less. Typical plenum pressures need 
to be regulated to within this range in order 
to be effective and allow consistent air flow 
through the diffusers. A common plenum 
pressure set-point may be as low as 0.05 
in. w.g. [12.5 Pa], which means a variance 
of even 0.01 in. w.g. [2.5 Pa] is a variance 
of 20%.

Plenum pressure controllers can come in 
two forms. Usually, one master controller 
will use multiple pressure sensors to sense 
the static pressure at various points in a 
large plenum. It then uses this information 

to adjust the air flow from the main supply 
duct, either by controlling a series of 
dampers or by modulating the main AHU 
fan. Alternatively, many smaller, local 
pressure controllers may be used, each with 
its own pressure sensor. These will typically 
modulate only the dampers on the ends of 
supply shafts that are located nearby the 
pressure controller.

Zone Controllers
Zone controllers, or diffuser controllers 
(Figure 41), are used to control groups 
of diffusers that serve a single zone. The 
controller’s main function is to read the 
space temperature from a thermostat or 
BMS signal and then actuate the diffusers 
in response to the zone demand. More 

advanced zone controllers can be fully 
integrated with the BMS to monitor plenum 
temperatures or pressures, change actions 
based on occupancy, etc.

Terminal Unit Controller
As the name implies, this type of controller 
(Figure 42) is mounted directly on an 
underfloor terminal unit to control the 
functions of the terminal unit. The controller 
may be capable of actuating the unit’s 
dampers, fan, heating coil, valves, and 
other various options. Some terminal unit 
controllers are also capable of actuating 
diffusers that are attached to the terminal 
unit.

Most zones in a UFAD system can be broken 
down into one of three classes: interior zone, 
perimeter zone or special zone. Interior 
zones typically do not experience skin loads 
and have relatively stable loads. Typically, 
interior zones only experience cooling 
loads, and therefore require less equipment 
since the diffusers do not need to provide 
heat to the zone. 

Figure 40: Underfloor terminal unit Figure 41: Underfloor zone controller

PRODUCT TIP
The Price UMC3 is native BACnet 
compliant and can be used to 
communicate vital building information 
to the BMS while controlling up to 30 
remote dampers.

Figure 42: Underfloor terminal unit controller
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Special

Interior

Perimeter

Applications

Perimeter zones are expected to treat skin 
loads and this could mean heat is necessary 
in these areas. Special zones are zones that 
experience a widely variable load or that 
demand extra controllability or functionality 
in order to meet the zone’s special comfort 
criteria. An example of a special zone would 
be a conference room that stays unoccupied 
most of the day, but needs to rapidly adjust 
its air flow upon demand to meet the set-
point.

Interior Applications
For many large open spaces such as a 
cubicle farm or an open plan office, as 
shown in Figure 44, large interior zones 
may be thought of as having nearly uniform 
conditions. Though the occupancy rate may 
differ slightly from time to time and location 
to location, the whole of the zone has a 
relatively stable load during occupied hours 
and may be treated as such. Loads in the 
interior zones are predominantly composed 
of occupant, lighting, and equipment loads.

Variable Loads 
A typical interior zone consists of face-
adjustable twist type or displacement 
type flow diffusers. Figure 45 depicts a 
standard underfloor diffuser. This method 
is preferred for most applications as it is the 
most flexible and economical. The flexibility 
comes as a result of the ability to increase 
or decrease air flow to a specific building 
location by simply adding or removing a 
diffuser. This is facilitated because there 
are no additional controls necessary and 
the pressure controller regulates the zone 
pressure. As occupants adjust outlets, the 
pressure controller will adjust the amount 
of supply air delivered to the plenum to 
regulate the static pressure. Since this is a 
pressure-dependent system with regulated 
pressure control, there is no concern about 
flow adjustment in one area affecting the 
flow in another area. Manually adjustable 
diffusers allow the user to adjust air 
flow, pattern, or both in order to create 
comfortable local conditions for the user. 

Special Zones 
Special zones such as conference rooms, 
meeting rooms and interior private offices 
can experience wide load swings due 
to intermittent occupancy or equipment 
operation. Interior zones with large swings 
in occupancy or equipment loads, or those 
that require smaller individual control zones 
can be thought of as special zones.  There 
are several common options available to 
address these zones in order to maintain 
comfort levels in all areas. 

Figure 43: Building zones

Figure 44: Interior zone

Figure 45: Floor diffuser
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Interior Applications

These system options include:

1. A control zone is formed using non-
ducted variable volume round floor 
diffusers  controlled from the room 
thermostat. The diffusers are all supplied 
from the pressurized floor plenum. In this 
system, a thermostat monitors the room 
temperature and adjusts the dampers in 
the diffusers to satisfy the cooling load in 
the space. This can be done throughout 
a large interior space by creating several 
smaller special zones, each controlled 
by their own thermostat, but sharing a 
common plenum, as shown in Figure 
46. A typical control graph for each zone 
is shown in Figure 47.

2. A control zone is formed using a variable 
volume fan powered terminal unit  
controlled by a thermostat located in 
the zone (Figure 48). The fan terminal 
is ducted to constant volume outlets and 
supplies cooled plenum air to quickly 
satisfy the demand. This system allows 
for heating at the fan powered terminal, 
which may be equipped with a hot water 
or electric heater to handle heating 
loads. Thermal decay and leakage are 
both reduced in comparison to System 
Option	 1,	 above,	 due	 to	 the	 fan	pulling	
air from the interior of the plenum and 
not allowing the air to pass across the 
raised floor as it is transported from the 
terminal	unit	to	the	diffuser.	Refer	to	the	
control graph in Figure 49.

 While this system option allows for a 
heating mode and may reduce thermal 
decay during cooling mode, it is less 
flexible	 than	 System	 Option	 1	 and	 the	
cost is usually higher due to the extra 
ductwork and terminal unit required.

Control Zone 1

Control Zone 3

Control Zone 2
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Figure 46: Separate special zones sharing a common plenum

Figure 48: Fan terminal ducted to interior floor diffusers

Figure 47: Cooling-only control graph
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Interior Applications

Figure 50: Fan terminal supplying a sub-plenum  
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Figure 49: Control graph for special zone with heat

Figure 51: Control graph for special zone with heat

3. A control zone is formed by installing 
physical partitions in the plenum,  
forming a sub-plenum under the control 
zone (Figure 50). Two options are 
available to control the pressure in the 
sub-plenum. Either a variable volume 
fan powered terminal unit or a dampered 
duct drop from air handler can be used to 
pressurize the sub-plenum in response 
to a control signal from a thermostat 
located in the zone. Non-ducted constant 
volume air outlets discharge air from 
the sub-plenum into the control zone 
to quickly satisfy the demand. Control 
of these zones is accomplished by 
modulating the local pressure, and thus 
the supply air volume, by a pressure 
controller. This option is essentially a 
compromise between options 1 and 2 
described above. The control graph is 
shown in Figure 51. 

 This system can be thought of as a 
combination	 of	 System	 Options	 1	 and	
2 (above). While this system offers the 
ability to heat the zone and does not have 
the disadvantages associated with extra 
ductwork, it cannot be easily rearranged 
due to the immovable sub-plenum walls 
and it requires a fan terminal unit. Also, 
this system is not conducive to rapid 
changes between heating and cooling 
modes due to the thermal storage 
effect of the sub-plenum, including the 
structural slab.

There are some zones in a building which 
are unsuitable for raised floor applications. 
Washrooms, equipment rooms and spaces 
that require washing down can pose 
significant design challenges in that liquid 
infiltration into the underfloor plenum 
needs to be considered. It can be expensive 
and cumbersome to make a raised floor 
watertight, making these spaces generally 
better suited to an overhead supply system. 
As these spaces tend to be a small fraction 
of the total square footage of a building, it 
is unlikely that they will merit an individual 
air distribution system. In these cases, it is 
reasonable to supply the same air that is 
supplied to the remainder of the building 
to the zones using UFAD. This will have a 
higher supply air temperature than typical 
OHAD	systems,	and	will	therefore	have	a	
corresponding increase in the air flow rate. 
For example, if the temperature of the air 
supplied to a mixed space is 65 °F [18 °C], the 
air flow requirement will be approximately 
twice the air flow required for an equivalent 
systems using 55 °F [13 °C] to compensate 
for the 50% reduction in supply air cooling 
capacity. However, it is not uncommon to 
seal the floor plenum in these spaces in 
order to keep the UFAD system intact.

Fan powered
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Perimeter Applications 

Perimeter zones are typically more complex 
than interior zones. These spaces generally 
have larger and more varying loads and 
often require auxiliary heat. These loads 
have a dramatic effect on the performance 
of the building HVAC system, and therefore 
need to be carefully considered. Ideally 
any UFAD system will be used with a high 
quality, low-e glazing system to reduce the 
demand on the HVAC system. This is one of 
the best ways to reduce HVAC system energy 
consumption and promote a thermally 
comfortable environment by decreasing 
the radiant asymmetry in the occupied 
zone. Diffusers in the perimeter areas are 
typically required to supply a larger amount 
of air to condition the envelope loads, but 
are not subject to the strict thermal comfort 
constraints placed on interior diffusers due 
to being located near walls, and therefore 
out of the occupied zone.

Again, there are various ways of controlling 
perimeter zones. Most of these strategies 
are similar to the methods for controlling 
special interior zones, but they include 
additional considerations for the wide 
range of loading conditions experienced 
on the perimeter. There are several 
perimeter systems currently in use, each 
with advantages and disadvantages. The 
following is a list of the most common 
applications for conditioning perimeter 
zones along with a brief explanation about 
each system:

System Option 1:  Non Ducted, Plenum 
Fed Variable Volume Diffusers 
A control zone is formed using non-ducted, 
plenum fed variable volume linear floor 
grilles controlled from the room thermostat 
(Figures 52 and 53). The diffusers are 
supplied from the pressurized floor plenum. 
In this system, a thermostat monitors the 
room temperature and adjusts the dampers 
in the diffusers to satisfy the cooling load in 
the space. A typical control graph is shown in 
Figure 54 and a typical layout in Figure 55.

Room-side	heat	may	be	provided	by	a	grille	
with an integrated heater. These grilles are 
normally offered in two styles: one that only 
relies on natural convection during heating 
mode and one that allows air to flow during 
both cooling and heating modes.

The style of diffuser that uses natural 
convection to provide heat to a room is 
also known as a trough heater. There are 
two common types of trough heaters. As 
shown in Figure 56 the trough heater may 
be permanently sealed and only operable 
for heat, similar to a common baseboard 
element, and inoperable for cooling mode. 
In this case, alternate cooling methods must 

Figure 52: Plenum fed perimeter diffuser Figure 53: Plenum fed perimeter diffuser 
with integrated heater
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Figure 54: Plenum cooling binary heat
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Figure 55: Layout of perimeter zone with 
plenum fed diffusers
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be provided along the perimeter, requiring 
either additional cooling diffusers or 
alternate means of cooling the space. 

Alternatively, as shown in Figures 57 and 
58, the trough heater may be equipped 
with an inlet damper that opens to allow 
cool supply air to be injected into the space 
during cooling mode and closes to allow 
recirculation to occur during heating mode.

The style of diffuser that allows pressurized 
plenum air to flow through during both 
heating and cooling modes can offer higher 
heating performance. Because air is forced 
across the coil, more heat transfer takes 
place and more heat can be delivered to 
the space. During cooling mode, this type 
of perimeter diffuser normally has a damper 
for VAV cooling flows.

Since the perimeter area is typically located 
furthest away from the plenum supply 
point(s), thermal decay and leakage can 
present potential pitfalls of this control 
system. This problem can be exacerbated 
by the fact that the perimeter area typically 
experiences higher cooling demands than 
the interior of the building, and if the thermal 
decay is too large, the diffuser may not be 
able to provide sufficient cooling to this area 
of the building.

System Option 2: Terminal Unit Ducted 
to Non-Adjustable Diffusers 
A control zone is formed using a variable 
volume fan powered terminal unit controlled 
by a thermostat located in the zone (Figure 
59). The fan terminal is ducted to non-
adjustable floor grilles and supplies cooled 
plenum air to quickly satisfy the demand. 
The terminal unit can be equipped with an 
ECM to vary the volume of air in order to 
satisfy a variable load. This fan operates in 
heating and cooling modes and ensures that 
air is delivered to the perimeter under all 
conditions.	Refer	to	the	layout	in	Figure 60 
and the control diagram shown in Figure 
61. 

Figure 56: Basic trough heater

Figure 58: Trough heater with damper, 
shown in cooling mode

Figure 57: Trough heater with damper, 
shown in heating mode

Figure 59: Perimeter diffuser served by fan 
powered terminal unit
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Figure 60: Layout of perimeter zone with 
diffusers ducted to fan powered terminal 
unit zone
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This system allows for heating at the fan 
powered terminal, which may be equipped 
with a hot water or electric heater to handle 
heating loads. This system is perhaps the 
most common and is also the most simple 
to design. 

One	 of	 the	 limitations	 of	 systems	 that	
use pressure dependent, plenum fed VAV 
diffusers	(such	as	System	Option	1)	is	that	
the system’s ability to meet the perimeter 
cooling requirement is directly coupled to 
the quality of construction and amount of 
thermal decay in the plenum. By contrast, 
the fan powered terminal modulates the 
air volume, ensuring that the zone set-
point is met (Figure 62). For increased 
performance, the terminal may be located 
closer to the building core or plenum inlets 
to ensure that the cool air is being delivered 
to the perimeter as shown in Figure 63. 
Another advantage of doing this is lower 
sound levels at the perimeter, due to the 
increased distance of the terminal unit. 
There is a minor cost of increased ductwork, 
but the system is more likely to function 
as designed by decoupling the effects of 
thermal decay. 

Perimeter Applications

Figure 62: Placement of terminal unit at 
the perimeter

Figure 63: Placement of terminal unit in 
the core

Figure 61: Perimeter diffuser served by fan powered terminal unit
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Perimeter Applications
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Figure 65: Layout of perimeter zone with 
diffusers ducted to fan powered terminal 
unit 

Figure 64: Perimeter diffuser served  
by fan powered terminal unit

System Option 3: Terminal Unit Ducted 
to Heat-Cool Changeover Diffusers 
A variant of system option 2 employs heat-
cool changeover diffusers (shown in Figure 
64 so as to utilize the pressurized plenum for 
cooling, and only requires the fan terminal 
unit to run during heating mode. This will 
eliminate the requirement for using the fan 
in cooling mode by modulating the plenum 
dampers, but could re-introduce the plenum 
thermal decay issues when supplying cool 
air to the perimeter. Since the terminal 
unit, ductwork and diffuser layout would 
be	the	same	for	System	Options	1	and	2,	
the main difference in operation between 
these systems is whether the diffusers 
draw supply air directly from plenum or 
use the fan terminal unit to draw supply air 
for cooling mode. The other difference is 
that this system provides cooling from the 
plenum,	whereas	in	System	Option	2,	the	
fan terminal unit can modulate the amount 
of cool air with an ECM.

Figure 65 shows the layout of this system, 
while Figure 66 shows the control graph. 
Note that the fan is only on when heating 
is required. A close-up view of a heat-cool 
changeover perimeter diffuser is shown in 
Figure 67. 
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Figure 66: Modulating heat with on/off motor

Figure 67: Heat-cool changeover perimeter diffuser
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Perimeter Applications

System Option 4: Sub-Plenum with 
Non-Adjustable Diffusers
A control zone is formed by installing 
a physical partition (Figure 68) in the 
underfloor plenum around the control 
zone, forming a sub-plenum. A variable 
volume fan powered terminal unit is used 
to pressurize the sub-plenum in response to 
a control signal from a thermostat located 
in the zone. Non-ducted, non-adjustable 
perimeter diffusers discharge air from the 
sub-plenum into the control zone to quickly 
satisfy the demand. Control for this system is 
similar to that of the ducted system without 
dampers, and is represented by Figure 69. 
Note that in this case the sub-plenum takes 
place of ductwork, containing the supply air 
beneath the underfloor and delivering it to 
each diffuser.

One	issue	that	may	come	into	play	with	this	
system is the thermal mass of the slab. In 
the spring and fall months, when the system 
is fluctuating between heating and cooling 
mode, the slab will be warming and cooling 
with the supply air temperature. While this 
is a potential limitation for interior zones, 
the large changes in outdoor conditions 
make it even more evident for perimeter 
systems. This will have a negative impact 
on the efficiency of the system. Another 
important difference is that this system 
has less flexibility in terms of expanding or 
contracting the size of the zone due to the 
physical barriers beneath the raised floor, 
yet it has more flexibility in terms of being 
able to add or remove diffusers without the 
need to add or remove ductwork.

System Option 5: Dedicated Perimeter 
Equipment
Dedicated perimeter equipment has 
the advantage of supplying warm air 
in heating mode and cool air in cooling 
mode, independent of other zones and 
without the use of fan powered terminals. 
This makes the system more efficient due 
to the reduction of localized fan powered 
equipment and their associated heaters. 
From a control standpoint, this system is 
slightly more complex and less flexible as 
the equipment will likely service many zones 
on a single exposure. A polling scheme 
may be required to determine the heating/
cooling mode. VAV diffusers with heat-cool 
changeover capability are also required 
when supplying independent zones. The 
underfloor diffusers and sub-plenum spaces 
used with dedicated perimeter equipment 
can be arranged in a similar fashion to those 
used with strategy (4), above, with the key 
difference being the source of the supply air 
for each sub-plenum zone. 

System Option 6: Heating and Cooling 
from Overhead
Using conventional overhead air distribution 
methods on the perimeter to condition 
envelope loads may be advantageous in 
certain situations, such as when there is 
a high heating load present and the warm 
return plenum can be recirculated to take 
advantage of the existing heat. Even though 
a raised floor is present, there isn’t an 
explicit requirement for perimeter zones 
to be served by underfloor diffusers. Slot 
diffusers, active and passive  beams, chilled 
sails, radiant panels, baseboard heat, and 
all the other various perimeter conditioning 
equipment may be used to condition skin 
loads.	 One	 major	 conflict	 that	 must	 be	
accounted for is that underfloor air delivery 
promotes an upward flow of air while 
overhead slot diffusers push air downward. 

Figure 69: Modulating heat with ECM
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Figure 68: Layout of perimeter diffusers within a sub-plenum
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These opposing systems can cause 
undesired air collisions and other anomalies 
that produce system inefficiencies and 
uncomfortable regions for occupants. The 
overhead terminal units can be operated on 
a limited basis in order to limit some of the 
negative effects. 
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System Option 7: Recirculating 
Systems 

Another perimeter system employed today 
is the recirculating system. These supply 
cool air from the plenum to the perimeter 
through a VAV diffuser on the perimeter 
in cooling mode and use a fan powered 
terminal to pull air from one section of the 
building and push it over a heating element 
to be supplied to the perimeter space in 
heating mode. 

There are two varieties of this type of 
system, one that pulls air from the interior 
space and one that pulls from the return 
plenum. The system which pulls room 
air from the interior, shown in Figures 
70 and 71, has limited advantages. Its 
limitations are found in the system’s higher 
cost, increased complexity and reduced 
flexibility. Each outlet is a VAV diffuser used 
in conjunction with a fan powered terminal. 
In cooling mode, each outlet modulates to 
meet the cooling demand; in heating mode, 
the outlets close from the plenum and the 
interior outlets become return grilles for the 
fan powered terminal. Warm air is supplied 
through grilles along the perimeter.  There 
is an apparent advantage of drawing 
recirculated air from the room, compared 
to supply air, across the heating coil. The air 
along the floor in a stratified environment 
is typically a few degrees warmer than the 
supply air in the plenum. However, return air 
is even warmer than room air found at the 
floor level, so return air offers even greater 
recirculation advantages.

In cases where the recirculated air is pulled 
from the return air plenum above the zone, 
there may be a significant reduction in 
the amount of energy required to heat the 
supply air. Additionally, the return air may 
be used in recirculation mode only as a first 
stage of heat, delaying the requirement for 
auxiliary heat. The difficulty in applying this 
system is in the requirement for ductwork 
from the return plenum to the fan powered 
terminal usually requiring pillars or walls 
located nearby, and that by using return 
air for recirculation, pollutants are re-
introduced to the occupied space. Installing 
these ducted perimeter systems will also 
reduce the flexibility and churn benefits of 
the UFAD system.

The costs associated with installing extra 
ductwork and the resulting inflexibility of 
each type of return ductwork system should 
be weighed against the potential energy 
benefits in each case.

Perimeter Applications

Figure 70: Recirculating	perimeter	system	(layout	view)

Figure 71:	Recirculating	perimeter	system	
(side view)
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OFFICE BUILDINGS
Flexibility
Diffusers installed in a raised floor can be reconfigured at a fraction 
of	the	time	of	an	overhead	system.	Given	the	prevalence	of	churn	in	
a modern office environment, a highly configurable HVAC system 
can save a great amount of time and money.

Personal Comfort Control
The proximity of users to UFAD diffusers allows them to manually 
adjust air flow, providing them with a level of personal comfort 
control unavailable with most overhead systems.

Energy Savings
The reduced air volumes required to condition with UFAD result 
in potential energy and cost savings – a benefit in office buildings, 
which are frequently owner-occupied.

Products 
RFTD	/	RFDD	with	DBA	–	Round	floor	diffusers	(RFTD	/	RFDD)	with	
individually adjustable baskets (DBA) are perfect for environments 
where personal comfort is top of mind. Not only will these diffusers 
and baskets allow occupants to maximize their comfort, they also 
allow the building to achieve LEED credits.

DBV with UMC3 and Price Thermostat – In addition to personally 
controllable diffusers, some areas are typically shared amongst a 
larger group, for example a conference room or meeting room. 
Using DBV baskets controlled by UMC3 controller and a Price 
thermostat allows automatic flow adjustment and temperature 
regulation	for	these	areas.	The	exact	same	diffusers	(RFTD/RFDD)	
can be used in these areas to maintain consistency throughout 
the building.

RPN	–	Using	several	RPN	baskets	allows	the	building	pressure	
management system to operate separate sub-plenums or adjacent 
main plenums at different pressures and gives each plenum the 
ultimate	control	over	pressure.	The	RPN	baskets	are	discretely	
placed	 under	 the	 exact	 same	 diffusers	 (RFTD/RFDD)	 to	 again	
maintain consistency throughout the building.

LFG	Family	–	Any	of	the	Price	LFG	Family	of	grilles	(LFG,	DFG,	
DFGL)	can	be	used	to	treat	perimeter	and	interior	zones.	This	will	
add style to the space while keeping the UFAD system simple and 
maintaining a high level of durability throughout the life of the 
building.	All	of	the	LFG	Family	of	diffusers	are	available	with	the	
same core styles and finishes to maintain a consistent look and feel.

FDBU with UMCB – The FDBU with UMCB is a perfect solution to 
treat perimeter zones for heating and cooling loads. The proven 
track record along with its inherent simplicity means you can be 
sure these terminal units and controllers will provide top notch 
service throughout the building’s lifetime. A wide range of sizes, 
accessories, and sequences mean you will find a terminal unit that 
is perfectly suited to the application.

Typical Applications 
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LARGE PUBLIC SPACES
Flexibility
As with offices and, flexibility to make changes in building 
arrangement are extremely important when designing the HVAC 
system. UFAD offers excellent flexibility to adapt the diffuser 
arrangement when library stacks, theatre seats, or furniture are 
reconfigured.

Energy Savings 

Religious	buildings,	auditoria,	and	theatres	often	have	high	ceilings,	
increasing the energy savings potential that the stratification 
inherent of a UFAD system presents. In the case of theatres, high 
lighting loads at the ceiling present the opportunity for further 
energy savings in a stratified environment.

Quiet Operation
A critical design criterion in libraries and theatres is low noise levels. 
UFAD typically offers low noise levels, below 30 NC.

Products
RFTD/RFDD	 –	 Available	 in	 custom	 colours,	 both	 round	 floor	
diffusers can be utilized to provide accent or blend in with the 
building’s	finishes.	The	high	flow	of	RFTD	lends	itself	to	areas	with	
high	 loading	while	 the	displacement	flow	pattern	of	 the	RFDD	
ensures optimal comfort for the space. Both diffusers generate 
remarkably low noise and can be used with any basket (DB, DBA, 
DBV) for various control strategies.

FDBU with UMCB – Simplicity and durability are found in the FDBU 
with UMCB controller. With their wide range of sizes, accessories, 
and sequences, there will be a perfect terminal unit for any 
application.

DGD	–	For	variably	loaded	spaces,	DGD	grilles	will	spread	the	air	
in the plenum while allowing the system pressure to be easily 
regulated.

Typical Applications 
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CASINOS
Casinos are another application that can benefit heavily from UFAD 
due to the following advantages:

Indoor Air Quality
Removing	 contaminants,	 notably	 tobacco	 smoke,	 from	 the	
breathing area is vital for HVAC systems in casinos. UFAD is very 
effective at removing contaminants from the breathing area as fresh 
air is supplied directly into the breathing area and contaminants 
are exhausted above.

Flexibility
Like office buildings, there is a high degree of churn in casinos, as 
gaming equipment is often moved around the floor. The ability to 
quickly and easily adapt the HVAC system to changing loads is of 
critical importance.

Products
ARFTD/ARFHD	–	Aluminum	round	floor	diffusers	are	perfectly	suited	
for casino applications. With their high strength and durability, both 
the	ARFTD	and	ARFHD	will	stand	up	to	high	mechanical	loads	and	
long term punishment. For casinos with high amounts of cigarette 
smoke or other pollutants, the displacement flows created by 
ARFHD	are	perfect	for	removing	unhealthy	toxins	and	allowing	
customers the cleanest air and most enjoyable experience.

DFG	 –	The	 high	 strength	 of	 aluminum	 grilles	 combined	with	
displacement	flow	patterns	make	DFG	and	DFGL	ideal	for	casinos.	
These square and rectangular grilles can augment or replace the 
round	aluminum	ARFHD	grilles	 to	allow	ultimate	performance	
regardless of the style choice.

LFGH	Family	–	With	a	continuous	grille,	several	LFGH,	LFGH-RC,	
or	LFGH-RCV	will	serve	perimeter	loads	while	maintaining	a	clean	
look. Because they draw only plenum air and the heater is built into 
the unit, no ductwork or terminal units are required, which means 
more floor space can be rearranged with minimal interference from 
equipment.

Typical Applications 

LFG-RC
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RFTD/ARFTD	Round	Floor	Turbulent	Flow	Diffusers
The	Price	RFTD	/	ARFTD	twist	floor	diffusers,	by	Krantz,	create	a	twist	pattern	by	
using radial slots in combination with an inclined discharge.  This generates a 
vertical supply with very high induction due to the turbulent flow. This symmetrical 
discharge is ideal for mixing within the occupied zone and is available with a  
30-degree discharge angle.  ......................................................................  I48, I52

RBC	Round	Basket	with	Collar
The	Price	RBC	provides	an	economical	and	low	profile	alternative	to	larger	RFB	
(round floor boot) products. The integrated 6” beaded duct collar allows for 
quick and easy installation of hard or flex ducting. This duct connection allows 
for pressurized supply air, or ducted return/exhaust. The low profile design 
allows	the	ducted	RBC	to	remain	functional	in	floor	plenums	of	as	little	as	10”	
in height ......................................................................................................  I48, I64

C25 Plug-and-Play Cable
The Price C25 cable is a plenum rated plug-and-play cable designed to 
interconnect underfloor dampers and underfloor controllers. The C25 cable  
can	be	used	to	connect	Price	dampers	such	as	DBV,	LFG,	and	RFB	to	each	other	
via daisy chain configuration. The cable also connects each daisy chain to a 
Price controller. ..........................................................................................  I48, I63

DBV		Variable	Volume	Round	Floor	Basket
The Price DBV is a variable air volume basket designed for underfloor air 
distribution	systems.	Used	in	combination	with	the	Round	Floor	Diffuser	line,	
the	DBV	 installs	 from	the	 room	side	and	 features	RJ12	 jacks	 for	daisy	chain	
connection to the Price Underfloor System.  Supplied with a 24 VAC direct drive 
actuator,	the	DBV	is	the	perfect	choice	for	VAV	control	of	Round	Floor	Diffusers.

.....................................................................................................................  I48, I62

RFDD/ARFHD	Round	Floor	Displacement	Flow	Diffusers
The	 Price	 RFDD	 Floor	 Displacement	 Diffuser	 is	 ideal	 for	 use	 where	 low	
induction, floor level flow is required. The diffuser slots discharge the air in a 
displacement manner, horizontally across the floor where it is drawn to heat 
loads and transports heat and contaminants up to the return grilles in the 
ceiling. ........................................................................................................  I48, I57

Product	Overview
Underfloor Products

Round Floor Diffusers
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LFG	Linear	Floor	Grille
The	Price	LFG	is	a	premium	quality	linear	floor	grille	designed	for	raised	floor	
applications. Extruded aluminum bars provide crisp styling and exceptional 
strength.	The	LFG	incorporates	a	steel	plenum	to	facilitate	supply	connections	
and debris collection. Price linear floor grilles can be ordered in a variety 
of models to provide constant volume heating and VAV cooling, constant 
volume heating only, VAV cooling only, or constant volume cooling only. 
....................................................................................................  I70, I73, I78, I95

DFG	Displacement	Floor	Grille
The	Price	DFG	floor	diffuser	creates	a	horizontal	flow	using	fixed	extruded	face	
blades and adjustable directional rear vanes. Typically installed in raised floors, 
floor	 cavities	or	 the	 top	of	 sills,	 the	DFG	discharges	 air	 to	 the	 space	 evenly	
across the face of the grille with minimal turbulence or induction of room air.  
The cool supply air flows across the floor and gradually fills the occupied space. 

.....................................................................................................................  I70, I88

DFGL	Linear	Displacement	Floor	Grille
Price	 DFGL	 displacement	 floor	 grille	 provides	 a	 uniform	 low-velocity	 flow	
into a space, with minimal turbulence or induction of room air. Well suited 
for	 perimeter	 applications,	 the	DFGL	may	 be	 installed	with	 a	 continuous	 or	
segmented look and is typically used in raised floors, floor cavities, or on the 
top of sills.  .................................................................................................  I70, I90

RPN	Relative	Pressure	Node
The	Price	RPN	provides	a	means	for	measuring	the	relative	pressure	between	
the	pressurized	underfloor	plenum	and	the	room.	The	RPN	is	designed	to	fit	
inside	any	style	of	mounting	ring	underneath	any	Price	Round	Floor	diffuser.	
The	advantage	to	the	RPN	is	that	it	maintains	a	uniform	look	with	other	Price	
underfloor diffusers.  .................................................................................  I48, I65

RFB	Round	Floor	Boot
The	 Price	 RFB	 is	 a	 high	 performance	 floor	 boot	 designed	 for	 raised	 floor	
applications.	Used	with	 the	 Round	 Floor	Diffuser	 line,	 the	 RFB	 incorporates	
a steel plenum to facilitate supply connections, debris collection and for 
advanced	 applications.	 Price	 RFB	 can	 be	 ordered	 in	 a	 variety	 of	models	 to	
provide constant volume heating, constant volume heating with VAV cooling 
and VAV cooling only.  ..............................................................................  I48, I66

Product	Overview
Underfloor Products
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Linear Floor Heaters

LFGH Linear Floor Heater
The	Price	LFGH	 is	a	premium	quality	 linear	floor	grille	with	 integrated	heat.	
designed for raised floor applications and is ideal for perimeter ventilation. 
Extruded aluminum bars provide crisp styling and exceptional strength. The 
LFGH	incorporates	a	heater	for	perimeter	heating	in	a	compact	steel	plenum	to	
enclose all components.............................................................  I106, I108, I116

LFGH-RC	Linear	Floor	Heater	with	Recirculation
The	 Price	 LFGH-RC	 is	 a	 premium	 quality	 linear	 floor	 grille	 with	 integrated	
heat for recirculation, designed for raised floor applications and is ideal for 
conditioning of perimeter heating loads. Extruded aluminum bars provide crisp 
styling and exceptional strength. .............................................  I106, I112, I116

LFGH-RCV	Linear	Floor	Heater	with	Recirculation	and	VAV	Cooling
The	 Price	 LFGH-RCV	 is	 a	 premium	quality	 linear	 floor	 grille	with	 integrated	
heat for recirculation, designed for raised floor applications and is ideal for 
conditioning of perimeter heating loads. Extruded aluminum bars provide crisp 
styling and exceptional strength. ........................................................  I106, I116

UMC3 Underfloor Modulating Controller
The Price UMC3 with BACnet can control up to 30 remote terminal devices such 
as	DBVs,	LFGs,	and	RFBs,	controlling	the	amount	of	air	flow	that	enters	each	
zone based on a control signal. The UMC3 features native BACnet connectivity 
and is therefore able to be networked to a BAS through easy plug-and-play 
connections. ...............................................................................  I118, I120, I124

UMCB Underfloor Modulating Controller for Terminal Units
The Price UMCB is used to control the FDBU (fan powered booster unit), and 
up to 12 remote terminal dampers. By supplying the UMCB complete with a 
Price thermostat, the UMCB will control the fan operation (on/off for standard 
motors, speed modulation for ECM motors), as well as electric heat based on 
the thermostat's signal. .............................................................  I118, I121, I124

Underfloor Controllers

UMC1 Underfloor Modulating Controller for Small Zones
The Price UMC1 can power and control up to 12 remote terminal devices, 
controlling the amount of air flow that enters each zone.  ................  I118, I122
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Product	Overview
Underfloor Products

Underfloor Controllers

FDBU Underfloor Fan Terminal Booster Unit
The Price FDBU (booster terminal) units are designed to provide cool or heated 
air into an occupied space in response to a control signal. The clean and efficient 
design of these fan terminal units results in a system component that has low 
noise generation for quiet operation. .................................................  I127, I128

DGU	Underfloor	Deflection	Grille
The	Price	DGU	serves	as	a	supply	diffuser	for	underfloor	air	channels.	The	DGU	
will evenly disperse air from high velocity ductwork into the floor plenum. This 
ensures an even pressure and temperature distribution in the underfloor plenum.  
The	DGU	features	a	patented	indexing	device	and	can	be	adjusted	to	obtain	the	
desired spread of supply air to the underfloor plenum, resulting in more uniform 
air supply from floor diffusers drawing from a common plenum.  ..... I166, I168

FDCU Underfloor Fan Terminal Series Configuration
The Price FDCU series flow terminal units are designed to provide cool or 
heated air into an occupied space in response to a control signal. The clean and 
efficient design of these fan terminal units results in a system component that 
has low noise generation for quiet operation.  ..................................  I127, I145

DGD	Underfloor	Deflection	Grille	with	Damper
The	Price	DGD	serves	as	a	supply	diffuser	 for	underfloor	air	 channels	while	
providing	modulation	capabilities.	The	DGD	will	evenly	disperse	air	from	high	
velocity ductwork into the underfloor plenum, ensureing  an even pressure 
and temperature distribution. Directional vanes and a patented blade indexing 
device lock each blade into position to prevent unwanted changes in blade 
deflection.	The	DGD	can	be	adjusted	to	obtain	the	desired	spread	of	supply	air	
to an under floor plenum.  ...................................................................  I166, I169

Underfloor Terminal Units

Underfloor Grilles

PCU Underfloor Pressure Controller
The Price PCU with BACnet can control up to 12 plenum dampers, controlling 
the amount of air flow that enters the underfloor plenum. By reading static 
pressure sensor inputs, the PCU can monitor and regulate the very low static 
pressure required by typical underfloor plenums. ............................  I118, I123
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Installs in secondsPlug-and-play connectionsVariety of diffuser optionsVariety of control options

Round Floor Diffusers:
•	 RFTD/ARFTD
•	 RFDD/ARFHD
Accessories:
•	 Baskets
•	 DBV,	C25,	RBC,	RPN,	RFB

Round Floor Diffusers
The	Price	RFTD	is	a	swirl	diffuser	that	provides	comfort	by	rapidly	
mixing	supply	air	 into	the	space	and	prompts	stratification	and	
energy	savings.	The	RFDD	 is	a	displacement	flow	diffuser	 that	
allows	 for	 close	 proximity	 placement	 and	 provides	 ultra-low	
noise.	Available	 in	plastic	or	 aluminum	and	accompanied	by	a	
wide	range	of	accessories,	 these	diffusers	are	 the	number	one	
choice	for	UFAD	installations.

priceindustries.com	for	additional	product		
information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.
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Application
The Price round floor diffusers have been 
designed for use in air distribution systems 
utilizing a raised floor design.  The Price line 
of round floor diffusers provides an excellent 
means for the efficient, attractive, and safe 
supply of air through underfloor systems.  
These diffusers offer patterns ranging from 
high induction vertical twist patterns to 
low turbulence horizontal displacement.  
A number of different accessories and 
mounting options are available to suit a wide 
range of applications.

Models/Function
The RFTD/ARFTD is the most commonly 
used diffuser in underfloor designs.  The 
RFTD/ARFTD	 face	 consists	of	 radial	 slots	
aligned in a spiral pattern to generate a 
vertical supply of air.  This design provides 
a rapid mixing, vortex of air, effectively and 
quickly entraining room air.  The discharged 
air discharges in a cone shape, mixing 
the air within this zone, and successfully 
conditioning the first 5 to 6 ft off the floor.  

The RFDD/ARFHD is a floor displacement 
diffuser.	In	contrast	with	the	RFTD/ARFTD,	
the	RFDD/ARFHD	diffuser	 is	designed	 for	
use where non-turbulent, horizontal flow is 
required.  The face is designed to provide 
this displacement-like flow by using 
narrow slots arranged in a star pattern 
with a central perforated section.  The low 
velocity discharge air does not mix the room 
air, but instead, moves it along the floor, 
drawn towards heat loads, as in traditional 
displacement	 systems.	 	Once	 the	 air	 has	
encountered a heat source, it rises, providing 
clean, conditioned air before passing above 
the occupied zone and taking heat and 
contaminants to the high return grilles.  Due 
to this low velocity, non-mixing supply air, 
diffusers can be placed within 12” (305mm)
of occupants with little to no discomfort.  
Displacement diffusers provide superior air 
quality as well as energy savings compared 
to a conventional overhead system.

Two material choices are available for these 
round floor diffusers; one is a fire rated 
polymer	(RFTD	and	RFDD),	the	other	is	an	
aluminum core with a galvanized basket 
(ARFTD	and	ARFHD).		The	polymer	diffusers	
are UL2043 certified, meeting NFPA90A code 
requirements.

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers

RFDD

RFTD

Product Overview
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Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers

Accessories
There are a variety of baskets available for 
the round floor diffusers.  The purpose of 
these baskets is to provide even distribution 
of supply air through the diffuser while 
preventing a sight line through to the floor.  
The basket also catches debris that may 
fall through the diffuser.  This decreases 
housekeeping that needs to be done; 
the core is simply removed to allow for 
vacuuming and cleaning of the basket.  All 
baskets are constructed of UL 2043 certified 
black	engineered	polymer.		Other	functions	
are incorporated depending on the basket 
chosen.

The DBA basket is the standard basket 
option for all round floor diffusers.  This 
basket is equipped with a damper that allows 
for air flow adjustment from the face of the 
diffuser.  By giving the occupants the ability 
to adjust the air flow to suit their comfort 
needs, more occupants will be satisfied.  This 
individual adjustability can be used to obtain 
a LEED credit.  The minimum air flow of these 
baskets can be set anywhere from 0%-50% 
of the maximum air flow in order to limit the 
range occupants can adjust.  Being able to 
set the minimum turndown can ensure that 
minimum air flow requirements are always 
met.  The DBA is 5” (127mm) in height, 
providing adequate room for equal flow as 
well as being short enough to fit in most 
underfloor applications.

The DB basket performs the same function 
as the DBA, but is not face adjustable.  The 
diffuser core must be removed with a special 
tool to gain access to the damper.  This 
basket is ideal for use in public areas where 
individual control is not required or wanted, 
but where individual damper balancing is 
still desirable.

The B basket is simply a standard 5” 
(127mm) high basket with no damper.  Its 
purpose is to catch debris falling through 
the diffuser.

In some instances, space restrictions in the 
floor plenum (less than 6” (152mm)) mean 
that DBA/DB/B baskets are too tall to fit.  Price 
offers a line of short baskets to meet the 
needs of these spaces. The DBAS, DBS, and 
BS baskets are shorter versions (2” (51mm) 
high) of the three main baskets described 
above. As these baskets are shorter, they 
should only be used when space restrictions 
require them.  The shorter height means that 
the equalization of air is not as optimal as 
with the full height baskets.  The slots in the 
bottom of the basket are also not meant to 
catch any debris. 

DBA Basket

DBV Basket

DBAS Basket

Product Overview
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Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers

The DBAS basket, similar to the DBA basket, 
has a damper and is face operable. 

The DBS basket is also a short basket with a 
damper.  The damper is only accessible once 
the core has been removed. Applications 
where both space and occupant tampering 
are a concern are well suited for DBS baskets. 

The BS basket is simply a 2” (51mm) high 
basket with no damper.

The DBV basket was designed for use in 
non-ducted VAV systems.  The integral 
damper can modulate from a fully opened 
to fully closed position, driven using a 24 
VAC actuator located underneath the basket.  
RJ12	jacks,	also	mounted	underneath,	allow	
for easy integration with the Price underfloor 
controls.	 	These	RJ12	jacks	allow	for	easy	
installation and enable you to daisy chain up 
to six together for joint signal control.  DBVs 
are typically used in enclosed spaces within 
the plenum space, such as boardrooms or 
executive offices.  A wall mounted thermostat 
is used to modulate the basket based on a 
room set-point.

Some applications require that underfloor 
diffusers be ducted, typically to fan power 
terminal units for use in spaces with variable 
occupancy.  The RBC round basket with 
collar allows for direct ducting of the Price 
round floor diffusers for supply of constant 
volume heating and VAV cooling, or constant 
volume	supply.		The	RBC	is	placed	inside	a	
mounting ring and resides beneath the floor 
diffuser, similar to a basket, and facilitates 
the connection of a duct to the diffuser.

For applications that require the use of two 
inlets on a single round floor diffuser, the 
RFB	round	floor	boot	can	be	used.		The	RFB	
is mounted underneath the floor tile holding 
the round floor diffuser and contains a 6" or 
8” connection inlet.

Mounting
The Zip Clip® is a simple patented method 
for installing Price round floor diffusers.  
The advantage of this mounting method 
is that everything can be done from the 
room side and installation only takes a few 
seconds.		Other	installation	methods	take	
considerably longer and are much more 
difficult.  The Zip Clip® uses a ratcheting 
mechanism to tightly and evenly secure 
the mounting ring to the floor. Because the 
diffuser face and basket are all locked to the 
mounting ring after installation, the entire 
assembly is effectively secured.

RBC Basket

RFB

Zip Clip®

Product Overview
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Product Information

The Price RFTD / ARFTD floor diffuser 
creates a twisting air pattern for rapid mixing 
using radial slots. This generates a vertical 
supply with very high induction due to the 
turbulent flow. The high induction entrains 
air from the floor level and quickly equalizes 
the supply and room air temperatures in the 
occupied zone. The discharge mixes within 
a turbulent cone in the occupied zone.  
The	 RFTD	 diffuser	 can	 be	 placed	within	
24” of an occupant while maintaining a 
draft of less than 15 PPD (percent people 
dissatisfied)	according	to	ASHRAE	55-2010.

Features
•	 Fire	 rated	 engineered	 polymer	 (RFTD)	 

meets NFPA90A requirements.
•	 Aluminum	 core	 and	 ring/galvanized	 

basket	(ARFTD)	construction.
•	 One-piece	 cores	 with	 narrow	 jet	 	 slot	

openings for safety and attractive  
appearance.

•	 Patented	 Zip	 Clip® mounting ring for  
quick, easy and secure mounting.

•	 Optional	 variable	 air	 volume	 basket	
(DBV) for non-ducted VAV applications.

•	 Optional	duct	mounting	basket	(RBC)	
for easy connection to ductwork without 
the need to seal anything to the underside 
of a floor tile.

•	 Optional	 diffuser	 plenums	 (RFB)	 for	
ducted and VAV applications.

•	 Core	is	ready	for	installation	in	stepped-
bore	in	floor	tile.	Ring	press	fit	and	ring	
claw mounting ring options allow for 
insertion in through-bore floor tiles.

•	 Locking	 tabs	 to	 eliminate	 unauthorized	
removal of diffuser.

•	 Discharge	 air	 volume	 is	 adjustable	 at	
the diffuser face without removing 
diffuser from floor. Minimum air flow is 
adjustable from 0% to 50% of  maximum 
air flow (with DBA basket).

•	 Diffuser	 face	 has	 positive	 interlock,	
reducing potential for accidental 
adjustment of diffusers.

•	 Interchangeable	face	with	RFDD/ARFHD.

Finish
RFTD	-	Dusty	Gray	or	Black

ARFTD	-	Aluminum

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFTD/ARFTD Series

Air Pattern

Internal Adjustable Air Flow 
Limiting Device Detail

MIN. AIR FLOW 

B
MIN. AIR FLOW 

Internal Adjustable Air Flow 
Limiting Device Detail

MIN. AIR FLOW 

B

MIN. AIR FLOW 
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Dimensional Data

Air Patterns

Standard Basket:
•	 DBA	=	Distributor	basket	with	face		

adjustable	damper.
Optional Baskets:
•	 B	=	Distributor	basket	with	no	damper	(5"	[127mm]	

high).
•	 DB	=	Distributor	basket	with	damper.
•	 BS	=	Short	distributor	basket	with	no		

damper	(2"	[50mm]	high).
•	 DBS	=	Short	basket	with	damper	(2"	[50mm]	high).
•	 DBAS	=	Short	basket	with	face		

adjustable	damper	(2"	[50mm]	high).
•	 DBV	=	Variable	volume	basket	(see	page	I63).

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFTD/ARFTD Series

Diffuser & Mounting Ring - Imperial (inches)

Size (in) A B C
8 7.810 9	 8	7/16	

Note:	RFTD	only.

Diffuser & Mounting Ring - Metric (mm)

Size (mm) A B C
203 198 229	 214

Note:	RFTD	only.

Basket Height -	Metric	(mm)

Type E F
B 146 127
DB 146 127
DBA 146 127
BS 70 51
DBS 70 51
DBAS 70 51
DBV 185 164

Basket Height	-	Imperial	(in.)

Type E F
B 5.75 5.00
DB 5.75 5.00
DBA 5.75 5.00
BS 2.75 2.00
DBS 2.75 2.00
DBAS 2.75 2.00
DBV 7.27 6.45

Available Sizes

RFTD ARFTD
Imperial, in. 8 8
Metric, mm 200 200

A wide jet characterizes the 30-degree-angle core with a rapid drop in velocity. 

Entrainment is accomplished within the 6-foot (1829mm) occupied zone. 

Air Pattern
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Spread, in. [mm]

25 fpm 
[0.13 m/s]

50 fpm 
[.25 m/s]

75 fpm 
[.38 m/s]

100 fpm 
[0.5 m/s]
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25 fpm 
[0.13 m/s]

50 fpm 
[.25 m/s]

75 fpm 
[.38 m/s]

100 fpm 
[0.5 m/s]

70 cfm [33 L/s]  9°F [5°C] cooling differential 115 cfm [54 L/s]  10°F [5.5°C] cooling differential

MIN. AIR FLOW 

/DBA

B

MIN. AIR FLOW 

Internal Adjustable Air Flow 
Limiting Device Detail
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Performance Notes:   
1.	 Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006.
2.	 Air	flow	is	in	cubic	feet	per	minute,	cfm.
3.	 SP	-	Static	Pressure	is	in	inches	of	water,	in.	w.g.
4.	 NC	levels	are	based	on	a	room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser.
5.	 Throw	data	is	based	on	10	ºF	cooling	and	DBA	basket.
6.	 Blanks	(--)	Indicate	an	NC	Below	15.
7.	 Ducted	indicates	the	RFB	is	direct	ducted	to	a	supply	source.

8.	 Plenum	indicates	the	RFB	is	sourced	from	a	pressurized	plenum.
9.	 All	RFB	data	tested	with	damper	fully	open	where	applicable.

Performance Data - Imperial Units

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFTD/ARFTD Series

RFTD - Insertion Loss

Octave Band 2 3 4 5 6 7

	Center	Frequency	(Hz) 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

	Loss	(dB) 3 6 7 7 10 13

Pressure  
(in. w.g.) 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12

No basket
Air	Flow	(cfm) 63 74 86 97 103 109 115 122 130 137

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 15 16 17 18

DB basket
Air	Flow	(cfm) 49 59 68 78 83 89 95 101 107 113

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 15 17 18 20

DBV 100% open
Air	Flow	(cfm) 49 57 66 74 78 81 85 91 96 101

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 16 17 19 20

RBC basket
Air	Flow	(cfm) 52 60 69 78 84 90 96 101 105 110

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 15 17 19 21

6" boot ducted
Air	Flow	(cfm) 63 74 86 97 107 117 127 130 132 134

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 16 18 21 23

6" boot plenum
Air	Flow	(cfm) 45 53 62 70 77 84 91 93 96 98

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 16 18 19 21

8" boot ducted
Air	Flow	(cfm) 66 74 81 89 99 109 118 123 128 133

Sound	(NC) - - - 15 16 18 19 20 22 23

8" boot plenum
Air	Flow	(cfm) 51 62 74 85 95 104 114 115 117 118

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 15 17 20 22

Air Flow (cfm) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Throw	(ft)	at	100-75-50-25	fpm 1-1-2-3 1-2-3-4 2-2-3-4 2-3-3-5 2-3-4-5 3-3-4-5 3-3-4-6 3-3-4-6 3-4-4-6 3-4-5-7
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RFTD - Insertion Loss

Octave Band 2 3 4 5 6 7

	Center	Frequency	(Hz) 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

	Loss	(dB) 3 6 7 7 10 13

Pressure (Pa) 7 10 12 15 17 20 22 25 27 30

No basket
Air	Flow	(L/s) 30 35 40 46 49 51 54 58 61 64

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 15 16 17 18

DB basket
Air	Flow	(L/s) 23 28 32 37 39 42 45 48 51 53

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 15 17 18 20

DBV 100% open
Air	Flow	(L/s) 23 27 31 35 37 38 40 43 45 48

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 16 17 19 20

RBC basket
Air	Flow	(L/s) 24 28 33 37 40 42 45 48 50 52

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 15 17 19 21

150 mm boot ducted
Air	Flow	(L/s) 30 35 41 46 51 55 60 61 62 63

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 16 18 21 23

150 mm boot plenum
Air	Flow	(L/s) 21 25 29 33 36 40 43 44 45 46

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 16 18 19 21

200 mm boot ducted
Air	Flow	(L/s) 31 35 38 42 47 51 56 58 60 63

Sound	(NC) - - - 15 16 18 19 20 22 23

200 mm boot plenum
Air	Flow	(L/s) 24 29 35 40 45 49 54 54 55 56

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - 15 17 20 22

Performance Data - Metric Units

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFTD/ARFTD Series

Performance Notes:   
1.	 Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006.
2.	 Air	flow	is	in	liters	per	second,	L/s.
3.	 SP	-	Static	Pressure	is	in	Pascals,	Pa.
4.	 NC	levels	are	based	on	a	room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser.
5.	 Throw	data	is	based	on	6	ºC	cooling	and	DBA	basket.
6.	 Blanks	(--)	Indicate	an	NC	Below	15.
7.	 Ducted	indicates	the	RFB	is	direct	ducted	to	a	supply	source.

8.	 Plenum	indicates	the	RFB	is	sourced	from	a	pressurized	plenum.
9.	 All	RFB	data	tested	with	damper	fully	open	where	applicable.

Air Flow (L/s) 14 19 24 28 33 38 42 47 52 57

Throw	(m)		
at	0.51-0.38-0.25-0.13	m/s

0.3-0.4-0.6-
1.0

0.4-0.6-0.8-
1.2

0.5-0.7-0.9-
1.3

0.6-0.8-1.0-
1.4

0.7-0.9-1.1-
1.5

0.8-0.9-1.2-
1.6

0.9-1.0-1.2-
1.7

0.9-1.1-1.3-
1.8

1.0-1.1-1.4-
1.9

1.0-1.2-1.4-
2.0
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RFTD at 80 cfm, 5 ºF ∆T [38 L/s, 2.8 ºC ∆T]

RFTD at 120 cfm, 5 ºF ∆T [57 L/s, 2.8 ºC ∆T]
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RFTD at 80 cfm, 10 ºF ∆T [38 L/s, 5.6 ºC ∆T]

Performance Notes: 
1.	 		Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	55-2004	for	DR.
2.	 		Air	flow	is	in	cubic	feet	per	minute,	cfm	[L/s].	
3.	 		DR	(%)	is	draft	rate,	an	indication	of	the	percentage	of	thermally	dissatisfied	people	due	

to	draft.

Comfort Curves

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFTD/ARFTD Series

4.	 		Stratification	temperatures	recorded	at	4”,	24”,	42”,	and	66”	[101,	640,	1067,	and	1676	
mm]	above	the	floor.	

5.	 		Distances	measured	from	the	center	of	the	diffuser.	
6.	 		∆T	represents	the	temperature	difference	of	the	supply	temp.	to	the	average	room	temp.
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Product Information

Price RFDD/ARFHD floor displacement 
diffusers are ideal for use where low 
induction, floor level flow is required. The 
diffuser slots discharge air in a displacement 
manner, horizontally across the floor where 
it is drawn to heat loads and transports 
heat  and contaminants up to the return 
grilles in the ceiling, resulting in a stratified 
environment. This diffuser provides the 
same	benefits	as	the	RFTD	family,	but	offers	
increased energy savings and improved 
indoor air quality due to the increased 
stratification.  

These diffusers create a horizontal flow 
using narrow slots arranged in a star pattern 
with a perforated section in the center to 
resist induction of room air. This generates 
a low turbulence flow with low velocities 
to minimize draft when located near seated 
occupants. This low level discharge is ideal 
for supplying cool air across the floor of 
the room and allowing it to rise as the heat 
load from people and electrical equipment 
is absorbed.  The 8” (203mm) diameter 
diffusers can be placed within 24” (610mm) 
of a seated occupant while maintaining a 
draft rate of less than 10% according to 
ASHRAE	55-2013.

Features
•	 Fire	 rated	 engineered	 polymer	 (RFDD	

meets NFPA90A requirements.
•	 Patented	 Zip	 Clip® mounting ring for  

quick, easy and secure mounting.
•		 Aluminum	core	and	ring	(ARFHD)	
•		 Optional	 variable	 air	 volume	 basket	 

(DBV) for non-ducted VAV applications.
•		 Core	is	ready	for	installation	in	stepped-

bore	 installation.	 Optional	 ring	 press	
fit and ring claw allow  for insertion in 
through-bore floor tiles.

•		 Complete	 range	 of	 accessory	 baskets,	
dampers, fasteners, etc.

•		 Discharge	 air	 volume	 is	 adjustable	 at	
the diffuser face without removing 
diffuser from floor. Minimum air flow is 
adjustable from 0% to 50% of  maximum 
air flow.

•		 Diffuser	 face	 has	 positive	 interlock,	
reducing potential for accidental 
adjustment of diffusers.

•		 Interchangeable	face	with	RFTD/ARFTD.

Finish
RFTD	-	Dusty	Gray	or	Black

ARFTD	-	Aluminum

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFDD/ARFHD Series

Air Pattern

Internal Adjustable Air Flow 
Limiting Device Detail

MIN. AIR FLOW 

B

MIN. AIR FLOW 

Internal Adjustable Air Flow 
Limiting Device Detail

MIN. AIR FLOW 

B

MIN. AIR FLOW 
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Dimensional Data

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFDD/ARFHD Series

Standard Basket:
•	 DBA	=	Distributor	basket	with	face		

adjustable	damper.
Optional Baskets:
•	 B	=	Distributor	basket	with	no	damper	(5"	[127mm]	

high).
•	 DB	=	Distributor	basket	with	damper.
•	 BS	=	Short	distributor	basket	with	no		

damper	(2"	[50mm]	high).
•	 DBS	=	Short	basket	with	damper	(2"	[50mm]	high).
•	 DBAS	=	Short	basket	with	face		

adjustable	damper	(2"	[50mm]	high).
•	 DBV	=	Variable	volume	basket	(see	page	I61).

Diffuser & Mounting Ring - Imperial (inches)

Size (in) A B C
8 7.810 9	 8	7/16	

Note:	RFTD	only.

Diffuser & Mounting Ring - Metric (mm)

Size (mm) A B C
200 198 229	 214

Note:	RFTD	only.

Basket Height	-	Metric	(mm)

Type E F
B 146 127
DB 146 127
DBA 146 127
BS 70 51
DBS 70 51
DBAS 70 51
DBV 185 164

Basket Height	-	Imperial	(in.)

Type E F
B 5.75 5.00
DB 5.75 5.00
DBA 5.75 5.00
BS 2.75 2.00
DBS 2.75 2.00
DBAS 2.75 2.00
DBV 7.27 6.45

Internal Adjustable Air Flow 
Limiting Device Detail

MIN. AIR FLOW 

B

MIN. AIR FLOW 

Available Sizes

RFDD ARFHD
Imperial, in. 8 8
Metric, mm 200 200
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Performance Data - Imperial Units

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFDD/ARFHD Series

Pressure  
(in. w.g.) 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12

No basket
Air	Flow	(cfm) 27 32 37 41 45 49 53 57 60 64

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - - 16

DB Basket Damper 
Full Open

Air	Flow	(cfm) 27 33 37 41 45 49 53 56 59 62

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - 16 18

DBV 100% open
Air	Flow	(cfm) 26 31 35 39 43 47 50 54 57 60

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - 16 17

DBS Basket 
No Damper

Air	Flow	(cfm) 27 31 36 40 44 47 51 54 57 60

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - 15 16

6"  RBC Collar 
No Damper (ducted)

Air	Flow	(cfm) 28 33 37 42 45 49 52 56 59 62

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - - 16

RFB 8" Inlet Damper 
Full Open (ducted)

Air	Flow	(cfm) 28 33 37 41 45 49 52 56 59 62

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - 16 18 19

Performance Notes:   
1.	Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011).
2.	Air	flow	is	in	cubic	feet	per	minute,	cfm.
3.	SP	-	Static	pressure	is	in	inches	of	water,	in.	w.g.
4.	NC	levels	are	based	on	a	room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser.
5.	Blanks	(--)	signifies	individual	diffusers	have	been	lab	tested	and	verified	to	achieve	
noise	levels	below	NC-15	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE-70.

6.	Ducted	indicates	the	Basket	is	direct	ducted	to	a	supply	source.
7.	Plenum	indicates	the	Basket	is	sourced	from	a	pressurized	plenum.

8.	All	RFB	data	tested	with	damper	fully	open	where	applicable.
9.	DB	applies	to	B,	DB,	and	DBA	baskets.

RFDD - Insertion Loss

Octave Band 2 3 4 5 6 7

	Center	Frequency	(Hz) 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

	Loss	(dB) 1 0 2 3 5 6
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Pressure	(Pa) 7 10 12 15 17 20 22 25 27 30

No	basket
Air	Flow	(L/s) 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 28 30

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - - 16

DB	Basket	Damper	
Full	Open

Air	Flow	(L/s) 13 15 18 20 21 23 25 26 28 29

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - 16 18

DBV	100%	open
Air	Flow	(L/s) 12 14 17 19 20 22 24 25 27 28

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - 16 17

DBS	Basket	No	
Damper

Air	Flow	(L/s) 13 15 17 19 21 22 24 26 27 28

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - 15 16

6"		RBC	Collar	No	
Damper	(ducted)

Air	Flow	(L/s) 13 16 18 20 21 23 25 26 28 29

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - - - 16

RFB	8"	Inlet	Damper	
Full	Open	(ducted)

Air	Flow	(L/s) 13 15 18 19 21 23 25 26 28 29

Sound	(NC) - - - - - - - 16 18 19

Performance Notes:   
1.	 Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011).
2.	 Air	flow	is	in	liters	per	second,	L/s.
3.	 SP	-	Static	pressure	is	in	Pascals,	Pa.
4.	 NC	levels	are	based	on	a	room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser.
5.	 Blanks	(--)	signifies	individual	diffusers	have	been	lab	tested	and	verified	to	achieve	

noise	levels	below	NC-15	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE-70.
6.	 Ducted	indicates	the	Basket	is	direct	ducted	to	a	supply	source.
7.	 Plenum	indicates	the	Basket	is	sourced	from	a	pressurized	plenum.

8.	 All	RFB	data	tested	with	damper	fully	open	where	applicable.
9.	 DB	applies	to	B,	DB,	and	DBA	baskets.

Performance Data - Metric Units

RFDD - Insertion Loss

Octave Band 2 3 4 5 6 7

	Center	Frequency	(Hz) 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000

	Loss	(dB) 1 0 2 3 5 6

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
RFDD/ARFHD Series
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The six standard distributor baskets (B, DB, DBA, BS, DBS, DBAS) allow for even distribution of supply air through the round floor diffuser 
core. The UL 2043 certified black engineered polymer prevents see-through to the building floor. The basket is also used to catch debris 
that falls through the diffuser face. With the core removed, the basket can be vacuumed clean or emptied. Dampers allow for volume 
control in combination with the basket. The damper rotates and throttles the openings of the basket, increasing or decreasing the amount 
of air delivered to the space.  The DBV basket has similar advantages, but adds the feature of automatic control for VAV applications. The 
RBC	allows	for	a	duct	connection	from	below	the	diffuser	without	the	need	for	any	object	to	seal	to	the	underside	of	the	floor	tile.	The	
RPN	provides	a	convenient	and	discrete	method	of	measuring	above	floor	pressure	from	below	the	floor.

DBV – Electronically controlled VAV 
basket

RBC – Basket with collar for duct 
connection

RPN	–	Relative	pressure	node

B – Basic basket

DB – Basket with damper

DBA – Basket with face adjustable 
damper 

BS - Short 2" basic basket

DBS – Short 2" basket with damper

DBAS – Short 2" basket with face  
adjustable damper

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
Accessories
Baskets & Dampers

Accessory Baskets
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The Price DBV is a variable volume basket 
that can be used with any of the Price 8" 
floor diffusers. The DBV allows for even 
distribution of supply air through the 
round floor diffuser core while integrating 
into a VAV cooling system. The black plastic 
basket prevents see-through to the building 
floor, and is also used to catch debris that 
falls through the diffuser face. The integral 
control damper modulates from fully open 
to fully closed automatically, driven from 
a 24 VAC actuator mounted underneath the 
basket.	Modular	RJ12	jacks	mounted	to	the	
underside of the basket allow unit to easily 
tie into the Price underfloor control system 
with modular wiring. The unit is installed 
from the room side, slipping into the diffuser 
frame for easy installation.

Features
•	 Used	with	round	floor	diffusers.
•	 Overall	 height	 allows	 for	 cable	 runs	

under unit in 12” (305mm) floors.
•	 Modulating	 damper	 for	 VAV	 cooling	

control.
•	 24	VAC floating point actuator and modular 

jacks for daisy chain signal control.
•	 Plenum-rated	 C25	 cable	 providedfor	

simple connection to the Price underfloor 
system.

This product is used with the C25 cable. See 
page I64 for more information.

Product Information

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
Accessories 
DBV

Fully Open Fully Closed

C25 Cable
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Product Information

Price C25 cable is a plenum-rated plug-
and-play cable designed to interconnect 
underfloor dampers and underfloor 
controllers. The C25 cables can be used 
to connect Price dampers such as DBV, 
LFG,	and	RFB	to	each	other	via	daisy	chain	
configuration. The cable also connects each 
daisy chain to a Price controller. Each C25 
cable is constructed from six individually 
stranded	copper	wires	and	uses	an	RJ12	
termination.

Features
•	 Custom	 specification	 cable	 made	

specifically for Price UFAD products.
•	 Rugged	design	capable	of	withstanding	

industrial installation.
•	 RJ12	 terminations	 for	 quick	 and	 easy	

plug-and-play installation.
•	 Plenum-rated	 cable	 with	 fire-resistant	

jacket.
•	 Stranded	 copper	 core	 for	 ultimate	

flexibility and durability.
•	 Available	 with	 one	 pre-stripped	 end	

(model C25S) to assist with wiring to 
terminal blocks.

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
Accessories 
C25 Cable

C25 Cable Detail

UMC3

Up to 30 DBV, RFB, or LFG units supported by UMC3
(maximum 6 units daisy chained per jack)

DBV DBVDBV

Open

Common

Close

C25 Cable

Thermostat
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Product Information

The Price RBC provides an economical 
and	 low	profile	alternative	 to	 larger	RFB	
(round floor boot) products.The integrated 
6” beaded duct collar allows for quick and 
easy installation of hard or flex ducting.  
This duct connection allows for pressurized 
supply air, or ducted return/exhaust. The 
low	profile	design	allows	the	ducted	RBC	
to remain functional in floor plenums of as 
little	as	10”	in	height.		The	RBC	is	designed	
to fit inside any style of mounting ring 
underneath any Price round floor diffuser.

Features
•	 Keyed	 edge	 to	 prevent	 spinning	 of	

diffuser under load
•	 Shallow	 profile	 allows	 for	 use	 in	

underfloor plenums as shallow as 10”
•	 Black	 finish	 allows	 the	 RBC	 to	 be	

undetectable from the room side

Construction
•	 Black	fire-rated	polymer
•	 6"	(152mm)	duct	connection

Available Sizes
•	 8"	(203mm)	Diameter

Finish
•	 Black	-	B17

Installation
The	RBC	is	installed	in	a	standard	mounting	
ring beneath a standard round floor diffuser 
in the same manner as any other basket. 
After the assembly  is installed, a duct can 
be	easliy	connected	to	the	RBC's	beaded	
duct collar.

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
Accessories 
RBC

RFTD Shown

Beaded Duct Collar
for Flexible Duct Connection

1.125”
[29]

2.185”
[56]

Ø 5.875”
[149]

Keyed Edge to Lock
in Mounting Ring

Floor
DiffuserRBC

Fan Terminal
Unit

T-stat

RBC Application
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Product Information

The Price RPN provides a means for 
measuring the relative pressure between 
the pressurized underfloor plenum and 
the	room.	The	RPN	is	designed	to	fit	inside	
any style of mounting ring underneath any 
Price round floor diffuser. The advantage 
to	the	RPN	is	that	 it	maintains	a	uniform	
look with other Price underfloor diffusers. 
Its ability to be hidden and yet maintain less 
than 1% error in its pressure measurements 
makes	the	RPN	a	very	useful	product	for	
UFAD applications with plenum pressure 
control.	 	The	RPN	comes	with	an	integral	
pressure transducer that is highly accurate 
at the very low static pressures normally 
present in pressurized underfloor plenums.

Features
•	 ¼”	(6mm)	integrated	pressure	tap.	
•	 Keyed	 edge	 to	 prevent	 spinning	 of	

diffuser under load.
•	 Shallow	 profile	 allows	 for	 use	 in	

underfloor plenums as shallow as 2".
•	 Black	finish	allows	the	RPN	to	be	visually	

hidden from the room side.
•	 Integral	24	VAC pressure transducer with 

0-10 VDC output.
•	 Monitor	 relative	 plenum	 pressure	

through a floor diffuser for consistant 
look.

Construction
•	 Black	fire-rated	polymer

Available Sizes
•	 8"	(203mm)	Diameter

Finish
•	 Black	-	B17

Installation
The	relative	pressure	node	(RPN)	uses	its	
integral pressure transducer to sense the 
pressure differential between the plenum 
and the room air. The signal is sent to the 
underfloor pressure controller (PCU). The 
PCU regulates one or more supply air 
damper to maintain the pressure set-point, 
which may be adjusted via a thermostat 
located in the room.

Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
Accessories 
RPN

Intergrated Pressure Tap
for 1/4” [6] Plastic Tubing

Keyed Edge To Lock
In Mounting Ring

RFTD Shown

RPNPCU

T-stat

DGD

RPN Application
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Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
Accessories 
RFB Series

Product Information

The Price RFB is a premium quality boot 
designed for raised floor applications and 
is ideal for interior ventilation. Used in 
conjunction with Price round floor diffusers, 
the	RFB	provides	superior	performance	with	
a	great	look.	The	RFB	incorporates	a	compact	
steel plenum to facilitate supply connections 
and debris collection. The Price round floor 
boot can be ordered in a variety of models 
to provide constant volume heating and 
VAV cooling, or constant volume supply. A 
number of fastening methods are available 
for use with any floor tile.

Features
•	 Used	with	round	floor	diffusers.
•	 Overall	 height	 allows	 for	 cable	 runs	

under unit in 12” (305mm) floors.
•	 22Ga	steel	construction.
•	 Available	with	optional	liner.

HC model also includes the following 
features:

•	 Modulating	 damper	 for	 VAV	 cooling	
control.

•	 24	VAC floating point actuator and modular 
jacks for daisy chain signal control.

•	 Plenum	 rated	 C25	 cable	 provided	 for	
simple connection to the Price underfloor 
system.

This product is used with the C25 cable. See 
page I64 for more information.

Air Pattern

RFB

RFB-HC

Air FlowRFB

RFB-HC

Air Flow

RFB-HC Dimensional Data- Imperial (inches)

Size Inlet A Inlet B
6-6 6 6
6-8 6 8
8-6 8 6
8-8 8 8

RFB Dimensional Data- Imperial (inches)

Size Inlet A
6 6
8 8

RFB Dimensional Data- Metric (mm)

Size Inlet A
6 152
8 203

RFB-HC Dimensional Data - Metric (mm)

Size Inlet A Inlet B
6-6 147 147
6-8 147 196
8-6 196 147
8-8 196 196

•	 RFB-HC	 in	cooling	mode.	Note	
damper position is open.

•	 RFB-HC	 in	heating	mode.	Note	
damper position is closed.

C25 Cable
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Underfloor	-	Round	Floor	Diffusers
Accessories 
RFB Series

Installation Instructions

1. 	 If	floor	is	flat	on	the	underside,	install	RFB	directly	to	underside	
of floor.

2.  If floor system uses a contoured tile, fix mounting flange in 
place.	Refer	to	installation	instructions.

3. 	 Secure	the	RFB	to	the	underside	of	the	raised	floor	panel.		If	
amounting	flange	is	used,	position	the	RFB	so	the	holes	align	
with the mounting flange holes, and secure.  Secure the round 
floor boot in place using two screws on either side of the boot. 
(Caution: ensure the screws are not of such length that they 
penetrate the upper surface of the floor).

4. 	 Refer	 to	 round	 floor	 diffuser	 installation	 instructions	 for	
diffuser installation.

5. 	 Use	plenum-rated	control	cable	 to	connect	 the	RFB-HC	 to	a	
controller or to multiple boots.

Tile Mounting

RFB Installation Cutaway of Contoured Tile

Note: If underside of floor panel is flat, no mounting flange 
is required.

Note: If floor system uses a contoured tile, as shown above, 
install the appropriate mounting flange between the tile and 
the	RFB.





Linear Floor  
Grilles

S E C T I O N  I



Efficient air distribution

priceindustries.com	for	additional	product		
information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.

Linear Floor Grilles:
•	 LFG
•	 DFG
•	 DFGL

The	Price	Linear	Floor	Grille	family	consists	of	strong,	durable	floor	grilles	
that	are	specifically	designed	for	underfloor	applications.	LFG	grilles	are	
available	with	many	core	 styles	and	 the	DFG/DFGL	grilles	 also	provide	
comfortable	displacement	flow	patterns	for	placement	near	occupants.

Linear Floor Grilles

Large selection of core stylesAdjustable air patterns
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Price linear floor grilles are designed for 
a raised floor system requiring perimeter 
conditioning—cooling, heating or both. 
The floor grilles combine the heavy duty 
construction of a linear bar face suitable 
for heavy foot traffic with various plenum 
options for control, including constant 
volume, variable volume and heat/cool 
changeover which can be ducted to a fan 
box with reheat coil.  

The grilles consist of architecturally pleasing 
extruded aluminum bars with several core 
styles to choose from. Various bar widths, 
spacing and deflection are available to 
suit any space. Deflection vanes and core 
deflection can be used to adjust the spread 
and throw of a grille to suit each application.

Applications
Linear floor grilles handle regular foot traffic  
and do not intrude on wall space, making 
them well suited for offices, lobbies and 
even schools and universities with raised 
floor or trench systems along the perimeter 
where floor and wall space is at a premium. 
All cabling, piping and wiring is done under 
the floor, keeping the installation and any 
subsequent access and maintenance clean 
and simplified. 

The LFG is the most basic of the linear 
floor grilles. It features precision heavy 
duty aluminum construction for clean, 
crisp styling and efficient air distribution, 
and	exceptional	 strength.	 LFG	 linear	bar	
grilles are recommended for use in floor 
applications with light foot traffic. These 
units are offered in nominal widths from 1.5” 
to 12” (25mm to 305mm) and practically any 
length, as individual sections of up to 72” 
(1829mm) can be joined for a continuous 
appearance. A selection of 5 core styles, as 
well as a number of fastening methods is 
available.

The Price DFG displacement floor diffusers 
create a horizontal flow, discharging air 
evenly across the face of the grille while 
providing minimal induction of room air. 
This air pattern is achieved by the fixed, 
30-degree deflection face blades and rear 
mounted adjustable directional vanes. Fixed 
blades can be set for 1 or 2 way discharge 
patterns to suit the specific application. 
Typically,	the	DFG	is	placed	in	the	center	of	
a raised floor or floor tiles, but can also be 
positioned in floor cavities or sills. A nominal 
size of 10 1/2 x 10 1/2" (267mm x 267mm) fits 
perfectly between floor pedestals and ties 
in seamlessly in other applications due to 
its small dimensions.

In applications where more flexibility 
in a grille is required, the DFGL linear 
displacement floor grille can provide a 
good	solution.	Where	the	DFG	only	has	one	
size and one core style available, multiple 
core styles as well as lengths from 12"-72" 
(300mm-1829mm) and widths from 6"-12" 

(150mm x 300mm) can be ordered with the 
DFGL.	All	core	styles	feature	fixed	blades	
and have adjustable directional rear vanes. 
The cool supply air leaves the diffuser evenly 
at a low velocity to move slowly across the 
floor, searching for heat sources before 
being exhausted through high level returns.

LFG

DFG

DFGL

Product Overview

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series



Heavy duty construction Removable core
Large selection of core

 and frame styles
Efficient air distribution

The	Price	LFG	Press	Core	Series	of	premium	quality	linear	bar	
grilles	features	heavy	duty	aluminum	construction	for	exceptional	
strength,	 crisp	 styling	 and	 efficient	 air	 distribution.	 The	 LFG	
Press	Core	Series	is	available	in	5	core	styles,	5	frame	types	and		
4	fastening	options.	Curved	sections	are	also	available.

LFG Series
LINEAR	FLOOR	GRILLE	PRESS	CORE	SERIES

Combining	
architectural	beauty	
with	performance	and	
versatility.

priceindustries.com	for	additional	product		
information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.
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Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Press Core Style

Models

Narrow Spacing 
 1/4 in. [6] Spacing 
  0° Deflection 3/32 in. [2.38] Bars       LFG 15A 
  15° Deflection 1/8 in. [3] Bars        LFG 16A

Pencil Proof Spacing 
 7/16 in. [11] Spacing, 3/16 in. [5] Bars 
  0° Deflection        LFG 25C 
  15° Deflection        LFG 26C 
  30° Deflection        LFG 27C

Product Information

The LFG Linear	 Floor	 Grille	 features	
precision heavy duty aluminum 
construction for clean, crisp styling and 
efficient	air	distribution.	The	LFG	is	designed	
to be integrated seamlessly with plenum 
options for optimum design integration 
and	air	flow	control	-	see	LFG-F,	LFG-VC	and 
LFG-HC.

•	 Extruded	aluminum	heavy	duty	pressed	
core construction.

•	 Heavy	 duty	 extruded	 aluminum	 border	
with reinforcing support bars.

•	 Precision	mitered	corners.
•	 Core	 bars	 are	 supplied	 parallel	 to	 the	

long dimension.
•	 Core	 is	 removable	 and	 supplied	 with	

core clips.
•	 Choice	of	five	core	styles.
•	 Choice	of	five	border	widths.
•	 Choice	of	four	fastening	types.
•	 Wide	variety	of	optional	accessories.
Finish
Face – White Powder Coat  B12
Anodizing finishes available. For optional 
and special finishes see color matrix.

Available Sizes
For linear bar grilles supplied as one unit:

Min Max

Length 4 in. 72 in.

Width 1.5 in. 12 in.

Min Max

Length 102mm 1829mm

Width 38mm 305mm

•	 Multiple	 units	 supplied	 complete	 with	
alignment splice plates.

•	 Please	 refer	 to	 Grille	 Face	 Overall	
Dimensions for more on available sizes.

Note: 
•	 	Units	wider	than	12	in.	(305mm)	require	

additional structural support designed 
and installed by others.

•	 Furniture	 placed	 on	 grilles	 should	 span	
at least two bars to prevent horizontal 
loading

•	 Grilles	 are	 not	 designed	 to	 withstand	
loads from mechanical equipment, such 
as carts, forklifts, etc.

   ✓ Product Selection Checklist
	 1]	 Select	Outlet	Type	by	model	number	(blade	spacing,	core	style).
 2]  Select Border Style according to installation requirements (1000 is standard).
 3] Select Directional Vanes for air pattern control, if desired.
 4] Select Damper Type, if desired.
 5]  Select Fastening Type (A is standard).
 6] Select Mitered Corner Modules, if desired.
 7]  Select Finish.
Example: 72 x 12 / LFG 15A / 1000 / B12

Press Core Construction Detail
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Narrow Bar Spacing 
Core 15A  0° Deflection

Core 16A  15° Deflection

Pencil Proof Bar Spacing 
Core 25C  0° Deflection

Core 26C  15° Deflection

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Press Core Style

Available Cores

Core 27C  30° Deflection

Stack = Duct Size - 1/8" (3)
Duct Size

Stack = Duct Size - 1/8" (3)
Duct Size

D = Nom. Duct

A A

O.A.

B

O.A.

B

O.A. Nom. Duct - 1/8" (3)

1 1/4"
(32)

Mounting
Angle

(by others)

B

H H

H

O.A.

1 1/4" (32)

2 1/8"
(54)

Stack = Duct Size - 1/8" (3)
Duct Size

Available Borders / Frames

Heavy	duty	flanged	borders	designed	for	flush	recessed	mounting	in	floors.*	
Auxiliary	support	angles	supplied	and	installed	by	others.

*	For	ceiling,	sidewall,	or	sill	applications,	please	refer	to	the	Price	LBPH	Series

Three	choices	of	heavy	duty	flanged	borders	available.	Type	1000	is	standard.

Heavy Duty Flanged Border

Heavy Duty Narrow Face Border

Heavy Duty Flanged Border

Dimensional Data - Imperial
Border B H A O.A.
750 3/4" 21/8" 5/32" D + 11/8"
1000 1" 21/8" 5/32" D + 15/8"
1250 11/4" 21/8" 5/32" D + 21/8"

Dimensional Data - Metric
Border B H A O.A.
750 19 54 4 D + 29
1000 25 54 4 D + 41
1250 32 54 4 D + 54

Dimensional Data - Imperial
Border B H A O.A.
1000S 1" 21/8" 5/32" D + 15/8"

Dimensional Data - Metric
Border B H A O.A.
1000S 25 54 4 D + 41

Dimensional Data - Imperial
Border B H
125 1/8" 21/8"
187 3/16" 21/8"

Dimensional Data - Metric
Border B H
125 3 54
187 5 54
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Press Core Style

Performance Data - Imperial Units - Core 15A

Performance Data - Imperial Units - Core 16A

Size Static Pressure .011 .024 . 044 .069 .098 .133 .175 .222

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 12 19 25 31 37 43 50 56
NC — — — 19 24 28 32 35
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 6-9-13 7-11-16 8-13-19 9-15-21 10-16-23 12-18-25

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 19 28 37 47 56 66 75 84
NC — — — 18 23 28 31 35
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-8-11 7-11-15 9-14-19 11-16-22 12-18-25 14-20-27 15-22-29

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 26 39 52 65 78 91 104 117
NC — — — 19 24 29 33 36
Throw ft 4-6-8 6-9-12 8-12-16 10-15-20 13-18-24 15-21-27 16-22-30 20-27-34

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 33 50 66 83 100 116 133 149
NC — — — 20 25 30 34 37
Throw ft 4-6-9 7-10-14 9-13-18 12-17-22 15-20-25 18-23-29 20-26-33 23-30-37

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 41 61 82 102 122 143 163 184
NC — — — 21 26 31 35 38
Throw ft 5-7-10 8-11-15 10-15-20 15-19-24 17-22-27 20-25-31 22-28-35 25-32-39

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 49 73 98 122 146 171 195 220
NC — — 16 22 28 32 36 39
Throw ft 6-8-11 9-12-16 12-16-20 15-20-25 19-24-29 21-26-32 24-30-36 26-33-40

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 63 94 125 157 188 220 251 282
NC — — 16 22 27 32 36 39
Throw ft 7-9-12 11-14-18 14-18-22 17-21-26 21-26-31 24-29-35 27-33-39 30-36-43

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 78 116 155 194 233 272 310 349
NC — — 18 24 29 34 37 41
Throw ft 8-10-13 12-15-19 15-19-23 20-24-28 23-27-32 26-31-37 29-34-40 33-39-45

Size Static Pressure .013 .027 .050 .079 .111 .151 .199 .252

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 14 20 27 34 41 48 54 6
NC — — 22 29 34 38 42 45
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 6-10-14 7-12-17 9-14-20 10-16-22 12-18-25 13-20-27

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 20 29 39 49 59 69 78 88
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-8-11 7-11-15 9-14-19 11-16-22 12-18-25 14-20-27 15-22-30

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 26 39 52 65 78 91 104 117
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 4-6-8 6-9-12 8-12-16 10-15-20 13-19-24 14-20-26 17-23-30 19-26-33

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 33 49 66 82 98 115 131 148
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 4-6-9 7-10-13 9-13-17 12-16-21 15-20-25 17-22-28 20-26-32 21-28-35

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 40 59 79 99 119 138 158 178
NC — — 20 27 32 36 40 43
Throw ft 5-7-9 8-11-14 11-15-19 13-17-22 16-21-26 19-24-30 22-28-34 23-30-37

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 47 70 94 117 140 164 187 220
NC — — 21 27 33 37 41 44
Throw ft 5-7-10 9-12-15 12-16-20 15-19-24 19-23-28 21-26-32 23-29-35 25-32-39

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 61 91 121 152 182 212 243 274
NC — — 22 28 33 38 42 45
Throw ft 7-9-12 10-13-17 14-18-22 16-21-26 20-25-30 23-28-34 25-31-37 28-34-41

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 74 111 149 186 223 260 298 335
NC — — 22 29 34 39 42 46
Throw ft 8-10-13 11-14-18 15-19-23 19-23-27 23-27-31 25-30-35 28-33-39 31-37-43
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Press Core Style

Performance Data - Imperial Units - Core 25C

Performance Data - Imperial Units - Core 26C

Size Static Pressure .010 .022 .040 .063 .089 .121 .159 .202

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 10 16 21 26 31 36 42 47
NC — — — 19 24 29 33 36
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 5-9-13 7-12-17 8-13-19 10-16-22 11-17-24 12-19-26

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81
NC — — — 18 23 28 32 35
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-9-12 7-11-16 9-14-20 10-16-23 13-19-26 14-21-28 15-22-30

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 26 40 53 66 79 92 106 119
NC — — — 20 25 30 34 37
Throw ft 4-	6-9 6-9-12 8-12-17 11-16-22 13-19-25 15-21-28 18-25-32 21-28-36

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 35 53 70 88 106 123 141 158
NC — — — 21 26 31 35 38
Throw ft 5-7-10 7-11-15 10-14-19 12-17-23 15-21-27 18-24-31 20-27-34 24-31-39

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 44 66 88 110 132 154 176 198
NC — — 16 22 27 32 36 39
Throw ft 5-7-10 9-12-16 12-16-20 15-20-25 18-23-28 20-26-32 23-29-36 25-32-40

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 53 80 106 133 160 186 213 239
NC — — 17 23 28 33 37 40
Throw ft 6-8-11 10-13-17 13-17-21 16-21-26 20-25-30 22-28-34 24-30-37 28-35-42

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 71 106 142 177 212 248 283 318
NC — — 18 24 29 34 38 41
Throw ft 8-10-13 11-14-18 15-19-23 18-22-27 22-27-32 25-31-37 27-33-40 30-37-44

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 89 133 178 222 266 310 355 400
NC — — 19 25 30 35 39 42
Throw ft 9-11-14 13-16-20 16-20-24 20-24-29 24-29-34 28-33-39 30-35-41 34-40-46

Size Static Pressure .012 .026 .048 .076 .107 .145 .191 .242

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 12 19 25 31 37 43 50 56
NC — 16 24 31 36 41 45 48
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 6-10-14 7-12-17 9-14-20 10-16-23 12-18-25 13-20-27

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 19 29 38 48 58 67 77 86
NC — — 19 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-8-12 7-11-16 9-14-20 11-17-24 13-19-26 15-22-29 16-23-31

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 27 40 54 67 80 94 107 120
NC — — 19 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 4-6-8 6-9-13 9-13-17 11-16-21 14-19-25 15-21-27 17-24-31 20-27-35

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 34 52 69 86 103 120 138 155
NC — — 19 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 4-6-9 8-11-15 10-14-19 13-18-23 16-21-27 18-24-31 21-28-35 23-30-38

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 42 63 84 105 126 147 168 189
NC — — 20 27 32 37 41 44
Throw ft 6-8-11 9-12-16 12-16-21 14-19-24 18-23-29 21-27-33 23-29-36 25-32-40

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 51 76 102 127 152 178 203 228
NC — — 21 28 33 38 42 45
Throw ft 6-9-12 10-13-17 13-17-22 15-20-25 19-24-30 22-28-34 25-31-38 28-36-42

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 67 100 134 167 200 234 267 301
NC — — 21 28 33 38 42 45
Throw ft 8-11-14 11-15-19 15-19-24 19-23-28 21-26-32 24-30-36 26-32-39 29-36-43

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 84 126 168 210 252 294 336 378
NC — — 23 30 35 40 44 47
Throw ft 9-12-15 14-17-21 17-21-25 20-24-29 24-29-34 27-32-38 29-35-41 32-38-44
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Press Core Style

Performance Data - Imperial Units - Core 27C

Performance Notes
Tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011)	
"Method	of	Testing	for	Rating	the	Performance	of	Air	Outlets	
and	Inlets."
1. Pressure
	 All	pressures	are	in	in.	w.g.
2. Throw 
	 Throw	values	are	measured	in	feet	for	terminal	velocities	
	 of	 150	 fpm	 (minimum),	 100	 fpm	 (middle)	 and	 50	 fpm		
	 (maximum).
	 These	throw	values	are	based	on	a	4	ft	active	section	of		
	 grille	with	a	cooling	temperature	differential	of	20 °F.	The		
	 multiplier	factors	listed	in	the	table	below	are	applicable		
	 for	other	lengths.
 Throw Correction for Length
 (Multiply)

3. Sound
	 The	 NC	 values	 are	 based	 on	 a	 room	 absorption	 of	
	 10	dB,	re	10-12	watts	and	a	10	ft	active	section.
	 The	NC	correction	values	for	other	lengths	are	listed	in		
	 the	table	below.

4. Blank	(—)	spaces	indicate	an	NC	level	below	15.

Terminal Velocity
Active Length 150 fpm 100 fpm 50 fpm
1 ft 0.5 0.6 0.7
10 ft or  
Continuous 1.6 1.4 1.2

NC Correction for Length
Active Length, ft 1 2 4 6 8 10 15 20 25 30
Correction -10 -7 -4 -2 -1 0 +2 +3 +4 +5

Size Static Pressure .012 .026 .048 .076 .107 .145 .191 .242

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 13 19 26 32 38 45 51 58
NC — 16 24 31 36 41 45 48
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 6-9-13 7-11-16 8-13-19 9-15-21 10-16-23 12-18-25

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 19 29 38 48 58 67 77 86
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-8-11 7-11-15 9-14-19 11-16-22 12-18-25 14-20-27 15-22-30

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 26 39 52 65 77 91 104 117
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 4-6-8 6-9-12 8-12-16 10-15-20 13-19-24 14-20-26 17-23-30 19-26-33

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 33 50 66 83 100 116 133 149
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 4-6-9 7-10-13 9-13-17 12-16-21 15-20-25 17-22-28 20-26-32 21-28-35

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
NC — — 20 27 32 36 40 43
Throw ft 5-7-9 8-11-14 11-15-19 13-17-22 16-21-26 19-24-30 22-28-34 23-30-37

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 49 73 97 122 146 171 195 219
NC — — 21 27 33 37 41 44
Throw ft 6-8-11 9-12-16 12-16-20 15-20-25 19-24-29 21-26-32 24-30-36 26-33-40

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 63 95 126 158 190 221 253 284
NC — — 22 28 33 38 42 45
Throw ft 7-9-12 11-14-19 14-18-22 17-21-26 21-26-31 24-29-35 27-33-39 30-36-43

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 76 114 152 190 228 266 304 342
NC — — 22 29 34 39 42 46
Throw ft 8-10-13 12-15-18 15-19-23 20-24-28 23-27-32 26-31-37 29-34-40 33-39-45
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Press Core Style

Performance Data - Metric Units - Core 15A

Performance Data - Metric Units - Core 16A

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 3 6 11 17 24 33 44 55

38 mm
L/S/m   19 29 39 48 57 67 77 87
NC - - - 19 24 28 32 35
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.8-2.7-4.0 2.1-3.4-4.9 2.4-4.0-5.8 2.7-4.6-6.4 3.0-4.9-7.0 3.7-5.5-7.6

51 mm
L/S/m   29 43 57 73 87 102 116 130
NC - - - 18 23 28 31 35
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.4-3.4 2.1-3.4-4.6 2.7-4.3-5.8 3.4-4.9-6.7 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.3-6.1-8.2 4.6-6.7-8.8

63 mm
L/S/m   40 60 81 101 121 141 161 181
NC - - - 19 24 29 33 36
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 1.8-2.7-3.7 2.4-3.7-4.9 3.0-4.6-6.1 4.0-5.5-7.3 4.6-6.4-8.2 4.9-6.7-9.1 6.1-8.2-10.4

76 mm
L/S/m   51 77 102 129 155 180 206 231
NC - - - 20 25 30 34 35
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 2.1-3.0-4.3 2.7-4.0-5.5 3.7-5.2-6.7 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.5-7.0-8.8 6.1-7.9-10.1 7.0-9.1-11.3

89 mm
L/S/m   64 94 127 158 189 222 252 285
NC - - - 21 26 31 35 38
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.4-3.4-4.6 3.0-4.6-6.1 4.6-5.8-7.3 5.2-6.7-8.2 6.1-7.6-9.4 6.7-8.5-10.7 7.6-9.8-11.9

100 mm
L/S/m   76 113 152 189 226 265 302 341
NC - - 16 22 28 32 36 39
Throw (m) 1.8-2.4-3.4 2.7-3.7-4.9 3.7-4.9-6.1 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.8-7.3-8.8 6.4-7.9-9.8 7.3-9.1-11.0 7.9-10.1-12.2

125 mm
L/S/m   98 146 194 243 291 341 389 437
NC - - 16 22 27 32 36 39
Throw (m) 2.1-2.7-3.7 3.4-4.3-5.5 4.3-5.5-6.7 5.2-6.4-7.9 6.4-7.9-9.4 7.3-8.8-10.7 8.2-10.1-11.9 9.1-11.0-13.1

150 mm
L/S/m   121 180 240 301 361 421 480 541
NC - - 18 24 29 34 37 41
Throw (m) 2.4-3.0-4.0 3.7-4.6-5.8 4.6-5.8-7.0 6.1-7.3-8.5 7.0-8.2-9.8 7.9-9.4-11.3 8.8-10.4-12.2 10.1-11.9-13.7

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 3 7 12 20 28 38 50 63

38 mm
L/S/m   22 31 42 53 64 74 84 94
NC - - 22 29 34 38 42 45
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.8-3.0-4.3 2.1-3.7-5.2 2.7-4.3-6.1 3.0-4.9-6.7 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.0-6.1-8.2

51 mm
L/S/m   31 45 60 76 91 107 121 136
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.4-3.4 2.1-3.4-4.6 2.7-4.3-5.8 3.4-4.9-6.7 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.3-6.1-8.2 4.6-6.7-9.1

63 mm
L/S/m   40 60 81 101 121 141 161 181
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 1.8-2.7-3.7 2.4-3.7-4.9 3.0-4.6-6.1 4.0-5.8-7.3 4.3-6.1-7.9 5.2-7.0-9.1 5.8-7.9-10.1

76 mm
L/S/m   51 76 102 127 152 178 203 229
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 2.1-3.0-4.0 2.7-4.0-5.2 3.7-4.9-6.4 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.2-6.7-8.5 6.1-7.9-9.8 6.4-8.5-10.7

89 mm
L/S/m   62 91 122 153 184 214 245 276
NC - - 20 27 32 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-2.7 2.4-3.4-4.3 3.4-4.6-5.8 4.0-5.2-6.7 4.9-6.4-7.9 5.8-7.3-9.1 6.7-8.5-10.4 7.0-9.1-11.3

100 mm
L/S/m   73 108 146 181 217 254 290 341
NC - - 21 27 33 37 41 44
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.7-3.7-4.6 3.7-4.9-6.1 4.6-5.8-7.3 5.8-7.0-8.5 6.4-7.9-9.8 7.0-8.8-10.7 7.6-9.8-11.9

125 mm
L/S/m   94 141 187 235 282 328 376 424
NC - - 22 28 33 38 42 45
Throw (m) 2.1-2.7-3.7 3.0-4.0-5.2 4.3-5.5-6.7 4.9-6.4-7.9 6.1-7.6-9.1 7.0-8.5-10.4 7.6-9.4-11.3 8.5-10.4-12.5

150 mm
L/S/m   115 172 231 288 345 403 462 519
NC - - 22 29 34 39 42 46
Throw (m) 2.4-3.0-4.0 3.4-4.3-5.5 4.6-5.8-7.0 5.8-7.0-8.2 7.0-8.2-9.4 7.6-9.1-10.7 8.5-10.1-11.9 9.4-11.3-13.1
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Performance Data - Metric Units - Core 26C

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Press Core Style

Performance Data - Metric Units - Core 25C

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 2 5 10 16 22 30 40 50

38 mm
L/S/m   15 25 33 40 48 56 65 73
NC - - - 19 24 29 33 36
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.5-2.7-4.0 2.1-3.7-5.2 2.4-4.0-5.8 3.0-4.9-6.7 3.4-5.2-7.3 3.7-5.8-7.9

51 mm
L/S/m   28 42 56 70 84 98 112 125
NC - - - 18 23 28 32 35
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.7-3.7 2.1-3.4-4.9 2.7-4.3-6.1 3.0-4.9-7.0 4.0-5.8-7.9 4.3-6.4-8.5 4.6-6.7-9.1

63 mm
L/S/m   40 62 82 102 122 143 164 184
NC - - - 20 25 30 34 37
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 1.8-2.7-3.7 2.4-3.7-5.2 3.4-4.9-6.7 4.0-5.8-7.6 4.6-6.4-8.5 5.5-7.6-9.8 6.4-8.5-11.0

76 mm
L/S/m   54 82 108 136 164 191 218 245
NC - - - 21 26 31 35 38
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.1-3.4-4.6 3.0-4.3-5.8 3.7-5.2-7.0 4.6-6.4-8.2 5.5-7.3-9.4 6.1-8.2-10.4 7.3-9.4-11.9

89 mm
L/S/m   68 102 136 170 204 239 273 307
NC - - 16 22 27 32 36 39
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.7-3.7-4.9 3.7-4.9-6.1 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.5-7.0-8.5 6.1-7.9-9.8 7.0-8.8-11.0 7.6-9.8-12.2

100 mm
L/S/m   82 124 164 206 248 288 330 370
NC - - 17 23 28 33 37 40
Throw (m) 1.8-2.4-3.4 3.0-4.0-5.2 4.0-5.2-6.4 4.9-6.4-7.9 6.1-7.6-9.1 6.7-8.5-10.4 7.3-9.1-11.3 8.5-10.7-12.8

125 mm
L/S/m   110 164 220 274 328 384 438 493
NC - - 18 24 29 34 38 41
Throw (m) 2.4-3.0-4.0 3.4-4.3-5.5 4.6-5.8-7.0 5.5-6.7-8.2 6.7-8.2-9.8 7.6-9.4-11.3 8.2-10.1-12.2 9.1-11.3-13.4

150 mm
L/S/m   138 206 276 344 412 480 550 620
NC - - 19 25 30 35 39 42
Throw (m) 2.7-3.4-4.3 4.0-4.9-6.1 4.9-6.1-7.3 6.1-7.3-8.8 7.3-8.8-10.4 8.5-10.1-11.9 9.1-10.7-12.5 10.4-12.2-14.0

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 3 6 12 19 27 36 48 60

38 mm
L/S/m   19 29 39 48 57 67 77 87
NC - 16 24 31 36 41 45 48
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.8-3.0-4.3 2.1-3.7-5.2 2.7-4.3-6.1 3.0-4.9-7.0 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.0-6.1-8.2

51 mm
L/S/m   29 45 59 74 90 104 119 133
NC - - 19 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.4-3.7 2.1-3.4-4.9 2.7-4.3-6.1 3.4-5.2-7.3 4.0-5.8-7.9 4.6-6.7-8.8 4.9-7.0-9.4

63 mm
L/S/m   42 62 84 104 124 146 166 186
NC - - 19 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 1.8-2.7-4.0 2.7-4.0-5.2 3.4-4.9-6.4 4.3-5.8-7.6 4.6-6.4-8.2 5.2-7.3-9.4 6.1-8.2-10.7

76 mm
L/S/m   53 81 107 133 160 186 214 240
NC - - 19 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 2.4-3.4-4.6 3.0-4.3-5.8 4.0-5.5-7.0 4.9-6.4-8.2 5.5-7.3-9.4 6.4-8.5-10.7 7.0-9.1-11.6

89 mm
L/S/m   65 98 130 163 195 228 260 293
NC - - 20 27 32 37 41 44
Throw (m) 1.8-2.4-3.4 2.7-3.7-4.9 3.7-4.9-6.4 4.3-5.8-7.3 5.5-7.0-8.8 6.4-8.2-10.1 7.0-8.8-11.0 7.6-9.8-12.2

100 mm
L/S/m   79 118 158 197 235 276 314 353
NC - - 21 28 33 38 42 45
Throw (m) 1.8-2.7-3.7 3.0-4.0-5.2 4.0-5.2-6.7 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.8-7.3-9.1 6.7-8.5-10.4 7.6-9.4-11.6 8.5-11.0-12.8

125 mm
L/S/m   104 155 208 259 310 362 414 466
NC - - 21 28 33 38 42 45
Throw (m) 2.4-3.4-4.3 3.4-4.6-5.8 4.6-5.8-7.3 5.8-7.0-8.5 6.4-7.9-9.8 7.3-9.1-11.0 7.9-9.8-11.9 8.8-11.0-13.1

150 mm
L/S/m   130 195 260 325 390 455 520 586
NC - - 23 30 35 40 44 47
Throw (m) 2.7-3.7-4.6 4.3-5.2-6.4 5.2-6.4-7.6 6.1-7.3-8.8 7.3-8.8-10.4 8.2-9.8-11.6 8.8-10.7-12.5 9.8-11.6-13.4
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Press Core Style

Performance Data - Metric Units - Core 27C

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 3 6 12 19 27 36 48 60

38 mm
L/S/m   20 29 40 50 59 70 79 90
NC - 16 24 31 36 41 45 48
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.8-2.7-4.0 2.1-3.4-4.9 2.4-4.0-5.8 2.7-4.6-6.4 3.0-4.9-7.0 3.7-5.5-7.6

51 mm
L/S/m   29 45 59 74 90 104 119 133
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.4-3.4 2.1-3.4-4.6 2.7-4.3-5.8 3.4-4.9-6.7 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.3-6.1-8.2 4.6-6.7-9.1

63 mm
L/S/m   40 60 81 101 119 141 161 181
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 1.8-2.7-3.7 2.4-3.7-4.9 3.0-4.6-6.1 4.0-5.8-7.3 4.3-6.1-7.9 5.2-7.0-9.1 5.8-7.9-10.1

76 mm
L/S/m   51 77 102 129 155 180 206 231
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 2.1-3.0-4.0 2.7-4.0-5.2 3.7-4.9-6.4 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.2-6.7-8.5 6.1-7.9-9.8 6.4-8.5-10.7

89 mm
L/S/m   62 93 124 155 186 217 248 279
NC - - 20 27 32 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-2.7 2.4-3.4-4.3 3.4-4.6-5.8 4.0-5.2-6.7 4.9-6.4-7.9 5.8-7.3-9.1 6.7-8.5-10.4 7.0-9.1-11.3

100 mm
L/S/m   76 113 150 189 226 265 302 339
NC - - 21 27 33 37 41 44
Throw (m) 1.8-2.4-3.4 2.7-3.7-4.9 3.7-4.9-6.1 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.8-7.3-8.8 6.4-7.9-9.8 7.3-9.1-11.0 7.9-10.1-12.2

125 mm
L/S/m   98 147 195 245 294 342 392 440
NC - - 22 28 33 38 42 45
Throw (m) 2.1-2.7-3.7 3.4-4.3-5.8 4.3-5.5-6.7 5.2-6.4-7.9 6.4-7.9-9.4 7.3-8.8-10.7 8.2-10.1-11.9 9.1-11.0-13.1

150 mm
L/S/m   118 177 235 294 353 412 471 530
NC - - 22 29 34 39 42 46
Throw (m) 2.4-3.0-4.0 3.7-4.6-5.5 4.6-5.8-7.0 6.1-7.3-8.5 7.0-8.2-9.8 7.9-9.4-11.3 8.8-10.4-12.2 10.1-11.9-13.7

Performance Notes:   
Tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	"Method	
of	Testing	for	Rating	the	Performance	of	Air	Outlets
and	Inlets"
1.	 All	pressures	are	in	Pascals	(Pa).
2.	 	Maximum	throws	are	to	a	terminal	velocity	of	0.25	m/s,	

middle	throws	are	to	a	terminal	velocity	of	0.5	m/s	and	
minimum	throws	are	to	a	terminal	velocity	of	0.75	m/s.

3.	 	Throw	values	are	based	on	a	1.2	m	active	section	of	grille	
with	 a	 cooling	 temperature	 differential	 of	 11°C.	 	 The	
multiplier	factors	listed	in	the	table	below	are	applicable	
for	other	lengths.

4.	 	The	NC	values	are	based	on	a	room	absorption	of	10	dB	
re	10-12	watts.

5.	 	Return	air	applications,	when	used	as	a	return	air	intake,	
add	4	to	NC	value	shown	and	multiply	Static	Pressure	by	
0.8.

6.	 Blank	(-)	spaces	indicate	an	NC	level	below	15.

Throw Correction for Length (multiply) 

Terminal Velocity (m/s)
Active Length 0.75 0.5 0.25

0.3	m 0.5 0.6 0.7

3	m	or	continous 1.6 1.4 1.2

NC Correction for Length (multiply) 

Active Length in m 0.3 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 4.6 6.0 7.6 9.1

Correction -10 -7 -4 -2 -1 0 +2 +3 +4 +5



Heavy duty construction Removable core
Large selection of core

 and frame styles
Efficient air distribution

The	Price	LFG	Mandrel	series	of	premium	quality	linear	bar	grilles	
features	 heavy	 duty	 aluminum	mandrel	 tube	 construction	 for	
exceptional	strength,	crisp	styling	and	efficient	air	distribution.	
The	LFG	Mandrel	is	available	in	5	core	styles,	6	frame	types	and		
3	fastening	options.	Curved	sections	are	also	available.

LFG Series
LINEAR	FLOOR	GRILLE	MANDREL	CORE

Combining	
architectural	beauty	
with	performance	and	
versatility.

priceindustries.com	for	additional	product		
information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Mandrel Core Style

Product Information

Models

Narrow Spacing 
 1/4 in. [6] Spacing, 1/8 in. [3] Bars 
  0° Deflection    LFG Mandrel 15A 
  15° Deflection    LFG Mandrel 16A
Pencil Proof Spacing 
 7/16 in. [11] Spacing, 7/32 in. [16] Bars 
  0° Deflection    LFG Mandrel 25C 
  15° Deflection    LFG Mandrel 26C 
  30° Deflection    LFG Mandrel 27C

Price LFG Mandrel Series premium quality 
linear bar grilles feature precision heavy duty 
aluminum Mandrel tube construction for 
clean, crisp styling, efficient air distribution, 
and exceptional strength characteristics. 

•		 Extruded	 aluminum	 heavy	 duty	 
Mandrel tube construction.

•	 Heavy	 duty	 extruded	 aluminum	 border	
with reinforcing support bars.

•	 Precision	mitered	corners.	
•	 Core	 bars	 are	 supplied	 parallel	 to	 the	

long dimension.
•	 Core	 is	 removable	 and	 is	 shipped	with	

core clips.
•	 Choice	of	five	core	styles.
•	 Choice	of	six	border	widths.
•	 Choice	of	three	fastening	types.
•		 Wide	variety	of	optional	accessories.

Curved Sections
Price	Model	 LFG	Mandrel	 grilles	offer	 the	
added architectural flexibility of curved 
sections.	Grilles	can	be	curved	as	concave,	
convex or in plain view to match curved walls 
or floor applications. Curved grilles are limited 
to core styles (15A, 25C). Contact your Price 
sales rep for further details.

Finish
Face – White Powder Coat  B12
Anodizing finishes available. For optional 
and special finishes see color matrix.

Available Sizes
For linear bar grilles supplied as one unit:

Minimum Maximum

4 in. x 1 1/2 in. 72 in. x 48 in.

Minimum Maximum

102mm x 38mm 1829mm x 1219mm

•	 Please	 refer	 to	 Grille	 Face	 Overall	
Dimensions for more on available sizes.

Note: 
•	 Units	wider	than	24	in.	(610mm)	require	

additional structural support designed 
and installed by others.

•	 Furniture	 placed	 on	 grilles	 should	 span	
at least two bars to prevent horizontal 
loading

•	 Grilles	 are	 not	 designed	 to	 withstand	
loads from mechanical equipment, such 
as carts, forklifts, etc.

•	 Multiple	 units	 supplied	 complete	 with	
alignment splice plates

  ✓ Product Selection Checklist
 1] Select Unit Size based on desired performance characteristics.
	 2]		 Select	Outlet	Type	by	model	number	(blade	spacing,	core	style).
 3]  Select Border Style according to installation requirements (1000 is standard).
 4] Select Directional Vanes for air pattern control, if desired.
 5] Select Damper Type, if desired.
 6]  Select Fastening Type (A is standard).
 7] Select Mitered Corner Modules, if desired.
 8]  Select Finish.
Example: 96 x 12 / LFG Mandrel 15A / 1000 / B12

Mandrel Construction Core Detail
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
Mandrel Core Style

Available Cores

Available Borders / Frames 

 

Narrow Bar Spacing 
Core 15A  0° Deflection Core 16A  15° Deflection

Heavy duty narrow face border with choice of 
3/16 in. [5] or 1/8 in. [3] border face. Designed for 
flush, recessed mounting in floors.*

Dimensional Data

Border Imperial Metric
B A B A

125 1/8" D – 3/8" 3 D – 6
187 3/16" D – 1/2" 5 D – 13

Standard – Heavy duty flanged border with 1 in. 
[25] border face. 

Dimensional Data

Border Imperial Metric
B O.A. B O.A.

1250 11/4" D + 2" 32 D + 51 
1000 1" D + 11/2" 25 D + 38
750 3/4" D + 1" 19 D + 25

*For	ceiling,	sidewall,	or	sill	applications,	please	refer	to	the	Price	LBMH	Series

Heavy duty flanged border with 3/4 in. [19]  
border face. Type A fastening not available on 
1/2 in. [13] border.

750, 1000, 1250   
3/4 in. [19], 1 in. [25], 11/4 in. [32] Border 
Width

500 
1/2 in. [13] Border Width

187, 125  
3/16 in. [5], 1/8 in. [3] Border Width

Pencil Proof Bar Spacing 
Core 25C  0° Deflection

 

Core 26C  15° Deflection

 

Core 27C  30° Deflection
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Bar	Grilles
LFG Series
Mandrel Core Style

Performance Data - Imperial Data - Core 16A

Performance Data - Imperial Data - Core 15A

Size Static Pressure .011 .024 .044 .069 .098 .133 .175 .222 .275

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 11 15 21 27 32 38 43 48 54
NC — — — 17 21 26 30 33 36
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 6-9-13 7-11-16 8-13-19 9-15-21 10-16-23 12-18-25 13-20-28

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 17 25 34 43 51 60 68 77 86
NC — — — 17 22 26 30 33 36
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-8-11 7-11-15 9-14-19 11-16-22 12-18-25 14-20-27 15-22-29 16-24-32

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 23 35 47 59 71 82 95 106 118
NC — — — 17 23 27 31 34 38
Throw ft 4-6-8 6-9-12 8-12-16 10-15-20 13-18-24 15-21-27 16-22-30 20-24-34 22-30-38

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 31 47 62 78 93 109 125 140 156
NC — — — 20 25 29 33 37 39
Throw ft 4-6-8 7-10-14 9-13-18 12-17-22 15-20-25 18-23-29 20-26-33 23-30-37 25-32-40

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 40 59 79 98 118 138 158 178 198
NC — — — 21 26 31 35 38 41
Throw ft 5-7-10 8-11-15 10-15-20 15-19-24 17-22-27 20-25-31 22-28-35 25-32-39 27-34-42

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 46 69 93 116 138 161 183 208 230
NC — — 16 22 27 31 35 39 41
Throw ft 6-8-11 9-12-16 12-16-20 15-20-25 19-24-29 21-26-32 24-30-36 26-33-40 30-37-44

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 62 92 122 152 182 212 242 273 302
NC — — 18 24 29 33 37 41 43
Throw ft 7-9-12 11-14-18 14-18-22 17-21-26 21-26-31 24-29-35 27-33-39 30-36-43 33-40-47

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 76 113 152 190 228 266 302 342 380
NC — — 19 25 30 35 38 41 44
Throw ft 8-10-13 12-15-19 15-19-23 20-24-28 23-27-32 26-31-37 29-34-40 33-40-45 37-43-49

Size Static Pressure .013 .027 .050 .079 .111 .155 .199 .252 .310

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 12 19 25 31 38 44 50 56 62
NC — — 21 27 33 38 41 45 48
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 6-10-14 7-12-17 9-14-20 10-16-22 12-18-25 13-20-27 14-22-30

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 18 27 36 44 54 63 72 81 88
NC — — 17 24 30 35 38 42 44
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-8-11 7-11-15 9-14-19 11-16-22 12-18-25 14-20-27 15-22-30 16-24-32

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 24 35 47 59 71 83 94 106 118
NC — — 16 23 29 34 37 41 44
Throw ft 4-6-8 6-9-12 8-12-16 10-15-20 13-19-24 14-20-26 17-23-30 19-26-33 21-28-36

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 29 43 58 72 87 101 116 130 144
NC — — 17 23 29 33 37 41 44
Throw ft 4-6-9 7-10-13 9-13-17 12-16-21 15-20-25 17-22-28 20-26-32 21-28-35 23-31-39

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 35 52 70 87 104 122 139 157 174
NC — — 17 23 29 34 38 41 44
Throw ft 5-7-9 8-11-14 11-15-19 13-17-22 16-21-26 19-24-30 22-28-34 23-30-37 26-33-41

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 42 63 84 105 126 147 168 189 210
NC — — 18 25 30 34 39 42 45
Throw ft 5-7-10 9-12-15 12-16-20 15-19-24 18-23-28 21-26-32 23-29-35 25-32-39 29-36-43

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 54 81 108 135 162 189 216 243 270
NC — — 19 26 31 36 40 43 47
Throw ft 7-9-12 10-13-17 14-18-22 16-21-26 20-25-30 23-28-34 25-31-37 28-34-41 31-38-45

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 66 99 132 165 198 231 264 297 330
NC — — 19 25 31 36 40 43 46
Throw ft 8-10-13 11-14-18 15-19-23 19-23-27 23-27-31 25-30-35 28-33-39 31-37-43 34-40-46
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Performance Data - Imperial Data - Core 25C

Linear	Bar	Grilles
LFG Series
Mandrel Core Style

Performance Data - Imperial Data - Core 26C

Size Static Pressure .010 .022 .040 .063 .089 .121 .159 .202 .250

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
NC — — — — 18 24 28 31 34
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 5-9-13 7-12-17 8-13-19 10-16-22 11-17-24 12-19-26 14-21-29

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 20 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 98
NC — — — — 21 25 29 33 36
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-9-12 7-11-16 9-14-20 10-16-23 13-19-26 14-21-28 15-22-30 17-25-33

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 28 43 57 71 85 99 117 125 142
NC — — — 18 23 27 32 34 37
Throw ft 4-6-9 6-9-12 8-12-17 11-16-22 13-19-25 15-21-28 18-25-32 21-28-36 22-30-39

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 38 57 76 95 113 132 151 170 190
NC — — — 20 25 30 33 36 40
Throw ft 5-7-10 7-11-15 10-14-19 12-17-23 15-21-27 18-24-31 20-27-34 24-31-39 26-34-42

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 45 68 91 114 133 159 184 205 228
NC — — — 20 25 30 34 37 41
Throw ft 5-7-10 9-12-16 12-16-20 15-20-25 18-23-28 20-26-32 23-29-36 25-32-40 29-36-44

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 54 81 108 135 162 189 216 243 270
NC — — — 21 26 31 34 38 41
Throw ft 6-8-11 10-13-17 13-17-21 16-21-26 20-25-30 22-28-34 24-30-37 28-35-42 31-38-46

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 72 108 144 180 216 252 289 324 360
NC — — 17 23 28 33 37 40 43
Throw ft 8-10-13 11-14-18 15-19-23 18-22-27 22-27-32 25-31-37 27-33-40 30-37-44 34-41-48

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 90 135 180 225 270 314 360 404 450
NC — — 17 24 30 34 38 41 45
Throw ft 9-11-14 13-16-20 16-20-24 20-24-29 24-29-34 28-33-39 30-35-41 34-40-46 38-44-50

Size Static Pressure .012 .026 .048 .076 .107 .145 .191 .242 .300

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 13 19 26 32 39 45 51 58 64
NC — — 19 25 31 36 40 43 46
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 6-10-14 7-12-17 9-14-20 10-16-23 12-18-25 13-20-27 14-22-30

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 19 29 39 48 58 67 77 87 96
NC — — 16 23 29 33 37 41 44
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-8-12 7-11-16 9-14-20 11-17-24 13-19-26 15-22-29 16-23-31 17-25-34

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 26 40 53 66 79 92 105 119 132
NC — — 16 23 28 33 37 41 45
Throw ft 4-6-8 6-9-13 9-13-17 11-16-21 13-18-24 15-21-27 17-24-31 20-27-34 22-29-38

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 34 51 68 85 102 119 136 152 170
NC — — 16 23 29 34 38 41 45
Throw ft 4-6-9 7-10-14 10-14-19 12-17-22 15-20-26 18-24-30 20-27-33 23-30-37 25-33-40

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 42 63 84 106 126 148 169 190 212
NC — — 18 25 30 36 40 43 47
Throw ft 5-7-10 8-11-15 11-15-20 14-19-24 17-22-28 21-27-33 22-28-35 25-31-39 28-35-43

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250
NC — — 19 25 31 35 40 44 47
Throw ft 6-8-11 10-13-17 13-17-21 16-20-25 19-24-29 22-28-33 24-30-37 27-35-41 30-37-44

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 66 99 132 165 198 231 264 297 330
NC — — 20 27 33 38 42 46 48
Throw ft 8-11-13 11-15-18 14-18-23 18-22-27 21-29-31 24-30-35 26-32-39 30-35-43 32-38-46

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 84 126 168 210 252 294 336 378 420
NC — — 22 29 35 40 43 47 50
Throw ft 9-12-15 13-16-20 17-21-25 20-24-29 23-28-33 26-31-37 28-34-40 30-37-44 35-41-47
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Performance Data - Imperial Data - Core 27C

Linear	Bar	Grilles
LFG Series
Mandrel Core Style

Size Static Pressure .012 .026 .048 .076 .107 .145 .191 .242

11/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 13 19 26 32 38 45 51 58
NC — 16 24 31 36 41 45 48
Throw ft 2-4-6 4-7-10 6-9-13 7-11-16 8-13-19 9-15-21 10-16-23 12-18-25

2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 19 29 38 48 58 67 77 86
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 3-5-7 5-8-11 7-11-15 9-14-19 11-16-22 12-18-25 14-20-27 15-22-30

21/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 26 39 52 65 77 91 104 117
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 4-6-8 6-9-12 8-12-16 10-15-20 13-19-24 14-20-26 17-23-30 19-26-33

3 in.
Flow cfm / ft 33 50 66 83 100 116 133 149
NC — — 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw ft 4-6-9 7-10-13 9-13-17 12-16-21 15-20-25 17-22-28 20-26-32 21-28-35

31/2 in.
Flow cfm / ft 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
NC — — 20 27 32 36 40 43
Throw ft 5-7-9 8-11-14 11-15-19 13-17-22 16-21-26 19-24-30 22-28-34 23-30-37

4 in.
Flow cfm / ft 49 73 97 122 146 171 195 219
NC — — 21 27 33 37 41 44
Throw ft 6-8-11 9-1216 12-16-20 15-20-25 19-24-29 21-26-32 24-30-36 26-33-40

5 in.
Flow cfm / ft 63 95 126 158 190 221 253 284
NC — — 22 28 33 38 42 45
Throw ft 7-9-12 11-14-19 14-18-22 17-21-26 21-26-31 24-29-35 27-33-39 30-36-43

6 in.
Flow cfm / ft 76 114 152 190 228 266 304 342
NC — — 22 29 34 39 42 46
Throw ft 8-10-13 12-15-18 15-19-23 20-24-28 23-27-32 26-31-37 29-34-40 33-39-45

Performance Notes
Tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011)	
"Method	of	Testing	for	Rating	the	Performance	of	Air	Outlets	
and	Inlets."
1. Pressure
	 All	pressures	are	in	in.	w.g.
2. Throw 
	 Throw	values	are	measured	in	feet	for	terminal	velocities	
	 of	 150	 fpm	 (minimum),	 100	 fpm	 (middle)	 and	 50	 fpm		
	 (maximum).
	 These	throw	values	are	based	on	a	4	ft	active	section	of		
	 grille	with	a	cooling	temperature	differential	of	20 °F.	The		
	 multiplier	factors	listed	in	the	table	below	are	applicable		
	 for	other	lengths.
 Throw Correction for Length
 (Multiply)

3. Sound
	 The	 NC	 values	 are	 based	 on	 a	 room	 absorption	 of	
	 10	dB,	re	10-12	watts	and	a	10	ft	active	section.
	 The	NC	correction	values	for	other	lengths	are	listed	in		
	 the	table	below.

4. Blank	(—)	spaces	indicate	an	NC	level	below	15.

Terminal Velocity
Active Length 150 fpm 100 fpm 50 fpm
1 ft 0.5 0.6 0.7
10 ft or  
Continuous 1.6 1.4 1.2

NC Correction for Length
Active Length, ft 1 2 4 6 8 10 15 20 25 30
Correction -10 -7 -4 -2 -1 0 +2 +3 +4 +5
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Performance Data - Metric Data - Core 15A

Linear	Bar	Grilles
LFG Series
Mandrel Core Style

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 3 6 11 17 24 33 44 55 68

38 mm
L/S/m   17 23 33 42 50 59 67 74 84
NC - - - 17 21 26 30 33 36
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.8-2.7-4.0 2.1-3.4-4.9 2.4-4.0-5.8 2.7-4.6-6.4 3.0-4.9-7.0 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.0-6.1-8.5

51 mm
L/S/m   26 39 53 67 79 93 105 119 133
NC - - - 17 22 26 30 33 36
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.4-3.4 2.1-3.4-4.6 2.7-4.3-5.8 3.4-4.9-6.7 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.3-6.1-8.2 4.6-6.7-8.8 4.9-7.3-9.8

63 mm
L/S/m   36 54 73 91 110 127 147 164 183
NC - - - 17 23 27 31 34 38
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 1.8-2.7-3.7 2.4-3.7-4.9 3.0-4.6-6.1 4.0-5.5-7.3 4.6-6.4-8.2 4.9-6.7-9.1 6.1-7.3-10.4 6.7-9.1-11.6

76 mm
L/S/m   48 73 96 121 144 169 194 217 242
NC - - - 20 25 29 33 37 39
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 2.1-3.0-4.3 2.7-4.0-5.5 3.7-5.2-6.7 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.5-7.0-8.8 6.1-7.9-10.1 7.0-9.1-11.3 7.6-9.8-12.2

89 mm
L/S/m   62 91 122 152 183 214 245 276 307
NC - - - 21 26 31 35 38 41
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.4-3.4-4.6 3.0-4.6-6.1 4.6-5.8-7.3 5.2-6.7-8.2 6.1-7.6-9.4 6.7-8.5-10.7 7.6-9.8-11.9 8.2-10.4-12.8

100 mm
L/S/m   71 107 144 180 214 249 283 322 356
NC - - 16 22 27 31 35 39 41
Throw (m) 1.8-2.4-3.4 2.7-3.7-4.9 3.7-4.9-6.1 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.8-7.3-8.8 6.4-7.9-9.8 7.3-9.1-11.0 7.9-10.1-12.2 9.1-11.3-13.4

125 mm
L/S/m   96 143 189 235 282 328 375 423 468
NC - - 18 24 29 33 37 41 43
Throw (m) 2.1-2.7-3.7 3.4-4.3-5.5 4.3-5.5-6.7 5.2-6.4-7.9 6.4-7.9-9.4 7.3-8.8-10.7 8.2-10.1-11.9 9.1-11.0-13.1 10.1-12.2-14.3

150 mm
L/S/m   118 175 235 294 353 412 468 530 589
NC - - 19 25 30 35 38 41 44
Throw (m) 2.4-3.0-4.0 3.7-4.6-5.8 4.6-5.8-7.0 6.1-7.3-8.5 7.0-8.2-9.8 7.9-9.4-11.3 8.8-10.4-12.2 10.1-12.2-13.7 11.3-13.1-14.9

Performance Data - Metric Data - Core 16A

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 3 7 12 20 28 38 50 63 77

38 mm
L/S/m   19 29 39 48 59 68 77 87 96
NC - - 21 27 33 38 41 45 48
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.8-3.0-4.3 2.1-3.7-5.2 2.7-4.3-6.1 3.0-4.9-6.7 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.0-6.1-8.2 4.3-6.7-9.1

51 mm
L/S/m   28 42 56 68 84 98 112 125 136
NC - - 17 24 30 35 38 42 44
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.4-3.4 2.1-3.4-4.6 2.7-4.3-5.8 3.4-4.9-6.7 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.3-6.1-8.2 4.6-6.7-9.1 4.9-7.3-9.8

63 mm
L/S/m   37 54 73 91 110 129 146 164 183
NC - - 16 23 29 34 37 41 44
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 1.8-2.7-3.7 2.4-3.7-4.9 3.0-4.6-6.1 4.0-5.8-7.3 4.3-6.1-7.9 5.2-7.0-9.1 5.8-7.9-10.1 6.4-8.5-11.0

76 mm
L/S/m   45 67 90 112 135 156 180 201 223
NC - - 17 23 29 33 37 41 44
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 2.1-3.0-4.0 2.7-4.0-5.2 3.7-4.9-6.4 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.2-6.7-8.5 6.1-7.9-9.8 6.4-8.5-10.7 7.0-9.4-11.9

89 mm
L/S/m   54 81 108 135 161 189 215 243 270
NC - - 17 23 29 34 38 41 44
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-2.7 2.4-3.4-4.3 3.4-4.6-5.8 4.0-5.2-6.7 4.9-6.4-7.9 5.8-7.3-9.1 6.7-8.5-10.4 7.0-9.1-11.3 7.9-10.1-12.5

100 mm
L/S/m   65 98 130 163 195 228 260 293 325
NC - - 18 25 30 34 39 42 45
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.7-3.7-4.6 3.7-4.9-6.1 4.6-5.8-7.3 5.5-7.0-8.5 6.4-7.9-9.8 7.0-8.8-10.7 7.6-9.8-11.9 8.8-11.0-13.1

125 mm
L/S/m   84 125 167 209 251 293 335 376 418
NC - - 19 26 31 36 40 43 47
Throw (m) 2.1-2.7-3.7 3.0-4.0-5.2 4.3-5.5-6.7 4.9-6.4-7.9 6.1-7.6-9.1 7.0-8.5-10.4 7.6-9.4-11.3 8.5-10.4-12.5 9.4-11.6-13.7

150 mm
L/S/m   102 153 204 256 307 358 409 460 511
NC - - 19 25 31 36 40 43 46
Throw (m) 2.4-3.0-4.0 3.4-4.3-5.5 4.6-5.8-7.0 5.8-7.0-8.2 7.0-8.2-9.4 7.6-9.1-10.7 8.5-10.1-11.9 9.4-11.3-13.1 10.4-12.2-14.0
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Performance Data - Metric Units - Core 25C

Linear	Bar	Grilles
LFG Series
Mandrel Core Style

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 2 5 10 16 22 30 40 50 62

38 mm
L/S/m   19 28 37 46 56 65 74 84 93
NC - - - - 18 24 28 31 34
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.5-2.7-4.0 2.1-3.7-5.2 2.4-4.0-5.8 3.0-4.9-6.7 3.4-5.2-7.3 3.7-5.8-7.9 4.3-6.4-8.8

51 mm
L/S/m   31 45 60 76 91 107 122 138 152
NC - - - - 21 25 29 33 36
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.7-3.7 2.1-3.4-4.9 2.7-4.3-6.1 3.0-4.9-7.0 4.0-5.8-7.9 4.3-6.4-8.5 4.6-6.7-9.1 5.2-7.6-10.1

63 mm
L/S/m   43 67 88 110 132 153 181 194 220
NC - - - 18 23 27 32 34 37
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 1.8-2.7-3.7 2.4-3.7-5.2 3.4-4.9-6.7 4.0-5.8-7.6 4.6-6.4-8.5 5.5-7.6-9.8 6.4-8.5-11.0 6.7-9.1-11.9

76 mm
L/S/m   59 88 118 147 175 204 234 263 294
NC - - - 20 25 30 33 36 40
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.1-3.4-4.6 3.0-4.3-5.8 3.7-5.2-7.0 4.6-6.4-8.2 5.5-7.3-9.4 6.1-8.2-10.4 7.3-9.4-11.9 7.9-10.4-12.8

89 mm
L/S/m   70 105 141 177 206 246 285 318 353
NC - - - 20 25 30 34 37 41
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.7-3.7-4.9 3.7-4.9-6.1 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.5-7.0-8.5 6.1-7.9-9.8 7.0-8.8-11.0 7.6-9.8-12.2 8.8-11.0-13.4

100 mm
L/S/m   84 125 167 209 251 293 335 376 418
NC - - - 21 26 31 34 38 41
Throw (m) 1.8-2.4-3.4 3.0-4.0-5.2 4.0-5.2-6.4 4.9-6.4-7.9 6.1-7.6-9.1 6.7-8.5-10.4 7.3-9.1-11.3 8.5-10.7-12.8 9.4-11.6-14.0

125 mm
L/S/m   112 167 223 279 335 390 448 502 558
NC - - 17 23 28 33 37 40 43
Throw (m) 2.4-3.0-4.0 3.4-4.3-5.5 4.6-5.8-7.0 5.5-6.7-8.2 6.7-8.2-9.8 7.6-9.4-11.3 8.2-10.1-12.2 9.1-11.3-13.4 10.4-12.5-14.6

150 mm
L/S/m   139 209 279 349 418 486 558 626 697
NC - - 17 24 30 34 38 41 45
Throw (m) 2.7-3.4-4.3 4.0-4.9-6.1 4.9-6.1-7.3 6.1-7.3-8.8 7.3-8.8-10.4 8.5-10.1-11.9 9.1-10.7-12.5 10.4-12.2-14.0 11.6-13.4-15.2

Performance Data - Metric Units - Core 26C

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 3 6 12 19 27 36 48 60 75

38 mm
L/S/m   20 29 40 50 60 70 79 90 99
NC - - 19 25 31 36 40 43 46
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.8-3.0-4.3 2.1-3.7-5.2 2.7-4.3-6.1 3.0-4.9-7.0 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.0-6.1-8.2 4.3-6.7-9.1

51 mm
L/S/m   29 45 60 74 90 104 119 135 149
NC - - 16 23 29 33 37 41 44
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.4-3.7 2.1-3.4-4.9 2.7-4.3-6.1 3.4-5.2-7.3 4.0-5.8-7.9 4.6-6.7-8.8 4.9-7.0-9.4 5.2-7.6-10.4

63 mm
L/S/m   40 62 82 102 122 143 163 184 204
NC - - 16 23 28 33 37 41 45
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 1.8-2.7-4.0 2.7-4.0-5.2 3.4-4.9-6.4 4.0-5.5-7.3 4.6-6.4-8.2 5.2-7.3-9.4 6.1-8.2-10.4 6.7-8.8-11.6

76 mm
L/S/m   53 79 105 132 158 184 211 235 263
NC - - 16 23 29 34 38 41 45
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 2.1-3.0-4.3 3.0-4.3-5.8 3.7-5.2-6.7 4.6-6.1-7.9 5.5-7.3-9.1 6.1-8.2-10.1 7.0-9.1-11.3 7.6-10.1-12.2

89 mm
L/S/m   65 98 130 164 195 229 262 294 328
NC - - 18 25 30 36 40 43 47
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-3.0 2.4-3.4-4.6 3.4-4.6-6.1 4.3-5.8-7.3 5.2-6.7-8.5 6.4-8.2-10.1 6.7-8.5-10.7 7.6-9.4-11.9 8.5-10.7-13.1

100 mm
L/S/m   77 116 155 194 232 271 310 349 387
NC - - 19 25 31 35 40 44 47
Throw (m) 1.8-2.4-3.4 3.0-4.0-5.2 4.0-5.2-6.4 4.9-6.1-7.6 5.8-7.3-8.8 6.7-8.5-10.1 7.3-9.1-11.3 8.2-10.7-12.5 9.1-11.3-13.4

125 mm
L/S/m   102 153 204 256 771 358 409 460 511
NC - - 20 27 33 38 42 46 48
Throw (m) 2.4-3.4-4.0 3.4-4.6-5.5 4.3-5.5-7.0 5.5-6.7-8.2 6.4-8.8-9.4 7.3-9.1-10.7 7.9-9.8-11.9 9.1-10.7-13.1 9.8-11.6-14.0

150 mm
L/S/m   130 195 260 325 390 455 520 586 651
NC - - 22 29 35 40 43 47 50
Throw (m) 2.7-3.7-4.6 4.0-4.9-6.1 5.2-6.4-7.6 6.1-7.3-8.8 7.0-8.5-10.1 7.9-9.4-11.3 8.5-10.4-12.2 9.1-11.3-13.4 10.7-12.5-14.3
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Performance Data - Metric Units - Core 27C

Linear	Bar	Grilles
LFG Series
Mandrel Core Style

Size Static Pressure (Pa) 3 6 12 19 27 36 48 60

38 mm
L/S/m   20 29 40 50 59 70 79 90
NC - 16 24 31 36 41 45 48
Throw (m) 0.6-1.2-1.8 1.2-2.1-3.0 1.8-2.7-4.0 2.1-3.4-4.9 2.4-4.0-5.8 2.7-4.6-6.4 3.0-4.9-7.0 3.7-5.5-7.6

51 mm
L/S/m   29 45 59 74 90 104 119 133
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 0.9-1.5-2.1 1.5-2.4-3.4 2.1-3.4-4.6 2.7-4.3-5.8 3.4-4.9-6.7 3.7-5.5-7.6 4.3-6.1-8.2 4.6-6.7-9.1

63 mm
L/S/m   40 60 81 101 119 141 161 181
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.4 1.8-2.7-3.7 2.4-3.7-4.9 3.0-4.6-6.1 4.0-5.8-7.3 4.3-6.1-7.9 5.2-7.0-9.1 5.8-7.9-10.1

76 mm
L/S/m   51 77 102 129 155 180 206 231
NC - - 20 26 31 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.2-1.8-2.7 2.1-3.0-4.0 2.7-4.0-5.2 3.7-4.9-6.4 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.2-6.7-8.5 6.1-7.9-9.8 6.4-8.5-10.7

89 mm
L/S/m   62 93 124 155 186 217 248 279
NC - - 20 27 32 36 40 43
Throw (m) 1.5-2.1-2.7 2.4-3.4-4.3 3.4-4.6-5.8 4.0-5.2-6.7 4.9-6.4-7.9 5.8-7.3-9.1 6.7-8.5-10.4 7.0-9.1-11.3

100 mm
L/S/m   76 113 150 189 226 265 302 339
NC - - 21 27 33 37 41 44
Throw (m) 1.8-2.4-3.4 2.7-3.7-4.9 3.7-4.9-6.1 4.6-6.1-7.6 5.8-7.3-8.8 6.4-7.9-9.8 7.3-9.1-11.0 7.9-10.1-12.2

125 mm
L/S/m   98 147 195 245 294 342 392 440
NC - - 22 28 33 38 42 45
Throw (m) 2.1-2.7-3.7 3.4-4.3-5.8 4.3-5.5-6.7 5.2-6.4-7.9 6.4-7.9-9.4 7.3-8.8-10.7 8.2-10.1-11.9 9.1-11.0-13.1

150 mm
L/S/m   118 177 235 294 353 412 471 530
NC - - 22 29 34 39 42 46
Throw (m) 2.4-3.0-4.0 3.7-4.6-5.5 4.6-5.8-7.0 6.1-7.3-8.5 7.0-8.2-9.8 7.9-9.4-11.3 8.8-10.4-12.2 10.1-11.9-13.7

Performance Notes:   
Tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	"Method	
of	Testing	for	Rating	the	Performance	of	Air	Outlets	and	Inlets"
1.	 All	pressures	are	in	Pascals.
2.	 	Maximum	throws	are	to	a	terminal	velocity	of	0.25	m/s,	

middle	throws	are	to	a	terminal	velocity	of	0.5	m/s	and	
minimum	throws	are	to	a	terminal	velocity	of	0.75	m/s.

3.	 	Throw	values	are	based	on	a	1.2	m	active	section	of	grille	
with	 a	 cooling	 temperature	 differential	 of	 11°C.	 	 The	
multiplier	factors	listed	in	the	table	below	are	applicable	
for	other	lengths.

4.	 	The	NC	values	are	based	on	a	room	absorption	of	10	dB	
re	10-12	watts.

5.	 	Return	air	applications,	when	used	as	a	return	air	intake,	
add	4	to	NC	value	shown	and	multiply	Static	Pressure

					by	0.8.
6.	 Blank	(-)	spaces	indicate	an	NC	level	below	15.

Throw Correction for Length (multiply) 

Terminal Velocity (m/s)
Active Length 0.75 0.5 0.25

0.3	m 0.5 0.6 0.7

3	m	or	continous 1.6 1.4 1.2

NC Correction for Length

Active Length in m 0.3 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.5 3.0 4.6 6.0 7.6 9.0

Correction -10 -7 -4 -2 -1 0 +2 +3 +4 +5
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Bar	Grilles
LFG Series

Accessories

VCS3  Opposed	Blade	Damper VCS2   Blade Type Damper DV   Directional Vanes

Alignment splice plates are supplied loose 
with	LFG	when	the	maximum	length	of	linear	
bar grille exceeds the one section limit of 72 
in. [1829], or where a mitered corner module 
has been specified. These ensure alignment of 
each section for a smooth uninterrupted finish.

Core	clips	are	supplied	loose	with	LFG	Series	
linear bar grilles to fasten removable core to 
border frame. In sidewall applications, core 
clips are required to secure core to border 
frame. In floor applications, core can Lay-in to 
border frame or be secured for tamper-proof 
installation. 

Core Clips 

MC90 / MC135   Mitered Corner Modules

Individually adjustable blades mounted in the 
grille frame behind the face bars to increase 
the spread or to provide directional air pattern. 
Can function as an equalizing grid. Extruded 
aluminum vanes spaced on 1 in. [25] centers. 
Also available with VCS3 opposed blade 
damper mounted behind directional vanes 
for complete air flow control (duct sizes 2 1/2 
in. [63] or greater, LBPH only).

Alignment Pins / Splice Plates 
 

BOS   Blank-Off	Strips

Used to make a grille section or portion of 
a grille section inactive. Blank-off strips are 
custom fabricated of sheet aluminum in 
lengths as required, and shipped loose for 
field installation. Available for all widths of 
linear bar grilles. Finish B17 black enamel.

Damper is hinged at rear of grille frame. When 
opened, blade swings back into the duct.  
For 2 1/2 in. [63] to 8 in. [203] duct size, the 
damper is screwdriver operated from the face 
of the grille.

Gang	 operated	 damper	 blades	 move	
simultaneously in opposite directions for 
smooth volume control from fully open to 
fully	closed.	Operable	from	grille	face.

Mitered corner modules are available for all series of linear bar grilles in four standard configurations. MC90 and MC135 are for floor applications where 
a 90° or 135° miter is specified. All mitered corner modules are constructed of extruded aluminum and factory assembled into an all-welded precision 
miter. The spaces between the bars are open. If specified for a supply air application, consideration should be given to blank-off strips to one or both 
legs of the miter section. Finish to match the associated straight sections of the bar grille.

Note that if the linear bar grille specified has a deflected core (15° or 30°), the direction of the deflection must be specified in MC90 or MC135 modules 
to match that of the associated straight sections.

For compound or custom angles, please contact your Price sales rep.
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Directional vanes (DV) allow the throw and spread performance 
characteristics	of	the	LFG	to	be	adjusted.	LFGs	with	DVs	are	a	good	
choice for reducing the penetration into the room and increasing 
width	of	the	area	serviced	by	the	LFG	diffuser.	LFGs	with	DVs	are	
typically used along a perimeter with lower ceiling heights or 
reduced loads where long penetration can cause the supply air 
to hit the ceiling and travel back into the space.

It is important to the performance of an underfloor air distribution 
(UFAD) system that air from the upper stratified zone does not 
penetrate back into the occupied zone. Such an event is detrimental 
to energy performance and indoor air quality, possibly negating 
the	major	benefits	of	the	UFAD	system.	LFGs	with	integral	DVs	
can be adjusted to wash the perimeter while ensuring that the 
supply	air	is	not	circulating	back	into	the	space.	LFGs	with	DVs	
can	also	be	adjusted	to	allow	the	LFG	to	service	a	wider	space	
than is typical, possibly reducing the number of diffusers along 
the perimeter.

Construction: Extruded aluminum vanes spaced on 1" (25) centers.

Directional Vanes
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115 cfm [54L/s]  Isothermal 0° DV deflection

115 cfm [54L/s]  Isothermal 60° DV deflection
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Spread in Inches [mm]

48 [1219]

56 [1422]

64 [1626]

72 [1829]

80 [2032]

88 [2235]

96 [2438]

104 [2642]

112 [2845]

50fpm = 0.25m/s

100fpm = 0.5m/s

150fpm = 0.75m/s

115 cfm [54L/s]  Isothermal 30° DV deflection

DV Directional Vanes

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series

DV Blades @ 60º from vertical

DV Blades @ 30º from vertical

DV Blades @ 0º from vertical

30º

0º

60º

DV Blades @ 60º from vertical

DV Blades @ 30º from vertical

DV Blades @ 0º from vertical

30º

0º

60º

DV Blades @ 60º from vertical

DV Blades @ 30º from vertical

DV Blades @ 0º from vertical

30º

0º

60º

Air Air
Adjustable 

Deflection Vanes
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

5/8" or 1/2" drywall

Mounting Bracket

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series

Grille Face Overall Dimension

Available Fastening Types

Imperial 

LFG - Press Core Border
D = Listed Size 1250 1000 750 187 125
11/2 in. 35/8" 31/8" 25/8" — —
2 in. 41/8" 35/8" 31/8" 17/8" 17/8"
21/2 in. 45/8" 41/8" 35/8" 23/8" 23/8"
3 in. 51/8" 45/8" 41/8" 27/8" 27/8"
31/2 in. 55/8" 51/8" 45/8" 33/8" 33/8"
4 in. 61/8" 55/8" 51/8" 37/8" 37/8"
5 in. 71/8" 65/8" 61/8" 47/8" 47/8"
6 in. 81/8" 75/8" 71/8" 57/8" 57/8"

Imperial 

LFG - Mandrel Core Border
D = Listed Size 1000 750 500 187 125
11/2 in. 31/8" 25/8" 115/16"
2 in. 35/8" 31/8" 27/16" 17/8" 17/8"
21/2 in. 41/8" 35/8" 215/16" 23/8" 23/8"
3 in. 45/8" 41/8" 37/16" 27/8" 27/8"
31/2 in. 51/8" 45/8" 315/16" 33/8" 33/8"
4 in. 55/8" 51/8" 417/16" 37/8" 37/8"
5 in. 65/8" 61/8" 57/16" 47/8" 47/8"
6 in. 75/8" 71/8" 67/16" 57/8" 57/8"

Type A / H 
Countersunk Screw Holes / Straight 
Screw Holes 

Type 0   
No Screw Holes

Type C   
Concealed Bracket

Type B   
Spring Clip (Pressed Core only)

Metric 

LFG - Press Core Border
D = Listed Size 1250 1000 750 187 125
38mm 92mm 79mm 67mm — —
51mm 105mm 92mm 79mm 48mm 48mm
63mm 117mm 105mm 92mm 60mm 60mm
76mm 130mm 117mm 105mm 73mm 73mm
89mm 143mm 130mm 117mm 86mm 86mm
102mm 156mm 143mm 130mm 98mm 98mm
127mm 181mm 168mm 156mm 124mm 124mm
152mm 206mm 194mm 181mm 149mm 149mm

Metric 

LFG - Mandrel Core Border
D = Listed Size 1000 750 500 187 125
38mm 79mm 41mm 49mm
51mm 92mm 54mm 62mm 48mm 48mm
63mm 105mm 67mm 75mm 60mm 60mm
76mm 117mm 79mm 87mm 73mm 73mm
89mm 130mm 92mm 100mm 86mm 86mm
102mm 143mm 105mm 113mm 98mm 98mm
127mm 168mm 130mm 138mm 124mm 124mm
152mm 194mm 156mm 164mm 149mm 149mm
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series

Expansion and Contraction of Aluminum Linear Grilles

The expansion and contraction of 
aluminum linear grilles due to temperature 
differentials are shown in the frames on the 
right. For most normal applications, the 
slight clearance which occurs when linear 
grilles are butted together is sufficient to 
account for the expansion and contraction 
of the diffusers. Alignment splice plates 
supplied with the diffusers help to maintain 
alignment of the adjuscent sections as the 
cores expand and contract.
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Expansion and contraction of aluminum linear grilles
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
DFG

Product Information

Price DFG floor diffusers create a horizontal 
flow using fixed extruded face blades and 
adjustable directional rear vanes. Typically 
installed in raised floors, floor cavities or 
the	top	of	sills,	the	DFG	discharges	air	to	the	
space evenly across the face of the grille with 
minimal turbulence or induction of room air.  
The cool supply air flows across the floor 
and gradually fills the occupied space. The 
superior air quality and low noise levels 
realized	with	the	DFG	make	it	suitable	for	
office spaces, churches, galleries, museums, 
schools, or any application where air quality 
demands are high.

Features
•	 30	 degree	 deflection	 pencil	 proof,	 7/16"	

blade spacing in 1 way or 2 way discharge 
patterns (27C-1W and 27C-2W cores).

•	 Standard	directional	vanes	to	spread	air	
from diffuser face.

•	 Integrated	equalization	baffle.
•	 Removable	core	with	core	clips.

Options
•	 3	 flanged	 frames	 available,	Types	 750,	

1000, 1250.
•	 Fastening	options:		
	 •	 ”A”	 Fastening:	 countersunk	 screws	 

 (frames 1000 and 1250).
	 •	 “B”	Fastening	-	spring	clips.
	 •	 ”0"	Fastening	-	no	holes.
	 •	 ”H”	 Fastening	 -	 straight	 holes	 (frame	 

 750). 
•	 Two	Standard	Core	Options:
	 •	 1	way	(27C-1W).	
	 •	 2	way	(27C-2W).

Construction/Finish
•	 Grille	 frames,	 core,	 supports,	 and	

directional vanes – extruded aluminum.
•	 Equalization	baffle	—	aluminum.
•	 Finish	 -	 B12	 B13,	 B15,	 B17,	 PC12,	 B25,	

66, MILL, SPL, AC, ALB, AMB, ADB, AB, 
ASPL, PA, B11.

For optional and special finishes, please see 
color matrix.

Air Pattern

Flanged Mount Detail - Metric, mm

Frame Dimension A Dimension B
750 3	1/4 1	1/8

1000 1 1	5/8

1250 1	1/4 2	1/8

Flanged Mount Detail - Imperial, in.

Frame Dimension A Dimension B
750 19 29
1000 25 41
1250 32 54

Nom. Size + B

  A

Nom. Size = Opening

Nom. Size - 1/8" [3]

Pattern

2 1/8"
[54]

7/16"
[11]

1 1/8"
[28]

3/16" [5]

Pattern

7/16"
[11]

1 1/8"
[28]

3/16" [5]

1 Way Core (27C-1W)

2 Way Core (27C-2W)
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
DFG Series

Performance Data — Imperial Units

Performance Data — Metric Units

Unit Size 
L x W [in] 

Face Area [ft2]

Face  
Velocity 

[fpm]

Air Flow 
[cfm]

Total  
Pressure 
[in. w.g.]

Static  
Pressure 
[in. w.g.]

Noise  
Criteria 

[NC]

Proximity to Outlet [ft]
∆T = 5 °F ∆T = 10 °F

DR DR
15% 20% 15% 20%

10	1/2	x	10	1/2
[0.71]

20 14 -- -- -- 1 -- 2 1
30 21 -- -- -- 2 1 2 1
40 28 -- -- -- 2 1 3 2
50 36 -- -- -- 2 1 3 2

Unit Size 
L x W [mm] 

Face Area [m2]

Face  
Velocity 

[m/s]

Air Flow 
[L/s]

Total  
Pressure 

[Pa]

Static  
Pressure 

[Pa]

Noise  
Criteria

[NC]

Proximity to Outlet [m]
∆T = 2.8 °C ∆T = 5.6 °C

DR DR
15% 20% 15% 20%

267	x	267
[0.066]

0.10 7 -- -- -- 0.3 -- 0.6 0.3
0.15 10 -- -- -- 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.3
0.20 13 -- -- -- 0.6 0.3 0.9 0.6
0.25 17 -- -- -- 0.6 0.3 0.9 0.6

Performance Notes:

1.	 	Sound	 and	 pressure	 drop	 tested	 in	 accordance	 with		
ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011)	“Method	of	Testing	
for	Rating		the	Performance	of	Air	Outlets	and	Inlets.”

2.	 Air	flow	is	in	Litres	per	second,	L/s.
3.	 Pressure	is	in	Pascals,	Pa.	
4.	 	The	 NC	 values,	 sound	 pressure	 level,	 are	 based	 on	 a		

room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re	10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser.
5.	 	∆T	is	the	difference	between	the	room	air	temperature	1	m		

above	the	floor	and	the	temperature	of	the	supply	air.	

6.	 	Proximity	to	outlet	is	the	minimum	distance	from	an	outlet		
to	the	occupant	in	order	to	achieve	the	listed	DR	value.

7.	 	Distances	closer	to	the	diffuser	have	a	higher	DR	than	
the	cataloged	value.

8.	 	DR	 is	 the	 predicted	 percentage	 of	 people	 dissatisfied		
(PPD)	 due	 to	 draft.	A	 value	of	 less	 than	20	meets	 the		
requirements	 of	 ASHRAE	 Standard	 55-2013,	 Thermal		
Environmental	Conditions	for	Human	Occupancy.

9.	 	Blanks	 (--)	 indicate	 that	 the	DR	 is	 below	 the	 specified	
value	at	all	distances	from	the	diffuser	face.

10.		DR	catalog	data	is	presented	for	an	occupant	density	of		
25	people/100m2,	which	is	the	default	occupancy	density		
for	classrooms	(ages	5-8)	given	by	ASHRAE	62.1-2013.		For		
other	occupant	densities,	please	refer	to	the	DV	Room		
Designer	Software.	

11.		Performance	data	for	standard	diffusers	not	listed	in	the		
catalog		is	available	in	Price	AIO	Software.

Performance Notes:

1.	 	Sound	 and	 pressure	 drop	 tested	 in	 accordance	 with		
ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011)	“Method	of	Testing	
for	Rating	the	Performance	of	Air	Outlets	and	Inlets.”

2.	 Air	flow	is	in	cubic	feet	per	minute,	cfm.	
3.	 Pressure	is	in	inches	of	water,	in.	w.g.	
4.	 	The	 NC	 values,	 sound	 pressure	 level,	 are	 based	 on	 a		

room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re	10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser.
5.	 	∆T	is	the	difference	between	the	room	air	temperature	3		

½	ft	above	the	floor	and	the	temperature	of	the	supply	air.	

6.	 	Proximity	to	outlet	is	the	minimum	distance	from	an	outlet		
to	the	occupant	in	order	to	achieve	the	listed	DR	value.

7.	 	Distances	closer	to	the	diffuser	have	a	higher	DR	than	
the	cataloged	value.

8.	 	DR	 is	 the	 predicted	 percentage	 of	 people	 dissatisfied		
(PPD)	 due	 to	 draft.	A	 value	of	 less	 than	20	meets	 the		
requirements	 of	 ASHRAE	 Standard	 55-2013,	 Thermal		
Environmental	Conditions	for	Human	Occupancy.

9.	 	Blanks	 (--)	 indicate	 that	 the	DR	 is	 below	 the	 specified	
value	at	all	distances	from	the	diffuser	face.

10.		DR	catalog	data	is	presented	for	an	occupant	density	of		
25	people/1000ft2,	which	is	the	default	occupancy	density		
for	classrooms	(ages	5-8)	given	by	ASHRAE	62.1-2013.		For		
other	occupant	densities,	please	refer	to	the	DV	Room		
Designer	Software.	

11.		Performance	data	for	standard	diffusers	not	listed	in	the	
catalog		is	available	in	Price	AIO	Software.
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
DFGL

Product Information

Price DFGL displacement floor grilles 
provide a uniform low velocity flow into a 
space with minimal turbulence or induction 
of room air. Well suited for perimeter 
applications,	 the	DFGL	may	 be	 installed	
with a continuous or segmented look and is 
typically used in raised floors, floor cavities, 
or on the top of sills.  The cool supply air 
flows across the floor and gradually fills the 
occupied space.  The superior air quality and 
low	noise	levels	associated	with	the	DFGL	
make it suitable for office spaces, churches, 
galleries, museums, schools, or any 
application that demands a comfortable, 
quiet space.

Features
•	 Extruded	 aluminum	 frame	 with	

reinforcing support bars.
•	 1	way	or	2	way	discharge	patterns.	
•	 Variety	of	core	styles	and	fasteners.
•	 Integrated	equalization	baffle.

Options
•	 3	 flanged	 frames	 available:	Types	 750,	

1000, 1250.
•	 Fastening	options:		
	 •	 ”A”	 Fastening	 -	 countersunk	 screws	 

 (frames 1000 and 1250).
	 •	 “B”	Fastening	-	spring	clips.
	 •	 ”0”	Fastening	-	no	holes.
  ”H” Fastening - straight holes (frame 

 750). 
•	 Multiple	core	styles	available.
•	 Optional	black	perforated	baffle.

Construction/Finish
•	 Extruded	 aluminum	 frame	 with	

reinforcing support bars.
•	 Extruded	 aluminum	 core,	 pressed	 core	

construction.
•	 Perforated	aluminum	baffle.
•	 Finish	 -	 B12	 B13,	 B15,	 B17,	 PC12,	 B25,	

66, MILL, SPL, AC, ALB, AMB, ADB, AB, 
ASPL, PA, B11.

For optional and special finishes, please see 
color matrix.

Available Sizes
Length 

•	 Minimum	12”	(300)
•	 Maximum	72”	(1829)	per	section

Width 

•	 Minimum	6”	(150)
•	 Maximum	12”	(305)

Multiple section lengths are provided with 
alignment splice plates.

Air Pattern

Perforated Baffle
Outside Stack = Nom. Size - 1/8" (3)

  Opening = Nom. Size

Support Bar

2 5/32"
(55)

15A
     0° Deflection
     1/4" (6) Spacing

25C
     0°  Deflection
     7/16" (11) Spacing

26C
     15°  Deflection
     7/16" (11) Spacing

27C
     30°  Deflection
     7/16" (11) Spacing

16A
     15°  Deflection
     1/4" (6) Spacing

Nom. Size + B

2 1/8"
(54)

  A

Nom. Size - 1/8" (3)
Opening = Nom. Size

Flanged Mount Detail - Imperial, in.

Frame Dimension A Dimension B
750 3	1/4 1	1/8

1000 1 1	5/8

1250 1	1/4 2	1/8

Flanged Mount Detail - Metric, mm

Frame Dimension A Dimension B
750 19 29
1000 25 41
1250 32 54
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
DFGL

Performance Data - Imperial Units

Performance Data - Metric Units

Performance Notes:
1.	 Sound	 and	 pressure	 drop	 tested	 in	 accordance	 with	

ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011)	“Method	of	Testing	
for	Rating	the	Performance	of	Air	Outlets	and	Inlets.”

2.	 Air	flow	is	in	cubic	feet	per	minute,	cfm.	
3.	 Pressure	is	in	inches	of	water,	in.	w.g.	
4.	 The	 NC	 values,	 sound	 pressure	 level,	 are	 based	 on	 a	

room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re	10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser
5.	 Blanks	(–)	indicate	NC	below	15	or	a	pressure	below	.01	in.	w.g.

6.	 ∆T	is	the	difference	between	the	room	air	temperature	½	
ft	above	the	floor	and	the	temperature	of	the	supply	air.	

7.	 Proximity	to	outlet	is	the	minimum	distance	from	an	outlet	
to	the	occupant	in	order	to	achieve	the	listed	DR	value.

8.	 DR	is	the	predicted	percentage	of	people	dissatisfied	(PPD)	
due	to	draft.	A	value	of	less	than	20	meets	the	requirements	
of	ASHRAE	Standard	55-2013,	"Thermal	Environmental	
Conditions	for	Human	Occupancy."

9.	 DR	catalog	data	is	presented	for	an	occupant	density	of	
25	people/1000ft2,	which	is	the	default	occupancy	density	
for	classrooms	(ages	5-8)	given	by	ASHRAE	62.1-2013.		
For	other	occupant	densities,	please	refer	to	the	DV	Room	
Designer	Software.	

10.	Performance	data	for	standard	diffusers	not	listed	in	the	
catalog		is	available	in	Price	AIO	Software.

Performance Notes:
1.	 Sound	 and	 pressure	 drop	 tested	 in	 accordance	 with	

ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011)	“Method	of	Testing	
for	Rating	the	Performance	of	Air	Outlets	and	Inlets.”

2.	 Air	flow	is	in	litres	per	second,	L/s.
3.	 Pressure	is	in	Pascals,	Pa.	
4.	 The	 NC	 values,	 sound	 pressure	 level,	 are	 based	 on	 a	

room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re	10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser
5.	 Blanks	(–)	indicate	NC	below	15	or	a	pressure	below	2.5	Pa.

6.	 ∆T	is	the	difference	between	the	room	air	temperature	1	
m	above	the	floor	and	the	temperature	of	the	supply	air.	

7.	 Proximity	to	outlet	is	the	minimum	distance	from	an	outlet	
to	the	occupant	in	order	to	achieve	the	listed	DR	value.

8.	 DR	is	the	predicted	percentage	of	people	dissatisfied	(PPD)	
due	to	draft.	A	value	of	less	than	20	meets	the	requirements	
of	ASHRAE	Standard	55-2013,	"Thermal	Environmental	
Conditions	for	Human	Occupancy."

9.	 DR	catalog	data	is	presented	for	an	occupant	density	of	
25	people/100m2,	which	is	the	default	occupancy	density	
for	classrooms	(ages	5-8)	given	by	ASHRAE	62.1-2013.		
For	other	occupant	densities,	please	refer	to	the	DV	Room	
Designer	Software.	

10.		Performance	data	for	standard	diffusers	not	listed	in	the	
catalog		is	available	in	Price	AIO	Software.

Unit Size 
L. x W (mm) 

[Face Area (m2)]

Face  
Velocity 

(m/s)

Air Flow 
(L/s)

Total  
Pressure 

(Pa)

Static  
Pressure 

(Pa)

Noise  
Criteria 

(NC)

Proximity to Outlet (m)
∆T = 2.8 °C ∆T = 5.6 °C

DR DR
15% 20% 15% 20%

600	x	300
[0.19]

0.10 19 - - - -- -- -- --
0.15 28 - - - -- -- -- --
0.20 38 2 2 - -- -- -- --
0.25 47 5 5 - -- -- 0.3 --

1200	x	300	
[0.37]

0.10 38 - - - -- -- -- --
0.15 57 - - - -- -- 0.3 --
0.20 76 2 2 - -- -- 0.9 --
0.25 94 5 5 - -- -- 1.2 0.3

1825	x	300
[0.56]

0.10 57 - - - -- -- 0.3 --
0.15 85 - - - -- -- 1.2 0.3
0.20 113 - - - 0.6 -- 1.5 0.6
0.25 142 2 2 - 0.9 -- 2.4 1.2

Unit Size 
L x W (in.) 

[Face Area (ft2)]

Face  
Velocity 

(fpm)

Air Flow 
(cfm)

Total  
Pressure 
(in. w.g.)

Static  
Pressure 
(in. w.g.)

Noise  
Criteria 

(NC)

Proximity to Outlet (ft)
∆T = 5 °F ∆T = 10 °F

DR DR
15% 20% 15% 20%

24	x	12
[1.9]

20 38 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
30 57 -- --- -- -- -- -- --
40 76 0.01 0.01 -- -- -- -- --
50 95 0.02 0.02 -- -- -- 1 --

48	x	12	
[3.8]

20 77 -- -- -- -- -- -- --
30 115 -- -- -- -- -- 1 --
40 154 0.01 0.01 -- -- -- 3 --
50 192 0.02 0.02 -- -- -- 4 1

72	x	12
[5.8]

20 116 -- -- -- -- -- 1 --
30 173 -- -- -- -- -- 4 1
40 231 -- -- -- 2 -- 5 2
50 289 0.01 0.01 -- 3 -- 8 4
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Linear Floor Grilles

Linear	Floor	Grilles
Suggested Specifications

SECTION 23 06 30 – PRODUCT
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1  Summary

A. This section includes the following:

1.  Linear floor grilles

1.2  Related Documents
A.		 23	01	00	–	Operation	and	Maintenance	of	HVAC	Systems

B.	 	23	05	00	–	Common	Work	Results	for	HVAC

C.  23 09 00 – Instrumentation of Control for HVAC

D.  23 20 00 – HVAC Piping and Pumps

E.  23 30 00 – HVAC Air Distribution

1.3  Submittals
A.  Product Data:  For each type of product indicated, include 

rated capacities, furnished specialties and accessories.

B.  Shop Drawings:  For each type of product indicated, include 
the following:

1.  Detail equipment assemblies and indicated dimensions.

2.		Required	clearances.

3.  Method of field assembly.

4.		Revit	models

C.  Coordination Drawings:  Include floor plans, and other 
details, drawn to scale, on which the following items are 
shown and coordinated with each other, based on input 
from installers of the items involved:

1.  Floor or underfloor-mounted items including;

a.  Floor structure (floor tiles, concrete, etc.)

b.  Floor finishing (carpet, tile, etc.)

c.  Access panels

d.  Electrical components

e.  Plumbing

f.  Networking components

g.  Terminal Units and other HVAC components

D.		 Operation	and	Maintenance	Data:		To	include	in	emergency,	
operation and maintenance manuals, maintenance 
schedules and repair part lists for all parts.

1.4  Quality Assurance
A.		 Product	Options:	Include	drawings	indicating	size,	profiles	

and dimensional requirements of the linear floor grilles 
that are based on the specific system indicated.

B.  Electrical Components, Devices and Accessories: Listed 
and labeled as defined in NFPA 70 Article 100 by a testing 
agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and 
marked for intended use.

1.5  Coordination
A.  Coordinate layout and installation of diffusers with other 

construction that penetrates flooring, including but not 
limited to: electrical fixtures, network equipment, HVAC 
equipment, and partition assemblies.

B.  Specific configuration of the supply and return ductwork, 
electrical work, and piping at each unit has been indicated 
on the drawings.  If the configuration of the units furnished 
on the project differs from that indicated on the drawings 
(whether or not the units furnished are the specific units 
or an acceptable substitute), it shall be the contractor’s 
responsibility to modify ductwork, piping, etc., as required 
to accommodate the actual configuration of units furnished 
on the project.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS
2.1  General

A.  Manufacturer shall be responsible for examining 
applications of each type of unit to assure that each will 
operate properly in the intended application.

B.  Unit sizes are shown as selected in accordance with the 
principles	set	forth	in	the	ASHRAE	guide	and	manufacturer’s	
literature.

C.  All items of a given type shall be the products of the same 
manufacturer.

2.2  Manufacturers
A.  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products 

by one of the manufacturers specified.  Manufacturers 
shall demonstrate that they have successfully supplied 
and installed underfloor HVAC products, as well as the 
computer modeling thereof for a minimum of 10 years.  
Manufacturers must be pre-qualified to bid based on the 
completion of a minimum of ## jobs in similar climates.  
Manufacturers shall provide a list of completed jobs and 
references.

2.3  LFG Linear Floor Grilles
A.  Approved Manufacturers:

1.  Price

B.	 	Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	LFG	(min.	4”	
length x 1.5” – 12.0” width) with (15A, 16A, 25C, 26C, 27C) 
core in the sizes, configurations and capacities indicated 
on the plans and air outlet schedule.

C.  Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise 
levels without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer 
shall provide sound and pressure drop data derived from 
tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	
2011).
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Linear Floor Grilles

Linear	Floor	Grilles
Suggested Specifications

D.		 Construction:		The	LFG	shall	be	constructed	in	the	(pressed	
core, mandrel core) assembly style. The grille face must 
have a (0”, 1/8”, 3/16”, ¾”, 1”, 1” with square edge, 1-1/4”) 
extruded aluminum border with (both ends mitered, one 
end	open	and	one	end	mitered,	both	ends	open).	Grilles	
shall have fixed (0, 15, 30 degree) bars spaced (1/4", 7/16") on 
center. The outlet core shall have extruded aluminum bars 
mechanically locked into (extruded aluminum receiving 
bars,	5/16	in.	O.D.	aluminum	Mandrel	tubes	with	.035	in.	
thick walls). Bars shall run parallel to the long dimension 
of the grille. The grille border shall be heavy-duty extruded 
aluminum construction with precise factory mitered 
corners and reinforcing support bars for extra support for 
the core receiving bar. The support and (receiving bars, 
mandrel tubes) shall not exceed 6" on center. The core shall 
be held into the border with removable core clips allowing 
the removal of the core without special tools. The air pattern 
shall be adjustable by individually regulating 1” directional 
vanes installed in the frame for spread control. The grilles 
shall be provided with optional integral volume control 
dampers, which shall be of the opposed blade type and 
shall be constructed of coated (aluminum, cold rolled steel). 
The damper shall be operable from the register face.The 
grille	shall	be	finished	in	(B11	-	PURE	WHITE,	B12	-	WHITE	
-	POWDER	COAT,	B13	-	OFF-WHITE	-	POWDER	COAT,	B15	-	
ALUMINUM	-	POWDER	COAT,	B17	-	BLACK	-	POWDER	COAT,	
B25	-	COLOR	TO	MATCH,	PC12	-	PRIME	COAT	-	POWDER	
COAT,	66	-	BRUSHED	AND	POWDER	COAT	CLEAR,	MILL	
-	RAW	ALUMINUM,	PA	-	PREPARED	ALUMINUM	-	MILL	
FINISH	FACTORY	CLEANED,	AB	-	ANODIZED	BLACK,	AC	-	
ANODIZED	CLEAR,	ALB	-	ANODIZED	LIGHT	BRONZE,	AMB	
-	ANODIZED	MEDIUM	BRONZE,	ADB	-	ANODIZED	DARK	
BRONZE,	ACH	-	Champagne	Anodized,	ASPL	-	ANODIZED	
COLOR	OTHER	THAN	LISTED,	SPL	-	SPECIAL	FINISHES).	
Paint finish shall pass 500 hours of salt spray exposure with 
no measurable creep in accordance with ASTM D1654 and 
1000 hours with no rusting or blistering as per ASTM D610 
and ASTM D714.

E.  Mounting/Fastening:  The frame shall be attached to the 
floor with (no screw holes, countersunk screws, spring 
clips, concealed mounting).

2.4  DFG Displacement Floor Grilles
A.  Approved Manufacturers:

1.  Price

B.		 Description:	 Furnish	 and	 install	 Price	model	 DFG	 (10-
1/2”x10-1/2”) with (27C-1W, 27C-2W) core in the sizes, 
configurations and capacities indicated on the plans and 
air outlet schedule.

C.  Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low 
noise levels and low velocities that are even result in 
low induction horizontal flow resulting in a stratified 
zone temperature distribution within the occupied zone 
without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer shall 
provide sound and pressure drop data derived from tests 
in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011).	
Performance	data	for	Draft	Rate	(%DR)	shall	be	provided	
based	on	tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	55-
2013.  A manufacturer software program that allows room 
comfort evaluation for specific operating conditions and 

diffuser locations shall be available to aid in performance 
assessment.  If such a computer program is not available 
from the manufacturer, the manufacturer shall supply, 
free of charge, a CFD model of the representative spaces 
completed by a modeling contractor who has demonstrable 
qualifications to model such spaces.  These shall include 
no less than 10 years of experience in the modeling of 
displacement ventilation systems, thorough validation of 
the code through comparison to empirical data as well as 
a list of references.  

D.		 Construction:		The	displacement	floor	grille	model	(DFG)	
shall be constructed with an equalization baffle and 
individually adjustable extruded 1” directional vanes behind 
the diffuser face for uniform, low velocity distribution of 
supply air.  The equalization baffle and directional vanes 
shall be securely retained in the diffuser frame.  The baffle 
shall be constructed of perforated aluminum.  The diffusers 
shall have a removable core section with bars spaced 7/16” 
on center and a fixed deflection of 30 degrees.  The outlet 
core shall have extruded aluminum bars mechanically 
locked into extruded aluminum receiving bars. The (3/4”, 
1”, 1-1/4”) wide diffuser border shall be heavy duty extruded 
aluminum construction with precise factory mitered corners 
and reinforcing support bars for additional support. The 
core shall be held in the border with removable core clips 
allowing the removal of the core without special tools. The 
grille	shall	be	finished	in	(B11	-	PURE	WHITE,	B12	-	WHITE	
-	POWDER	COAT,	B13	-	OFF-WHITE	-	POWDER	COAT,	B15	-	
ALUMINUM	-	POWDER	COAT,	B17	-	BLACK	-	POWDER	COAT,	
B25	-	COLOR	TO	MATCH,	PC12	-	PRIME	COAT	-	POWDER	
COAT,	66	-	BRUSHED	AND	POWDER	COAT	CLEAR,	MILL	
-	RAW	ALUMINUM,	PA	-	PREPARED	ALUMINUM	-	MILL	
FINISH	FACTORY	CLEANED,	AB	-	ANODIZED	BLACK,	AC	-	
ANODIZED	CLEAR,	ALB	-	ANODIZED	LIGHT	BRONZE,	AMB	
-	ANODIZED	MEDIUM	BRONZE,	ADB	-	ANODIZED	DARK	
BRONZE,	ACH	-	Champagne	Anodized,	ASPL	-	ANODIZED	
COLOR	OTHER	THAN	LISTED,	SPL	-	SPECIAL	FINISHES).	
Paint finish shall pass 500 hours of salt spray exposure with 
no measurable creep in accordance with ASTM D1654 and 
1000 hours with no rusting or blistering as per ASTM D610 
and ASTM D714.    

E.  Mounting/Fastening:  The frame shall be attached to the 
floor (with countersunk screws (for 1”, 1-1/4” borders only)/
straight screws (for ¾” borders only)/spring clips/without 
any holes).
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Linear Floor Grilles

Linear	Floor	Grilles
Suggested Specifications

2.5  DFGL Linear Displacement Floor Grilles
A.  Approved Manufacturers:

1.  Price

B.		 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	DFGL	(L	(min.	
12”) x W (6”-12”) with (15A, 16A, 25C, 26C, 27C) core in the 
sizes, configurations and capacities indicated on the plans 
and air outlet schedule.

C.  Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low 
noise levels and low velocities that are even result in 
low induction horizontal flow resulting in a stratified 
zone temperature distribution within the occupied zone 
without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer shall 
provide sound and pressure drop data derived from tests 
in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011).	
Performance	data	for	Draft	Rate	(%DR)	shall	be	provided	
based	on	tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	55-
2013. A manufacturer software program that allows room 
comfort evaluation for specific operating conditions and 
diffuser locations shall be available to aid in performance 
assessment.  If such a computer program is not available 
from the manufacturer, the manufacturer shall supply, 
free of charge, a CFD model of the representative spaces 
completed by a modeling contractor who has demonstrable 
qualifications to model such spaces.  These shall include 
no less than 10 years of experience in the modeling of 
displacement ventilation systems, thorough validation of 
the code through comparison to empirical data as well as 
a list of references.  

D.		 Construction:		The	displacement	floor	grille	model	(DFG)	
shall be constructed with an equalization baffle and 
individually adjustable extruded 1” directional vanes 
behind the diffuser face for uniform, low velocity distribution 
of supply air.  The equalization baffle and directional vanes 
shall be securely retained in the diffuser frame.  The baffle 
shall be constructed of perforated aluminum and shall be 
available in (black finish, finish matching grille face).  The 
diffusers shall have a removable core section with bars 
spaced (1/4”, 7/16”) on center and a fixed deflection of (0, 15, 
30 degrees).  The outlet core shall have extruded aluminum 
bars mechanically locked into extruded aluminum receiving 
bars. The (3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4”) wide diffuser border shall be heavy 
duty extruded aluminum construction with precise factory 
mitered corners and reinforcing support bars for additional 
support. The core shall be held in the border with removable 
core clips allowing the removal of the core without special 
tools.	The	grille	shall	be	finished	in	(B11	-	PURE	WHITE,	B12	-	
WHITE	-	POWDER	COAT,	B13	-	OFF-WHITE	-	POWDER	COAT,	
B15	-	ALUMINUM	-	POWDER	COAT,	B17	-	BLACK	-	POWDER	
COAT,	B25	 -	 COLOR	TO	MATCH,	 PC12	 -	 PRIME	COAT	 -	
POWDER	COAT,	66	-	BRUSHED	AND	POWDER	COAT	CLEAR,	
MILL	-	RAW	ALUMINUM,	PA	-	PREPARED	ALUMINUM	-	
MILL	FINISH	FACTORY	CLEANED,	AB	-	ANODIZED	BLACK,	
AC	-	ANODIZED	CLEAR,	ALB	-	ANODIZED	LIGHT	BRONZE,	
AMB	-	ANODIZED	MEDIUM	BRONZE,	ADB	-	ANODIZED	
DARK	 BRONZE,	 ACH	 -	 Champagne	Anodized,	 ASPL	 -	
ANODIZED	COLOR	OTHER	THAN	LISTED,	SPL	-	SPECIAL	
FINISHES). Paint finish shall pass 500 hours of salt spray 
exposure with no measurable creep in accordance with 
ASTM D1654 and 1000 hours with no rusting or blistering 
as per ASTM D610 and ASTM D714.

E.  Mounting/Fastening:  The frame shall be attached to the 
floor (with countersunk screws (for 1”, 1-1/4” borders only)/
straight screws (for ¾” borders only)/spring clips/without 
any holes).

PART 3 – EXECUTION
3.1  Installation – General

A.  Install linear floor grilles level and plumb.  Maintain 
sufficient clearance for normal services, maintenance, or 
in accordance with construction drawings.

B.  Complete installation and startup checks according to 
manufacturer’s instructions and perform the following.

1.  Verify that inlet duct connections are as recommended 
by manufacturer to achieve proper performance.

2.  Verify that all identification tags are visible.

3.  Verify locations of thermostats, humidistats, and other 
exposed control sensors with drawings and room details 
before installation.

 



priceindustries.com	for	additional	product		
information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.

Large selection of core stylesAdjustable air patterns

LFG with Plenums:
•	 LFG-F
•	 LFG-HC
•	 LFG-VC

The	Price	Linear	Floor	Grille	family	consists	of	strong,	durable	floor	grilles	
that	are	specifically	designed	for	underfloor	applications.	LFG	grilles	are	
available	with	many	core	styles	and	come	complete	with	various	plenum	
configurations.

Linear Floor Grilles 
with Plenums

Multiple plenum configurations
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Price linear floor grilles are designed for 
a raised floor system requiring perimeter 
conditioning—cooling, heating or both. 
The floor grilles combine the heavy duty 
construction of a linear bar face suitable 
for heavy foot traffic with various plenum 
options for control, including constant 
volume, variable volume and heat/cool 
changeover which can be ducted to a fan 
box with reheat coil.  

The	 LFGs	 are	 architecturally	 pleasing	
extruded aluminum bar grilles with several 
core styles to choose from. Various bar 
widths, spacing and deflection options are 
available to suit any space. Deflection vanes 
and core deflection can be used to adjust 
the spread and throw of a grille to suit each 
application.

Applications
Linear floor grilles handle regular foot traffic  
and do not intrude on wall space, making 
them well suited for offices, lobbies and 
even schools and universities with raised 
floor or trench systems along the perimeter 
where floor and wall space is at a premium. 
All cabling, piping and wiring is done under 
the floor, keeping the installation and any 
subsequent access and maintenance clean 
and simplified. 

The LFG-F is the most basic plenum option 
for the linear floor grilles, and features a 
side duct collar that can be used either for 
constant volume cooling applications or 
ducted to an underfloor fan box (FDBU). 
In doing so, the fan box can provide either 
constant volume or variable volume cooling 
and heating to a cluster of floor grilles.

The LFG-VC provides a variable damper 
controlled by a 24V actuator which allows 
variable volume cooling by varying the 
amount of air allowed through the grille 
from the underfloor supply plenum. The 
LFG-VC	can	be	connected	to	all	three	of	the	
Price underfloor zone controllers (UMC1, 
UMC3 and UMCB) through simple plug-
and-play	RJ12	connections.	It	can	also	be	
easily field wired for integration into third 
party control systems.

The LFG-HC has an internal damper that 
can vary cooling air flow from the underfloor 
plenum for constant or variable volume 
cooling.	The	LFG-HC	also	has	a	secondary	
side duct collar which is normally ducted to 
an underfloor fan box. During heating mode, 
the	damper	in	the	LFG-HC	plenum	seals	the	
cool air inlet from the underfloor supply 
plenum and allows the side duct collar to 
be open to the fan box, which provides either 
constant or variable volume heat. Another 
LFG-HC	can	be	used	as	a	 return	 inlet	 for	
room air, allowing the fan box to draw 
room air for reheat applications. In cooling 
mode, both would permit cool plenum air 
to flow through the grille while the fan is 
allowed to turn off and keep operation costs 

down. The changeover and variable cooling 
operation can all be controlled by the Price 
underfloor fan box controller (UMCB) 
through	 convenient	 RJ12	 connections.	
Using the Price C25 cables included with 
the devices, multiple diffusers in a zone, 
including linear floor grilles with plenums 
and variable volume interior diffusers, can 
be daisy chained together with simple plug-
and-play	connections.	The	LFG-HC	can	also	
be easily field wired to operate with third 
party controls.

In all three plenum styles a 15” x 6” (381mm 
x 152mm) and 16” x 8” (406mm x 203mm) 

LFG-F

LFG-VC

LFG-HC

Heating Mode Cooling Mode

grille are standard with options for custom 
sizes available. The linear floor grilles can 
also be provided in sections to cover infinite 
lengths along perimeter walls. The three 
plenum styles can be adapted for active 
and inactive plenum sections to create  a 
continuous look while also meeting the air 
flow and heating requirements of the space. 
Numerous finish options are available for 
the grilles, including a range of standard 
and custom powdercoat color options, 
anodizing, and brushed aluminum with a 
protective clear coat.

Product Overview

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
with Plenums
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Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
with Plenums

The Price LFG is a premium quality 
linear floor grille, designed for raised 
floor applications and ideal for perimeter 
ventilation. Extruded aluminum bars provide 
crisp styling and exceptional strength. The 
LFG-F/-VC/-HC	incorporate	a	compact	steel	
plenum to facilitate supply connections and 
debris collection. Price linear floor grilles 
with plenums can be ordered in a variety of 
models to provide constant volume heating 
and VAV cooling, constant volume heating 
only, VAV cooling only, or constant volume 
cooling only. A selection of 5 core styles, 
as well as a number of fastening methods, 
are available.

Features
•	 High	 quality	 extruded	 aluminum	 bars	

and border.
•	 Press	 fit	 style	 bar	 grille	 faces	 with	

removable cores and core clips.
•	 Steel	plenum	painted	black.
•	 Overall	 height	 allows	 for	 cable	 runs	

under unit in 12” (305mm) floors.
•	 Directional	 vanes	 allow	 for	 control	 of	

throw distance.

HC & VC also include the following features:

•	 Modulating	damper	for	VAV	cooling	control.
•	 24	VAC floating point actuator and modular 

jacks for daisy chain signal control.
•	 Plenum	 rated	 C25	 cable	 provided	 for	

simple connection to the Price underfloor 
system.

This product is used with the C25 cable.

Construction/Finish
•	 Black	-	B17
•	 Optional	 finishes	 (contact	 Price	

representative)

Available Grille Sizes
LFG	(all	plenum	models)
15" x 6" (381mm x 152mm) nominal size
16" x 8" (406mm x 203mm) nominal size

Product Information

Dimensional Data - Imperial, in.

Grille 
Size

Unit Overall Heating Inlet Plenum Inlet Grille Face 
Frame Rough 

OpeningA B C D D1 E F G H
15	x	6 15	1/8 6	1/8 10	1/2 5	7/8 5	7/8 11 6 16	5/8 7	5/8 15	1/4	x	6	1/4
16	x	8 16	1/8 8	1/8 11	1/4 5 9	1/2 12 6 17	5/8 9	5/8 16	1/4	x	8	1/4

Dimensional Data - Metric, mm

Grille 
Size

Unit Overall Heating Inlet Plenum Inlet Grille Face 
Frame Rough 

OpeningA B C D D1 E F G H
381	x	152 384 156 267 149 149 279 152 422 194 387	x	159
406	x	203 409 206 286 127 241 304 152 448 244 413	x	210

For	a	complete	list	of	standard	sizes	and	inlets,	refer	to	www.priceindustries.com/resources/type/literature/submittals

Slab

DC

B

Control Damper
Heating Inlet
15 x 6 — Round Inlet
16 x 8 — Oval Inlet

24 VAC Floating
Point Actuator
c/w 2 Modular
Jacks for Daisy
Chain Control 
Signal

A

F

E

G

H

D1
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Narrow Bar Spacing 
Core 15A 0° Deflection Core 16A 15° Deflection

Pencil Proof Bar Spacing 
Core 25C 0° Deflection

 
Core 26C 15° Deflection

 
Core 27C  30° Deflection

Available Cores

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
with Plenums
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Directional vanes (DV) allow the throw and spread performance 
characteristics	of	the	LFG	to	be	adjusted.	LFGs	with	DVs	are	a	good	
choice for reducing the penetration into the room and increasing 
width	of	the	area	serviced	by	the	LFG	diffuser.	LFGs	with	DVs	are	
typically used along a perimeter with lower ceiling heights or 
reduced loads where long penetration can cause the supply air 
to hit the ceiling and travel back into the space.

It is important to the performance of an underfloor air distribution 
(UFAD) system that air from the upper stratified zone does not 
penetrate back into the occupied zone. Such an event is detrimental 
to energy performance and indoor air quality, possibly negating 
the	major	benefits	of	the	UFAD	system.	LFGs	with	integral	DVs	
can be adjusted to wash the perimeter while ensuring that the 
supply	air	is	not	circulating	back	into	the	space.	LFGs	with	DVs	
can	also	be	adjusted	to	allow	the	LFG	to	service	a	wider	space	
than is typical, possibly reducing the number of diffusers along 
the perimeter.

Construction: Extruded aluminum vanes spaced on 1" (25) centers.

Directional Vanes
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DV Directional Vanes

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
with Plenums

DV Blades @ 60º from vertical

DV Blades @ 30º from vertical
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Performance Notes:
1.	 All	data	tested	with	damper	fully	open	where	applicable.
2.	 Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011).
3.	 Blanks	(--)	indicate	an	NC	level	below	15.
4.	 NC	levels	are	based	on	a	room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser.

5.	 Throw	data	is	based	on	isothermal	conditions.
6.	 LFG-F	performance	equal	to	LFG-HC	ducted.
7.	 Ducted	indicates	the	LFG	is	direct	ducted	to	a	supply	source.
8.	 Plenum	indicates	the	LFG	is	sourced	from	a	pressurized	plenum.

Performance Notes:
1.	 All	data	tested	with	damper	fully	open	where	applicable.
2.	 Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	2011).
3.	 Blanks	(--)	indicate	an	NC	level	below	15.
4.	 NC	levels	are	based	on	a	room	absorption	of	10	dB,	re10-12	watts	and	one	diffuser.

5.	 Throw	data	is	based	on	isothermal	conditions.
6.	 LFG-F	performance	equal	to	LFG-HC	ducted.
7.	 Ducted	indicates	the	LFG	is	direct	ducted	to	a	supply	source.
8.	 Plenum	indicates	the	LFG	is	sourced	from	a	pressurized	plenum.

Performance Data - Imperial Units

Performance Data - Metric Units

15”	x	6”																																																									Air	Flow	(cfm) 50 100 150 200
Static	Pressure,	 in. w.g.	(LFG-HC	Plenum) 0.005 0.022 0.049 0.086
Static	Pressure,	 in. w.g.	(LFG-HC	Ducted) 0.003 0.010 0.023 0.040
Static	Pressure,	 in. w.g.	(LFG-VC) 0.008 0.034 0.075 0.134
NC	(LFG-HC	Plenum) - - - 23
NC	(LFG-HC	Ducted) - - - 23
NC	(LFG-VC) - - - 21
Throw,	feet	(150-100-50	fpm) 1-3-9 5-9-13 9-11-15 10-13-18
16”	x	8”																																																									Air	Flow	(cfm) 150 200 250 300
Static	Pressure,	 in. w.g.	(LFG-HC	Plenum) 0.027 0.048 0.075 0.107
Static	Pressure,	 in. w.g.	(LFG-HC	Ducted) 0.020 0.036 0.056 0.081
Static	Pressure,	 in. w.g.	(LFG-VC) 0.036 0.065 0.101 0.146
NC	(LFG-HC	Plenum) - 19 25 30
NC	(LFG-HC	Ducted) - - 22 29
NC	(LFG-VC) - - - 22
Throw,	feet	(150-100-50	fpm) 5-9-13 8-11-15 10-12-17 11-13-18

15”	x	6”	[381mm	x	152mm]																										Air	Flow	(L/s) 24 47 71 94
Static	Pressure,	 Pa	(LFG-HC	Plenum) 1.2 5.5 12.2 21.4
Static	Pressure,	 Pa	(LFG-HC	Ducted) 0.7 2.5 5.7 10.0
Static	Pressure,	 Pa	(LFG-VC) 2.0 8.5 18.7 33.4
NC	(LFG-HC	Plenum) - - - 23
NC	(LFG-HC	Ducted) - - - 23
NC	(LFG-VC) - - - 21
Throw,	m	(0.76-0.51-0.25	m/s) 0.3-0.9-2.7 1.5-2.7-4.0 2.7-3.4-4.6 3.1-4.0-5.5
16”	x	8”	[406mm	x	203mm]																										Air	Flow	(L/s) 71 94 118 142
Static	Pressure,	 Pa	(LFG-HC	Plenum) 6.7 12.0 18.7 26.6
Static	Pressure,	 Pa	(LFG-HC	Ducted) 5.0 9.0 13.9 20.2
Static	Pressure,	 Pa	(LFG-VC) 9.0 16.2 25.1 36.4
NC	(LFG-HC	Plenum) - 19 25 30
NC	(LFG-HC	Ducted) - - 22 29
NC	(LFG-VC) - - - 22
Throw,	m	(0.76-0.51-0.25	m/s) 1.5-2.7-4.0 2.4-3.4-4.6 3.1-3.7-5.2 3.4-4.0-5.5

Underfloor	-	Linear	Floor	Grilles
LFG Series
with Plenums
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Linear Floor Grilles with Plenums

Linear	Floor	Grilles
Suggested Specifications

SECTION 23 06 30 – PRODUCT
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1  Summary

A.  This section includes the following:

1.  Linear floor grilles with plenums

1.2  Related Documents
A.		 23	01	00	–	Operation	and	Maintenance	of	HVAC	Systems

B.		 23	05	00	–	Common	Work	Results	for	HVAC

C.  23 09 00 – Instrumentation of Control for HVAC

D.  23 20 00 – HVAC Piping and Pumps

E.  23 30 00 – HVAC Air Distribution

1.3  Submittals
A.  Product Data:  For each type of product indicated, include 

rated capacities, furnished specialties and accessories.

B.  Shop Drawings:  For each type of product indicated, include 
the following:

1.   Detail equipment assemblies and indicated dimensions.

2.		Required	clearances.

3.  Method of field assembly.

4.		Revit	models

C.  Coordination Drawings:  Include floor plans, and other 
details, drawn to scale, on which the following items are 
shown and coordinated with each other, based on input 
from installers of the items involved:

1.  Floor or underfloor-mounted items including;

a.  Floor structure (floor tiles, concrete, etc.)

b.  Floor finishing (carpet, tile, etc.)

c.  Access panels

d.  Electrical components

e.  Plumbing

f.  Networking components

g. Terminal Units and other HVAC components

D.		 Operation	and	Maintenance	Data:		To	include	in	emergency,	
operation and maintenance manuals, maintenance 
schedules and repair part lists for all parts.

1.4  Quality Assurance
A.		 Product	Options:	Include	drawings	indicating	size,	profiles	

and dimensional requirements of the linear floor grilles with 
plenums that are based on the specific system indicated.

B. Electrical Components, Devices and Accessories: Listed  
and labeled as defined in NFPA 70 Article 100 by a testing 
agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and 
marked for intended use.

1.5  Coordination
A.  Coordinate layout and installation of diffusers with other 

construction that penetrates flooring, including but not 
limited to: electrical fixtures, network equipment, HVAC 
equipment, and partition assemblies.

B.  Specific configuration of the supply and return ductwork, 
electrical work, and piping at each unit has been indicated 
on the drawings.  If the configuration of the units furnished 
on the project differs from that indicated on the drawings 
(whether or not the units furnished are the specific units 
or an acceptable substitute), it shall be the contractor’s 
responsibility to modify ductwork, piping, etc., as required 
to accommodate the actual configuration of units furnished 
on the project.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS
2.1  General

A. Manufacturer shall be responsible for examining applications 
of each type of unit to assure that each will operate properly 
in the intended application.

B. Unit sizes are shown as selected in accordance with the 
principles	set	forth	in	the	ASHRAE	guide	and	manufacturer’s	
literature.

C. All items of a given type shall be the products of the same 
manufacturer.

2.2  Manufacturers
A.  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products 

by one of the manufacturers specified.  Manufacturers 
shall demonstrate that they have successfully supplied 
and installed underfloor HVAC products, as well as the 
computer modeling thereof for a minimum of 10 years.  
Manufacturers must be pre-qualified to bid based on the 
completion of a minimum of ## jobs in similar climates.  
Manufacturers shall provide a list of completed jobs and 
references.

2.3  LFG-F Linear Floor Grilles with Plenums, Fan Sourced
A.  Approved Manufacturers:

1.  Price

B.		 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	LFG-F	(15”x6”,	
16”x8”) with (15A, 16A, 25C, 26C, 27C) core in the sizes, 
configurations and capacities indicated on the plans and 
air outlet schedule.

C.  Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise 
levels without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer 
shall provide sound and pressure drop data derived from 
tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	
2011).
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Linear Floor Grilles with Plenums

Linear	Floor	Grilles
Suggested Specifications

D.	 Construction:	 	The	 LFG	 shall	 be	 constructed	 with	 the	
F configuration, complete with (6”, 8”) inlet. The grille 
face must have a 1” extruded aluminum border and an 
overall dimension of (16-5/8” x 7-5/8”, 17-5/8" x 9-5/8"). 
The grille face and border must fully cover all inlets and 
actuators of the plenum unit and be capable of a straight 
drop installation.. The air pattern shall be adjustable by 
individually regulating 1” directional vanes installed in the 
frame for spread control. The plenum shall be constructed 
of minimum 26 ga steel with a black finish. The plenum shall 
have a finished height of (10-3/8”, 11-1/4”) and be able to 
install	above	conduit	in	a	12”	raised	floor.	Optional	internal	
acoustic 1/2" fiber free insulation liner (3lb. min. density) 
shall	be	provided.	Grilles	shall	have	fixed	(0,	15,	30	degree)	
bars spaced (1/4", 7/16") on center. The outlet core shall 
have extruded aluminum bars mechanically locked into 
extruded aluminum receiving bars. Bars shall run parallel 
to the long dimension of the grille. The grille border shall be 
heavy-duty extruded aluminum construction with precise 
factory mitered corners and reinforcing support bars for 
extra support for the core receiving bar. The support and 
receiving bars shall not exceed 6" on center. The core 
shall be held into the border with removable core clips 
allowing the removal of the core without special tools. The 
grille	shall	be	finished	in	(B11	-	PURE	WHITE,	B12	-	WHITE	
-	POWDER	COAT,	B13	-	OFF-WHITE	-	POWDER	COAT,	B15	-	
ALUMINUM	-	POWDER	COAT,	B17	-	BLACK	-	POWDER	COAT,	
B25	-	COLOR	TO	MATCH,	PC12	-	PRIME	COAT	-	POWDER	
COAT,	66	-	BRUSHED	AND	POWDER	COAT	CLEAR,	MILL	
-	RAW	ALUMINUM,	PA	-	PREPARED	ALUMINUM	-	MILL	
FINISH	FACTORY	CLEANED,	AB	-	ANODIZED	BLACK,	AC	-	
ANODIZED	CLEAR,	ALB	-	ANODIZED	LIGHT	BRONZE,	AMB	
-	ANODIZED	MEDIUM	BRONZE,	ADB	-	ANODIZED	DARK	
BRONZE,	ACH	-	Champagne	Anodized,	ASPL	-	ANODIZED	
COLOR	OTHER	THAN	LISTED,	SPL	-	SPECIAL	FINISHES).	
Paint finish shall pass 500 hours of salt spray exposure with 
no measurable creep in accordance with ASTM D1654 and 
1000 hours with no rusting or blistering as per ASTM D610 
and ASTM D714.

E.  Mounting/Fastening:  The frame shall be attached to the 
floor with (countersunk screws, spring clips).

2.4   LFG-VC Linear Floor Grilles with Plenums, Variable 
Cooling
A.  Approved Manufacturers:

1.  Price

B.		 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	LFG-VC	(15”x6”,	
16”x 8”) with (15A, 16A, 25C, 26C, 27C) core in the sizes, 
configurations and capacities indicated on the plans and 
air outlet schedule.

C.  Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise 
levels without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer 
shall provide sound and pressure drop data derived from 
tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	
2011).

D.		 Construction:		The	LFG	shall	be	constructed	with	the	VC	
configuration with an integral modulating volume control 
damper, which shall be constructed of coated cold rolled 
steel and a polyethylene foam gasket, for VAV control.. The 
cooling	inlet	shall	be	(11”x5-1/2”,	12"x5-1/2").	The	LFG-VC	

shall be supplied complete with a 24 VAC floating point 
actuator furnished with two modular jacks for system 
connections and one C25 cable. The grille face must have a 
1” extruded aluminum border and an overall dimension of 
(16-5/8” x 7-5/8”, 17-5/8" x 9-5/8"). The grille face and border 
must fully cover all inlets and actuators of the plenum 
unit and be capable of a straight drop installation. The air 
pattern shall be adjustable by individually regulating 1” 
directional vanes installed in the frame for spread control. 
The plenum shall be constructed of minimum 26 ga steel 
with a black finish. The plenum shall have a finished 
height of (10-3/8”, 11-1/4”) and be able to install above 
conduit	 in	a	12”	raised	floor.	Optional	 internal	acoustic	
1/2" fiber free insulation liner (3lb. min. density) shall be 
provided.	Grilles	shall	have	fixed	(0,	15,	30	degree)	bars	
spaced (1/4", 7/16") on center. The outlet core shall have 
extruded aluminum bars mechanically locked into extruded 
aluminum receiving bars. Bars shall run parallel to the 
long dimension of the grille. The grille border shall be 
heavy-duty extruded aluminum construction with precise 
factory mitered corners and reinforcing support bars for 
extra support for the core receiving bar. The support and 
receiving bars shall not exceed 6" on center. The core 
shall be held into the border with removable core clips 
allowing the removal of the core without special tools. The 
grille	shall	be	finished	in	(B11	-	PURE	WHITE,	B12	-	WHITE	
-	POWDER	COAT,	B13	-	OFF-WHITE	-	POWDER	COAT,	B15	-	
ALUMINUM	-	POWDER	COAT,	B17	-	BLACK	-	POWDER	COAT,	
B25	-	COLOR	TO	MATCH,	PC12	-	PRIME	COAT	-	POWDER	
COAT,	66	-	BRUSHED	AND	POWDER	COAT	CLEAR,	MILL	
-	RAW	ALUMINUM,	PA	-	PREPARED	ALUMINUM	-	MILL	
FINISH	FACTORY	CLEANED,	AB	-	ANODIZED	BLACK,	AC	-	
ANODIZED	CLEAR,	ALB	-	ANODIZED	LIGHT	BRONZE,	AMB	
-	ANODIZED	MEDIUM	BRONZE,	ADB	-	ANODIZED	DARK	
BRONZE,	ACH	-	Champagne	Anodized,	ASPL	-	ANODIZED	
COLOR	OTHER	THAN	LISTED,	SPL	-	SPECIAL	FINISHES).	
Paint finish shall pass 500 hours of salt spray exposure with 
no measurable creep in accordance with ASTM D1654 and 
1000 hours with no rusting or blistering as per ASTM D610 
and ASTM D714.

E.  Mounting/Fastening:  The frame shall be attached to the 
floor with (countersunk screws, spring clips).

F.  Cable: The plenum rated C25 cable shall be 25’ in length. 
Each cable shall have (two (2) modular male plugs, one plug 
and	one	stripped	end)	to	interface	with	type	RJ12	jacks	for	
plug-and-play system connections. The C25 cable shall be 
constructed of six (6) individually insulated wires wrapped 
in an insulated jacket. Each wire shall be constructed of 
stranded copper fibers; solid core copper is not acceptable.

2.5   LFG-HC Linear Floor Grilles with Plenums, Heating and 
Cooling
A.  Approved Manufacturers:

1.  Price

B.		 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	LFG-HC	(15”x6”,	
16”x 8”) with (15A, 16A, 25C, 26C, 27C) core in the sizes, 
configurations and capacities indicated on the plans and 
air outlet schedule.

C.  Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise 
levels without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer 
shall provide sound and pressure drop data derived from 
tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	(RA	
2011).
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Linear Floor Grilles with Plenums

Linear	Floor	Grilles
Suggested Specifications

D.		 Construction:		The	LFG	shall	be	constructed	with	the	HC	
configuration with an integral modulating volume control 
damper. The damper shall be constructed of coated cold 
rolled steel and a polyethylene foam gasket for VAV control. 
The cooling inlet shall be (10-3/4”x5-5/8”, 11-3/4"x5-5/8"). The 
heating inlet shall be (5-7/8” round, 5"x9-1/2” oval). The 
LFG-HC	shall	be	supplied	complete	with	a	24	VAC	floating	
point actuator furnished with two modular jacks for system 
connections and one C25 cable. The grille face must have a 
1” extruded aluminum border and an overall dimension of 
(16-5/8” x 7-5/8”, 17-5/8" x 9-5/8"). The grille face and border 
must fully cover all inlets and actuators of the plenum unit 
and be capable of a straight drop installation. The air pattern 
shall be adjustable by regulating 1” directional vanes 
installed in the frame. The plenum shall be constructed of 
minimum 26 ga steel with a black finish. The plenum shall 
have a finished height of (10-3/8”, 11-1/4”) and be able to 
install	above	conduit	in	a	12”	raised	floor.	Optional	internal	
acoustic 1/2" fiber free insulation liner (3lb. min. density) 
shall	be	provided.	Grilles	shall	have	fixed	(0,	15,	30	degree)	
bars spaced (1/4", 7/16") on center. The outlet core shall 
have extruded aluminum bars mechanically locked into 
extruded aluminum receiving bars. Bars shall run parallel 
to the long dimension of the grille. The grille border shall be 
heavy-duty extruded aluminum construction with precise 
factory mitered corners and reinforcing support bars for 
extra support for the core receiving bar. The support and 
receiving bars shall not exceed 6" on center. The core 
shall be held into the border with removable core clips 
allowing the removal of the core without special tools. The 
grille	shall	be	finished	in	(B11	-	PURE	WHITE,	B12	-	WHITE	
-	POWDER	COAT,	B13	-	OFF-WHITE	-	POWDER	COAT,	B15	-	
ALUMINUM	-	POWDER	COAT,	B17	-	BLACK	-	POWDER	COAT,	
B25	-	COLOR	TO	MATCH,	PC12	-	PRIME	COAT	-	POWDER	
COAT,	66	-	BRUSHED	AND	POWDER	COAT	CLEAR,	MILL	
-	RAW	ALUMINUM,	PA	-	PREPARED	ALUMINUM	-	MILL	
FINISH	FACTORY	CLEANED,	AB	-	ANODIZED	BLACK,	AC	-	
ANODIZED	CLEAR,	ALB	-	ANODIZED	LIGHT	BRONZE,	AMB	
-	ANODIZED	MEDIUM	BRONZE,	ADB	-	ANODIZED	DARK	
BRONZE,	ACH	-	Champagne	Anodized,	ASPL	-	ANODIZED	
COLOR	OTHER	THAN	LISTED,	SPL	-	SPECIAL	FINISHES).	
Paint finish shall pass 500 hours of salt spray exposure with 
no measurable creep in accordance with ASTM D1654 and 
1000 hours with no rusting or blistering as per ASTM D610 
and ASTM D714.

E.  Mounting/Fastening:  The frame shall be attached to the 
floor with (countersunk screws, spring clips).

F.  Cable: The plenum rated C25 cable shall be 25’ in length. 
Each cable shall have (two (2) modular male plugs, one plug 
and	one	stripped	end)	to	interface	with	type	RJ12	jacks	for	
plug-and-play system connections. The C25 cable shall be 
constructed of six (6) individually insulated wires wrapped 
in an insulated jacket. Each wire shall be constructed of 
stranded copper fibers; solid core copper is not acceptable.

PART 3 – EXECUTION
3.1  Installation – General

A.  Install linear floor grilles with plenums level and plumb.  
Maintain sufficient clearance for normal services, 
maintenance, or in accordance with construction drawings.

B.  Complete installation and startup checks according to 
manufacturer’s instructions and perform the following.

1.  Verify that inlet duct connections are as recommended 
by manufacturer to achieve proper performance.

2.  Verify that all identification tags are visible.

3.  Verify locations of thermostats, humidistats, and other 
exposed control sensors with drawings and room details 
before installation.





Linear Floor  
Heaters

S E C T I O N  I



priceindustries.com	for	additional	product	
information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.

Linear Floor Grille Family:
•	 LFGH
•	 LFGH-RC
•	 LFGH-RCV

The	Price	Linear	Floor	Heater	family	provides	ultimate	flexibility	in	terms	of	
style,	performance,	and	ease	of	installation.	Using	room-side	heat	virtually	
eliminates	the	requirement	for	terminal	units	and	ductwork.	Various	models	
allow	for	the	use	of	recirculating	heat,	cooling	and	heating	through	an	inlet	
damper	or,	using	a	high	capacity,	multi-pass	heating	element.

Linear Floor Heaters

Multiple plenum options Easy integration with any decorHigh capacity heating elements
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Price linear floor heaters are designed for a 
raised floor system that requires perimeter 
heat. The floor heaters combine the heavy 
duty construction of a linear bar face suitable 
for heavy foot traffic with a heater directly in 
the plenum, negating the need for a ducted 
terminal box under the floor.  

With options ranging from re-circulating 
heat up to forced air, a linear floor heater 
is available for a wide range of applications 
and climates.

Applications
Linear floor heaters handle regular foot traffic 
and do not intrude on wall space, making 
them well suited for offices, lobbies and 
even schools and universities with raised 
floor or trench systems along the perimeter 
where floor and wall space is at a premium. 
All cabling, piping and wiring is done under 
the floor, keeping the installation and any 
subsequent access and maintenance clean 
and simplified.

The LFGH-RC is the most basic of the linear 
floor heaters with a heater installed along 
the perimeter beneath a tough linear bar 
grille. The internal baffling element allows 
the heater to pull cool air from the floor in 
the room and discharge warm air up the 
window from the other side of the grille. For 
more dynamic use, the addition of a variable 
primary air inlet is available on the LFGH-
RCV.	Functionally	identical	to	the	LFGH-RC	
in heating mode by warming cool air off the 
floor,	the	RCV	adds	a	variable	inlet	which	
is open to the raised floor plenum. This 
allows the unit to function for both cooling/
ventilation and heating. 

For the highest capacity, the LFGH is 
available with a primary air inlet that is open 
and variable in both heating and cooling. 
The	LFGH	is	suited	 to	applications	which	
require higher air flows and higher heating 
capacities, such as lobbies and corridors 
with large windows. Due to its modular 
nature and ability to work with other VAV 
floor devices with Price controllers, the 
LFGH	is	also	commonly	used	in	conference	
rooms and offices where supplemental heat 
is necessary. 

LFGH-RC

Product Overview

Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
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Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

F

G

Plenum

Plenum

1/2”[13]

1/2”[13]

1”[25]

1”[25]

Spring Clip

Grille

Grille

A - Screw Mounting

B - Spring Clip Mounting

Fastening Details

.618 [16]

  C

  B  A
2.357[60] 3.858[98]

2.401
[61]

Hydronic Heater Element
7/8"[22mm] OD, 3/4"[19mm] Nominal 

Electric Heater Element
24" [610mm] length = 1800 Watt
48" [1220mm] length = 3450 Watt

Electrical
Enclosure

24V Actuator

  A

24V Actuator

Electrical
Enclosure

.618 [16]

  C

  B

Variable
Volume
Damper

Variable
Volume
Damper

Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH

The Price LFGH is a premium quality linear 
floor grille with integrated heat, designed 
for raised floor applications and ideal for 
perimeter ventilation. Extruded aluminum 
bars provide crisp styling and exceptional 
strength.	The	LFGH	incorporates	a	heater	for	
perimeter heating in a compact steel plenum 
to enclose all components. Price linear floor 
grille with integrated heat can be ordered 
in a variety of models to provide constant 
volume heating and cooling or VAV heating 
and cooling. A selection of 10 core styles, 
as well as a number of fastening methods 
are available (For core styles see page I73).

Features
•	 Plug-and-play	connections	to	UMC3.
•	 High	quality	extruded	aluminum	bars	and	

border.
•	 Integrated	hot	water	or	electric	heater.
•	 Printed	 circuit	 board	 for	 plug-and-play	

installation with Price UFAD controllers. 
•	 LBPH	 style	 faces	 with	 removable	 cores	

and core clips. 
•	 Steel	plenum	painted	black.	
•	 Overall	 height	 to	 allow	 for	 cable	 runs	

under unit in 12” (305mm) floors.
•	 Printed	 circuit	 boards	 for	 heater	 and	

damper.
•	 Master	 -	 controls	 heater	 valve	 and	

damper.
•	 Slave	 -	when	connected	 in	series	with	a	

HW valve (no valve supplied).
VAV option also includes the following 
features:

•	 Modulating	dampers	for	VAV	control.
•	 24	VAC floating point actuator and modular 

jacks for daisy chain signal control. 
•	 Plenum-rated	control	cable	provided	for	

simple system connections.

Finish
B15, B17, 66, SPL, AC, ALB, AMB, AB, ASPL.

For optional and special finishes, see color 
matrix.

Air Flow Pattern

Product Information

NETC35 Cable

Dimensional Data - Imperial, in. 

Grille 
Size

Unit Overall Grille Face Frame Rough 
Opening

Air Flow, 
cfm (L/s)A B C F G

24	x	6	 23.875 6	1/8 10	1/2 25	1/2	 7	5/8 24	x	6	1/4 100-200
48	x	6 47.875 6	1/8 10	1/2	 49	1/2	 7	5/8 48	x	6	1/4 300-500

Dimensional Data - Metric, mm 

Grille 
Size

Unit Overall Grille Face Frame Rough 
Opening

Air Flow, 
cfm (L/s)A B C F G

610	x	152 606 156 267 648 194 610	x	159 47-94
1219	x	152 1216 156 267 1257 194 1219	x	159 142-236

For	a	complete	list	of	standard	sizes	and	inlets,	refer	to	www.priceindustries.com/resources/type/literature/
submittals
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Performance Notes:
1.	 All	data	tested	with	damper	fully	open	where	applicable.
2.	 Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006.
3.	 Static	Pressure	measured	in	in.	w.g.
4.	 Do	not	operate	LFGH	in	such	a	way	as	to	cause	leaving	air	temperature	to	be	above	120	°F.

Performance Data - Imperial Units

Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH

        Static Pressure, in.w.g. 0.05 0.08 0.10

        Air Flow Rate, cfm 111 152 171

Unit Type Water Flow Rate, gpm Heating Capacity, MBH
LFGH 0.25 4.33 4.91 5.36
24"x6" 1.00 5.12 5.94 6.35
180	°F	EWT 2.00 5.68 6.69 7.08
68		°F	EAT 4.00 5.97 7.09 8.35
LFGH 0.25 2.74 3 3.15
24"x6" 1.00 3.33 3.77 4
140	°F	EWT 2.00 3.73 4.29 4.6
68		°F	EAT 4.00 3.92 4.57 4.93
LFGH 0.25 1.66 1.76 1.82
24"x6" 1.00 1.87 2.19 2.33
110	°F	EWT 2.00 2.16 2.47 2.62
68		°F	EAT 4.00 2.31 2.65 2.83
LFGH 0.25 4.64 4.9 5.59
24"x6" 1.00 5.35 6.15 6.49
180	°F	EWT 2.00 5.97 8.74 7.36
65		°F	EAT 4.00 11.9 7.36 7.74
LFGH 0.25 2.94 3.24 3.28
24"x6" 1.00 3.48 3.94 4.46
140	°F	EWT 2.00 3.92 4.48 4.8
65		°F	EAT 4.00 4.14 4.85 5.13
LFGH 0.25 1.66 1.86 1.99
24"x6" 1.00 2.06 2.3 2.46
110	°F	EWT 2.00 2.29 2.69 2.83
65		°F	EAT 4.00 2.46 2.97 3.05

        Static Pressure, in.w.g. 0.05 0.08 0.10

        Air Flow Rate, cfm 320 412 468

Unit Type Water Flow Rate, gpm Heating Capacity, MBH
LFGH 0.25 5.85 6.69 6.19
48"x6" 1.00 7.62 8.50 8.59
180	°F	EWT 2.00 9.16 10.06 10.43
68		°F	EAT 4.00 10.06 11.15 11.57
LFGH 0.25 3.45 3.88 3.96
48"x6" 1.00 4.79 5.31 5.41
140	°F	EWT 2.00 5.83 6.37 6.54
68		°F	EAT 4.00 6.48 7.11 7.36
LFGH 0.25 2.04 1.88 2.09
48"x6" 1.00 2.76 2.96 3.03
110	°F	EWT 2.00 3.32 3.63 3.73
68		°F	EAT 4.00 3.74 4.08 4.29
LFGH 0.25 5.80 6.60 6.38
48"x6" 1.00 8.00 8.67 8.85
180	°F	EWT 2.00 9.38 10.27 10.64
65		°F	EAT 4.00 10.23 11.39 11.80
LFGH 0.25 4.00 3.88 3.77
48"x6" 1.00 5.14 5.49 5.68
140	°F	EWT 2.00 6.06 6.60 6.83
65		°F	EAT 4.00 6.75 7.37 7.69
LFGH 0.25 2.07 2.15 2.48
48"x6" 1.00 2.98 3.13 3.27
110	°F	EWT 2.00 3.56 3.87 4.01
65		°F	EAT 4.00 4.00 4.40 4.57

5.	 Calculate	air	temperature	rise	(ATR)	as	follows:	
	 ATR	(°F)	=	927	x	MBH/cfm.
6.	 Calculate	water	temperature	drop	(WTD)	as	follows:	
	 WTD	(°F)	=	2.04	x	MBH/gpm.
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Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Performance Data - Metric Units

Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH

          Static Pressure, Pa 12 20 25

          Air Flow Rate, L/s 151 194 221

Unit Type Water Flow Rate, L/s Heating Capacity, kW
LFGH 0.016 1.71 1.96 1.81
1219	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 2.23 2.49 2.52
82	°C	EWT 0.126 2.68 2.95 3.06
20	°C	EAT 0.252 2.95 3.27 3.39
LFGH 0.016 1.01 1.14 1.16
1219	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 1.40 1.56 1.59
60	°C	EWT 0.126 1.71 1.87 1.92
20	°C	EAT 0.252 1.90 2.08 2.16
LFGH 0.016 0.60 0.55 0.61
1219	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 0.81 0.87 0.89
43	°C	EWT 0.126 0.97 1.06 1.09
20	°C	EAT 0.252 1.10 1.20 1.26
LFGH 0.016 1.70 1.93 1.87
1219	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 2.34 2.54 2.59
82	°C	EWT 0.126 2.75 3.01 3.12
18	°C	EAT 0.252 3.00 3.34 3.46
LFGH 0.016 1.17 1.14 1.10
1219	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 1.51 1.61 1.66
60	°C	EWT 0.126 1.78 1.93 2.00
18	°C	EAT 0.252 1.98 2.16 2.25
LFGH 0.016 0.61 0.63 0.73
1219	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 0.87 0.92 0.96
43	°C	EWT 0.126 1.04 1.13 1.17
18	°C	EAT 0.252 1.17 1.29 1.34

          Static Pressure, Pa 12 20 25

          Air Flow Rate, L/s 151 194 221

Unit Type Water Flow Rate, L/s Heating Capacity, kW
LFGH 0.016 1.27 1.44 1.57
610	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 1.50 1.74 1.86
82	°C	EWT 0.126 1.66 1.96 2.07
20	°C	EAT 0.252 1.75 2.08 2.45
LFGH 0.016 0.80 0.88 0.92
610	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 0.98 1.10 1.17
60	°C	EWT 0.126 1.09 1.26 1.35
20	°C	EAT 0.252 1.15 1.34 1.44
LFGH 0.016 0.49 0.52 0.53
610	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 0.55 0.64 0.68
43	°C	EWT 0.126 0.63 0.72 0.77
20	°C	EAT 0.252 0.68 0.78 0.83
LFGH 0.016 1.36 1.44 1.64
610	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 1.57 1.80 1.90
82	°C	EWT 0.126 1.75 2.56 2.16
18	°C	EAT 0.252 3.49 2.16 2.27
LFGH 0.016 0.86 0.95 0.96
610	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 1.02 1.15 1.31
60	°C	EWT 0.126 1.15 1.31 1.41
18	°C	EAT 0.252 1.21 1.42 1.50
LFGH 0.016 0.49 0.54 0.58
610	mm	x	152	mm 0.063 0.60 0.67 0.72
43	°C	EWT 0.126 0.67 0.79 0.83
18	°C	EAT 0.252 0.72 0.87 0.89

Performance Notes:
1.	 All	data	tested	with	damper	fully	open	where	applicable.
2.	 Units	are	tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006.
3.	 Static	Pressure	measured	in	Pascals	(Pa).
4.	 Do	not	operate	LFGH	in	such	a	way	as	to	cause	leaving	air		temperature	to	be	above	49	°C.

5.	 Calculate	air	temperature	rise	(ATR)	as	follows:	
	 ATR	(°C)	=	829	x	kW/L/s	(air	flow).
6.	 Calculate	water	temperature	drop	(WTD)	as	follows:	
	 WTD	(°C)	=	0.224	x	kW/L/s	(air	flow).
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
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Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH

LFGH Isometric ViewLFGH End View

A rectangular opening of the appropriate size is cut through 
the	tile.	The	LFGH	plenum	is	dropped	into	place	from	the	
room side of the tile. The grille is then fastened to the plenum.

The	LFGH	is	supported	by	the	floor	tiles.	Extra	pedestals	may	
be needed to support the additional, smaller floor tiles created 
by cutting the original larger floor tiles.

Installation Instructions
3.000

Wall / Window
Side

ø 1" Nominal
Sweat Connection
(both sides)

Exterior
Wall

F

G

Hot Air

Exterior
Wall

Room Air

Variable 
Volume Damper 

3.000

Wall / Window
Side

ø 1" Nominal
Sweat Connection
(both sides)

Exterior
Wall

F

G

Hot Air

Exterior
Wall

Room Air
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The Price LFGH-RC is a premium quality 
linear floor grille with integrated heat for 
recirculation, designed for raised floor 
applications and ideal for conditioning of 
perimeter heating loads. Extruded aluminum 
bars provide crisp styling and exceptional 
strength.	 The	 LFGH-RC	 incorporates	 a	
heater for perimeter heating in a compact 
steel plenum to enclose all components. 
Price linear floor grille with integrated 
heat for recirculation can be ordered in 
multiple sections with a continuous grille to 
make installation easy while providing the 
architectural appeal of a continuous piece.  
A selection of 10 core styles, as well as a 
number of fastening methods, are available.

Features
•	 High	 quality	 extruded	 aluminum	 bars	

and border.
•	 Integrated	hot	water	or	electric	heater.
•	 LBPH	 style	 faces	 with	 removable	 cores	

and core clips.
•	 Plug-and-play	connections	to	UMC3.
•	 Steel	plenum,	painted	black.
•	 Overall	 height	 to	 allow	 for	 cable	 runs	

under unit in 12” floors.
Finish
B15, B17, 66, SPL, AC, ALB, AMB, AB, ASPL.

For optional and special finishes, see color 
matrix.

Available Sizes
•	 24"	x	10"(610mm	x	254mm)	Nominal	
•	 48"	x	10"	(1219mm	x	254mm)	Nominal
•	 72"	x	10"	(1829mm	x	254mm)	Nominal	
•	 96"	x	10"	(2438mm	x	254mm)	Nominal
For custom sizes and availability, please 
contact your local Price representative.

Air Flow Pattern

Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH-RC

Product Information

Dimensional Data - Imperial, in. 

Grille 
Size

Unit Overall Grille Face Frame Rough  
OpeningA B C F G

24	x	10	 23	3/4 9	3/4 10	1/2 25	3/8	 11	1/4 24	x	10	
48	x	10 47	3/4 9	3/4 10	1/2	 49	3/8	 11	1/4 48	x	6
72	x	10	 71	3/4 9	3/4 10	1/2 73	3/8	 11	1/4 72	x	10	
96	x	10 95	3/4 9	3/4 10	1/2	 97	3/8	 11	1/4 96	x	10

Dimensional Data - Metric, mm 

Grille 
Size

Unit Overall Grille Face Frame Rough  
OpeningA B C F G

610	x	254 603 248 267 645 194 610	x	254
1219	x	152 1213 248 267 1254 286 1219	x	152
1829	x	254 1822 248 267 1884 286 1829	x	254
2438	x	254 2432 248 267 2473 286 2438	x	254

For	a	complete	list	of	standard	sizes	and	inlets,	refer	to	www.priceindustries.com/resources/type/literature/submittals

3.000
[76]

ø 1" [25] Nominal Sweat Connection (both sides)

Wall/
Window
Side

A

F

G

PlenumPlenum

1/2”(13) 1/2”(13)
1”(25) 1”(25)

Spring ClipGrille
Grille

A - Screw Mounting B - Spring Clip Mounting

Fastening Details

Hydronic Heater Element

Electric Heater Element
24" [610] length = 500 Watt, 48" length = 1000 Watt
72" [1829] length = 1500 Watt, 96" length = 2000 Watt

5.770 [147]

3.56
 [90]

Wall/
Window
Side

NETC35 Cable
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LFGH-RC End View

The heating element should be oriented nearest the exterior 
window	or	wall	for	optimum	performance.	The	LFGH-RC	is	
supported by the floor tiles.

3.000

Wall / Window
Side

ø 1" Nominal
Sweat Connection
(both sides)

Exterior
Wall

F

G

Hot Air

Exterior
Wall

Room Air

Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH-RC

Performance Data 

Installation Instructions

Heating Performance - Imperial Units
gpm Btu/h
0.5 2155
1.0 2357
2.0 2676
4.0 2760

Heating Performance - Metric Units 
L/s W
0.03 631
0.06 690
0.13 784
0.25 808

Performance Notes:
1.	 48x10	in.	unit.
2.	 180°F	entering	water	temperature.
3.	 68°F	ambient	air	temperature.

4.	 Correction	factors	for	EWT:
	 170°F		–		0.88
	 160°F		–		0.77
	 150°F		–		0.65
	 140°F		–		0.58

Performance Notes:
1.	 1219x254	mm	unit.
2.	 82°C	entering	water	temperature.
3.	 20°C	ambient	air	temperature.

4.	 Correction	factors	for	EWT:
	 77°C		–		0.88
	 71°C		–		0.77
	 66°C		–		0.65
	 60°C		–		0.58

A rectangular opening of the appropriate size is cut through 
the	tile.	The	LFGH-RC	plenum	is	dropped	into	place	from	the	
room-side of the tile. The grille is then fastened to the plenum.

Note: Additional floor pedestals are rigid to support the cut 
tiles.

3.000

Wall / Window
Side

ø 1" Nominal
Sweat Connection
(both sides)

Exterior
Wall

F

G

Hot Air

Exterior
Wall

Room Air

LFGH-RC Field Install

The heating element should be oriented nearest the exterior 
window	or	wall	for	optimum	performance.	The	LFGH-RC	is	
supported by the floor tiles.

Exterior
Wall

Primary Air Inlet

Exterior
Wall

Angle 
(field install)

Angle 
(field install)

LFGH-RC Isometric View
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The Price LFGH-RCV is a premium quality 
linear floor grille with integrated heat for 
recirculation, designed for raised floor 
applications and ideal for conditioning of 
perimeter heating loads. Extruded aluminum 
bars provide crisp styling and exceptional 
strength.	The	 LFGH-RCV	 incorporates	 a	
heater for perimeter heating in a compact 
steel plenum to enclose all components. 
Price linear floor grille with integrated 
heat for recirculation can be ordered in 
multiple sections with a continuous grille to 
make installation easy while providing the 
architectural appeal of a continuous piece.  
A selection of 10 core styles, as well as a 
number of fastening methods, are available.

Features
•	 High	 quality	 extruded	 aluminum	 bars	

and border.
•	 Integrated	hot	water	or	electric	heater.
•	 LBPH	 style	 faces	 with	 removable	 cores	

and core clips.
•	 Steel	plenum,	painted	black.
•	 Overall	 height	 to	 allow	 for	 cable	 runs	

under unit in 12” (305mm) floors.
•	 Plug-and-play	connection	to	UMC3.

Finish
B15, B17, 66, SPL, AC, ALB, AMB, AB, ASPL.

For optional and special finishes, see color 
matrix.

Available Sizes
•	 24"	x	10"(610mm	x	254mm)	
•	 48"	x	10"	(1219mm	x	254mm)	
•	 72"	x	10"	(1829mm	x	254mm)	
•	 96"	x	10"	(2438mm	x	254mm)
For custom sizes and availability, please 
contact your local Price representative.

Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH-RCV

Product Information

Dimensional Data - Imperial, in. 

Grille 
Size

Unit Overall Grille Face Frame Rough 
Opening

Air Flow, 
cfm (L/s)A B C F G

24	x	10	 23	3/4 9	3/4 10	1/2 25	3/8	 11	1/4 24	x	10	 100-140
48	x	10 47	3/4 9	3/4 10	1/2	 49	3/8	 11	1/4 48	x	6 200-280
72	x	10	 71	3/4 9	3/4 10	1/2 73	3/8	 11	1/4 72	x	10	 300-420
96	x	10 95	3/4 9	3/4 10	1/2	 97	3/8	 11	1/4 96	x	10 400-580

Dimensional Data - Metric, mm

Grille 
Size

Unit Overall Grille Face Frame Rough 
Opening

Air Flow, 
cfm (L/s)A B C F G

610	x	254 603 248 267 645 194 610	x	254 47-66
1219	x	152 1213 248 267 1254 286 1219	x	152 94-132
1829	x	254 1822 248 267 1884 286 1829	x	254 142-198
2438	x	254 2432 248 267 2473 286 2438	x	254 189-274

For	a	complete	list	of	standard	sizes	and	inlets,	refer	to	www.priceindustries.com/resources/type/literature/submittals

F

G

PlenumPlenum

1/2”(13) 1/2”(13)
1”(25) 1”(25)

Spring ClipGrille
Grille

A - Screw Mounting B - Spring Clip Mounting

Fastening Details

Wall/
Window
Side

ø 1" [25] Nominal Sweat 
Connection (both sides)

2.625 [67]

5.770
[147]

Variable Cooling Damper

3.562
[90]

A

Hydronic Heater Element

Wall/
Window
Side

Electric Heater Element
24" [610] length = 500 Watt, 48" length = 1000 Watt
72" [1829] length = 1500 Watt, 96" length = 2000 Watt

3.562
[90]

5.770
[147]

Air Flow Pattern in Heating Mode

Air Flow Pattern in Cooling Mode

NETC35 Cable
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
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Performance Notes:

1.	 48x10	in.	[1219x254		mm]	unit.
2.	 180°F	[82°C]	entering	water	temperature.
3.	 68°F	[20°C]	ambient	air	temperature.

4.	 Correction	factors	for	EWT:
	 170°F		[77°C]		–		0.88
	 160°F		[71°C]		–		0.77
	 150°F		[66°C]		–		0.65
	 140°F		[60°C]		–		0.58

LFGH-RCV Isometric ViewLFGH-RCV End View

A rectangular opening of the appropriate size is cut through 
the	tile.	The	LFGH-RCV	plenum	is	dropped	into	place	from	the	
room-side of the tile. The grille is then fastened to the plenum.

The primary air inlet provides ventilation and/or cooling to 
the occupied space. Inlet is controlled with included floating 
paint actuator.

Performance Data 

Installation Instructions

3.000

Wall / Window
Side

ø 1" Nominal
Sweat Connection
(both sides)

Exterior
Wall

F

G

Hot Air

Exterior
Wall

Room Air

ø 1" Nominal
Sweat Connection
(both sides)

Exterior
Wall

Primary Air Inlet

F

G

Wall / Window Side
2.625

5.770

3.562

Variable Cooling Damper

This End Flared

Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH-RCV

The heating element should be oriented nearest the exterior 
window	or	wall	for	optimum	performance.	The	LFGH-RCV	is	
supported by the floor tiles.

Exterior
Wall

Primary Air Inlet

Exterior
Wall

Angle 
(field install)

Angle 
(field install)

Heating Performance - 
Imperial Units

gpm Btu/h
0.5 2155
1.0 2357
2.0 2676
4.0 2760

Heating Performance - 
Metric Units 

L/s W
0.03 631
0.06 690
0.13 784
0.25 808

Cooling Performance - Imperial Units
Static Pressure, in. w.g. 0.02 0.03 0.04

Flow,	cfm 136 167 197
Throw,	ft 2-4-10 2-5-11 5-9-13

Cooling Performance - Metric Units 
Static Pressure, Pa 5 7 10

Flow,	L/s 64 79 93
Throw,	m 0.6-1.2-3.0 0.6-1.5-3.4 1.5-2.7-4.0

Performance Notes:
1.	 Tested	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	70-2006	"Method	of	Testing	for	Rating	the	

Performance	of	Air	Outlets	and	Inlets."
2.	 All	pressures	are	in	in.	w.g.	[Pa].
3.	 Maximum	throws	are	to	a	terminal	velocity	of	150	fpm	[0.75	m/s],	middle	throws	are	to	

a	terminal	velocity	of	100	fpm	[0.50	m/s]	and	minimum	throws	are	to	a	terminal	velocity	
of	50	fpm	[0.25	m/s].

LFGH-RCV Field Install
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Underfloor - Linear Floor Heaters
LFGH / LFGH-RC / LFGH-RCV

Connecting Multiple Units

Multiple	 units	 of	 the	 LFGH	 family	 can	
be connected to meet room design 
requirements.	Only	hot	water	versions	of	
LFGH,	 LFGH-RC,	 and	 LFGH-RCV	may	 be	
connected	in	this	fashion.	One	master	unit	is	
required for each zone and up to 3 additional 
slave units can be connected to a master. 
The advantage of using this master / slave 
arrangement is a significant cost savings in 
control hardware. Each slave unit is piped in 
series with the master unit so that all fluid 
flow is controlled by a single hot water valve.

Controls Details
One	UMC3	can	control	up	to	12	linear	floor	
heaters	 (LFGH,	 LFGH-RC,	 or	 LFGH-RCV).	
Each UMC3 controls a single zone in which 
all dampers and heaters will operate in 
synchronization. Each linear floor heater is 
supplied with a NETC35 cable that allows 
all units to be plug-and-play daisy chained 
to each other and plug-and-play connected 
to the UMC3.

The control sequence of operation are 
depicted at right. When the linear floor 
heaters are in cooling mode,  the dampers 
(LFGH,	LFGH-RCV)	will	modulate	between	
min and max plenum air flow to allow cool 
air into the space. 

When the linear floor heaters are in heating 
mode, either the electric heater is turned on 
or the hot water valve modulates between 
min and max flow. 

LFGH
In	 heating	 mode,	 the	 LFGH	 damper	 is	
modulated between min and max heating 
flows.

LFGH-RCV
In	heating	mode,	 the	LFGH-RCV	damper	
maintains its minimum position.

Max. Air Flow

Min. Air Flow

Dead Band

Ai
r V

ol
um

e

Tset-point

Cooling 
Proportional

Band

CoolingCooling
ProportionalProportional

BandBand

HW Valve

Electric Heater

Air F
low

Cool WarmRoom Condition

Max. Air Flow

Min. Air Flow

Dead Band

Ai
r V
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um

e

Tset-point

Cooling 
Proportional

Band

CoolingCooling
ProportionalProportional

BandBand

Air F
low

Cool WarmRoom Condition

Electric Heater

HW Valve

Air Flow

LFGH

LFGH-RCV

HW Supply

HW Return

Master Master Master Master 

HW Supply

HW Return

HW Valve

HW Valve

Series Connection

Parallel Connection

Master Slave Slave Slave 



Underfloor Controllers
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priceindustries.com	for	additional	product	
	information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.

The latest in surface  
mount technology Plug-and-play connections

Factory installed  
on terminal unitsAll-in-one packaging

Controllers:
•	 UMC1
•	 UMC3
•	 UMCB

Price	Underfloor	Controllers	work	with	the	entire	line	of	Price	Diffusers	
and	Terminal	Units.	The	whole	system	can	be	easily	 integrated	with	
plug-and-play	 connections	 and	BACnet	 communication.	With	 a	 full	
line	of	available	digital	thermostats,	Price	Controllers	are	suitable	for	
all	budgets.

Underfloor Controllers

UMC3

DBVDBVDBV

Thermostat
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The Price underfloor controllers are designed 
for a raised floor system that requires variable 
volume cooling or heating devices. The Price 
underfloor controllers integrate seamlessly 
with all Price underfloor devices, including 
the variable volume baskets, modulating 
linear floor grilles and linear floor heaters. 
All controllers are factory programmed for 
simple installation and commissioning. All 
Price remote terminal devices are connected 
to	the	controllers	using	simple	RJ12	/	RJ45	
connectors with provided 25’ or 35’ cables, 
simplifying installation.

Models
The Price UMC1 is the basic underfloor 
controller that controls up to 12 variable 
volume devices such as the DBV basket, 
the	 RFB	 plenum	 boot	 or	 the	 motorized	
LFG	 linear	floor	grille.	 It	 is	provided	with	
a basic dial thermostat and does not have 
networking capabilities for economical zone 
level installations. For small zones such as 
private offices, the UMC1 provides simple 
and cost-effective zone control.

The Price UMC3 builds on the functionality 
of the UMC1, controlling up to 30 VAV 
devices as well as linear floor heaters such 
as	the	LFGH,	LFGH-RC	and	LFGH-RCV.	With	
a variety of configurable inputs and outputs, 
the UMC3 can control water valves and 
SCR	controllers	for	heat,	as	well	as	tie	into	
third-party sensors and building networks. 
The UMC3 is also native BACnet compliant, 
which allows a variety of settings to be read 
and written by the building management 
system for full scale building networking. 
The UMC3 includes the same simple plug-
and-play connections from the thermostat, 
all the way to the devices for fast and easy 
installation and setup.

The Price UMCB is designed for Price 
underfloor fan boxes, such as the FDBU 
and FDCU. The UMCB can control the full 
range of operation of the fan boxes with 
PSC or ECM motors providing constant or 
variable volume cooling, heat through hot 
water or electric coil, and control of up to 
12 variable volume cooling devices such 
as	 the	 DBV,	 LFG,	 or	 RFB.	These	 devices	
are connected with the same simple plug-
and-play connections as the rest of the 
Price UFAD lineup. For perimeter zones, 
this allows a single controller to control 
both the perimeter cooling and heating, 
as well as interior cooling devices; all with 
one thermostat. The UMCB is also native 
BACnet compliant, which allows a variety 
of variables to be read and written through 
a building network.

Included with either the UMC3 or UMCB 
Price underfloor controllers is a choice of 
five thermostat options: a simple blank face 
temperature sensor, a dial face for user 
adjustment, an LCD display, an LCD display 
with motion sensor outputs for lighting or 
demand control, or a wireless thermostat. 
The LCD thermostat allows access to setup, 
balancing and troubleshooting menus 
without the need to get into the floor plenum 
to access the controller itself. For the blank 
face and dial face, an access port is provided 
in the thermostat for connection to a laptop 
through the Price “Linker” tool. This also aids 
in troubleshooting where Price personnel 
can speak to building staff on site at the 
thermostat and evaluate most networking 
or controller issues quickly and easily over 
the phone.

UMC1

UMCB

Thermostat Options

The UMC3 and UMCB are customizable 
at the factory with options for custom 
sequences or integration with third 
party sensors or control and monitoring 
systems. 

The Price PCU is an underfloor pressure 
controller that is designed to work with 
the Price line of underfloor grilles and 
dampers. The PCU is able to monitor and 
regulate the supply air plenum pressure 
by modulating dampers such as the Price 
DGD	or	other	third-party	dampers.

Underfloor Controllers

Product Overview
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Underfloor Controllers
UMC3

The Price UMC3 with BACnet can control up 
to 30 remote terminal devices, such as DBVs, 
LFGs,	and	RFBs,	controlling	the	amount	of	
air flow that enters each zone based on a 
control signal. The UMC3 features native 
BACnet connectivity and is therefore able 
to be networked to a BAS through easy 
plug-and-play connections. The UMC3 also 
features damper status lights as well as line 
overload indication to assist the installer.

Features
•	 BACnet	 network	 capabilities	 that	 allow	

the UMC3 to be networked to a BAS.
•	 Five	 RJ12	 output	 jacks	 used	 to	 convey	

power	and	control	signal	to	30	DBV,	LFG	
or	RFB	remote	VAV	devices.

•	 Two	 RJ45	 output	 jacks	 used	 to	 convey	
power	 and	 control	 signal	 to	 12	 LFGH	
remote heaters.

•	 Plug-and-play	 connections	 for	 easy	
installation.

•	 96	VA	Class	2	transformer	(120/277	VAC).
•	 Separate	 overload	 indicator	 LEDs	 for	

each output jack.
•	 Five	 new	 thermostat	 options:	 Room	

Sensor, Dial, LCD, LCD with Motion 
Sensor, and Wireless Dial.

•	 Mounts	in	the	underfloor	plenum.

This product is used with the C25 cable. See 
page I64 for more information.

Product Information

Knockouts (x4)

RFB/DBV
RJ-12 (X5)

T-Stat Jack
RJ-45

BACnet Network RJ-45 (X2)

LFGH
RJ-45

Power and 
Status LED

8.50 (216) Overload LED (X5)
15.50 (394)

3.80 (97)

Power 
Disconnect Switch

Grommet Openings (X8)

Removable Cover

Power 
by others

UMC3

Up to 30 DBV, RFB, or LFG units supported by UMC3
(maximum 6 units daisy chained per jack)

DBV DBVDBV

C25 Cable

NETC35 Cable

Thermostat
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Underfloor Controllers
UMCB

The Price UMCB is used to control the FDBU 
(fan powered booster unit) or FDCU (series 
configuration fan terminal unit), and up to 
12 remote terminal dampers. By supplying 
the UMCB complete with a Price thermostat, 
the UMCB will control the fan operation (on/
off for standard motors, speed modulation 
for ECM motors), as well as electric heat 
based on the thermostat's signal. A building 
automation system (BAS) can also be used 
instead of a thermostat as an input for the 
UMCB through plug-and-play connections, 
as this controller has BACnet capabilities.

Features
•	 BACnet	 network	 capabilities	 that	 allow	

the UMCB to be networked through user-
friendly plug-and-play connections.

•	 19	 	 terminal	 block	 connections	 capable	
of output signals such as cooling and 
heating control, ECM fan motor control, 
fan relay, reheat (binary, analog, and 
tristate), etc.

•	 On-board	ECM	motor	controller.
•	 Two	thermistor	and	1	sensor	connections	

that can be used for humidity or pressure 
sensing.

•	 Two	 RJ12	 output	 jacks	 sed	 to	 convey	
powerand control signal to 12 remote 
terminals.

•	 Two	RJ45	jacks	for	network	connection
•	 Five	new	Price	thermostat	options:	Room	

Sensor, Dial, LCD, LCD with Motion 
Sensor, and Wireless Dial.

•	 15	 standard	 sequences,	 plus	
customizable sequences.

•	 Field	 wiring	 to	 connect	 plug-and-play	
wires (submittal).

•	 Comes	 mounted	 to	 terminal	 unit	
as standard, powered by integral 
transformer.

This product is used with the C25 cable. See 
page I64 for more information.

Product Information

T-Stat (RJ-45)

1.25 (32)

11.13 (283)
5.79 (147)

5VDC Sensor
Thermistor Input

Service Port RJ12

RJ12 X2
For Connection 
to LFG or RFB
Field Daisy Chained
(Max 6 Units Per Jack)

ECM Speed 
Controller

RJ45
BACnet 
Ports

UMCB Terminal Board Designation

COM	-	COMMON BO1	-	BINARY	STAGE	1	OUTPUT	1
AI1	-	ANALOG	INPUT	1 BO2	-	BINARY	STAGE	2	OUTPUT	2
AI2	-	ANALOG	INPUT	2 BO3	-	BINARY	STAGE	3	OUTPUT	3
AI3	-	ANALOG	INPUT	3 BO4	-	FAN	RELAY
COM	-	COMMON BO5	-	BINARY	OUTPUT	4
AO1	-	ANALOG	OUTPUT	(0-10	VDC) 1 COM	-	COMMON
AO2	-	ANALOG	HEAT	OUTPUT	(0-10		VDC) HOT	-	24	VAC	HOT
AO3	-	ANALOG	OUTPUT	2
AO4	-	ANALOG	OUTPUT	3

C25 Cable
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Knockout for standard 
field electrical connection

Power 
indicator LED

Signal input from 
DDC or thermostat

Input Detail A

Signal indicator LED

Output Jacks 2 x 
RJ12 for connection 
to dampers (max 6 
dampers per jack)

7 1/2” (191)7 1/2” (191)

1

1.  0 -10 VDC signal input
2.  Common
3.  24 VAC

2 3

3 5/16” (84)

A

UMC3

Up to 12 DBV, RFB, or LFG units supported by UMC3
(maximum 6 units daisy chained per jack)

DBV DBVDBV

Underfloor Controllers
UMC1

The Price UMC1 will power and control up 
to 12 remote terminal devices, controlling 
the amount of air flow that enters each zone.

Features
•	 50	 VA	 Class	 2	 transformer	 

(120/277 VAC).
•	 Two	 RJ12	 output	 jacks	 used	 to	 convey	

power and the control signal to up to 12 
remote terminals.

•	 C25	 plenum-rated	 cable,	 provided	 with	 
each remote terminal.

•	 Plug-and-play	 connections	 for	 easy	
installation.

•	 Mounts	in	the	underfloor	plenum.
•	 Accepts	 Price	 thermostat	 or	 third-party	

0-10 VAC signal from BAS.

This product is used with the C25 cable. See 
page I64 for more information.

Product Information

C25 Cable

Thermostat
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C25 Cable

Underfloor Controllers
PCU

The Price PCU with BACnet can control 
up to 12 plenum dampers, controlling the 
amount of air flow that enters the underfloor 
plenum. By reading static pressure sensor 
inputs, the PCU can monitor and regulate 
the very low static pressure required by 
typical underfloor plenums. The PCU can 
be	wired	to	multiple	Price	RPN	sensors	or	
to third-party static pressure sensors. The 
outputs	can	operate	Price	DGD	dampers	
or third-party dampers. The PCU features 
native BACnet connectivity and is, therefore, 
able to be networked to a BAS through easy 
plug-and-play connections.

Features
•	 BACnet	 network	 capabilities	 that	 allow	

the PCU to be networked to a BAS.
•	 Output	 terminal	 blocks	 used	 to	 convey	

power and control signal to as many as 
12 remote plenum dampers.

•	 Up	to	three	input	terminal	blocks	used	to	
accept static pressure sensor radings.

•	 ETL	 certified	 with	 transformer,	 circuit	
board, terminal blocks, and all necessary 
hardware for trouble-free installation and 
startup.

•	 Field	 wired	 dampers	 allow	 for	 variable	
length wiring and flexible locations 
without adhering to strict cable length 
limitations.

•	 96	VA	Class	2	transformer.
•	 Available	 with	 thermostat	 input.	 for	

temperature-dependent pressure 
regulation	(Room	Sensor,	Dial,	LCD,	LCD	
with Motion Sensor).

•	 Constant	pressure	regulation	or	variable	
pressure regulation based on room 
temperature.

•	 Plenum	temperature	monitoring.

Product Information

Knockouts

T-Stat Jack
RJ-45

BACnet Network RJ-45 (X2)

Power 
Disconnect Switch

Grommet Openings

Removable Cover

PCU Application

RPNPCU

T-stat

DGD
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Room Sensor Thermostat
This economical model of thermostat measures room temperature.  
The set-point can be set from a hidden dial on the back of the T-Stat, 
through free setup software, or through a BACnet system. This 
eliminates the problem of unauthorized tampering, without the 
need for visually unappealing thermostat lock boxes.

Dial Thermostat
This model measures room temperature and features a dial 
adjustment and an occupancy button.  Temperature set-point limits 
are set through software/BACnet.

LCD Thermostat
This model measures room temperature and features an LCD 
screen with an advanced menu structure and three push-buttons.  
Temperature set-point limits are set through software/BACnet.

Balancing and modification to the controller setup can be 
accomplished from the LCD screen. 

LCD Thermostat with Motion Sensor 
This model possesses the same features as the LCD T-Stat with the 
addition of a passive infrared motion sensor. The motion sensor 
allows for automatic detection of space occupancy, and therefore, 
can save energy by shutting down during unoccupied periods.

Wireless Dial Thermostat 
This model allows the thermostat to be mounted to any surface 
without the requirement of having to run a cable through the wall or 
behind the thermostat.  The thermostat itself operates similar to the 
Dial Thermostat, but with the additional benefit of being completely 
mobile.  A remote base station is connected directly to the Price 
controller and communicates wirelessly with the thermostat.

Room Sensor  
Thermostat 

Dial  Thermostat LCD  Thermostat LCD Thermostat  
with Motion Sensor  

Wireless Dial  
Thermostat  

Technical Specifications

Thermostat Options

UMC3
Inputs One	(1)	Analog	Input	–	8	bit
Outputs Two	(2)	Binary	Triac	Outputs	(24	VAC)
Transformer 115,	277,	96VA
Ambient Ratings 32	°F	to	131	°F	(0	to	55	°C),	10	to	90%	RH	(non-condensing)
Technology 8-bit	Microprocessor
Connections Five	(5)	RJ12	Connectors,	five	(5)	RJ45	Connectors
Wiring Class	II
Size Including	Housing:	3.8	x	15.5	x	8.5	in.	(97	x	394	x	216	mm)
Weight 10.18	lb	(4618	g)

UMCB

Inputs
Four	(4)	Analog	Inputs	–	10	bit
Two	(2)	Binary	Inputs

Outputs
Eight	(8)	Binary	Triac	Outputs	(Max	.5A	each)
Three	(3)	Universal	Outputs

Power Requirements
5	VA	(not	including	output	loading)
24	VAC

Ambient Ratings 32	°F-131	°F	(0-55	°C)10-90%	RH	(non-condensing)
Technology 8-bit	Microprocessor

Connections
Two	(2)	RJ12	Connectors,	two	(2)	RJ45	Connectors
Two	(2)	MTA156	Connectors,	two	(2)	MTA100	Connectors
Pluggable	screw-type	terminal	connectors

Wiring Class	II
Size Including	Housing:	1.25	x	11.13	x	5.79	in.	(32	x	283	x	147	mm)
Weight 0.64	lb	(290	g)

Underfloor Controllers
UMC3/UMCB
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Terminal Units
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priceindustries.com	for	additional	product		
information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.

Available with ECM motors Wide range of accessoriesDesigned to fit between pedestals

Terminal Units Family:
•	 FDBU

The	Price	Terminal	Unit	family	offers	a	wide	range	of	sizes	and	accessories	
to	 suit	 any	 underfloor	 job.	 These	 units	were	 specifically	 designed	 to	 fit	
underneath	a	raised	floor	and	between	the	pedestals	for	easy	installation	
and	 integration	 with	 other	 components.	 Available	 with	 ECM	 motors,	
Price	underfloor	 terminal	units	are	energy	efficient,	quiet,	and	offer	high	
performance	for	any	building.

Underfloor Terminal Units
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Underfloor Terminal Units

The Price underfloor terminal units 
are specifically designed for use in an 
underfloor air distribution system. All Price 
terminal units are engineered to fit between 
the pedestals of a standard raised access 
floor, and can fit into areas with as little as 
12” (305mm) of vertical clearance. Many 
different sizes are available in this line, from 
a size 10 for very low volume applications, 
up to a size 60 box with twin motors and 
well over 2000 cfm capacity. All boxes are 
available with ECMs; a more economical 
PSC motor  is also available in most sizes.

Models
The Price FDBU is the standard booster 
type underfloor terminal unit that provides 
a static pressure boost to accommodate 
various discharge grilles and associated 
ductwork. Normally installed in an open 
plenum, this fan draws pressurized plenum 
air and discharges it to interior or perimeter 
grilles.	Optional	ECM	motors	allow	for	VAV	
applications without the need for individual 
grille dampers. A wide range of accessories 
ensures the FDBU can be suited to any 
application.

Accessories
Many accessories are available on either 
model of Price underfloor fan terminal unit. 
A full range of hot water coils (1 or 2 row 
coils) can be ordered to suit the desired 
performance and will mate to the discharge 
dimensions of the fan box. Electric coils are 
also available in a full range of capacities for 
120, 208, 240, 277, or 480 volts, single- or 
three-phase (as applicable). Single-outlet 
and multi-outlet attenuators can be added 
to keep sound to a minimal level. Price fan 
boxes can also be ordered with additional 
features such as coil access doors, fusing, 
interlocking disconnect switch, return air 
filter, support brackets, fan guard, inlet 
attenuator, and others. All Price fan boxes 
are available with controls by Price or as 
bare boxes that are able to accept third-party 
controllers.

FDBU

Accessories

Product Overview
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Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU

Product Information

Price has, as a primary component of its 
underfloor terminal unit line, the FDBU 
(digital controls) assemblies. These units 
are designed to provide cool or heated 
air into an occupied space in response to 
a control signal. The clean and efficient 
design of these fan terminal units results 
in a system component that has low noise 
generation for quiet operation. A compact 
configuration makes this unit easy to install 
in today’s raised floor systems.

The underfloor fan terminal can be ordered 
with the optional ECM motor, providing an 
energy efficient solution with an extended 
motor life.

In addition to the basic volume control 
assembly, a complete line of accessories is 
offered to meet specific job requirements. 
Sound attenuators, multi-outlet attenuators 
and heating coils are all available. These are 
factory assembled to the basic assembly 
for shipment as an integrated unit. 

24" [610]
Floor
Grid

Product accessories are specifically designed to fit 24" [610] 
underfloor grid.
Example:

Features
•	 Capacities	ranging	from	50	-	1950	cfm	in	

six sizes.
•	 Zinc-coated	steel	housing,	mechanically	

sealed, leak-resistant construction. 
•	 22	gauge	construction	(size	50-20	ga).
•	 Casing	sides	are	 insulated	with	½”	(13	

mm) thick, 1.5 lb (680g) min. density 
fiberglass, coated to prevent air erosion 
and meet requirements of UL 181 and 
NFPA-90A. 

•	 Top	access	panel	of	fan	section	is	easily	
removable for field service. 

•	 Motor	 assembly	 is	 mounted	 on	
vibration isolators. Fan and motor 
assembly removable as a unit. 

•	 Solid	state	speed	controller	for	adjusting	
fan air flow. 

•	 Units	are	ETL	listed	to	meet	UL1995	and	
CSA No. 236. 

•	 Electric	Motor,	1	Phase,	60	cycle.
•	 Compact	 construction,	 designed	 to	 fit	

in conventional 24" (610mm) spaced 
raised floor pedestals with overall 
height of 10" (unit size 10, 20, 30 and 
50) or 121/2" (unit size 40). 

•	 Optional	ECM	motor,	which	is	supplied	is	
factory preset with the Price EnersaveTM 
operating program, developed to 
provide consistent, repeatable fan 
volume and energy savings.

•	 Integral	backdraft	damper.
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Dimensional Data

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU

•	 22	ga.	(20	ga.	size	50)	zinc-coated	steel	housing.	Mechani-
cally	sealed	leak-	resistant	construction.

•	 Sides	 lined	 with	 insulation	 1/2"	 (13	 mm)	 dual	 density	
fiberglass	which	meets	 requirement	of	NFPA	90A	and	
UL181.

•	 Units	not	 to	be	used	 for	 temporary	heat	or	ventilation	
during	construction.

•	 Units	must	have	minimum	0.1	in.	w.g.	 (50	Pa)	external	
static	pressure	to	operate.

•	 Controls	mounted	on	left-hand	side	of	unit	as	illustrated.

Standard Motor
 Unit Motor Full Load Amp
 Size H.P. 115V 208V 240V 277V Watts
	 10  standard	motor	not	available	
	 20	 1/8	 3.0	 2.0	 2.0	 1.1	 310
	 30	 1/4	 4.8	 2.6	 2.0	 1.8	 450
	 40	 1/2	 7.4	 3.6	 3.6	 2.5	 630
	 50	 2	x	1/4	 9.2	 5.2	 4.4	 3.1	 800
	 60	 2	x	1/2	 10.5	 6.0	 5.8	 4.3	 800

ECM Motor
 Unit Motor  Full Load Amp
 Size H.P. 115V 240V 277V
	 10 1/3	 1.4	 0.7	 0.6
	 20 1/2	 2.6	 1.3	 1.1
 30	 1/2	 5.4	 2.6	 2.6
	 40 1/2	 7.2	 2.9	 2.8
	 50	 2	x	1/2	 7.8	 3.8	 3.6
	 60 2	x	1/2	 14	 6.3	 5.5

Fan Speed
Control

Slip and
Drive Connection

Backdraft Damper

Backdraft Damper

Slip and
Drive Connection

FDBU Size 10-40

FDBU Size 50 FDBU Size 60

Integral Backdraft Damper

Integral Backdraft Damper

Dimensional Data - Imperial (in.)

Unit	
Size

Max.	Fan	
cfm

Outlet	Duct	Size Inlet	Duct	Size
L W H

D E B C
10* 400 12 10 20 9 20 21 10
20 625 12 10 20 9 20 21 10
30 1000** 12 10 20 9 20 21 10
40 1650 14 12	½ 20 11	½ 20 21 12	½
50 1950 21 10 21 9 20 42 10
60 2800 21 12	½ - - - 42 12	½

**1200	cfm	available	with	ECM	motor

Dimensional Data - Metric (mm)

Unit	
Size

Max.	Fan	
L/s

Outlet	Duct	Size Inlet	Duct	Size
L W H

D E B C
10* 189 305 254 508 229 508 533 254
20 295 305 254 508 229 508 533 254
30 471 305 254 508 229 508 533 254
40 754 356 318 508 292 508 533 318
50 943 533 254 533 229 508 1067 254
60 1320 533 318 1067 318 508 1067 318

*Size	10	is	available	with	ECM	motor	only.	
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9” (227) for
Damper Clearance

LH
Connection

RH
Connection

Size 10-40

Water Coil

Standard Coil Section

SB - Support Bracket FG - Fan Guard
3” (76) for 1 Row

41/2” (108) for 2 Row

Out

In

L
Slip & Drive
Connection

Water
Connection

B

C

Size 50 Size 60

9” (227) for
Damper Clearance

15” (382) for
Damper Clearance

LH
Connection

RH
Connection

LH
Connection

RH
Connection

Coil Connections
Size 10, 20, 30 1-Row - 1/2" (13) OD
All Others - 7/8" (22) OD

Dimension “L” 
For 1-Row or 2-Row Coils
L = 5" (127) 

CAD - Door with 4 screws    
CADL - Door with 2 snap latches
CADQ - Door with 2 quarter turn sash latch

Optional Coil Access

Accessories

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU

Electric Coil - Size 10 - 40 Electric Coil - Size 10 - 40Electric Coil - Size 10 - 40 Electric Coil - Size 10 - 40

•	 Hinged	access	door.
•	 Automatic	reset	thermal	cutout.
•	 Manual	reset	thermal	cutout.
•	 Fan	interlocked	with	heating	elements.
•	 Magnetic	contactors	where	required.
•	 High	grade	nickel	chrome	heating	elements.
•	 Single	point	electrical	connection,	except	separate	

power	supply	for	600V	3ø.

Dimensional Data

Unit  
Size

Imperial (in.) Metric (mm)
D E D E

10,	20 12 10 305 254
30 12 10 305 254
40 14 12	1/2 356 318
50 21 10 533 254
60 21 12	1/2 533 318

See	page	I138	for	electric	coil	information.

Dimensional Data

Unit  
Size

Imperial (in.) Metric (mm)
B C B C

10,	20 12 10	3/16 305 259
30 21 10	3/16 533 259
40 21 12	1/2 533 318
50 21 10	3/8 533 264
60 36 12	3/8 914 318
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Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU

Accessories 

Multi-Outlet Attenuator – MOA

  I.P. Units S.I. Units
 Unit   Available   Available 
 Size B C Outlets B C Outlets
	10,20	 12	 10	 4,	5,	6,	8	 533	 254	 102,	127,	152,	203
	 30	 12	 10	 4,	5,	6,	8	 533	 254	 102,	127,	152,	203
	 40	 14	 12	1/2	 4,	5,	6,	 356	 318	 102,	127,	152,	203,
	 	 	 	 	8,	9,	10	 	 	 229,	254
	 50	 21	 10	 4,	5,	6,	8	 533	 254	 102,	127,	152,	203
	 60	 21	 12	1/2	 4,	5,	6,	 356	 318	 102,	127,	152,	203,
	 	 	 	 	8,	9,	10	 	 	 229,	254

Inlet Attenuator – IAS

Discharge Attenuator (DAS-2 ft, DASH-4 ft)

Filter - FTR

Dimensional Data - Imperial, in. (Metric, mm)

Dimensional Data

Unit  
Size

Imperial (in.) Metric (mm)
B C B C

10,	20 12 10 305 254
30 12 10 305 254
40 14 12	1/2 356 318
50 21 10 533 254
60 21 12	1/2 533 318

Dimensional Data

Unit  
Size

Imperial (in.) Metric (mm)
B C B C

10,	20 20	7/8 9	3/4 530 248
30 20	7/8 9	3/4 530 248
40 20	7/8 12	1/4 530 311
50 20	7/8 9	3/4 530 248
60 20	7/8 12	1/4 530 311

Dimensional Data

Unit  
Size

Imperial (in.) Metric (mm)
B C B C

10,	20 20	7/8 10 530 254
30 20	7/8 10 530 254
40 20	7/8 12	1/2 530 318
50 20	7/8 10 530 254
60 not	available not	available
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ECM Motor

Features and Benefits
The Price FDBU is available with the latest 
motor technology: the ECM – Electronically 
Commutated Motor. The ECM motor is a 
brushless DC motor design with a built-
in inverter and a microprocessor-based 
motor controller. The ECM motor has 
several features which make it superior to 
conventional electric motors:

•	 Energy	efficient	operation
•	 Long	life
•	 Low	operating	temperature
•	 Programmable
•	 Wide	operating	range
•	 Variable	fan	flow
Each ECM motor supplied is factory 
preset with the Price Enersave operating  
program, developed to provide consistent, 
repeatable fan volume and energy savings.

Energy Efficient
The ECM motor has a minimum efficiency of 
70% throughout its entire operating range. 
Conventional induction motors become 
less efficient at the reduced speeds that 
are typically selected for fan powered 
applications. Energy savings of 50 - 60% 
can be achieved with the ECM motor at 
normal operating conditions, result ing in 
an excellent payback time.

Extended Life
Motor life of the ECM is extended due to its 
low operating temperature and ball bearing 
design. Low operating temperatures prevent 
breakdown of electrical components, 
providing long life and trouble-free 
operation. The ball bearings require no 
lubrication and enable lower operating 
speeds.

Low Operating Temperatures
The ECM motor operates at significantly 
reduced temperatures compared to 
conventional induction motors. The reduced 
motor heat gain provides further energy 
savings due to the lower cooling load 
required.

Price ECM Speed Controller
A Price electronic speed controller is 
provided as standard to enable adjustment 
of fan flow. The con troller, located on the 
terminal unit control shroud, can be reset 
with a screwdriver to facilitate air flow 
changes,	including	an	OFF	position.	The	Price	
speed controller also accepts a 0-10 VDC or 
0-20 mA signal for remote adjustment from 
a DDC control system for VAV applications.

ECM Motor

ECM Motor

Innovative Fan Control Strategies
Price FDBU terminal units with ECM motors 
are programmed to provide a gradual fan 
start sequence. When the fan is energized 
it starts at low speed and smoothly ramps 
up to design flow for quiet, non-obtrusive 
operation.

An analog input to the speed controller is 
provided as standard to allow for modulation 
of fan speed in response to a controller 
signal. Modulation of fan speed, as opposed 
to on/off operation, offers optimum energy 
efficiency in addition to superior comfort 
control.

Wide Range
Due to the ball bearing design and low 
operating temperature of the ECM motor, 
the unit can be operated at a lower 
minimum speed than conventional motors. 
This results in a wide air flow range for 
each size of terminal unit. The ECM motor 
provides maximum flexibility for future air 
flow adjustment requirements.

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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Application Guidelines

Underfloor fan booster terminals are 
commonly utilized for two main applications: 

Perimeter Zones 
a. Underfloor fan terminals may be used 

to ensure adequate cooling for solar and 
skin loads. The unit fan will be energized 
on cooling demand. 

b. Underfloor fan terminals may also be 
used as a heat source for the perimeter of 
the building during the heating season or 
morning warm-up cycle. The unit fan will 
be energized during heating demand. 

Interior Rooms 
Underfloor fan terminals may be used 
to provide cooling to interior rooms as 
required by the occupancy. The unit fan will 
be energized during occupied mode.

Linear Floor Grille and Boot Located Along Window

Round Floor Diffuser and Boot Located in a Meeting Room

FDBU LFG

FDBU RBC

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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Application Guidelines

During heating mode the FDBU terminal is 
energized and the motorized dampers on the 
floor	boots	are	closed.	Room	air	is	drawn	in	
through	the	round	floor	diffusers	in	the	RFB-
HC boots on the intake side of the fan, and 
supplied to the room through the linear floor 
grilles	(LFG)	on	the	discharge	side	of	the	fan.	
A heating coil is energized in response to 
the room thermostat. The manual stop on 
the cooling inlet actuator can be set to meet 
minimum fresh air requirements.

Round Floor Diffusers – Heating/Cooling Changeover Heating Mode

Round Floor Diffusers – Heating/Cooling Changeover Cooling Mode
During cooling mode the FDBU terminal 
unit is not energized. The motorized 
dampers	on	all	the	floor	boots	(RFB	as	well	
as	LFG)	open,	allowing	conditioned	plenum	
air to enter the occupied space through the 
round floor diffuser. The motorized dampers 
can be modulated in response to the room 
thermostat.

FDBU with HeaterLFG-HC RFB-HC

FDBU with HeaterLFG-HC RFB-HC

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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Acoustical Design Considerations - Side Profile

Acoustical Design Considerations - Plan View

Selection Guidelines

Fan Selection
To properly select an underfloor fan powered 
terminal unit, refer to the fan performance 
curves on the following pages. The fan 
curves give the range of external static 
pressure available at the discharge versus 
the range of air volumes. The solid state 
speed controller allows selection anywhere 
within the minimum and maximum fan 
curves. Selections in the mid-volume range 
are recommended to reduce noise level and 
provide flexibility for future changes.

If a fan selection is made near the maximum 
rated fan capacity and actual downstream 
system pressure is higher than anticipated, 
design volume will not be achieved. 
Selecting a terminal at the minimum rated 
fan capacity results in an oversized unit with 
a larger horsepower motor than required. 
The larger motor running at minimum speed 
control settings will consume substantially 
more energy than a smaller motor at a 
higher speed control setting.

Note that in all cases a downstream 
resistance to the fan of at least 0.10 in. w.g. 
must be maintained to avoid overloading of 
the fan motor. Less downstream resistance 
can cause the supply fan motor to overheat 
and kick out on thermal overload. Continuing 
operation in an overload situation will 
adversely affect the motor bearings and 
contribute to reduced motor life.

When selecting a fan size from the 
performance curves, the static pressure 
loss of any accessories must be taken into 
account. The effect of the resistance of hot 
water reheat coils on the fan performance 
is indicated on the fan curves.

Acoustical Design Considerations
To ensure an acceptable noise level 
in the occupied space, several design 
considerations should be taken into account.

1. Select a terminal that will operate in the 
mid to low area of its operating range. 
Lower fan speeds produce lower sound 
levels.

2. Avoid locating the terminal near any 
floor openings such as plenum-fed round 
floor supply diffusers.

3. Locate terminals to allow for adequate 
downstream duct attenuation.

4. A floor with high transmission loss will 
reduce radiated sound.

5. The use of acoustically lined flex duct on 
the diffuser will reduce discharge sound.

12 3 54

RFTD

LFGFDBU

LFG

FDBU

RFTD

RFTD

1 53

4

2

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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Unit Size 20 Unit Size 30

Note:	Data	obtained	in	accordance	with	
ARI	Standard	880-98.

Caution to Contractors
Fan	powered	terminal	units	are	not	
intended	for	use	as	temporary	heat	or	
ventilation	during	building	construction.	
The	terminal	units	are	not	designed,	nor	
equipped,	to	operate	in	a	dusty	construc-
tion	environment.	Recirculating	fan	wheels	
can	become	coated	with	construction	dust,	
resulting	in	an	unbalanced	wheel.	This	in	
turn	can	contribute	to	reduced	motor	life.	
Inlet	air	filters	would	provide	little	protec-
tion	as	they	would	quickly	become	plugged	
with	construction	dust.
A	fan	powered	terminal	unit	should	never	
be	operated	if	the	downstream	ductwork	
has	not	been	installed.	A	minimum	of	
0.10	in.	w.g.	downstream	static	pressure	
resistance	is	required	for	safe	operation	of	
the	recirculating	fan	motor.
Please Note:
Price	cannot	warrant	against	unauthorized	
operation	under	conditions	as	outlined	on	
this	page.
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Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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Air Flow, cfm [L/s]
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Unit Size 10* Unit Size 20* – No Coil, 1 and 2 Row Coil

Note:	Data	obtained	in	accordance	with	
ARI	Standard	880-98.

Caution to Contractors
Fan	powered	terminal	units	are	not	
intended	for	use	as	temporary	heat	or	
ventilation	during	building	construction.	
The	terminal	units	are	not	designed,	nor	
equipped,	to	operate	in	a	dusty	construc-
tion	environment.	Recirculating	fan	wheels	
can	become	coated	with	construction	dust,	
resulting	in	an	unbalanced	wheel.	This	in	
turn	can	contribute	to	reduced	motor	life.	
Inlet	air	filters	would	provide	little	protec-
tion	as	they	would	quickly	become	plugged	
with	construction	dust.
A	fan	powered	terminal	unit	should	never	
be	operated	if	the	downstream	ductwork	
has	not	been	installed.	A	minimum	of	
0.10	in.	w.g.	downstream	static	pressure	
resistance	is	required	for	safe	operation	of	
the	recirculating	fan	motor.
Please Note:
Price	cannot	warrant	against	unauthorized	
operation	under	conditions	as	outlined	on	
this	page.

Unit Size 30 – No Coil Unit Size 30 – 1 Row Coil

Fan Performance Curves – ECM Motor

Unit Size 30 – 2 Row Coil Unit Size 40 – No Coil

*	Note:
	 Unit	size	10	&	20	can	not	be	programmed	
for	factory	set	fan	flow.	The	fan	air	volume	
will	vary	as	the	external	static	pressure	
varies	in	accordance	with	the	fan	curves	
illustrated.	All	other	features	and	benefits	
of	the	ECM	motor	apply	to	the	size	10	&	
20	unit.
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Unit Size 40 – 1 Row Coil Unit Size 40 – 2 Row Coil Note:	Data	obtained	in	accordance	with	
ARI	Standard	880-98.
Caution to Contractors
Fan	powered	terminal	units	are	not	
intended	for	use	as	temporary	heat	or	
ventilation	during	building	construction.	
The	terminal	units	are	not	designed,	nor	
equipped,	to	operate	in	a	dusty	construc-
tion	environment.	Recirculating	fan	wheels	
can	become	coated	with	construction	dust,	
resulting	in	an	unbalanced	wheel.	This	in	
turn	can	contribute	to	reduced	motor	life.	
Inlet	air	filters	would	provide	little	protec-
tion	as	they	would	quickly	become	plugged	
with	construction	dust.
A	fan	powered	terminal	unit	should	never	
be	operated	if	the	downstream	ductwork	
has	not	been	installed.	A	minimum	of	
0.10	in.	w.g.	downstream	static	pressure	
resistance	is	required	for	safe	operation	of	
the	recirculating	fan	motor.
Please Note:
Price	cannot	warrant	against	unauthorized	
operation	under	conditions	as	outlined	on	
this	page.

Fan Performance Curves - ECM Motor

Unit Size 50 – No Coil Unit Size 50 – 1 Row Coil

Unit Size 50 – 2 Row Coil Unit Size 60 – No Coil
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Selection Guidelines*

To properly select a Price fan powered terminal unit with ECM 
motor, refer to the fan performance curves. The fan curves give the 
range of external static pressure available at the discharge versus 
the range of air volumes. Fan selection must be within the bold 
fan curve lines.

The shaded area shown on the fan curves gives the range of 
constant fan flow operation for each unit size for external static 
pressures from 0.1 to 0.5 in. w.g. In this shaded area, fan flow can be 
factory set to design conditions. Selection outside the shaded area 
is allowable; however, fan flow will vary according to the external 
static pressure applied to the fan.

The solid state speed controller allows for selection anywhere 
within the minimum and maximum fan flows. Selections in the mid-
volume range are recommended to reduce noise level and provide 
flexibility for future changes. The speed controller can be factory 
set, but can also be easily field adjusted if changes are required.

When selecting a fan size from the performance curves, the static 
pressure loss of any accessories must be taken into account. 
The effect of the resistance of hot water heating coils on the fan 
performance is indicated on separate fan curves. For electric heating 
coils, the range for no coil can be used.

If a fan selection is made near the maximum rated fan capacity and 
the actual downstream system pressure is higher than anticipated, 
design volume will not be achieved.

Note that in all cases, a downstream resistance to the fan of at 
least 0.10 in. w.g. must be maintained to avoid overloading of the 
fan motor.

Note:	Data	obtained	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	Standard	130-1996	
and	ARI	Standard	880-98.

* Selection guidelines do not apply to unit sizes 10 and 20.

Unit Size 60 – 1 Row Coil Unit Size 60 – 2 Row Coil Note:	Data	obtained	in	accordance	with	
ARI	Standard	880-98.
Caution to Contractors
Fan	powered	terminal	units	are	not	
intended	for	use	as	temporary	heat	or	
ventilation	during	building	construction.	
The	terminal	units	are	not	designed,	nor	
equipped,	to	operate	in	a	dusty	construc-
tion	environment.	Recirculating	fan	wheels	
can	become	coated	with	construction	dust,	
resulting	in	an	unbalanced	wheel.	This	in	
turn	can	contribute	to	reduced	motor	life.	
Inlet	air	filters	would	provide	little	protec-
tion	as	they	would	quickly	become	plugged	
with	construction	dust.
A	fan	powered	terminal	unit	should	never	
be	operated	if	the	downstream	ductwork	
has	not	been	installed.	A	minimum	of	
0.10	in.	w.g.	downstream	static	pressure	
resistance	is	required	for	safe	operation	of	
the	recirculating	fan	motor.
Please Note:
Price	cannot	warrant	against	unauthorized	
operation	under	conditions	as	outlined	on	
this	page.

Fan Performance Curves - ECM Motor

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

     Discharge Sound Radiated Sound 
     Sound Power Levels, Lw, dB, re 10-12 Watts Sound Power Levels, Lw, dB, re 10-12 Watts 
 Unit   Air Flow Octave Band Octave Band
 Size L/s cfm  2 3 4 5 6 7 NC   2 3 4 5 6 7 NC
	 10	 24	 50	 	 63	 56	 55	 48	 41	 30	 --	 	 	 59	 54	 55	 51	 47	 39	 24	
	 	 47	 100	 	 66	 60	 56	 53	 47	 37	 22	 	 	 63	 58	 58	 54	 51	 43	 27	
	 	 94	 200	 	 69	 64	 61	 58	 52	 44	 26	 	 	 67	 62	 60	 58	 54	 47	 30	
	 	 142	 300	 	 70	 66	 63	 60	 55	 48	 25	 	 	 69	 64	 62	 60	 56	 50	 32	
	 	 165	 350	 	 71	 67	 64	 62	 56	 50	 26	 	 	 70	 65	 63	 60	 57	 51	 32

	 20	 94	 200	 	 46	 44	 48	 42	 36	 29	 --	 	 	 45	 48	 47	 43	 37	 27	 --	
	 	 189	 400	 	 60	 59	 59	 55	 50	 46	 --	 	 	 57	 57	 56	 55	 51	 43	 27	
	 	 283	 600	 	 69	 68	 66	 63	 59	 56	 27	 	 	 64	 62	 61	 62	 59	 52	 34	
	 	 378	 800	 	 75	 74	 71	 68	 65	 63	 33	 	 	 68	 66	 64	 67	 64	 59	 39

	 30	 189	 400	 	 63	 63	 60	 57	 51	 45	 21	 	 	 60	 58	 58	 55	 50	 41	 28	
	 	 283	 600	 	 69	 69	 65	 63	 58	 54	 29	 	 	 64	 62	 63	 62	 57	 50	 33	
	 	 378	 800	 	 73	 74	 70	 68	 63	 61	 33	 	 	 68	 66	 67	 66	 62	 56	 38	
	 	 472	 1000	 	 77	 77	 73	 72	 67	 66	 37	 	 	 70	 69	 70	 69	 66	 61	 41	
	 	 566	 1200	 	 79	 80	 75	 74	 71	 70	 41	 	 	 73	 71	 72	 72	 69	 65	 44

	 40	 378	 800	 	 62	 58	 59	 56	 52	 49	 --	 	 	 61	 60	 62	 58	 51	 43	 32	
	 	 472	 1000	 	 68	 64	 65	 62	 59	 57	 21	 	 	 66	 64	 65	 62	 56	 48	 35	
	 	 566	 1200	 	 73	 69	 69	 68	 64	 63	 27	 	 	 69	 67	 67	 65	 60	 52	 37	
	 	 661	 1400	 	 78	 73	 73	 72	 69	 68	 32	 	 	 72	 69	 68	 68	 63	 55	 40

	 50	 330	 700	 	 63	 60	 59	 57	 51	 45	 --	 	 	 64	 59	 58	 57	 50	 42	 28	
	 	 472	 1000	 	 68	 65	 64	 62	 57	 54	 22	 	 	 68	 63	 62	 62	 56	 49	 33	
	 	 614	 1300	 	 71	 68	 68	 66	 62	 60	 26	 	 	 71	 66	 65	 65	 61	 55	 37	
	 	 755	 1600	 	 73	 71	 71	 69	 66	 65	 29	 	 	 73	 69	 67	 68	 64	 59	 40	
	 	 897	 1900	 	 75	 73	 73	 72	 69	 69	 32	 	 	 75	 70	 69	 70	 67	 63	 42

	 60	 614	 1300	 	 70	 68	 65	 65	 61	 57	 26	 	 	 71	 64	 66	 67	 62	 55	 38	
	 	 755	 1600	 	 73	 70	 68	 68	 64	 61	 29	 	 	 73	 66	 68	 69	 65	 59	 41	
	 	 897	 1900	 	 75	 73	 70	 71	 67	 64	 31	 	 	 74	 68	 70	 71	 67	 62	 43	
	 	 1038	 2200	 	 76	 74	 72	 73	 69	 67	 34	 	 	 75	 70	 71	 73	 69	 64	 45	
	 	 1180	 2500	 	 78	 76	 74	 75	 71	 69	 36	 	 	 76	 72	 73	 74	 71	 67	 46	
	 	 1321	 2800	 	 79	 78	 76	 76	 73	 72	 37	 	 	 77	 73	 74	 76	 73	 69	 48

Sound Data

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU

Performance Notes: 
1.	 Test	 data	 obtained	 in	 accordance	with	AHRI	Standard	

880-2011	and	ASHRAE	Standard	130-2008.
2.		Sound	power	levels	include	duct	end	corrections	per	AHRI	

Standard	880-2011.
3.		NCs	are	derived	from	sound	power	levels	which	include	duct	

end	corrections	per	AHRI	Standard	880	-2011.
4.		Blank	spaces	(--)	indicate	NCs	less	than	20.
5.		Air	flow	given	in	L/s	and	cfm.
6.		Fan	external	static	pressure	is	63	Pa	(0.25	in.w.g.)	in	all	

cases.
7.		NC	values	are	calculated	based	on	 typical	attenuation	

values	outlined	in	Appendix	E,	AHRI	Standard	885-2008,	
“A	Procedure	for	Estimating	Occupied	Space	Sound	Levels	
in	the	Application	of	Air	Terminals	and	Air	Outlets.”

Discharge	NC	is	based	on	environmental	effect,	lined	duct,	
end	reflection,	flex	duct	effect,	space	effect,	and	sound	power	
division	per	AHRI	885-2008	Appendix	E	attenuation	values.
Discharge Sound

Total	Deduction Octave	Band,	Hz
2 3 4 5 6 7

<300cfm	[142	L/s] 24 28 39 53 59 40
300-700	cfm	[142-330	L/s] 27 29 40 51 53 39
>700cfm	[330	L/s] 29 30 41 51 52 39

Radiated	NC	is	based	on	combined	space	effect	and	
floor	tile	transmission	effect.		These	calculations	are	not	
covered	by	AHRI	885-2008	Appendix	E.
Radiated Sound
Total	Deduction	 Octave	Band,	Hz
	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
All	Sizes	 23	 26	 25	 27	 27	 28
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Unit Size 10
 Coil HD    Air Flow Rate, cfm
Rows gpm Loss 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375
1	Row	 0.5	 0.2	 3.5	 4.5	 5.3	 6	 6.5	 7	 7.4	 7.8	 8.1	 8.4	 8.7	 8.9	 9.2	 9.4
Single	 1.0	 0.59	 3.7	 4.9	 5.9	 6.8	 7.5	 8.1	 8.7	 9.3	 9.8	 10.2	 10.6	 11	 11.3	 11.7
Circuit	 2.0	 1.77	 3.8	 5.2	 6.3	 7.3	 8.1	 8.9	 9.6	 10.3	 10.9	 11.4	 12	 12.4	 12.9	 13.3
	 3.0	 3.37	 3.9	 5.3	 6.4	 7.4	 8.4	 9.2	 10	 10.7	 11.3	 11.9	 12.5	 13	 13.6	 14.0
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.00	 0.01	 0.01	 0.01	 0.02	 0.02	 0.03	 0.04	 0.04	 0.05	 0.06	 0.07	 0.08	 0.09
2	Row	 1.0	 0.25	 5.3	 7.3	 9	 10.4	 11.7	 12.8	 13.8	 14.7	 15.5	 16.3	 16.9	 17.6	 18.1	 18.7
Mulit-	 2.0	 0.79	 5.5	 7.7	 9.7	 11.4	 13	 14.4	 15.7	 16.9	 18	 19	 20	 20.9	 21.7	 22.5
Circuit	 4.0	 2.56	 5.6	 8	 10.1	 12	 13.8	 15.4	 16.9	 18.3	 19.6	 20.8	 22	 23.1	 24.1	 25.1
	 6.0	 5.16	 5.7	 8.1	 10.2	 12.2	 14	 15.7	 17.3	 18.8	 20.2	 21.5	 22.8	 24	 25.1	 26.2
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.01	 0.01	 0.02	 0.03	 0.04	 0.05	 0.06	 0.08	 0.09	 0.11	 0.13	 0.15	 0.17	 0.19
Unit Size 20
 Coil HD    Air Flow Rate, cfm
Rows gpm Loss 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750
1	Row	 0.5	 0.2	 7.4	 8.1	 8.7	 9.2	 9.6	 9.9	 10.2	 10.5	 10.7	 10.9	 11.1	 11.3
Single	 1.0	 0.6	 8.7	 9.8	 10.6	 11.3	 12	 12.5	 13	 13.5	 13.9	 14.3	 14.6	 15.0
Circuit	 2.0	 1.77	 9.6	 10.9	 12	 12.9	 13.7	 14.5	 15.2	 15.8	 16.4	 16.9	 17.4	 17.9
	 3.0	 3.37	 10	 11.3	 12.5	 13.6	 14.5	 15.3	 16.1	 16.8	 17.5	 18.1	 18.6	 19.2
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.03	 0.04	 0.06	 0.08	 0.1	 0.12	 0.15	 0.18	 0.21	 0.24	 0.27	 0.3
2	Row	 1.0	 0.25	 13.8	 15.5	 16.9	 18.1	 19.2	 20	 20.8	 21.5	 22.2	 22.7	 23.2	 23.7
Mulit-	 2.0	 0.79	 15.7	 18	 20	 21.7	 23.2	 24.6	 25.8	 26.9	 28	 28.9	 29.8	 30.5
Circuit	 4.0	 2.57	 16.9	 19.6	 22	 24.1	 26.1	 27.8	 29.4	 30.9	 32.3	 33.5	 34.7	 35.8
	 6.0	 5.16	 17.3	 20.2	 22.8	 25.1	 27.2	 29.1	 30.9	 32.5	 34.1	 35.5	 36.8	 38.1
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.06	 0.09	 0.13	 0.17	 0.21	 0.26	 0.31	 0.37	 0.43	 0.5	 0.57	 0.64
Unit Size 30  
 Coil HD    Air Flow Rate, cfm
Rows gpm Loss 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950
1	Row	 0.5	 0.28	 12.0	 12.5	 12.9	 13.3	 13.6	 13.9	 14.2	 14.4	 14.7	 14.9	 15.0	 15.2
Single	 1.0	 0.82	 15.1	 16.0	 16.7	 17.3	 17.9	 18.5	 19.0	 19.4	 19.9	 20.3	 20.6	 21.0
Circuit	 2.0	 2.41	 17.4	 18.5	 19.5	 20.4	 21.2	 22.0	 22.8	 23.5	 24.1	 24.7	 25.3	 25.8
	 3.0	 4.55	 18.3	 19.5	 20.7	 21.7	 22.7	 23.6	 24.4	 25.2	 26.0	 26.7	 27.3	 28.0
		 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.04	 0.05	 0.06	 0.07	 0.08	 0.09	 0.1	 0.11	 0.13	 0.14	 0.16	 0.17
2	Row	 1.0	 0.33	 23.3	 24.5	 25.6	 26.6	 27.4	 28.2	 29.0	 29.6	 30.2	 30.8	 31.3	 31.8
Mulit-	 2.0	 1.02	 28.1	 30.0	 31.7	 33.3	 34.7	 36.1	 37.3	 38.5	 39.6	 40.6	 41.5	 42.4
Circuit	 4.0	 3.2	 31.3	 33.7	 36	 38.1	 40.0	 41.8	 43.6	 45.2	 46.7	 48.2	 49.5	 50.8
	 6.0	 6.34	 32.6	 35.2	 37.7	 40.0	 42.1	 44.2	 46.1	 48.0	 49.7	 51.4	 52.9	 54.5
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.08	 0.1	 0.12	 0.14	 0.16	 0.19	 0.21	 0.24	 0.27	 0.3	 0.33	 0.36
Unit Size 40  
 Coil HD    Air Flow Rate, cfm
Rows gpm Loss 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
1	Row	 1.0	 0.22	 18.1	 19.1	 19.9	 20.7	 21.3	 21.9	 22.4	 22.8	 23.3	 23.6
Multi-	 2.0	 0.71	 22	 23.6	 25	 26.2	 27.2	 28.2	 29.1	 29.9	 30.6	 31.3
Circuit	 4.0	 2.33	 24.8	 26.8	 28.6	 30.3	 31.7	 33.1	 34.3	 35.4	 36.5	 37.5
	 6.0	 4.72	 26	 28.2	 30.2	 32	 33.6	 35.1	 36.5	 37.8	 39.1	 40.2
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.05	 0.07	 0.09	 0.11	 0.13	 0.15	 0.18	 0.2	 0.23	 0.26
2	Row	 1.0	 0.4	 29.4	 31.1	 32.5	 33.7	 34.7	 35.6	 36.4	 37.1	 37.7
Multi-	 2.0	 1.22	 37.3	 40.2	 42.8	 45.0	 47.0	 48.8	 50.4	 51.8	 53.1
Circuit	 4.0	 3.79	 43.0	 47.0	 50.6	 53.8	 56.7	 59.4	 61.9	 64.2	 66.3
	 6.0	 7.42	 45.2	 49.7	 53.8	 57.5	 60.9	 64	 67	 69.7	 72.2
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.11	 0.14	 0.18	 0.22	 0.27	 0.32	 0.37	 0.43	 0.49
Unit Size 50  
 Coil HD    Air Flow Rate, cfm
Rows gpm Loss 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900
1	Row	 0.5	 0.28	 15.0	 15.4	 15.7	 15.9	 16.2	 16.4	 16.6	 16.7	 16.9	 17.0	 17.2
Multi-	 1.0	 0.82	 20.6	 21.3	 21.9	 22.5	 23.0	 23.4	 23.8	 24.2	 24.6	 24.9	 25.2
Circuit	 2.0	 2.42	 25.3	 26.4	 27.3	 28.2	 29.0	 29.7	 30.4	 31.1	 31.7	 32.2	 32.8
	 3.0	 4.57	 27.3	 28.6	 29.8	 30.8	 31.8	 32.7	 33.5	 34.3	 35.0	 35.7	 36.4
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.16	 0.19	 0.22	 0.26	 0.3	 0.34	 0.38	 0.43	 0.48	 0.53	 0.58
2	Row	 1.0	 0.33	 31.3	 32.2	 33.0	 33.7	 34.3	 34.9	 35.4	 35.9	 36.3	 36.7	 37.0
Multi-	 2.0	 1.02	 41.5	 43.3	 44.8	 46.2	 47.5	 48.7	 49.7	 50.7	 51.6	 52.5	 53.2
Circuit	 4.0	 3.21	 49.5	 52.1	 54.4	 56.6	 58.6	 60.4	 62.1	 63.7	 65.1	 66.5	 67.9
	 6.0	 6.35	 52.9	 55.9	 58.6	 61.1	 63.5	 65.6	 67.7	 69.6	 71.4	 73.1	 74.7
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.33	 0.4	 0.47	 0.55	 0.63	 0.72	 0.81	 0.91	 1.01	 1.11	 1.22

1 & 2 Row Hot Water Coil Data – Imperial Units

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016. 
Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	

Correction Factors - 1 & 2 Row Hot Water Coils	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Entering	Water	Temperature,	°F

	 	 	 110	 120	 130	 140	 150	 160	 170	 180	 190	 200	 210

Entering	Air	Temperature	°F	 60	 0.42	 0.51	 0.59	 0.68	 0.77	 0.86	 0.95	 1.04	 1.13	 1.23	 1.32

	 	 65	 0.38	 0.46	 0.55	 0.64	 0.73	 0.82	 0.91	 1.00	 1.09	 1.18	 1.28

	 	 70	 0.33	 0.42	 0.51	 0.60	 0.69	 0.78	 0.87	 0.96	 1.05	 1.14	 1.23

	 	 75	 0.29	 0.38	 0.47	 0.55	 0.64	 0.73	 0.82	 0.91	 1.00	 1.10	 1.19

Performance Notes: 
1.	 Tabulated	values	are	in	MBH	(thousands	of	Btu/h).
2.	 Tables	are	based	on	a	temperature	difference	of	115°F	

(180°F	entering	water	temperature	and	65°F	entering	air	
temperature).	For	other	temperature	differences,	multiply	
MBH	values	by	factors	as	listed	above.

3.	 Minimum	air	and	water	flow	values	are	based	on	ASHRAE	
recommendations	for	coil	selection.	For	selections	outside	
these	tabulated	air	or	water	flow	values,	please	consult	
your	local	Price	representatives.

4.	 Do	not	select	coils	for	a	leaving	air	temperature	above	
120°F.

5.	 HD	(head)	loss	is	in	feet	of	water.
6.	 Through	the	coil,	∆Ps,	is	the	pressure	drop	in	inches	of	

water	across	the	coil.
7.	 For	 fan	 capacity	 with	 coils,	 see	 fan	 curves	 on	 pages		

I112	-	I115.
8.	 Air	temperature	rise	=	ATR,	ATR(°F)	=	927	x	MBH/cfm.
9.	 Water	temperature	drop	=	WTD.	WTD(°F)	=	2.04	x	MBH/

gpm.
10.	Values	in	tables	are	listed	for	0	feet	of	altitude	and	no	

glycol	in	the	system.

11.	Connections:	One	Row	-	1/2"	OD	male	solder.	Two	Row	-	7/8"	
OD	male	solder.

12.	Heating	coils	used	 in	 this	unit	have	been	performance	
rated	and	certified	in	accordance	with	the	current	edition	
of	ARI	Standard	410.

Unit Size 60
 Coil HD      Air Flow Rate, cfm
Rows gpm Loss 500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800
1	Row	 0.6	 0.68	 23.6	 23.9	 24.1	 24.3	 24.5	 24.7	 24.9	 25.0	 25.2	 25.3	 25.4	 25.5	 25.6	 25.7
Multi-	 1.0	 1.47	 31.9	 32.4	 32.9	 33.4	 33.8	 34.2	 34.6	 34.9	 35.2	 35.5	 35.8	 36.1	 36.3	 36.5
Circuit	 2.0	 4.19	 42.4	 43.4	 44.4	 45.3	 46.1	 46.9	 47.6	 48.3	 49.0	 49.6	 50.2	 50.8	 51.4	 51.9
	 3.0	 7.76	 47.4	 48.7	 49.9	 51.1	 52.1	 53.2	 54.2	 55.1	 56.0	 56.8	 57.6	 58.4	 59.2	 59.9
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.1	 0.11	 0.13	 0.14	 0.15	 0.17	 0.18	 0.2	 0.21	 0.23	 0.25	 0.27	 0.28	 0.3
2	Row	 1.0	 0.23	 42.5	 43.0	 43.5	 43.9	 44.3	 44.7	 45.0	 45.4	 45.6	 45.9	 46.2	 46.4	 46.6	 46.8
Multi-	 2.0	 0.73	 62.6	 63.9	 65.2	 66.3	 67.4	 68.4	 69.3	 70.1	 70.9	 71.7	 72.4	 73.1	 73.7	 74.3
Circuit	 4.0	 2.32	 80.8	 83.2	 85.4	 87.5	 89.5	 91.3	 93.1	 94.8	 96.4	 97.9	 99.3	 100.7	 102.0	 103.3
	 6.0	 4.64	 89.2	 92.2	 94.9	 97.6	 100.1	 102.5	 104.7	 106.9	 109	 111	 112.9	 114.7	 116.4	 118.1
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.21	 0.24	 0.27	 0.29	 0.32	 0.35	 0.38	 0.42	 0.45	 0.49	 0.52	 0.56	 0.6	 0.64

1 & 2 Row Hot Water Coil Data – Imperial Units

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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 © Copyright Price Industries Limited 2016 All Metric dimensions ( ) are soft conversion.  
 Imperial dimensions are converted to metric and rounded to the nearest millimeter. 

Unit Size 10
 Coil HD      Air Flow Rate, L/s
Rows L/s Loss 24 35 47 59 71 83 94 106 118 130 142 153 165 177
1	Row	 0.03	 0.6	 1	 1.3	 1.6	 1.8	 1.9	 2.1	 2.2	 2.3	 2.4	 2.5	 2.6	 2.6	 2.7	 2.8
Single	 0.06	 1.77	 1.1	 1.5	 1.7	 2.0	 2.2	 2.4	 2.6	 2.7	 2.9	 3.0	 3.1	 3.3	 3.4	 3.5
Circuit	 0.13	 5.27	 1.1	 1.5	 1.9	 2.1	 2.4	 2.6	 2.9	 3.0	 3.2	 3.4	 3.5	 3.7	 3.8	 4.0
	 0.19	 10.03	 1.2	 1.6	 1.9	 2.2	 2.5	 2.7	 3.0	 3.2	 3.4	 3.5	 3.7	 3.9	 4.0	 4.2
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 0.0	 2.5	 2.5	 2.5	 5.0	 5.0	 7.5	 10.0	 10.0	 12.5	 15	 17.5	 20.0	 22.5
2	Row	 0.06	 0.74	 1.6	 2.2	 2.7	 3.1	 3.5	 3.8	 4.1	 4.4	 4.6	 4.8	 5.0	 5.2	 5.4	 5.5
Multi-	 0.13	 2.36	 1.6	 2.3	 2.9	 3.4	 3.8	 4.3	 4.7	 5.0	 5.3	 5.6	 5.9	 6.2	 6.4	 6.7
Circuit	 0.25	 7.64	 1.7	 2.4	 3.0	 3.6	 4.1	 4.6	 5.0	 5.4	 5.8	 6.2	 6.5	 6.8	 7.2	 7.4
	 0.38	 15.37	 1.7	 2.4	 3.0	 3.6	 4.2	 4.7	 5.1	 5.6	 6.0	 6.4	 6.8	 7.1	 7.4	 7.8
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 2.5	 2.5	 5.0	 7.5	 10.0	 12.5	 15	 20.0	 22.5	 27.5	 32.5	 37.5	 42.5	 47.5
Unit Size 20
 Coil HD      Air Flow Rate, L/s
Rows L/s Loss 94 118 142 165 189 212 236 260 283 307 330 354
1	Row	 0.03	 0.6	 2.2	 2.4	 2.6	 2.7	 2.8	 2.9	 3.0	 3.1	 3.2	 3.2	 3.3	 3.4
Single	 0.06	 1.77	 2.6	 2.9	 3.1	 3.4	 3.5	 3.7	 3.9	 4.0	 4.1	 4.2	 4.3	 4.4
Circuit	 0.13	 5.28	 2.9	 3.2	 3.5	 3.8	 4.1	 4.3	 4.5	 4.7	 4.9	 5.0	 5.0	 5.3
	 0.19	 10.05	 3.0	 3.4	 3.7	 4.0	 4.3	 4.5	 4.8	 5.0	 5.2	 5.4	 5.5	 5.7
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 7.5	 10.0	 15.0	 20.0	 25.0	 30.0	 37.5	 45.0	 52.5	 60.0	 67.5	 75.0
2	Row	 0.06	 0.75	 4.1	 4.6	 5.0	 5.4	 5.7	 5.9	 6.2	 6.4	 6.6	 6.7	 6.9	 7.0
Multi-	 0.13	 2.36	 4.7	 5.3	 5.9	 6.4	 6.9	 7.3	 7.7	 8.0	 8.3	 8.6	 8.8	 9.1
Circuit	 0.25	 7.64	 5.0	 5.8	 6.5	 7.2	 7.7	 8.2	 8.7	 9.2	 9.6	 9.9	 10.3	 10.6
	 0.38	 15.38	 5.1	 6.0	 6.8	 7.4	 8.1	 8.6	 9.2	 9.6	 10.1	 10.5	 10.9	 11.3
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 15.0	 22.5	 32.5	 42.5	 52.5	 65.0	 77.5	 92.5	 107.5	 125.0	 142.5	 160.0
Unit Size 30
 Coil HD      Air Flow Rate, L/s
Rows L/s Loss 189 212 236 260 283 307 330 354 378 401 425 448
1	Row	 0.03	 0.84	 3.6	 3.7	 3.8	 3.9	 4.0	 4.1	 4.2	 4.3	 4.3	 4.4	 4.5	 4.5
Single	 0.06	 2.44	 4.5	 4.7	 4.9	 5.1	 5.3	 5.5	 5.6	 5.8	 5.9	 6.0	 6.1	 6.2
Circuit	 0.13	 7.18	 5.2	 5.5	 5.8	 6.0	 6.3	 6.5	 6.7	 7.0	 7.1	 7.3	 7.5	 7.7
	 0.19	 13.56	 5.4	 5.8	 6.1	 6.4	 6.7	 7.0	 7.2	 7.5	 7.7	 7.9	 8.1	 8.3
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 10.0	 12.5	 15.0	 17.5	 20.0	 22.5	 25.0	 27.5	 32.5	 35.0	 40.0	 42.5
2	Row	 0.06	 0.98	 6.9	 7.3	 7.6	 7.9	 8.1	 8.4	 8.6	 8.8	 9.0	 9.1	 9.3	 9.4
Multi-	 0.13	 3.02	 8.3	 8.9	 9.4	 9.9	 10.3	 10.7	 11.1	 11.4	 11.7	 12.0	 12.3	 12.6
Circuit	 0.25	 9.53	 9.3	 10.0	 10.7	 11.3	 11.9	 12.4	 12.9	 13.4	 13.8	 14.3	 14.7	 15.1
	 0.38	 18.87	 9.7	 10.4	 11.2	 11.8	 12.5	 13.1	 13.7	 14.2	 14.7	 15.2	 15.7	 16.1
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 20.0	 25.0	 30.0	 35.0	 40.0	 47.5	 52.5	 60.0	 67.5	 75.0	 82.5	 90.0
Unit Size 40  
 Coil HD      Air Flow Rate, L/s
Rows L/s Loss 283 330 378 425 472 519 566 614 661 708
1	Row	 0.06	 0.67	 5.4	 5.7	 5.9	 6.1	 6.3	 6.5	 6.6	 6.8	 6.9	 7.0
Single	 0.13	 2.12	 6.5	 7.0	 7.4	 7.7	 8.1	 8.4	 8.6	 8.9	 9.1	 9.3
Circuit	 0.25	 6.95	 7.4	 8.0	 8.5	 9.0	 9.4	 9.8	 10.2	 10.5	 10.8	 11.1
	 0.38	 14.07	 7.7	 8.4	 8.9	 9.5	 10.0	 10.4	 10.8	 11.2	 11.6	 11.9
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 12.5	 17.5	 22.5	 27.5	 32.5	 37.5	 45.0	 50.0	 57.5	 65.0
2	Row	 0.06	 1.2	 8.7	 9.2	 9.6	 10.0	 10.3	 10.5	 10.8	 11.0	 11.2
Multi-	 0.13	 3.64	 11.1	 11.9	 12.7	 13.3	 13.9	 14.5	 14.9	 15.4	 15.7
Circuit	 0.25	 11.27	 12.7	 13.9	 15.0	 15.9	 16.8	 17.6	 18.3	 19.0	 19.6
	 0.38	 22.1	 13.4	 14.7	 15.9	 17.0	 18.0	 19.0	 19.8	 20.6	 21.4
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 27.5	 35.0	 45.0	 55.0	 67.5	 80.0	 92.5	 107.5	 122.5
Unit Size 50  
 Coil HD      Air Flow Rate, L/s
Rows L/s Loss 425 472 519 566 614 661 708 755 802 850 897
1	Row	 0.03	 0.84	 4.5	 4.6	 4.6	 4.7	 4.8	 4.9	 4.9	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.1
Multi-	 0.06	 2.45	 6.1	 6.3	 6.5	 6.7	 6.8	 6.9	 7.1	 7.2	 7.3	 7.4	 7.5
Circuit	 0.13	 7.2	 7.5	 7.8	 8.1	 8.4	 8.6	 8.8	 9.0	 9.2	 9.4	 9.6	 9.7
	 0.19	 13.59	 8.1	 8.5	 8.8	 9.1	 9.4	 9.7	 9.9	 10.2	 10.4	 10.6	 10.8
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 40.0	 47.5	 55.0	 65.0	 75.0	 85.0	 95.0	 107.5	 120.0	 132.5	 145.0
2	Row	 0.06	 0.99	 9.3	 9.5	 9.8	 10.0	 10.2	 10.3	 10.5	 10.6	 10.8	 10.9	 11.0
Multi-	 0.13	 3.04	 12.3	 12.8	 13.3	 13.7	 14.1	 14.4	 14.7	 15.0	 15.3	 15.5	 15.8
Circuit	 0.25	 9.56	 14.7	 15.4	 16.1	 16.8	 17.3	 17.9	 18.4	 18.9	 19.3	 19.7	 20.1
	 0.38	 18.9	 15.7	 16.6	 17.4	 18.1	 18.8	 19.4	 20.1	 20.6	 21.1	 21.6	 22.1
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 82.5	 100.0	 117.5	 137.5	 157.5	 180.0	 202.5	 227.5	 252.5	 277.5	 305.0

1 & 2 Row Hot Water Coil Data – Metric Units

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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Unit Size 60
 Coil HD      Air Flow Rate, L/s
Rows L/s Loss 708 755 802 850 897 944 991 1038 1085 1133 1180 1227 1274 1321
1	Row	 0.04	 2.01	 7.0	 7.1	 7.1	 7.2	 7.3	 7.3	 7.4	 7.5	 7.5	 7.5	 7.5	 7.6	 7.6	 7.6
Multi-	 0.06	 4.36	 9.5	 9.6	 9.8	 9.9	 10.0	 10.1	 10.2	 10.3	 10.4	 10.5	 10.6	 10.7	 10.8	 10.8
Circuit	 0.13	 12.46	 12.6	 12.9	 13.1	 13.4	 13.7	 13.9	 14.1	 14.3	 14.5	 14.7	 14.9	 15.1	 15.2	 15.4
	 0.19	 23.07	 14.0	 14.4	 14.8	 15.1	 15.4	 15.8	 16.0	 16.3	 16.6	 16.8	 17.1	 17.3	 17.5	 17.7
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 25.0	 27.5	 32.5	 35.0	 34.5	 42.5	 45.0	 50.0	 52.5	 57.5	 62.5	 67.5	 70.0	 75.0
2	 0.06	 0.69	 12.6	 12.7	 12.9	 13.0	 13.1	 13.2	 13.3	 13.4	 13.5	 13.6	 13.7	 13.7	 13.8	 13.9
Multi-	 0.13	 2.16	 18.5	 18.9	 19.3	 19.6	 20.0	 20.3	 20.5	 20.8	 21.0	 21.2	 21.5	 21.7	 21.8	 22.0
Circuit	 0.25	 6.91	 23.9	 24.6	 25.3	 25.9	 26.5	 27.1	 27.6	 28.1	 28.6	 29.0	 29.4	 29.8	 30.2	 30.6
	 0.38	 13.81	 26.4	 27.3	 28.1	 28.9	 29.7	 30.4	 31.0	 31.7	 32.3	 32.9	 33.4	 34.0	 34.5	 35.0
	 Through	the	Coil,	∆Ps	 	 52.5	 60.0	 67.5	 72.5	 80.0	 87.5	 95.0	 105.0	 112.5	 122.5	 130.0	 140.0	 150.0	 160.0

1 & 2 Row Hot Water Coil Data – Metric Units

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	

Correction Factors - 1 & 2 Row Hot Water Coils	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Entering	Water	Temperature,	°C

	 	 	 43	 49	 54	 60	 66	 71	 77	 82	 88	 93	 99

Entering	Air	Temperature	°C	 16	 0.42	 0.51	 0.59	 0.68	 0.77	 0.86	 0.95	 1.04	 1.13	 1.23	 1.32

	 	 18	 0.38	 0.46	 0.55	 0.64	 0.73	 0.82	 0.91	 1.00	 1.09	 1.18	 1.28

	 	 21	 0.33	 0.42	 0.51	 0.60	 0.69	 0.78	 0.87	 0.96	 1.05	 1.14	 1.23

	 	 24	 0.29	 0.38	 0.47	 0.55	 0.64	 0.73	 0.82	 0.91	 1.00	 1.10	 1.19

Performance Notes: 
1.	 Tabulated	values	are	in	kW	(thousands	of	watts).
2.	 Tables	are	based	on	a	 temperature	difference	of	64°C	

(82°C	entering	water	temperature	and	18°	Centering	air	
temperature).	For	other	temperature	differences,	multiply	
kW	values	by	factors	as	listed	above.

3.	 Minimum	air	and	water	flow	values	are	based	on	ASHRAE	
recommendations	for	coil	selection.	For	selections	outside	
these	tabulated	air	or	water	flow	values,	please	consult	
your	local	Price	representatives.

4.	 Do	not	select	coils	for	a	leaving	air	temperature	above	
49°C.

5.	 HD	(head)	loss	is	in	kPa.
6.	 Through	the	coil,	∆Ps,	is	the	pressure	drop	in	Pa	across	

the	coil.
7.	 For	 fan	 capacity	 with	 coils,	 see	 fan	 curves	 on	 pages	

I112	-	I115.
8.	 Air	 temperature	 rise	 =	 ATR,	 ATR(°C)	 =	 829	 x	 kW/	 L/s		

(air	flow).
9.	 Water	temperature	drop	=	WTD.	WTD(°C)	=	0.224	x	kW/L/s	

(water	flow).
10.	Values	in	tables	are	listed	for	0	meters	of	altitude	and	no	

glycol	in	the	system.

11.	Connections:	One	Row	-	13mm	OD	male	solder,	except	
size	40,	22mm	OD	male	solder.

	 Two	Row	-	22mm	OD	male	solder.
12.	Heating	coils	used	 in	 this	unit	have	been	performance	

rated	and	certified	in	accordance	with	the	current	edition	
of	ARI	Standard	410.

Underfloor Terminal Units
FDBU
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Product Information

Underfloor Terminal Units
Accessories

General Information
Electric coils are an available accessory 
for use with Price underfloor booster and 
constant volume fan powered terminal 
units. The electric coils have been specific-
ally designed to suit Price fan powered 
terminal units. Electric coils are factory 
mounted at the discharge outlet of the 
terminal unit. 

Convenient top access door and speed 
control is provided specifically for underfloor 
applications.

Controls for the electric heat are interlocked 
and sequenced with the fan in the terminal 
unit. The electric heat can be energized only 
after the fan is operating.

Benefits of Electric Coils vs Hot Water 
Coils
Electric coils offer an alternative to hot water 
reheat coils as an optional accessory for fan 
powered terminal units. Their benefits are:

•	 No	need	for	water	lines.	Benefits	of	this	
include reduced installation costs and 
elimination of potential leaks which can 
damage property.

•	 Advantage	can	be	taken	of	the	electrical	
power supply hookup for the basic fan 
powered terminal unit when making 
the electrical connection for the electric 
coil. (Note: the electrical power supply 
conductor size increases when electrical 
coil load is added, refer to NEC codes for 
conductor sizing).

•	 No	 pressure	 drop	 across	 the	 coils,	
therefore reduced central fan HP 
requirements for constant volume fan 
powered terminal unit applications.

Features / Benefits of Price  
Electric Coils
•	 Heavy	 gauge	 zinc-coated	 steel	 electrical	

cabinet and frame.
•	 Large	electrical	 cabinet	door	hinged	 for	

easy access and designed for secure 
closure.

•	 Electric	 coil	 controls	 and	 fan	 powered	
terminal unit controls are on the same 
side of the unit, reducing design 
restrictions and providing ease of 
servicing.

•	 Electric	coil	configuration	and	air	flow	is	
matched to eliminate hot spots, providing 
efficient heat transfer and maintaining 
element life.

•	 Automatic	 reset	 thermal	 cutout	 is	
specifically matched to each unit to 
protect from overheating in case the 
minimum air flow requirements are not 
met.

•	 Secondary	thermal	cutout	is	in	the	power	
circuit and is used as a backup in case of 
failure of the automatic reset thermal 
cutout.

•	 Fan	 is	 interlocked	 with	 the	 heating	
elements to ensure that the fan is 
operational prior to the heating elements 
being energized.

•	 High	 grade	 nickel	 chrome	 heating	
elements provide superior element life 
and corrosion resistance.

•	 A	 single	 point	 connection	 is	 provided	
for heater and fan motor (except 600v/3Ø 
heater comes with 115v/1Ø motor).

•	 Electric	coil	units	are	ETL	listed	to	meet	
electrical safety standards and comply 
with dual designation CSA 236/UL 1995.

Available Options
•	 Interlocking	 main	 disconnect	 which	 is	

used to de-energize the electric reheat 
unit once the electrical en closure door 
has been opened.

•	 Mercury	 contactors	 recommended	 for	
use in applications sensitive to noise. 
Mercury contactors provide quiet 
operating	characteristics.	Recom	mended	
for applications which have frequent 
demand and cycle repeatedly.

•	 Disconnecting	contactors	for	applications	
where it is necessary to dis connect all 
three phase power-up.

•	 Up	 to	 two	 additional	 stages	 of	 electric	
heat available to allow for staged heating 
capacity.

•	 SCR	 (silicone	 controlled	 rectifier) 
option provides infinite heater control 
using a proportional signal. Element life 
is extended and noise from contactors is 
eliminated. This option may be specified 
compatible with pneumatic, electronic, 
or DDC controls. See page I137 for 
description (UL & CSA certified).

•	 Primary	 or	 secondary	 fusing	 for	 added	
safety or to meet local electrical codes.

Electric Heater
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Control Options

Conventional Staged Heater
Maximum 3 Stages

•	 Pneumatic
•	 Electronic
•	 Digital	(DDC)

SCR Heater
•	 Pneumatic
 proportional (with the addition of a 

pneumatic-electric transducer).
•	 Electronic
 proportional, pulsed AC, or pulsed DC. 

The	analog	input	of	the	SCR	is	compatible	
with the standard 0-10 VDC output of the 
Price PEDC controller.

•	 Digital	(DDC)
 proportional, pulsed AC, or pulsed DC.

SCR
The	SCR	(silicon	controlled	rectifier)	option	
provides proportional modulation at the 
heater over its full operating range. Solid 
state electronics ensure reliable efficient, 
and silent operation. 

Benefits of SCR
•	 Time	proportional	 control	 of	 the	duct	

heater maintains room set-points 
more accurately than on/off or staged 
systems, providing maximum comfort in 
the space.

•	 Energy	Efficient	-	Because	room	set-points	
are accurately maintained, undershoot 
and overshoot is avoided, reducing 
operating costs.

•	 Mechanical	 contactors	 are	 eliminated.	
Zero cross switching of the thyristor 
prevents electrical noise.

•	 Silent	Operation	–	Solid	 state	 switching	
of the coil elements eliminates noisy 
contactors or the requirement for more 
costly mercury contactors. 

•	 Controls	 can	 be	 specified	 compatible	
with pneumatic, electronic, or DDC.

SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifier)

Underfloor Terminal Units
Accessories
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Electric Coil Guidelines

Electric Coil Selection
In selecting electric coils, consider the 
following:

1.	Once	 the	 design	 air	 flow	 has	 been	
determined and the model type 
selected (either constant or variable 
volume), refer to the appropriate fan 
performance curves and select the 
model size of unit required to deliver the 
specified air flow.

2. With the model size and air flow known, 
electric coil capacity can be calculated. 
Refer	 to	 the	 electric	 coil	 selection	
procedure for details.

3. With the heating capacity (kW) of the unit 
known, select the power supply voltage 
based on maximum recommended kW, 
referring to the coil selection chart.

4 .  Ver i fy  that  minimum air  f low 
requirements of 70 cfm/kW (33 L/s per 
kW) are met, and that the discharge air 
temperature does not exceed 120 °F (49°C). 
Refer	to	example.

5. Select options.

Coil Selection Chart – Maximum kW
FDBU, FDCU
Total Max - kW for Conventional Control

   1 Phase Voltage 3 Phase Voltage

 Size  120 208 240 277 480 208 480 600

   kW kW kW kW kW kW kW kW

 10	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0

 20	 5.0	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5

	 30	 5.0	 9.0	 10.5	 12.0	 13.5	 13.0	 13.0	 13.0

	 40	 5.0	 8.5	 10.0	 12.0	 21.0	 15.0	 22.0	 22.0

	 50	 4.5	 8.0	 9.5	 12.0	 21.0	 14.0	 23.5	 23.5

	 60	 4.0	 9.0	 10.0	 12.0	 20.0	 15.0	 35.0	 40.0

   1 Phase Voltage 3 Phase Voltage

 Size  120 208 240 277 480 208 480 600

   kW kW kW kW kW kW kW kW

 10	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0	 5.0

 20	 5.0	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5	 8.5

	 30	 5.0	 9.0	 10.5	 12.0	 14.0	 9.0	 13.0	 13.0

	 40	 5.0	 8.5	 10.0	 12.0	 20.0	 9.0	 20.5	 22.0

	 50	 4.5	 8.0	 9.5	 12.0	 21.0	 9.0	 20.5	 23.5

	 60	 4.0	 9.0	 10.0	 12.0	 20.0	 15.0	 35.0	 40.0

FDBU, FDCU
Total Max - kW for SCR Control

Notes
1.	 ETL	certified	assemblies.
2.	 Minimum	kW:
	 Single	Phase	=	0.5	kW	per	stage.
	 Three	Phase	=	1.5	kW.
3.	 The	recommended	limit	of	48	amps	may	be	exceeded.	This	would	then	require	supplemental	fusing	to	meet	NEC	code	

requirements.	Contact	your	local	Price	representative	for	further	details.
4.	 Maximum	kW	limitations	is	the	lesser	of:
	 a)	coil	selection	chart
	 or
	 b)	minimum	air	flow	requirements	of	70	cfm/kW	(33	L/s	per	kW).

Underfloor Terminal Units
Accessories
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Electric Coil Selection Chart

How To Use the Chart
Electric Coil Selection Procedure
The selection of an electric coil for a 
fan powered terminal unit requires the 
determination of the two components of 
the	heat	loss.	One	component	is	the	heat	
required to satisfy the space load. The 
second component is the heat required to 
raise the temperature of the recirculated 
plenum air to that of the space. This can be 
determined as follows, using the Electric 
Coil Selection Chart and the equation as 
given below.

1.  Locate the room heat loss on the MBH 
scale on the far left side of the chart. 
Convert to kW by moving horizontally to 
the right, to the kW scale (1 kW = 3.413 
MBH).

2.  Calculate the kW required to heat 
the recirculated plenum air to room 
temperature using the following equation:

 kW = cfm x 1.08 x ∆T
       3413
3.  Add the kW value obtained in step 2 

to the kW scale at the left side. Move 
horizontally to the right, to the point 
where the kW value and the air flow 
volume intersect.

4.  With the point of intersection from 3, 
the	 air	 temperature	 rise	 (ATR)	 can	 be	
obtained by interpolating between the 
air temperature n/se lines on the graph.

5.  To verify the selection, sum the air 
temperature rise and the temperature of 
the recirculated plenum air. The sum total 
should be less than 120 °F.

Example
Select an electric coil for a Size 40 Model 
FDCU, with a recirculating fan capacity of 
1500 cfm. Space heat loss is estimated at 
56 MBH and space design temperature is  
72 °F. The temperature of recirculated 
plenum air is 68 °F.

1.  Space heat loss (56 MBH) = 16.4 kW
2.  Heat required to raise the temperature of 

the recirculated plenum air.
 kW = 1500 x 1.08 x 4 = 1.9 kW
                3413
3.  Total heat required = 16.4 + 1.9 = 18.3 kW.
4.		Air	temperature	rise	(ATR)	=	38.5	°F.

5.  Leaving air temperature  68 °F + 38.5 °F = 
106.5 °F. Since the leaving air temperature 
is less than the recommended maximum 
limit of 120 °F, the selection is satisfactory.

6. Select a suitable power supply from  
Table 3.

	 •	 	For	 Model	 FDCU,	 18.3	 kW,	 use	
480v/3Ø/4 wire or 600v/3Ø/3 wire.

7.  Verify power supply connection from  
Table 2.

	 •	 	For	Model	FDCU	Size	480v/3/4,	single	
point connection.

	 •	 	For	 Model	 FDCU,	 Size	 600v/3/3	 dual	
point connection 600 volts and 115 
volts.

8.  Verify minimum air flow requirements 
are met.

Air Flow, cfm [L/s]

400
[189]

800
[378]

1200
[566]

1600
[755]

2000
[944]

2400
[1133]

2800
[1321]

3200
[1510]

3600
[1699]

4000
[1888]

15°F ATR [8°C]

20°F ATR [11°C]

25°F ATR [14°C]
30°F 

ATR [17°C]35°F 
ATR [19°C]

40
°F 

ATR
 [2

2°C
]

45
°F 

AT
R [

25
°C

]

	 •	 	82	cfm	per	kW	is	greater	than	70	cfm	
per kW from Table 1 — a satisfactory 
selection.

= 82 cfm / kw
 1500 cfm

  18.3 kW  

Underfloor Terminal Units
Accessories
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Notes





Underfloor  
Deflection Grilles

S E C T I O N  I



priceindustries.com	for	additional	product		
information,	including	product	videos	and	brochures.

Low noise generation Controlable air volumeAdjustable air patterns

Underfloor Deflection Grilles 
Family:
•	 DGU
•	 DGD

Price	Deflection	Grilles	enhance	the	performance	of	any	underfloor	plenum.	
By	rapidly	mixing	the	fresh	supply	air	with	the	air	in	the	plenum,	thermal	
decay	is	reduced	and	diffuser	supply	air	temperatures	are	optimized.

Underfloor 
Deflection Grilles
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DGU

DGD

The Price underfloor deflection grilles are 
designed for use in a raised floor system 
with a pressurized plenum. These deflection 
grilles are engineered to distribute the 
incoming supply air within the pressurized 
plenum with low noise and good mixing 
patterns to ensure optimal performance of 
the plenum.

Models
The Price DGU is a fully functional deflection 
grille with individually adjustable blades for 
a customizable air pattern. The wide range 
of sizes ensures that a grille can be matched 
to any duct size.

The Price DGD provides more functionality 
through the use of a damper on the high 
pressure side of the grille. The damper and 
grille combination allows a single product to 
be installed, reducing labour and minimizing 
on-site coordination.

Underfloor	Deflection	Grilles

Product Overview
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Underfloor	Deflection	Grilles
DGU

The Price DGU underfloor deflection grille 
serves as a supply diffuser for underfloor 
air	channels.	The	DGU	will	evenly	disperse	
air from high velocity ductwork into the 
underfloor plenum, ensureing an even 
pressure and temperature distribution. 
Directional vanes and a patented blade 
indexing device lock each blade into 
position to prevent unwanted changes in 
blade	deflection.	The	DGU	can	be	adjusted	
to obtain the desired spread of supply air 
to an underfloor plenum. This even spread 
of air in the underfloor plenum will result in 
more uniform air supply from floor diffusers 
drawing from a common plenum.

Features
•	 	Robust	 coated	 steel	 frame	 provides	

added strength to grille assembly.
•	 	Low	 profile	 frame	 on	 top	 and	 bottom	

allow for maximization of duct opening 
size.

Construction
•	 	Streamlined	 1¼"	 (32)	 blades	 positioned	

on 11/2" (38) centers. Maximum blade 
length is 18" (458).

•	 	Individually	 adjustable	 blades	 that		
lock into position at 0, 15, 30 and 45° 
deflection in both directions.

•	 	Blade	 indexing	device	 is	 stainless	 steel;	
other hardware is mill or coated steel.

Finish
White Powder Coat - B12

Black Powder Coat - B17

Mill Finish - Mill

For optional and special finishes, see color 
matrix.

Product Information

Nominal Width - 13/16 (21)

Nominal Width - 111/16 (43)

Nominal 
Height - 

1/4 (6)

Available Sizes - Imperial (inches)

Minimum Maximum
12	x	12 48	x	18

*All	sizes	within	range	available	in	1”	increments

Available Sizes - Metric (mm)

Minimum Maximum
305	x	205 1219	x	458

*All	sizes	within	range	available	in	1”	increments
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Underfloor	Deflection	Grilles
DGD

The Price DGD underfloor deflection grille 
with damper serves as a supply diffuser 
for underfloor air channels while providing 
modulation	capabilities.	The	DGD	will	evenly	
disperse air from high velocity ductwork 
into the underfloor plenum, ensureing  an 
even pressure and temperature distribution. 
Directional vanes and a patented blade 
indexing device lock each blade into 
position to prevent unwanted changes in 
blade	deflection.	The	DGD	can	be	adjusted	
to obtain the desired spread of supply air 
to an underfloor plenum. This even spread 
of air in the underfloor plenum will result in 
more uniform air supply from floor diffusers 
drawing from a common plenum. The 
damper can be controlled by Price controls 
or easily integrated into a third-party control 
system.

Features
•	 	Robust	 coated	 steel	 frame	 provides		

added strength to grille assembly.
•	 	Low	 profile	 frame	 on	 top	 and	 bottom		

allow for maximization of duct opening 
size.

•	 	Damper	 integrated	 into	grille	 for	simple	
one-piece installation.

Construction
•	 	Streamlined	 1¼"	 (32)	 blades	 positioned	

on 11/2" (38) centers. Maximum blade 
length is 18" (458).

•	 	Individually	 adjustable	 blades	 that	
lock into position at 0, 15, 30 and 45° 
deflection in both directions.

•	 	Blade	 indexing	device	 is	 stainless	 steel;	
other hardware is mill or coated steel.

Finish
White Powder Coat - B12

Black Powder Coat - B17

Mill Finish - Mill

For optional and special finishes, see color 
matrix.

Product Information

Nominal Width - 13/16 (21)

Nominal Width - 111/16 (43)

Nominal 
Height - 

1/4 (6)

Available Sizes - Imperial (inches)

Minimum Maximum
12	x	12 48	x	18

*All	sizes	within	range	available	in	1”	increments

Available Sizes - Metric (mm)

Minimum Maximum
305	x	205 1219	x	458

*All	sizes	within	range	available	in	1”	increments
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Round	Floor	Diffusers
Suggested Specifications

Round Floor Diffusers

  RFTD  
Round	Floor	Twist	Diffuser ................................................. I173

  ARFTD  
Aluminum Floor Twist Diffuser .......................................... I173

  RFDD  
Round	Floor	Displacement	Diffuser .................................. I173

  ARFHD  
Displacement Diffuser ........................................................ I173

Linear Floor Grilles

  LFG-F 
Fan	Sourced	Linear	Floor	Grille ......................................... I101

  LFG-VC 
Variable	Cooling	Linear	Floor	Grille .................................. I101

  LFG-HC 
Heating	and	Cooling	Linear	Floor	Grille ........................... I101

  DFG 
Displacement	Floor	Grille .................................................... I92

  DFGL 
Linear	Displacement	Floor	Grille ......................................... I92

Linear Floor Heaters

  LFGH 
Linear Floor Heater ............................................................. I176

  LFGH-RC 
Linear	Floor	Heater	with	Recirculation ............................. I176

  LFGH-RCV 
Linear	Floor	Heater	with	Recirculation	 
and Variable Volume Cooling ............................................. I176

Index

Underfloor Controlls

  UMC1 
Underfloor Modulating Controller, Version 1 ................... I178

  UMC3 
Underfloor Modulating Controller, Version 3 ................... I178

  UMCB 
Underfloor Modulating Controller for Terminal Units ..... I178

Underfloor Terminal Units

  FDBU 
Fan Terminal Booster Unit .................................................. I181

  FDCU 
Fan Terminal Unit, Series Configuration ........................... I181

Underfloor Grilles

  DGU 
Underfloor	Deflection	Grille .............................................. I183

  DGD 
Underfloor	Deflection	Grille	with	Damper ....................... I183
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Round Floor Diffusers

Round	Floor	Diffusers
Suggested Specifications

SECTION 23 06 30 – PRODUCT

PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1 Summary

A. This section includes the following:

1.	 Round	floor	diffusers

1.2 Related Documents
A.	 23	01	00	–	Operation	and	Maintenance	of	HVAC	Systems

B.	 23	05	00	–	Common	Work	Results	for	HVAC

C. 23 09 00 – Instrumentation of Control for HVAC

D. 23 20 00 – HVAC Piping and Pumps

E. 23 30 00 – HVAC Air Distribution

1.3 Submittals
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated, include  

rated capacities, furnished specialties and accessories.

B. Shop Drawings:  For each type of product indicated, include  
the following:

1.  Detail equipment assemblies and indicated dimensions.

2.	Required	clearances.

3. Method of field assembly.

4.	Revit	models

C. Coordination Drawings:  Include floor plans, and other  
details, drawn to scale, one which the following items are  
shown and coordinated with each other, based on input  
from installers of the items involved:

1. Floor or underfloor-mounted items including;

a. Floor structure (floor tiles, concrete, etc.)

b. Floor finishing (carpet, tile, etc.)

c. Access panels

d. Electrical components

e. Plumbing

f. Networking components

g. Terminal units and other HVAC components

D.	 Operation	 and	Maintenance	Data:	 Include	 emergency,	 
operation and maintenance manuals, maintenance  
schedules and repair part lists for all parts.

1.4 Quality Assurance
A.	 Product	Options:	Include	drawings	indicating	size,	profiles	 

and dimensional requirements of the round floor diffusers  
that are based on the specific system indicated.

B. Electrical Components, Devices and Accessories: Listed  
and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, Article 100 by a testing  
agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and  
marked for intended use.

1.5 Coordination
A. Coordinate layout and installation of diffusers with other  

construction that penetrates flooring, including but not  
limited to: electrical fixtures, network equipment, HVAC  
equipment, and partition assemblies.

B. Specific configuration of the supply and return ductwork,  
electrical work, and piping at each unit has been indicated  
on the drawings.  If the configuration of the units furnished  
on the project differs from that indicated on the drawings  
(whether or not the units furnished are the specific units or  
an acceptable substitute), it shall be the contractor’s  
responsibility to modify ductwork, piping, etc., as required  
to accommodate the actual configuration of units furnished  
on the project.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS
2.1 General

A. Manufacturer shall be responsible for examining applications  
of each type of unit to assure that each will operate properly  
in the intended application.

B. Unit sizes are shown as selected in accordance with the  
principles	set	forth	in	the	ASHRAE	Guide	and	manufacturer’s	 
literature.

C. All items of a given type shall be the products of the same  
manufacturer.

2.2 Manufacturers
A. In Part 2 articles where titles below introduce lists, the  

following requirements apply to selection:

1. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements,  
provide products by one of the manufacturers specified.   
Manufacturers shall demonstrate that they have  
successfully supplied and installed underfloor HVAC  
products, as well as the computer modeling thereof for  
a minimum of 10 years.  Manufacturers must be pre- 
qualified to bid based on the completion of a minimum  
of xx jobs in similar climates.  Manufacturers shall provide  
a list of completed jobs and references.

2.3 RFTD Round Floor Twist Diffusers
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B.	 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	RFTD	with	the	 
sizes, configurations and capacities indicated on the plans  
and air outlet schedule.

C. Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise  
levels with turbulent flow resulting in a stratified zone  
temperature distribution within the occupied zone without  
the use of nozzles. Throw shall not exceed the occupied zone,  
nominally 6’ above the floor. Diffuser manufacturer shall  
provide sound and pressure drop data derived from tests  
in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	standard	70-2006.	

D.	 Construction:	The	round	floor	twist	diffuser,	model	RFTD,	 
shall be adjustable from the face of the diffuser.  Minimum  
flow limit shall be adjustable from 0% to 50% of the maximum  
flow using a mechanical stop.  The adjustable diffuser face  
shall have a positive interlock with the mounting hardware  
to reduce the chance of accidental adjustment due to foot  
traffic.  The diffuser core shall consist of multiple radial  
slots with an incline angle of 30 degrees. The 8” core shall  
be constructed of UL2043 fire rated polyamide with  
permeating color able to withstand maximum mechanical  
loading of 1300 lbs (589 kg).  Assembly shall include black  
or gray polycarbonate standard distributor basket with  
damper device.  

E.	 Mounting/Fastening:		The	RFTD	shall	be	installed	with	zip	 
clip or ring press fit fastening.
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Round Floor Diffusers

Round	Floor	Diffusers
Suggested Specifications

2.4 ARFTD Aluminum Round Floor Twist Diffusers
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B.	 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	ARFTD	with	the	 
sizes, configurations and capacities indicated on the plans  
and air outlet schedule.

C. Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise  
levels with turbulent flow, resulting in a stratified zone 
temperature distribution within the occupied zone without the 
use of nozzles. Throw shall not exceed the occupied zone,  
nominally 6’ above the floor. Diffuser manufacturer shall  
provide sound and pressure drop data derived from tests in  
accordance	with	ASHRAE	standard	70-2006.

D. Construction: The aluminum round floor twist diffuser, model  
ARFTD	shall	be	adjustable	from	the	face	of	the	diffuser.		 
Minimum flow limit shall be adjustable from 0% to 50%  
of the maximum flow using a mechanical stop.  The adjustable  
diffuser face shall have a positive interlock with the mounting  
hardware to reduce the chance of accidental adjustment due  
to foot traffic.  The diffuser core shall consist of multiple  
radial slots with an incline angle of 30 degrees. The 8” core  
shall be constructed of aluminum able to withstand  
maximum mechanical loading of 3000 lbs (1360 kg).   
Assembly shall include black polycarbonate standard  
distributor basket with damper device.  

E.	 Mounting/Fastening:		The	ARFTD	shall	be	installed	with	zip	 
clip or ring press fit fastening.

2.5 RFDD Round Floor Displacement Diffusers
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B.	 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	RFDD	with	the	 
sizes, configurations and capacities indicated on the plans  
and air outlet schedule.

C. Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise  
levels and low velocities that result in low induction horizontal  
flow resulting in a stratified zone temperature distribution  
within the occupied zone without the use of nozzles.  
Diffuser manufacturer shall provide sound and pressure  
drop	data	derived	from	tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	 
standard	70-2006.	Performance	data	for	Draft	Rate	(%DR)	shall	 
be	provided	based	on	tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	 
Standard 55-2004.  A manufacturer software program that  
allows room comfort evaluation for specific operating  
conditions and diffuser locations shall be available to aid  
in performance assessment.  If such a computer program is  
not available from the manufacturer, the manufacturer  
shall supply, free of charge, a CFD model of the representative  
spaces completed by a modeling contractor who has  
demonstrable qualifications to model such spaces.  These  
shall include no less than 10 years of experience in the  
modeling of displacement ventilation systems, thorough  
validation of the code through comparison to empirical  
data as well as a list of references.  

D. Construction: The round floor displacement diffuser, model  
RFDD,	shall	be	adjustable	from	the	face	of	the	diffuser.		 
Minimum flow limit shall be adjustable from 0% to 50% of  
the maximum flow using a mechanical stop.  The adjustable  
diffuser face shall have a positive interlock with the mounting  
hardware to reduce the chance of accidental adjustment  
due to foot traffic.  The 8” core shall be constructed of UL2043  
fire rated polyamide with permeating color able to withstand  
maximum mechanical loading of 1300 lbs (589 kg).  Assembly  
shall include black or gray polycarbonate standard distributor  
basket with damper device.  

E.	 Mounting/Fastening:		The	RFDD	shall	be	installed	with	zip	 
clip or ring press fit fastening.

2.6 ARFHD Displacement Diffusers
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B.	 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	ARFHD	with	the	 
sizes, configurations and capacities indicated on the plans  
and air outlet schedule.

C. Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise  
levels and low velocities that result in low induction horizontal  
flow resulting in a stratified zone temperature distribution  
within the occupied zone without the use of nozzles.  
Diffuser manufacturer shall provide sound and pressure  
drop	data	derived	from	tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	 
standard	70-2006.	Performance	data	for	Draft	Rate	(%DR)	shall	 
be	provided	based	on	tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	 
Standard 55-2004.  A manufacturer software program that  
allows room comfort evaluation for specific operating  
conditions and diffuser locations shall be available to aid  
in performance assessment.  If such a computer program is  
not available from the manufacturer, the manufacturer  
shall supply, free of charge, a CFD model of the representative  
spaces completed by a modeling contractor who has  
demonstrable qualifications to model such spaces.  These  
shall include no less than 10 years of experience in the  
modeling of displacement ventilation systems, thorough  
validation of the code through comparison to empirical  
data as well as a list of references.  

D. Construction: The aluminum round floor horizontal diffuser,  
model	ARFHD	shall	be	adjustable	from	the	face	of	the	diffuser.		 
Minimum flow limit shall be adjustable from 0% to 50% of  
the maximum flow using a mechanical stop.  The adjustable  
diffuser face shall have a positive interlock with the mounting  
hardware to reduce the chance of accidental adjustment due  
to foot traffic.  The 8” core shall be constructed of aluminum  
able to withstand maximum mechanical loading of 3000 lbs  
(1360 kg).  Assembly shall include black polycarbonate  
standard distributor basket with damper device.  

E.	 Mounting/Fastening:		The	ARFHD	shall	be	installed	with	zip	 
clip or ring press fit fastening.
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Round	Floor	Diffusers
Suggested Specifications

Round Floor Diffusers

2.7 Diffuser Accessories
A.	 DBV	Baskets	for	round	floor	diffuser	models:		RFTD,	ARFTD,	 

RFDD,	ARFHD

	 Round	Floor	VAV	Distributor	Basket

 Supply and install Price DBV baskets, black distributor basket  
with integral VAV Damper.  The DBV shall be supplied  
with a floating point actuator furnished with two modular  
jacks	(RJ12)	for	system	connections	and	one	25	ft	(7.6	m)	 
plenum rated modular plug-in control cable.  The electric  
actuator shall be 24 VAC bidirectional, directly coupled to the  
damper screw.  The damper shall move from a fully open  
position to a fully closed position in 90 seconds.  The  
actuator must be capable of operating in the stalled position  
without overheating or mechanical damage.  The basket  
shall be constructed out of black colored polycarbonate.

B.	 B	/	BS	baskets	for	round	floor	diffuser	models:		RFTD,	ARFTD,	 
RFDD,	ARFHD

	 Round	Floor	Diffuser	Basket	/	Round	Floor	Diffuser	Basket,	 
Short

 Supply and install the Price B / BS baskets, (round floor  
diffuser basket / round floor diffuser basket, short). The  
basket shall be constructed out of black colored polycarbonate  
and provide air flow equalization across the diffuser face.  
The basket shall minimize sightlines through the diffuser.

C.	 DB	/	DBS	baskets	for	round	floor	diffuser	models:		RFTD,	 
ARFTD,	RFDD,	ARFHD

	 Round	Floor	Diffuser	Basket	with	Damper	/	Round	Floor	 
Diffuser Basket with Damper, Short

 Supply and install the Price DB / DBS baskets, (round  
floor diffuser basket with damper / round floor diffuser basket  
with damper, short).  The discharge air flow shall be controlled  
by the basket. The basket shall be constructed out of black  
colored polycarbonate and provide air flow equalization  
across the diffuser face. The basket shall minimize sightlines  
through the diffuser.

D.	 DBA	/	DBAS	baskets	for	round	floor	diffuser	models:		RFTD,	 
ARFTD,	RFDD,	ARFHD

	 Round	Floor	Adjustable	Diffuser	Basket	/	Adjustable	Diffuser	 
Basket Short

 Supply and install the Price DBA / DBAS baskets, (round floor  
adjustable diffuser basket / round floor adjustable diffuser  
basket, short).  The discharge air flow shall be controlled by  
the basket and shall be adjustable from the face of the  
diffuser.  Minimum flow limit shall be adjustable from 0%  
to 50% of maximum flow using a mechanical stop.  The  
adjustable diffuser face shall have a positive interlock with  
the mounting ring to reduce the chance of accidental  
adjustment due to foot traffic. The basket shall be constructed  
out of black colored polycarbonate and provide air flow  
equalization across the diffuser face. The basket shall  
minimize sightlines through the diffuser.

E.	 RFB-F	diffuser	boot	for	round	floor	diffuser	models:		RFTD,	 
ARFTD,	RFDD,	ARFHD

	 Round	Floor	Diffuser	Boot,	Fan	Sourced

	 Supply	and	install	the	Price	RFB	round	floor	diffuser	boot.		 
The boot shall be constructed of 22 gauge galvanized steel  
with a 6”/8” (152mm/203mm) inlet.  The boot shall mount  
under a standard floor tile.  An optional mounting flange can  
be supplied to blank off structural depressions which may  
exist on the bottom surface of the floor tile thereby ensuring  
proper sealing to the diffuser.

F.	 RFB-HC	diffuser	boot	for	round	floor	diffuser	models:		RFTD,	 
ARFTD,	RFDD,	ARFHD

	 Round	Floor	Diffuser	Boot,	Heating	and	Cooling

	 Supply	and	install	the	Price	RFB-HC	round	floor	diffuser	 
boot for heating and cooling.  The boot shall be constructed  
of 22 gauge galvanized steel with a 6” / 8” (152mm / 203mm)  
heating air inlet and 6"/ 8" (152 mm / 203 mm) cooling air  
inlet complete with control damper.  The boot shall mount  
under a standard floor tile.  An optional mounting flange can  
be supplied to blank off structural depressions which may  
exist on the bottom surface of the floor tile thereby ensuring  
proper sealing to the diffuser.

	 The	RFB-HC	shall	be	supplied	with	a	floating	point	actuator	 
furnished	 with	 two	 modular	 jacks	 (RJ12)	 for	 system	 
connections and one 25 foot plenum rated modular plug-in  
control cable. The electric actuator shall be 24 VAC bi- 
directional, directly coupled to the cooling air control damper  
shaft. The actuator must be capable of operating in the stalled  
position without overheating or mechanical damage. The  
supplied actuator shall have a fully adjustable hardware  
stop allowing field adjustment and balancing. Peripheral  
gasket shall be provided on the control damper.

	 Optional	internal	fiberglass	insulation	can	be	provided.

G.	The	C25	cable	shall	be	25	ft	in	length	and	shall	be	plenum	 
rated. Each cable shall have two (2) modular male plugs to  
interface	with	type	RJ12	jacks	for	plug-and-play	system	 
connections. The C25 cable shall be constructed of six (6)  
individually insulated wires wrapped in an insulated jacket.  
Each wire shall be constructed of stranded copper fibers;  
solid core copper is not acceptable. 

PART 3 – EXECUTION
3.1 Installation – General

A. Install round floor diffusers level and plumb.  Maintain  
sufficient clearance for normal services, maintenance, or  
in accordance with construction drawings.

B. Complete installation and startup checks according to  
manufacturer’s instructions and perform the following.

1. Verify that inlet duct connections are as recommended  
by manufacture to achieve proper performance.

2. Verify that any identification tags are visible.

3. Verify locations of thermostats, humidistats, and other  
exposed control sensors with drawings and room details  
before installation.
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Linear Floor Heaters

Linear Floor Heaters
Suggested Specifications

SECTION 23 06 30 – PRODUCT
PART 1- GENERAL
1.1 Summary

A. This section includes the following:

1. Linear floor heaters

1.2 Related Documents
A.	 23	01	00	–	Operation	and	Maintenance	of	HVAC	Systems

B.	 23	05	00	–	Common	Work	Results	for	HVAC

C. 23 09 00 – Instrumentation of Control for HVAC

D. 23 20 00 – HVAC Piping and Pumps

E. 23 30 00 – HVAC Air Distribution

1.3 Submittals
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated, include  

rated capacities, furnished specialties and accessories.

B. Shop Drawings:  For each type of product indicated, include  
the following:

1. Detail equipment assemblies and indicated dimensions.

2	 Required	clearances.

3. Method of field assembly.

4.	Revit	models

C. Coordination Drawings:  Include floor plans, and other  
details, drawn to scale, one which the following items are  
shown and coordinated with each other, based on input  
from installers of the items involved:

1. Floor or underfloor-mounted items including;

a. Floor structure (floor tiles, concrete, etc.)

b. Floor finishing (carpet, tile, etc.)

c. Access panels

d. Electrical components

e. Plumbing

f. Networking components

g. Terminal Units and other HVAC components

D.	 Operation	and	Maintenance	Data:		To	include	in	emergency,	 
operation and maintenance manuals, maintenance  
schedules and repair part lists for all parts.

1.4 Quality Assurance
A.	 Product	Options:	Include	drawings	indicating	size,	profiles	 

and dimensional requirements of the linear floor heaters  
that are based on the specific system indicated.

B. Electrical Components, Devices and Accessories: Listed  
and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, Article 100 by a testing  
agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and  
marked for intended use.

1.5 Coordination
A. Coordinate layout and installation of diffusers with other  

construction that penetrates flooring, including but not  
limited to: electrical fixtures, network equipment, HVAC  
equipment, and partition assemblies.

B. Specific configuration of the supply and return ductwork,  
electrical work, and piping at each unit has been indicated  
on the drawings.  If the configuration of the units furnished  
on the project differs from that indicated on the drawings  
(whether or not the units furnished are the specific units or  
an acceptable substitute), it shall be the contractor’s  
responsibility to modify ductwork, piping, etc., as required  

to accommodate the actual configuration of units furnished  
on the project.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS
2.1 General

A. Manufacturer shall be responsible for examining applications  
of each type of unit to assure that each will operate properly  
in the intended application.

B. Unit sizes are shown as selected in accordance with the  
principles	set	forth	in	the	ASHRAE	Guide	and	manufacturer’s	 
literature.

C. All items of a given type shall be the products of the same  
manufacturer.

2.2 Manufacturers
A. In Part 2 articles where titles below introduce lists, the  

following requirements apply to selection:

1. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements,  
provide products by one of the manufacturers specified.   
Manufacturers shall demonstrate that they have  
successfully supplied and installed underfloor HVAC  
products, as well as the computer modeling thereof for  
a minimum of 10 years.  Manufacturers must be pre- 
qualified to bid based on the completion of a minimum  
of xx jobs in similar climates.  Manufacturers shall provide  
a list of completed jobs and references.

2.3 LFGH Linear Floor Heater
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B.	 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	LFGH	(L	x	W)	 
with (15A, 16A, 15B, 16B, 25B, 26B, 27B, 25C, 26C, 27C) core  
with the sizes, configurations and capacities indicated on  
the plans and air outlet schedule.

C. Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low  
noise levels without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer  
shall provide sound and pressure drop data derived from  
tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	standard	70-2006.

D. Construction: The grille face must have a 1” extruded  
aluminum border and an overall dimension of (25-5/8” x  
7-5/8”, 49-5/8" x 7-5/8"). The grille face and border must fully  
cover all inlets and actuators of the plenum unit and be  
capable of a straight drop installation. The grille shall be  
fastened using (screw, spring-clip) mounting. The plenum  
shall be constructed of minimum 24 gauge steel and finished  
in black. The plenum shall have a finished height of 101/2”  
and be able to install above conduit in a 12” raised floor.  
Grilles	shall	have	fixed	(0,	15,	30	degree)	blades	spaced	(1/4",	 
1/2", 7/16") on center. The grille core shall have extruded  
aluminum receiving bar. Blades shall run parallel to the  
long dimension of the grille. The grille border shall be heavy- 
duty extruded aluminum construction with precise factory  
mitered corners and reinforcing support bars for extra  
support for the core receiving bar. The support and receiving  
bars shall not exceed 8" on center. The core shall be held  
into the border with removable core clips allowing the  
removal of the core without special tools. The grille shall be  
finished in (B17 Black Powder Coat, B15 Aluminum Powder  
Coat, #66 Brushed Aluminum with Clear Coat, B12 White  
Powder	Coat).	The	LFGH	shall	be	constructed	with	integral	 
hydronic copper tube and aluminum fin element mounted  
directly above a (24” x 6”, 48” x 6”) gasketed modulating  
damper	for	VAV	control.	The	LFGH	shall	be	supplied	complete	 
with a 24 VAC floating point actuator furnished with a  
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 flashable 8 bit microprocessor based interface circuit board  
for plug-and-play connection to BAS and control of hot  
water	valve	and	primary	air	damper.	The	LFGH	shall	be	 
provided with ETL certified electrical enclosure which  
houses	the	integrated	transformer	and	circuit	board.	LFGH	 
shall fit lengthwise in nominal 24" floor tiles without trimming  
for length dimension.

E. Mounting/Fastening:  The core shall be held in the border  
with removable core clips.  The frame shall be attached to  
the floor with (countersunk screws/straight screws/spring  
clips).

2.4 LFGH-RC Linear Floor Heater, Recirculating
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B.	 Description:	 Furnish	 and	 install	 Price	model	 LFGH-RC	 
(L x W) with the sizes, configurations and capacities  
indicated on the plans and air outlet schedule.

C. Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space via  
natural convection only with no forced air component.  
Diffuser manufacturer shall provide water flow and  
heating data.

D. Construction: The grille face must have a 1” extruded  
aluminum border and an overall dimension of (25-5/8” x  
7-5/8”, 49-5/8" x 7-5/8"). The grille face and border must  
fully cover all inlets and actuators of the plenum unit  
and be capable of a straight drop installation. The grille  
shall be fastened using (screw, spring-clip) mounting.  
The plenum shall be constructed of minimum 24 gauge  
steel and finished in black. The plenum shall have a  
finished height of 101/2” and be able to install above  
conduit	in	a	12”	raised	floor.	Grilles	shall	have	fixed	(0,	 
15, 30 degree) blades spaced (1/4", 1/2", 7/16") on center.  
The grille core shall have extruded aluminum receiving  
bar. Blades shall run parallel to the long dimension of  
the grille. The grille border shall be heavy-duty extruded  
aluminum construction with precise factory mitered  
corners and reinforcing support bars for extra support  
for the core receiving bar. The support and receiving bars  
shall not exceed 8" on center. The core shall be held into  
the border with removable core clips allowing the removal  
of the core without special tools. The grille shall be  
finished in (B17 Black Powder Coat, B15 Aluminum  
Powder Coat, #66 Brushed Aluminum with Clear Coat, B12  
White	Powder	Coat).	The	LFGH-RC	shall	be	constructed	with	 
integral hydronic copper tube and aluminum fin element  
mounted above a (24” x 6”, 48” x 6”) gasketed modulating  
damper	for	VAV	control.	The	LFGH-RC	shall	be	supplied	 
complete with a 24 VAC floating point actuator furnished  
with a flashable 8 bit microprocessor based interface  
circuit board for plug-and-play connection to BAS and  
control of hot water valve and primary air damper. The  
LFGH-RC	shall	be	provided	with	ETL	certified	electrical	 
enclosure which houses the integrated transformer and  
circuit	board.	LFGH-RC	shall	fit	lengthwise	in	nominal	24"	 
floor tiles without trimming for length dimension. A  
NETC35	cable	shall	be	supplied	with	every	LFGH-RC.	Each	
cable shall be 35 ft in length and shall be plenum rated. Each 
cable shall have two (2) modular male plugs to interface 
with	type	RJ45	jacks	for	plug-and-play	system	connections.	 
Each cable shall conform to the CAT5 wiring standard.

E.  Mounting/Fastening:  The core shall be held in the border  
with removable core clips.  The frame shall be attached to the  
floor with (countersunk screws/straight screws/ spring 
clips).

2.5 LFGH-RCV Linear Floor Heater, Recirculating and 
Variable Volume Cooling

A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B.	 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	LFGH-RCV	(L	 
x W) with (15A, 16A, 15B, 16B, 25B, 26B, 27B, 25C, 26C, 27C)  
core with the sizes, configurations and capacities indicated  
on the plans and air outlet schedule.

C. Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low  
noise levels without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer  
shall provide sound and pressure drop data derived from  
tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	standard	70-2006.

D. Construction: The grille face must have a 1” extruded  
aluminum border and an overall dimension of (25-5/8” x  
7-5/8”, 49-5/8" x 7-5/8"). The grille shall be fastened using  
(screw, spring-clip) mounting. The plenum shall be  
constructed of minimum 24 gauge steel and finished in black.  
The plenum shall have a finished height of 101/2” and be  
able	to	install	above	conduit	in	a	12”	raised	floor.	Grilles	 
shall have fixed (0, 15, 30 degree) blades spaced (1/4", 1/2",  
7/16") on center. The grille core shall have extruded aluminum  
receiving bar. Blades shall run parallel to the long dimension  
of the grille. The grille border shall be heavy-duty extruded  
aluminum construction with precise factory mitered corners  
and reinforcing support bars for extra support for the core  
receiving bar. The support and receiving bars shall not  
exceed 8" on center. The core shall be held into the border  
with removable core clips allowing the removal of the core  
without special tools. The grille shall be finished in (B17 Black  
Powder Coat, B15 Aluminum Powder Coat, #66 Brushed  
Aluminum with Clear Coat, B12 White Powder Coat). The  
LFGH-RCV	shall	be	constructed	with	integral	hydronic	copper	 
tube and aluminum fin element mounted in the sheet metal  
plenum, directly below the grille. A gasketed modulating  
damper for VAV control shall be integral to the sheet  
metal	plenum.	The	LFGH-RCV	shall	be	supplied	complete	 
with a 24 VAC floating point actuator furnished with a  
flashable 8 bit microprocessor based interface circuit board  
for plug-and-play connection to BAS and control of hot  
water	valve	and	primary	air	damper.	The	LFGH	shall	be	 
provided with ETL certified electrical enclosure which  
houses	the	integrated	transformer	and	circuit	board.	LFGH	 
shall fit lengthwise in nominal 24" floor tiles without trimming  
for length dimension.

E. Mounting/Fastening:  The core shall be held in the border  
with removable core clips.  The frame shall be attached to  
the floor with (countersunk screws/straight screws/spring  
clips).

PART 3 – EXECUTION
3.1 Installation – General

A. Install linear floor heaters level and plumb.  Maintain  
sufficient clearance for normal services, maintenance, or  
in accordance with construction drawings.

B. Complete installation and startup checks according to  
manufacturer’s instructions and perform the following.

1. Verify that inlet duct connections are as recommended  
by manufacture to achieve proper performance.

2. Verify that any identification tags are visible.

3. Verify locations of thermostats, humidistats, and other  
exposed control sensors with drawings and room details  
before installation.
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SECTION 23 06 30 – PRODUCT

PART 1- GENERAL
1.1 Summary

A. This section includes the following:

1. Underfloor Controllers

1.2 Related Documents
A.	 23	01	00	–	Operation	and	Maintenance	of	HVAC	Systems

B.	 23	05	00	–	Common	Work	Results	for	HVAC

C. 23 09 00 – Instrumentation of Control for HVAC

D. 23 20 00 – HVAC Piping and Pumps

E. 23 30 00 – HVAC Air Distribution

1.3 Submittals
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated, include 

rated capacities, furnished specialties and accessories.

B. Shop Drawings:  For each type of product indicated, include 
the following:

1.  Detail equipment assemblies and indicated dimensions.

2.	Required	clearances.

3. Method of field assembly.

4.	Revit	models

C. Coordination Drawings:  Include floor plans, and other 
details, drawn to scale, one which the following items are 
shown and coordinated with each other, based on input 
from installers of the items involved:

1. Floor or underfloor-mounted items including;

a. Floor structure (floor tiles, concrete, etc.)

b. Floor finishing (carpet, tile, etc.)

c. Access panels

d. Electrical components

e. Plumbing

f. Networking components

g. Terminal Units and other HVAC components

D.	 Operation	and	Maintenance	Data:		To	include	in	emergency,	
operation and maintenance manuals, maintenance 
schedules and repair part lists for all parts.

1.4 Quality Assurance
A.	 Product	Options:	Include	drawings	indicating	size,	profiles	

and dimensional requirements of the underfloor controllers 
that are based on the specific system indicated.

B. Electrical Components, Devices and Accessories: Listed 
and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, Article 100 by a testing 
agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and 
marked for intended use.

1.5 Coordination
A. Coordinate layout and installation of diffusers with other 

construction that penetrates flooring, including but not 
limited to: electrical fixtures, network equipment, HVAC 
equipment, and partition assemblies.

B. Specific configuration of the supply and return ductwork, 
electrical work, and piping at each unit has been indicated 
on the drawings.  If the configuration of the units furnished 
on the project differs from that indicated on the drawings 
(whether or not the units furnished are the specific units 
or an acceptable substitute), it shall be the contractor’s 
responsibility to modify ductwork, piping, etc., as required 
to accommodate the actual configuration of units furnished 
on the project.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS
2.1 General

A. Manufacturer shall be responsible for examining 
applications of each type of unit to assure that each will 
operate properly in the intended application.

B. Unit sizes are shown as selected in accordance with the 
principles	set	forth	in	the	ASHRAE	Guide	and	manufacturer’s	
literature.

C. All items of a given type shall be the products of the same 
manufacturer.

2.2 Manufacturers
A .In Part 2 articles where titles below introduce lists, the 

following requirements apply to selection:

1. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, 
provide products by one of the manufacturers specified.  
Manufacturers shall demonstrate that they have 
successfully supplied and installed underfloor HVAC 
products, as well as the computer modeling thereof for 
a minimum of 10 years.  Manufacturers must be pre-
qualified to bid based on the completion of a minimum of 
xx jobs in similar climates.  Manufacturers shall provide 
a list of completed jobs and references.

2.3 UMC1 Underfloor Modulating Controller, Version 1
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B. Description: Furnish and install Price model UMC1, with 
the voltage, wiring, and configurations indicated on the 
plans and controllers schedule.The control package shall 
include a modulation controller capable of accepting a 
0-10 VDC signal from a zone DDC controller. The UMC1 
shall be a dedicated, microprocessor-based controller 
mounted in the underfloor plenum. The UMC3 shall house 
two	peripheral	RJ12	type	terminations	for	plug-and-play	
wiring and modulation of up to 12 point-of-use terminal 
devices based on the input signal. The UMC1 shall have LED 
display lights to indicate availability of control power. The 
UMC1 shall be provided with an integral 50 VA transformer. 
All components shall be factory wired, calibrated and pre-
tested to ensure a fully functional unit. The UMC1 shall be 
ETL listed to UL 1995 and CSA C22.2.

C. Enclosure: All control components shall be mounted inside 
a protective metal enclosure.
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2.4 UMC3 Underfloor Modulating Controller, Version 3
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B. Description: Furnish and install Price model UMC3, with 
the voltage, wiring, and configurations indicated on the 
plans and controllers schedule.

 UMC3 with Price Thermostat

 The digital control package shall include a remote Price 
thermostat	 (Room	Sensor,	Dial,	LCD	or	Motion	Sensor	
with LCD) mounted in the occupied zone and a dedicated, 
microprocessor-based UMC3 controller and shall modulate 
the actuators of up to 30 point-of-use terminal devices based 
on the room temperature through a series of plug and 
play	RJ12	connections.	The	UMC3	shall	have	LED	display	
lights to indicate availability of control power, overload of 
each output, as well as direction of damper movement. The 
UMC3 shall be provided with an integral 96VA transformer. 
The UMC3 controller shall be configurable in the field with 
either the LCD thermostat, service port or the BACnet 
BAS network. The LCD thermostat will allow setup and 
balancing of the UMC3 controller, without need to access 
the plenum space. It will include zone temperature sensor, 
set point adjust, and character LCD display and a service 
port for computer access to the UMC3 controller. LCD + 
key pad functions shall include the following:

a. Customer Mode

i. Space Temperature/Set-point display

ii. Set-point adjustment

b. Service + Commissioning Mode (password protected)

i. Control sequence diagnostics

ii. Control of VAV damper position over entire stroke 
(Manual Force to min/max flow, or min/max position/
Automatic Mode)

iii. VAV Sensor calibration

c. Configuration Mode (password protected)

i. Network configuration

ii. Display option configuration

 The programmable controller shall be used in either 
a stand-alone operation or a peer-to-peer Building 
Automation	networked	architecture.	The	RS-485	network	
port will allow for plug in connection onto a BACnet MS/TP 
LAN.	The	Service	Port	(RJ12)	will	allow	for	the	connection	
of a personal computer. Connection at the service port 
will allow for the full display of all VAV control parameters 
and	Inputs/Outputs.	All	components	shall	be	factory	wired,	
calibrated and pretested to ensure a fully functional unit. 
The UMC3 shall be ETL listed to UL 1995 and CSA C22.2. 

 UMC3 with DDC Interface

 The control package shall include a modulation controller 
capable of accepting a 0-10 VDC signal from a zone DDC 
controller. The UMC3 shall be a dedicated, microprocessor-
based controller mounted in the underfloor plenum. The 
UMC3	shall	house	the	peripheral	RJ12	type	terminations	for	
plug-and-play wiring and modulation of up to 30 point-of-
use terminal devices based on the input signal. The UMC3 
shall have LED display lights to indicate availability of 
control power, overload of each output, current driving 
direction as well as the damper position of the remote 

terminal devices. The UMC3 shall be provided with an 
integral 96VA transformer. All components shall be factory 
wired, calibrated and pre-tested to ensure a fully functional 
unit. The UMC3 shall be ETL listed to UL 1995 and CSA 
C22.2.

C. Technical Specifications:

 Inputs: 1 analog input – 8 bit

	 Outputs:	2	binary	triac	outputs	(24	VAC)

 Transformer: 115 or 277 VAC, 96 VA

	 Ambient	Ratings:	32°F	to	131°F	(0	to	55°C),	10	to	90%	RH	
(non condensing)

 Technology: 8-bit microprocessor

	 Connections:	5	RJ12	connectors	plus	5	RJ45	connectors

 Wiring: Class II

 Size (including housing): 3.8 x 15.5 x 8.5 in (97 x 394 x 216 mm)

 Weight: 10.18 lb (4618 g)

D. Enclosure: All control components shall be mounted inside 
a protective metal enclosure.

2.5 UMCB Underfloor Modulating Controller for Terminals
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B. Description: Furnish and install Price model UMCB, with 
the voltage, wiring, and configurations indicated on the 
plans and controllers schedule.

 UMCB with DDC Interface

 The control package shall include a modulation controller 
capable of accepting two 0-10 VDC signals from a zone DDC 
controller, one for heating and one for cooling. The UMCB 
shall be a dedicated, micro-processor-based controller 
mounted in the underfloor plenum. The controller shall 
modulate the actuators of up to 12 point-of-use terminal 
units based on the cooling and heating loads from the 
input signals. The controller shall house input terminations 
for the input signals and up to three analog peripheral 
devices, such as temperature probes, differential pressure 
sensor or connection to contact closure night setback. The 
controller shall house terminations for ECM or PSC fan 
control, auxiliary digital output and analog, modulating 
or three stages of digital heat. The UMCB shall be capable 
of	PWM	heat	output	for	electric	heaters	using	an	SSR.	The	
UMCB	shall	house	the	peripheral	RJ12	type	terminations	
for plug and play wiring of up to 12 point-of-use terminal 
devices. The UMCB shall have LED display lights to 
indicate availability of control power, the state of up to 
three stages of digital heat, state of auxiliary output and 
box fan. All components shall be factory wired, calibrated 
and pre-tested to ensure a fully functional unit. The UMCB 
shall be ETL listed to UL 1995 and CSA C22.2. All control 
components shall be mounted inside a protective metal 
enclosure.

 UMCB with Price Thermostat

 The UMCB control package shall include a remote Price 
Thermostat	(Room	Sensor,	Dial,	LCD	or	Motion	Sensor	
with LCD) mounted in the occupied zone and a box 
mounted modulation controller, UMCB. The UMCB shall 
be a dedicated, microprocessor-based controller mounted 
on a fan powered underfloor terminal unit. The UMCB shall 
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house	the	peripheral	RJ12	type	terminations	for	plug	and	
play wiring of up to 12 point-of-use terminal devices and 
modulate its actuators based on the room temperature. 
The control package shall also include a 35 foot plenum 
rated thermostat cable with plug-and-play connectors. 
The programmable UMCB controller shall be a dedicated, 
flash microprocessor based, pressure independent VAV 
Proportional-Integral controller mounted on the terminal 
unit. The UMCB controller shall be configurable in the field 
with either the LCD thermostat, service port or the BACnet 
BAS network. The controller shall house input terminations 
for the input signals, three analog peripheral devices for 
two thermistors and one 5 VDC Sensor. The controller shall 
house terminations for ECM or PSC fan control, auxiliary 
digital output and analog, modulating or three stages of 
digital heat. The UMCB shall be capable of PWM heat output 
for	electric	heaters	using	SSR.	The	controller	shall	include	
an onboard ECM speed controller able to drive up to two 
motors. 

 The LCD thermostat will allow setup and balancing of the 
UMCB controller, without need to access the plenum space. 
It will include zone temperature sensor, set point adjust, 
and character LCD display and a service port for computer 
access to the UMCB controller. The configurable LCD + key 
pad combination shall allow for the following on screen 
functions/modes:

a. Customer Mode

1. Space Temperature/Set-point display

2. Set-point adjustment

b. Service + Commissioning Mode (password protected)

1. Control sequence diagnostics

2. VAV box calibration

3. Minimum/maximum air flow setting reading 
iv.Control of VAV damper position over entire stroke 
(Manual Force to min/max flow, or min/max position/
Automatic Mode)

4.	Override	and	sequencing	of	VAV	peripheral	stages	
(e.g. Fan, Box heat, perimeter radiation valve)

5. Balancing

c. Configuration Mode (password protected)

1. Sequence of operation programming

2. VAV box configuration modification

3. Network configuration

4. Display option configuration

5. ECM speed controller settings

 The programmable controller shall be used in either 
a stand-alone operation or a peer-to-peer building 
automation	networked	architecture.	The	RS-485	network	
port will allow for plug in connection onto a BACnet MS/TP 
LAN.	The	service	port	(RJ12)	will	allow	for	the	connection	
of a personal computer. Connection at the service port 
will allow for the full display of all VAV control parameters 
and inputs/outputs. All components shall be factory wired, 
calibrated and pre-tested to ensure a fully functional unit. 
The UMCB shall be ETL listed to UL 1995 and CSA C22.2.

C. Technical Specifications:

 Inputs: 4 analog inputs – 10 bit plus 2 binary inputs

	 Outputs:	8	binary	triac	outputs	(24	VAC,	max	5A	each)	plus	
3 universal outputs

 Power: 24 VAC with visual LED status, 5 VA (not including 
output loading),

	 Ambient	Ratings:	32°F	to	131°F	(0	to	55°C),	10	to	90%	RH	
(non-condensing)

 Technology: 8-bit microprocessor

	 Connections:	2	RJ45	connectors,	2	MTA156	connectors,	2	
MTA100 connectors, and Pluggable screw type terminal 
connectors

 Wiring: Class II

 Size (including housing): 1.25 x 11.13 x 5.79 in (32 x 283 x147mm)

 Weight: 0.64 lb (290 g)

D. Enclosure: All control components shall be mounted inside 
a protective metal enclosure.

PART 3 – EXECUTION
3.1 Installation – General

A. Install underfloor controllers level and plumb.  Maintain 
sufficient clearance for normal services, maintenance, or 
in accordance with construction drawings.

B. Complete installation and startup checks according to 
manufacturer’s instructions and perform the following.

1. Verify that inlet duct connections are as recommended 
by manufacture to achieve proper performance.

2. Verify that any identification tags are visible.

3. Verify locations of thermostats, humidistats, and other 
exposed control sensors with drawings and room details 
before installation.
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SECTION 23 06 30 – PRODUCT

PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1 Summary

A. This section includes the following:

1. Underfloor terminal units

1.2 Related Documents
A.	 23	01	00	–	Operation	and	Maintenance	of	HVAC	Systems

B.	 23	05	00	–	Common	Work	Results	for	HVAC

C. 23 09 00 – Instrumentation of Control for HVAC

D. 23 20 00 – HVAC Piping and Pumps

E. 23 30 00 – HVAC Air Distribution

1.3 Submittals
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated, include 

rated capacities, furnished specialties and accessories.

B. Shop Drawings:  For each type of product indicated, include 
the following:

1.  Detail equipment assemblies and indicated dimensions.

2.	Required	clearances.

3. Method of field assembly.

4.	Revit	models

C. Coordination Drawings:  Include floor plans, and other 
details, drawn to scale, one which the following items are 
shown and coordinated with each other, based on input 
from installers of the items involved:

1. Floor or underfloor-mounted items including;

a. Floor structure (floor tiles, concrete, etc.)

b. Floor finishing (carpet, tile, etc.)

c. Access panels

d. Electrical components

e. Plumbing

f. Networking components

g. Terminal Units and other HVAC components

D.	 Operation	and	Maintenance	Data:		To	include	in	emergency,	
operation and maintenance manuals, maintenance 
schedules and repair part lists for all parts.

1.4 Quality Assurance
A.	 Product	Options:	Include	drawings	indicating	size,	profiles	

and dimensional requirements of the linear floor heaters 
that are based on the specific system indicated.

B. Electrical Components, Devices and Accessories: Listed 
and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, Article 100 by a testing 
agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and 
marked for intended use.

1.5 Coordination
A. Coordinate layout and installation of diffusers with other 

construction that penetrates flooring, including but not 
limited to: electrical fixtures, network equipment, HVAC 
equipment, and partition assemblies.

B. Specific configuration of the supply and return ductwork, 
electrical work, and piping at each unit has been indicated 
on the drawings.  If the configuration of the units furnished 
on the project differs from that indicated on the drawings 
(whether or not the units furnished are the specific units 
or an acceptable substitute), it shall be the contractor’s 
responsibility to modify ductwork, piping, etc., as required 
to accommodate the actual configuration of units furnished 
on the project.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS
2.1 General

A. Manufacturer shall be responsible for examining 
applications of each type of unit to assure that each will 
operate properly in the intended application.

B. Unit sizes are shown as selected in accordance with the 
principles	set	forth	in	the	ASHRAE	Guide	and	manufacturer’s	
literature.

C. All items of a given type shall be the products of the same 
manufacturer.

2.2 Manufacturers
A. In Part 2 articles where titles below introduce lists, the 

following requirements apply to selection:

1. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, 
provide products by one of the manufacturers specified.  
Manufacturers shall demonstrate that they have 
successfully supplied and installed underfloor HVAC 
products, as well as the computer modeling thereof for 
a minimum of 10 years.  Manufacturers must be pre-
qualified to bid based on the completion of a minimum of 
xx jobs in similar climates.  Manufacturers shall provide 
a list of completed jobs and references.

2.3 FDBU Fan Terminal Booster Unit
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B. Description: Furnish and install Price underfloor fan 
powered terminal units (FDBU) of the sizes and capacities 
as shown on the plan.

C. Performance: Sound ratings of air distribution assemblies 
shall not exceed__NC at the downstream static pressure 
of__.

D. Construction: The assembly casing shall be constructed 
of zinc coated steel. Casing sides shall be internally lined 
with 1/2 inch thick, 1.5lb min. density fiberglass insulation 
which complies with UL-181 and NFPA-90A. Any cut edges 
of fiberglass exposed to the airstream shall be coated with 
NFPA-90A	approved	sealant.	Gauge	of	the	assembly	casing	
shall be 22 gauge (20 gauge size 50). Casing shall be no 
higher than 10" (size 20, 30 and 50); 12 1/2” (size 40) and 
must fit within the pedestals of a conventional 24" x 24" 
raised floor system. Unit casing shall have a top access 
door to allow removal of fan and servicing of unit. Fan 
blower shall be constructed of steel with forward curved 
blades, dynamically balanced wheels and direct drive 
motor. Motors shall be permanent split capacitor type, 
with lubricated bearings and thermal overload protection. 
Motor shall be designed for use with electronic fan speed 
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Underfloor Terminal Units

Underfloor Terminal Units
Suggested Specifications

controller. Provide isolation between motor and blower 
assembly. Provide an electronic speed controller, which 
allows continuously adjustable fan speed from maximum 
to minimum. Speed control shall be equipped with a 
minimum voltage stop to ensure motor will not operate in 
the stall mode. Voltage stop shall be factory adjusted. Units 
shall include integral backdraft damper to prevent plenum 
air flow through nonoperating fan. Units shall incorporate a 
single point electrical and control connection for the entire 
unit. All electrical components shall be enclosed in a single 
control box with an access panel mounted on the side of 
the assembly. All controls shall be sealed from air flow. 
Units shall be ETL listed to meet UL1995 and CSA No. 236.

	 Optional	ECM	Motor

 Motors shall be ECM DC brushless motors complete with 
and operated by a single phase integrated controller / 
inverter that operates the wound stator and sensor motor 
position to electronically commutate the stator. All motors 
shall be permanently lubricated with ball bearings. Motor 
shall maintain a minimum of 70% efficiency over its 
entire operating range. Motor shall be direct coupled to 
the blower. Provide isolation between motor and blower 
assembly. Provide manual fan speed control for field 
adjustment of the fan air flow set point. Speed control 
shall accept as standard a (0-10 VDC, 0-20 mA) signal for 
remote fan adjustment from a BAS.

 Controls

 The terminal unit controller shall be dedicated, 
microprocessor-based, VAV controller supplied by the 
terminal unit manufacturer. The controller shall be capable 
of stand-alone operation and have the ability to network 
with a building automation system, personal computer or 
portable operator interface device. All components shall 
be factory wired, calibrated and pretested to ensure a full 
functional unit. The zone sensor shall be furnished by the 
terminal unit manufacturer and shall include temperature 
set point adjustment and access for connection of a hand-
held operator terminal. The DDC control package shall be 
calibrated and factory set for the maximum and minimum 
flow rates as scheduled on the drawings. The air terminal 
unit shall be designed, installed and field adjusted, if 
necessary, to maintain controlled air flow. To facilitate field 
adjustments, the terminal unit manufacturer shall furnish 
a portable hand-held operator interface. The operator 
interface shall have the capability of monitoring and 
changing all inputs, set points and operating parameters 
of the VAV controller by connection to the zone sensor. All 
primary air control components shall be mounted inside 
a protective metal shroud.

E.  Mounting/Fastening: Field confirm exact location of floor 
pedestals. Mount the terminal unit on the main slab beneath 
the raised floor. The terminal unit shall not be suspended 
from the raised floor.

F.	 Sequence	of	Operation

 With the terminal unit fan operating continuously and 
upon demand of the thermostat for full cooling, the VAV 
terminal shall provide primary air flow corresponding to 
the maximum air volume preset on the VAV assembly 
controller. Upon a decrease in room temperature the VAV 
assembly controller shall modulate the primary air flow, 
independently of duct static pressure, until the assembly 
provides full shut-off of primary air at room set point. As 
the volume of primary air is decreased, the quantity of fan 

induced air will increase, so that the total air discharge of 
the unit shall remain constant. When the room temperature 
drops below the set point of the thermostat, all air provided 
by	the	unit	shall	be	induced	air.	On	a	further	decrease	in	
room temperature, a reheat water or electric coil (optional) 
shall be activated.

2.4 Water Reheat Coils
A. Hot water reheat units as scheduled shall include 1-row 

and 2-row coils. Coil capacities shall be as scheduled. A 
quick opening access panel (optional) shall be provided 
to allow cleaning and inspection of the coil. The coils shall 
be constructed of 0.500”x0.017” copper tube. Fins shall 
be 0.0045” thick aluminum sine wave configuration. The 
coil shall be contained in a 0.030” galvanized steel casing. 
The coils shall be pressure tested. Coil shall be tested and 
certified	according	to	ARI	Standard	410.	Coil	connections	
can be right hand or left hand as detailed on the drawings. 
Control valves, automatic air vents and drain vents, if 
required, shall be supplied and field installed by others.

2.5 Electric Heating Coils 
A. Conventional ControlElectric heating coils shall be provided 

of the capacity scheduled on the drawings. The heating coils 
shall be factory mounted at the discharge outlet of the 
terminal unit. Entire assembly shall be ETL listed to meet 
UL1995 and CSA No. 236. The heater frame and control 
cabinet shall be constructed of heavy gauge galvanized 
steel. Heating elements shall be constructed of nickel-
chromium wire. An automatic reset thermal cutout shall 
be provided as a back-up to the automatic reset thermal 
cutout. Main power disconnect shall be provided as an 
integral component of the unit. Controls shall be accessible 
from the same side as primary air controls for ease of 
control adjustments.

B.	 SCR	Control

 Heater shall be capable of providing proportional control 
using an analog input signal (0-10 VDC, 4-20 mA) from a 
room	thermostat	or	other	device.	The	SCR	shall	pluse	the	
coil on and off in proportion to the thermostat demand 
matching	the	heating	capacity	to	the	room	load.	The	SCR	
controller shall employ solid state switching with zero 
crossover for silent operation. Mechanical contactors are 
not acceptable.

PART 3 – EXECUTION
3.1 Installation – General

A. Install underfloor terminal units level and plumb.  Maintain 
sufficient clearance for normal services, maintenance, or 
in accordance with construction drawings.

B. Complete installation and startup checks according to 
manufacturer’s instructions and perform the following.

1. Verify that inlet duct connections are as recommended 
by manufacture to achieve proper performance.

2. Verify that any identification tags are visible.

3. Verify locations of thermostats, humidistats, and other 
exposed control sensors with drawings and room details 
before installation.
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Underfloor Deflection Grilles

Underfloor	Deflection	Grilles
Suggested Specifications

SECTION 23 06 30 – PRODUCT

PART 1 - GENERAL
1.1 Summary

A. This section includes the following:

1. Underfloor deflection grilles

1.2 Related Documents
A.	 23	01	00	–	Operation	and	Maintenance	of	HVAC	Systems

B.	 23	05	00	–	Common	Work	Results	for	HVAC

C. 23 09 00 – Instrumentation of Control for HVAC

D. 23 20 00 – HVAC Piping and Pumps

E. 23 30 00 – HVAC Air Distribution

1.3 Submittals
A. Product Data:  For each type of product indicated, include 

rated capacities, furnished specialties and accessories.

B. Shop Drawings:  For each type of product indicated, include 
the following:

1.  Detail equipment assemblies and indicated dimensions.

2.	Required	clearances.

3. Method of field assembly.

4.	Revit	models

C. Coordination Drawings:  Include floor plans, and other 
details, drawn to scale, one which the following items are 
shown and coordinated with each other, based on input 
from installers of the items involved:

1. Floor or underfloor-mounted items including;

a. Floor structure (floor tiles, concrete, etc.)

b. Floor finishing (carpet, tile, etc.)

c. Access panels

d. Electrical components

e. Plumbing

f. Networking components

g. Terminal Units and other HVAC components

D.	 Operation	and	Maintenance	Data:		To	include	in	emergency,	
operation and maintenance manuals, maintenance 
schedules and repair part lists for all parts.

1.4 Quality Assurance
A.	 Product	Options:	Include	drawings	indicating	size,	profiles	

and dimensional requirements of the linear floor heaters 
that are based on the specific system indicated.

B. Electrical Components, Devices and Accessories: Listed 
and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, Article 100 by a testing 
agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction and 
marked for intended use.

1.5 Coordination
A. Coordinate layout and installation of underfloor deflection 

grilles with other construction that penetrates flooring, 
including but not limited to: electrical fixtures, network 
equipment, HVAC equipment, and partition assemblies.

B. Specific configuration of the supply and return ductwork, 
electrical work, and piping at each unit has been indicated 
on the drawings.  If the configuration of the units furnished 
on the project differs from that indicated on the drawings 
(whether or not the units furnished are the specific units 
or an acceptable substitute), it shall be the contractor’s 
responsibility to modify ductwork, piping, etc., as required 
to accommodate the actual configuration of units furnished 
on the project.

PART 2 – PRODUCTS
2.1 General

A. Manufacturer shall be responsible for examining 
applications of each type of unit to assure that each will 
operate properly in the intended application.

B. Unit sizes are shown as selected in accordance with the 
principles	set	forth	in	the	ASHRAE	Guide	and	manufacturer’s	
literature.

C. All items of a given type shall be the products of the same 
manufacturer.

2.2 Manufacturers
A. In Part 2 articles where titles below introduce lists, the 

following requirements apply to selection:

1. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, 
provide products by one of the manufacturers specified. 
Manufacturers shall demonstrate that they have 
successfully supplied and installed underfloor HVAC 
products, as well as the computer modeling thereof for 
a minimum of 10 years.  Manufacturers must be pre-
qualified to bid based on the completion of a minimum of 
xx jobs in similar climates.  Manufacturers shall provide 
a list of completed jobs and references.

2.3 DGU Underfloor Deflection Grille
A. Approved Manufacturers:

1. Price

B.	 Description:	Furnish	and	install	Price	model	DGU	(L	x	W)	
with the sizes, configurations and capacities indicated on 
the plans and air outlet schedule.

C. Performance: Air shall be delivered to the space at low noise 
levels without the use of nozzles. Diffuser manufacturer 
shall provide sound and pressure drop data derived from 
tests	in	accordance	with	ASHRAE	standard	70-2006.

D.	 Construction:	Grille	shall	be	constructed	of	streamlined	1¼”	
(32 mm) blades positioned on 11/2” (38 mm) centers. Blades 
shall be individually adjustable and shall lock into position 
at 0, 15, 30 and 45° deflection in both directions. Blade 
indexing device shall be constructed of stainless steel. All 
other components shall be steel. Plastic components are 
not acceptable.

E. Mounting/Fastening: The grille shall be attached to the  
ductwork with screws appropriate for the application, as 
chosen by the sheet metal installer.
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Notes






